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Opinion for the court filed PER CURIAM.
Dissenting opinion filed by Circuit Judge STOLL.
PER CURIAM.
Appellant Walter A. Tormasi (“Tormasi”) sued Appellee Western Digital Corporation (“WDC”) in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California (“District
Court”), alleging infringement of claims 41 and 61–63 (“the
Challenged Claims”) of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301 (“the ’301
patent”). A.A. 13–25 (Complaint). 1 The District Court issued an order concluding that Mr. Tormasi lacked capacity
to sue under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure (“FRCP”)
17(b), but did not “reach the standing issue.” See Tormasi
v. W. Digital Corp., No. 19-CV-00772-HSG, 2019 WL
6218784, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 21, 2019) (Order); see id. at
*2–3. For the limited purpose of reviewing the District
Court’s determination as to whether Mr. Tormasi has capacity to sue, we have jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
§ 1295(a)(1). 2 We affirm.

“A.A.” refers to the appendix submitted with
Mr. Tormasi’s brief. “S.A.” refers to the supplemental appendix submitted with WDC’s brief.
2
The District Court exercised jurisdiction under 28
U.S.C. § 1338, accordingly we have jurisdiction. See Tormasi, 2019 WL 6218784, at *2 (discussing the ’301 patent);
J.A. 13–14; see Apotex, Inc. v. Thompson, 347 F.3d 1335,
1342 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“[W]e have appellate jurisdiction if
the district court’s original jurisdiction was based in part
on section 1338, as determined by the plaintiff's wellpleaded complaint.” (citing Holmes Grp., Inc. v. Vornado
Air Circulation Sys., 535 U.S. 826, 829 (2002)).
1
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BACKGROUND 3
Mr. Tormasi is an inmate in the New Jersey State
Prison (“NJSP”), A.A. 133 (Declaration of Mr. Tormasi),
and describes himself as an “innovator and entrepreneur,”
A.A. 13. NJSP maintains a “no-business” rule, which prohibits inmates from commencing or operating a business
without prior approval from the Administrator. N.J.
ADMIN. CODE § 10A:1-2.1 (2010); id. § 10A:1-2.2 (Administrator “means an administrator or a superintendent who
serves as the chief executive officer of any State correctional facility within the New Jersey Department of Corrections.”).
While imprisoned, and without the
Administrator’s prior approval, Mr. Tormasi formed “an intellectual-property holding company[,]” A.A. 134, Advanced Data Solutions Corp. (“ADS”), A.A. 101 (Certificate
of Incorporation). Mr. Tormasi appointed himself as “director,” “Chief Executive Officer, President, and Chief
Technology Officer” of ADS. A.A. 134; see A.A. 132–44.
In January 2005, Mr. Tormasi filed U.S. Patent Application No. 11/031,878 (“the ’878 application”), which ultimately issued in January 2008, as the ’301 patent. 4
A.A. 34. In early 2004 Mr. Tormasi, as ADS Director,
Because Mr. Tormasi appeals the dismissal of his
Complaint pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(6), the facts recited
herein draw on Mr. Tormasi’s Complaint, “as well as other
sources courts ordinarily examine when ruling on [FRCP]
12(b)(6) motions to dismiss, in particular, documents incorporated into the [C]omplaint by reference . . . .” Tellabs,
Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd., 551 U.S. 308, 322
(2007).
4
Entitled “Striping Data Simultaneously Across
Multiple Platter Surfaces,” A.A. 34, the ’301 patent “relates
to the art of dynamically storing and retrieving information
using nonvolatile magnetic random-access media, specifically hard disk drives,” A.A. 36.
3
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adopted resolutions that transferred Mr. Tormasi’s rights
in the ’878 application for all shares of stock in ADS.
A.A. 134. However, Mr. Tormasi also asserts that in February 2005, he contingently assigned his complete right, title, and interest in the ’878 application “and its foreign and
domestic progeny to ADS.” A.A. 95; see A.A. 94–95 (Assignment). In May 2007, NJSP intercepted documents from
Mr. Tormasi related to ADS, and determined that he “circumvented the procedural safeguards against inmates operating a business without prior approval.” A.A. 146
(Disciplinary Report). NJSP “warned” him that “continued
involvement with ADS” would “subject[] [him] to further
disciplinary action.” A.A. 136. Despite this warning,
Mr. Tormasi continued his involvement with ADS by executing a corporate resolution that contingently transferred
the ’878 application from ADS to himself, in June 2007.
A.A. 136–37. Mr. Tormasi explained that the purpose of
the contingent transfer was “to ensure that [his] intellectual property remained enforceable, licensable, and sellable to the fullest extent possible.” A.A. 136.
On March 1, 2008, ADS entered an “inoperative and
void” status, for non-payment of taxes. A.A. 108 (capitalization normalized). In late 2009, before executing the 2009
transfer, Mr. Tormasi suspected WDC of infringing upon
the ’301 patent after reading an article examining WDC
hard drives. A.A. 18. Having been barred from filing suit
on behalf of ADS by the District of New Jersey, Mr. Tormasi, while he was still incarcerated, directed ADS to
adopt a corporate resolution to assign and transfer “all
right, title, and interest” in the ’301 patent to himself in
December 2009. A.A. 155 (2009 Corporate Resolutions),
157 (2009 Assignment). Mr. Tormasi asserts that “[t]he
purpose of the transfer in ownership was to permit
[Mr. Tormasi] to personally pursue, and to personally benefit from, an infringement action against [WDC] and others.” A.A. 138.
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In January 2019, at the direction of Mr. Tormasi, ADS
again assigned to Mr. Tormasi “all right, title, and interest”
in the ’301 patent, as well as the authority “to pursue all
causes of action and legal remedies arising during the entire term” of the ’301 patent. A.A. 27 (2019 Assignment).
Mr. Tormasi asserts that the “purpose for executing the
[2019] Assignment . . . was to provide up-to-date evidence
confirming” that he owned the ’301 patent and “had express authority to sue for all acts of infringement.”
A.A. 140. In February 2019, Mr. Tormasi sued WDC for
patent infringement. A.A. 13, 20–24. During the course of
litigation, Mr. Tormasi learned that in 2008, ADS had entered an “inoperative and void” status. See A.A. 76 (Motion
to Dismiss). In April 2019, WDC moved to dismiss Mr. Tormasi’s suit for lack of standing and capacity to sue.
A.A. 56–86. In November 2019, the District Court issued
its Order, finding that Mr. Tormasi lacked capacity to sue,
but did not “reach the standing issue.” Tormasi, 2019 WL
6218784, at *2.
DISCUSSION
I. Standard of Review and Legal Standard
“We apply regional circuit law to the review of motions
to dismiss for failure to state a claim under
[FRCP] 12(b)(6),” In re TLI Commc’ns LLC Patent Litig.,
823 F.3d 607, 610 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (citation omitted), here,
the Ninth Circuit. 5 The Ninth Circuit reviews a district
court’s decision to grant a motion to dismiss under FRCP
12(b)(6) de novo. See Fayer v. Vaughn, 649 F.3d 1061,
1063–64 (9th Cir. 2011). To survive a motion to dismiss for
failure to state a claim, a complaint must allege “enough
facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.”

FRCP 12(b)(6) provides that a party may assert by
motion a defense of “failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.” FED. R. CIV. P. 12(b)(6).
5
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Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007).
“While legal conclusions can provide the complaint’s framework, they must be supported by factual allegations.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 679 (2009).
We “review[] questions of law, including . . . capacity to
sue under [FRCP] 17(b), without deference.” Paradise Creations, Inc. v. UV Sales, Inc., 315 F.3d 1304, 1307 (Fed.
Cir. 2003) (citation omitted); see Johns v. Cty. of San Diego,
114 F.3d 874, 877 (9th Cir. 1997) (reviewing a district
court’s decision as to “[a]n individual’s capacity to sue” de
novo). “Capacity to sue in federal district court is governed
by [FRCP] 17(b).” See S. Cal. Darts Ass’n v. Zaffina, 762
F.3d 921, 926 (9th Cir. 2014). Under this rule, an individual’s capacity to sue is determined by “the law of the individual’s domicile.” FED. R. CIV. P. 17(b)(1). In New Jersey,
“[e]very person who has reached the age of majority . . . and
has the mental capacity may prosecute or defend any action in any court.” N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:15-1 (2013).
New Jersey inmates are further governed by New Jersey
Administrative Code Title 10A (“Title 10A”), see Tormasi v.
Hayman, No. CIVA08-5886(JAP), 2009 WL 1687670, at *8
(D.N.J. June 16, 2009), which sets forth regulations governing, inter alia, adult inmates in New Jersey’s prisons,
see N.J. ADMIN. CODE § 10A:1-2.1 (“N.J.A.C. 10A:1 through
10A:30 shall be applicable to State correctional facilities
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Corrections”).
For instance, under Title 10A, the “no business” rule provides that “commencing or operating a business or group
for profit . . . without the approval of the Administrator” is
a prohibited act. Id. § 10A:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix).
II. The District Court Did Not Err in Dismissing Mr. Tormasi’s Complaint for Lack of Capacity to Sue
The District Court concluded that “because New Jersey
law prevents inmates from ‘commencing or operating a
business or group for profit . . . without the approval of the
Administrator,’” Mr. Tormasi lacked capacity to sue WDC
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for patent infringement. Tormasi, 2019 WL 6218784, at *2
(quoting N.J. ADMIN. CODE § 10A:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix)). Mr. Tormasi argues “that the [D]istrict [C]ourt erred by relying on
the [no-business rule].” Appellant’s Br. 31. Mr. Tormasi
asserts that his lawsuit “cannot be construed as an unpermitted business activity” because it “seeks to enforce his
personal intellectual-property rights.” 6 Id. at 31–32. We
disagree.
Mr. Tormasi’s attempt to file this lawsuit as a personal
action merely repackages his previous business objectives
as personal activities so he may sidestep the “no business”
regulation. Because these actions are a mere continuation
of his prior business activities, we find that here, as in
Mr. Tormasi’s previous lawsuit, Mr. Tormasi’s characterization of his suit as personal, as opposed to related to business, to be without merit. Tormasi v. Hayman, 443 F.
App’x 742 (3d Cir. 2011). Mr. Tormasi is an inmate domiciled in New Jersey. A.A. 133. As such, New Jersey law
applies in determining Mr. Tormasi’s capacity to sue. See
FED. R. CIV. P. 17(b)(1) (providing that “[c]apacity to sue . . .
is determined . . . by the law of the individual’s domicile”).
While Mr. Tormasi contends that his capacity to sue is

Mr. Tormasi briefly asserts in his reply brief that
he had the Administrator’s “express or implied” approval
to procced with his patent infringement suit. Appellant’s
Reply 19–20. He did not raise this argument in his opening
brief or before the District Court. See generally Appellant’s
Br. 31–39; A.A. 109–44 (Opposition to Motion to Dismiss).
Thus, Mr. Tormasi’s argument is waived. See Bozeman
Fin. LLC v. Fed. Reserve Bank of Atlanta, 955 F.3d 971,
974 (Fed. Cir. 2020) (“[A]rguments not raised in an appellant’s opening brief [are] waived absent exceptional circumstances.”); Game & Tech. Co. v. Wargaming Grp. Ltd.,
942 F.3d 1343, 1350–51 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (declining to consider a new argument raised for the first time on appeal).
6
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solely determined by N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:15-1, see Appellant’s Reply 14, which pertains to legal majority and mental capacity, see N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:15-1, “[l]awful
incarceration brings about the necessary withdrawal or
limitation of many privileges and rights, a retraction justified by the considerations underlying our penal system[,]”
Price v. Johnston, 334 U.S. 266, 285 (1948), abrogated on
other grounds by McCleskey v. Zant, 499 U.S. 467 (1991).
Mr. Tormasi is an inmate at a New Jersey prison, subject
to Title 10A, which prohibits him from operating a business. N.J. ADMIN. CODE § 10A:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix). Therefore,
the “no business” rule is applicable to Mr. Tormasi. 7

On appeal, Mr. Tormasi argues that even if he violated the “no business” rule, it does not limit the scope of
N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:15-1 for inmates. Appellant’s Br. 32–
33, 36–38. Mr. Tormasi did not, however, argue to the District Court that the “no business” rule cannot generally
limit the scope of an inmate’s capacity to sue. See generally
A.A. 109–44. The argument is, accordingly, waived, and
Mr. Tormasi has therefore conceded that the no business
rule may limit his capacity to sue. See Fresenius USA, Inc.
v. Baxter Int’l, Inc., 582 F.3d 1288, 1296 (Fed. Cir. 2009)
(“If a party fails to raise an argument before the trial court,
or presents only a skeletal or undeveloped argument to the
trial court, we may deem that argument waived on appeal[.]”)); see also Sage Prods. Inc. v. Devon Indus., 126
F.3d 1420, 1426 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (“[A]ppellate courts do not
consider a party’s new theories, lodged first on appeal.”).
The Dissent takes issue with this conclusion, understanding Mr. Tormasi to have preserved his argument by asserting below that the “no business” rule “‘was never intended
to supersede [his] right to file civil lawsuits in his personal
capacity,’” but rather “that his capacity to sue is governed
by § 2A:15-1, which requires only that he has ‘reached the
age of majority’ and possesses ‘mental capacity,’” leaving
7
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Mr. Tormasi’s counterargument that he has not violated the no business rule is unpersuasive. For example,
we find the Third Circuit’s reasoning persuasive, that
Mr. Tormasi’s unfiled patent application qualified as “commencing or operating a business or group for profit,” as it
was in furtherance of his intellectual property business.
See Tormasi, 443 F. App’x at 745; see also Stanton v. New
Jersey Dep’t of Corr., No. A-1126-16T1, 2018 WL 4516151,
at *4 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. Sept. 21, 2018), cert. denied,
218 A.3d 305 (N.J. 2019) (concluding that an inmate violated the “no business” rule by attempting to operate a publishing company). Here similarly, Mr. Tormasi’s lawsuit is
in furtherance of his intellectual property business by taking certain business actions purely to preserve the commercial value of his intellectual property. See A.A. 134.
For instance, Mr. Tormasi asserts that he took “precautionary measures to ensure that [his] intellectual property remained enforceable, licensable, and sellable to the fullest
extent possible.” A.A. 136 (emphasis added). Mr. Tormasi
his “‘imprisonment status or prison behavior . . . irrelevant
to the capacity-to-sue standard.’” Dissent Op. 1–2 (quoting
A.A. 123–24 (Opp’n to Mot. to Dismiss)). We disagree. Mr.
Tormasi made these assertions in support of his argument
that the “no business” rule would run afoul of the First and
Fourteenth Amendments if the “no business” rule prevented him from filing suit while imprisoned, not whether
the N.J. statute superseded the “no business”
rule. A.A. 122, 125. The first time that Mr. Tormasi argues that “administrative regulations cannot supersede
statutes,” is on appeal, Appellant’s Br. 32, where he also
abandons his constitutional argument, Appellant’s Reply
15–16. Moreover, Mr. Tormasi does not attempt to rebut
WDC’s waiver argument in his Reply. Appellant’s Reply
15–16. Thus, Mr. Tormasi has not preserved his legal argument, and we need not decide whether Mr. Tormasi’s
newly proposed interpretation of the regulation is correct.
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further asserts that “[t]he purpose of [one of his] transfer[s]
in ownership was to permit [himself] to . . . personally benefit from, an infringement action against WDC and other
entities.” A.A. 136. Mr. Tormasi then sued WDC for infringing the ’301 patent and sought damages of at least $5
billion. A.A. 24. Accordingly, Mr. Tormasi’s patent infringement suit is in furtherance of operating an intellectual property business for profit, and, therefore, prohibited
under the “no business” rule. N.J. ADMIN. CODE § 10A:44.1(a)(3)(xix); see generally Tormasi, 443 F. App’x at 742
(finding that an unfiled patent application qualified as a
prohibited act under the New Jersey “no business” rule).
Because New Jersey prohibits inmates from pursuing a
business, N.J. ADMIN. CODE § 10A:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix), and because of Mr. Tormasi’s repeated attempts to profit as a
business from the patent, see Tormasi, 443 F. App’x at 742
(finding Mr. Tormasi’s attempt to file a patent application
qualified as operating a business for profit), 8 the District
Court did not err when it determined that Mr. Tormasi
The Dissent concludes that our “extension of the
Third Circuit’s reasoning to affirm the district court’s holding that Mr. Tormasi lacks capacity to sue in this case is
inappropriate given the facts of this case[,]” as “the present
lawsuit involves only Mr. Tormasi’s claim for alleged patent infringement, the Third Circuit’s decision . . . , and the
‘no business’ rule should not be at issue at all.” Dissent Op.
3. To the contrary, we do not cite to the Third Circuit’s
decision for the conclusion that Mr. Tormasi lacks capacity
to sue, we cite it to demonstrate that Mr. Tormasi’s patent
lawsuit is in furtherance of his intellectual property business and that business violates the “no business” rule. See
Tormasi, 443 F. App’x at 742, 745. Accordingly, it is appropriate for us to cite to the Third Circuit’s decision to establish that Mr. Tormasi’s conduct violated the “no business”
rule. See id. (determining what conduct and activity constituted a violation of the “no business” rule).
8
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lacked the capacity to bring this suit for patent infringement. 9
CONCLUSION
We have considered Mr. Tormasi’s other arguments
and each of the remaining issues raised on appeal, and find
them to be without merit. 10 Accordingly, the Order of the
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California,
is
AFFIRMED

It is conceivable that Mr. Tormasi might, in the future, attain capacity to sue, but under the circumstances of
this case, the District Court did not err in concluding that
he does not presently possess that capacity.
10
Mr. Tormasi argues that the District Court erred
by dismissing his Complaint for lack of capacity to sue
without first considering whether “the threshold standing/jurisdictional issue is resolved in his favor.” Appellant’s Br. 2. However, the actual issue raised by Mr.
Tormasi is whether the District Court erred by not first determining if he met the “statutory prerequisite” of 35
U.S.C. § 281 (providing that “[a] patentee shall have remedy by civil action for infringement of his patent” (emphasis added)). Because capacity to sue is a threshold
question, which the District Court determined, the District
Court did not err by not reaching the question of whether
Mr. Tormasi was a patentee under § 281, as it became
moot. Katz v. Lear Siegler, Inc., 909 F.2d 1459, 1463 (Fed.
Cir. 1990) (finding that “it was necessary to resolve the
threshold question of . . . capacity to sue”).
9
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United States Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit
______________________

WALTER A. TORMASI,
Plaintiff-Appellant
v.
WESTERN DIGITAL CORPORATION,
Defendant-Appellee
______________________
2020-1265
______________________
Appeal from the United States District Court for the
Northern District of California in No. 4:19-cv-00772-HSG,
Judge Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr.
______________________
STOLL, Circuit Judge, dissenting.
I respectfully dissent because I disagree with the majority that Mr. Tormasi waived his argument that the “no
business” rule does not limit the scope of an inmate’s capacity to sue under N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:15-1 (2013). See
Maj. 8 n.7. To the contrary, in his briefing to the district
court, Mr. Tormasi asserted that the “no business” rule
“was never intended to supersede [his] right to file civil
lawsuits in his personal capacity.” A.A. 123. Mr. Tormasi
further explained that his capacity to sue is governed by
§ 2A:15-1, which requires only that he has “reached the age
of majority” and possesses “mental capacity.” A.A. 124.
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(quoting § 2A:15-1). Mr. Tormasi added that his “imprisonment status or prison behavior is irrelevant to the capacity-to-sue standard.” Id. (citing § 2A:15-1). In my view,
these assertions fairly preserved Mr. Tormasi’s legal argument that the “no business” rule cannot generally limit the
scope of an inmate’s capacity to sue, especially in view of
the fact that he is a pro se litigant. See McZeal v. Sprint
Nextel Corp., 501 F.3d 1354, 1356 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (“Where,
as here, a party appeared pro se before the trial court, the
reviewing court may grant the pro se litigant leeway on
procedural matters . . . .” (italics removed)).
Indeed, Mr. Tormasi makes an important legal argument that the district court should have addressed in the
first instance. It makes little sense to narrow the New Jersey statute on capacity to sue in light of the “no business”
rule, which is an administrative rule of the Department of
Corrections that prescribes sanctions for certain “prohibited acts.” N.J. ADMIN. CODE § 10A:4-4.1(a) (2019). Under
this “no business” rule, the prohibited act of “commencing
or operating a business or group for profit . . . without the
approval of the Administrator” is subject to “a sanction of
no less than 31 days and no more than 90 days of administrative segregation,” id. § 10A:4-4.1(a)(3), as well as one or
more of the sanctions listed at section 10A:4-5.1(i–j) of the
New Jersey Administrative Code, which includes loss of
correctional facility privileges, loss of commutation time,
loss of furlough privileges, confinement, On-The-Spot Correction, confiscation, extra duty, or a referral of an inmate
to the Mental Health Unit for appropriate care or treatment. On its face, the “no business” rule does not include
the loss of the capacity to sue as a punishment. And, as
Mr. Tormasi further noted in his briefing to the district
court, limiting the capacity to sue statute based on the “no
business” rule is inconsistent with another section of the
same administrative code, which expressly provides that
“[i]nmates have [the] constitutional right of access to the
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courts.” A.A. 123 (alterations in original) (quoting N.J.
ADMIN. CODE § 10A:6-2.1).
The majority relies heavily on Tormasi v. Hayman,
443 F. App’x 742 (3d Cir. 2011), an earlier case also involving Mr. Tormasi, in which Mr. Tormasi asserted that his
constitutional rights were violated when prison officials
confiscated his unfiled patent application under the “no
business” rule. Rejecting Mr. Tormasi’s argument that the
“no business” rule did not apply to patent applications, the
Third Circuit concluded that confiscation was a permissible punishment because Mr. Tormasi’s intent to assign the
patent application to his own corporate entity for selling or
licensing purposes qualified as a violation of the “no business” rule. Id. at 745. As noted above, confiscation is one
of the prescribed punishments for a violation of the “no
business” rule. See N.J. ADMIN. CODE § 10A:4-5.1(i)(6).
The majority’s extension of the Third Circuit’s reasoning to
affirm the district court’s holding that Mr. Tormasi lacks
capacity to sue in this case is inappropriate given the facts
of this case. See Maj. 7–10. Prison officials never enforced
any disciplinary action or sanction under the “no business”
rule against Mr. Tormasi; nor does Mr. Tormasi challenge
any such action. Because the present lawsuit involves only
Mr. Tormasi’s claim for alleged patent infringement, the
Third Circuit’s decision in Tormasi, 443 F. App’x 742, and
the “no business” rule should not be at issue at all. I respectfully dissent.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

5

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

6
7

WALTER A. TORMASI,
Plaintiff,

8
v.

9
10

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS
Re: Dkt. Nos. 19, 27, 24, 29

WESTERN DIGITAL CORP.,
Defendant.

11
United States District Court
Northern District of California

Case No. 19-cv-00772-HSG

Pending before the Court is Defendant Western Digital Corporation’s motion to dismiss.

12
13

Dkt. No. 19. Defendant argues that Plaintiff Walter A. Tormasi lacks standing to bring suit

14

because he does not hold title to United States Patent Nos. 7,324,301 (“the ’301 Patent”) and lacks

15

capacity to sue because he is an inmate prohibited from conducting business. Defendant also

16

argues that Plaintiff fails to plausibly allege willful patent infringement. For the reasons explained

17

below, the Court GRANTS the motion.

18

I.

BACKGROUND

19

Plaintiff filed this action on February 12, 2019, alleging infringement of the ’301 Patent.

20

Dkt. No. 1 (“Compl.). The ’301 Patent is titled “Striping Data Simultaneously Across Multiple

21

Platter Surfaces” and “pertains to the field of magnetic storage and retrieval of digital

22

information.” Id. ¶ 1, Ex. C.
Independent claim 41 describes:
41. An actuator mechanism, said mechanism comprising at least two
arms, said arms assigned to different circular carrier surfaces within
an information storage and retrieval apparatus; and means for moving
said arms simultaneously and independently across corresponding
carrier surfaces with a component of movement in a radial direction
with respect to said carrier surfaces.

23
24
25
26
27

Id. Ex. C. at 12:5–11. Numerous claims depend from Claim 41, including, as relevant here Claim

28

61:

Case 4:19-cv-00772-HSG Document 33 Filed 11/21/19 Page 2 of 5
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61. The mechanism of claim 41 wherein said actuator mechanism
comprises a primary actuator and at least two secondary actuators,
wherein the primary actuator comprises at least two primary arms,
said primary arms being only unitarily movable; and the secondary
actuators are subdevices that are individually affixed to the tip of each
primary arm, with each said secondary actuator supporting one
read/write member, wherein in its operative mode, said primary
actuator executes means for providing initial general positioning by
unitarily moving said secondary actuators to an approximate radial
positions; and in its operative mode, said secondary actuators execute
means for providing precise independent secondary position by
independently moving said read/write members to specific radial
positions corresponding to particular concentric circular tracks on the
respective carrier surfaces.

1
2
3
4
5
6

United States District Court
Northern District of California

7
8

Id. Ex. C. at 12:61–13:9. Nine claims depend from Claim 61 and add further limitations such as

9

(1) “wherein said secondary actuators are microactuators” (Claim 62) and (2) “wherein secondary

10

actuators are microelectromechanisms” (Claim 63). Id. Ex. C. at 13:10–13. Plaintiff alleges that

11

“Defendant manufactures, markets, sells, distributes and/or imports hard disk drives . . . containing

12

dual-stage actuator systems comprising primary and secondary actuation devices,” which “feature

13

every structural element and limitation of claims 41, 61, 62, and 63” of the ’301 Patent. Id. ¶ 21,

14

26.
On April 25, 2019, Defendant filed the pending motion to dismiss, for which briefing is

15
16

complete. Dkt. No. 19 (“Mot.”), 23 (“Opp.”), and 26 (“Reply”). Plaintiff filed a related

17

administrative motion for nunc pro tunc objection to evidence in Defendant’s Reply, Dkt. No. 27,

18

and a motion to strike Defendant’s response to Plaintiff’s administrative motion, Dkt. No. 29.

19

II.

LEGAL STANDARD

20

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a) requires that a complaint contain “a short and plain

21

statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2). A

22

defendant may move to dismiss a complaint for failing to state a claim upon which relief can be

23

granted under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). “Dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) is

24

appropriate only where the complaint lacks a cognizable legal theory or sufficient facts to support

25

a cognizable legal theory.” Mendiondo v. Centinela Hosp. Med. Ctr., 521 F.3d 1097, 1104 (9th

26

Cir. 2008). To survive a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, a plaintiff must plead “enough facts to state a

27

claim to relief that is plausible on its face.” Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007).

28

A claim is facially plausible when a plaintiff pleads “factual content that allows the court to draw
2
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1

the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal,

2

556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009).
In reviewing the plausibility of a complaint, courts “accept factual allegations in the

United States District Court
Northern District of California

3
4

complaint as true and construe the pleadings in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party.”

5

Manzarek v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 519 F.3d 1025, 1031 (9th Cir. 2008). Nonetheless,

6

Courts do not “accept as true allegations that are merely conclusory, unwarranted deductions of

7

fact, or unreasonable inferences.” In re Gilead Scis. Sec. Litig., 536 F.3d 1049, 1055 (9th Cir.

8

2008) (quoting Sprewell v. Golden State Warriors, 266 F.3d 979, 988 (9th Cir. 2001)). Even if the

9

court concludes that a 12(b)(6) motion should be granted, the “court should grant leave to amend

10

even if no request to amend the pleading was made, unless it determines that the pleading could

11

not possibly be cured by the allegation of other facts.” Lopez v. Smith, 203 F.3d 1122, 1127 (9th

12

Cir. 2000) (en banc) (quotation omitted).

13

III.

14

ANALYSIS
Defendant argues that Plaintiff lacks standing to bring suit because he does not hold title to

15

the ’301 Patent and lacks capacity to sue because he is prohibited from operating a business since

16

he is an inmate in the New Jersey Department of Corrections. Mot. at 12–19. The Court need not

17

reach the standing issue, since even if Plaintiff does have standing to assert these claims (which

18

the Court does not now decide), Plaintiff lacks capacity to sue.

19

An individual’s capacity to sue is determined “by the law of the individual’s domicile.”

20

Fed. R. Civ. P. 17(b). Plaintiff is domiciled in New Jersey. Defendant argues that because New

21

Jersey law prevents inmates from “commencing or operating a business or group for profit or

22

commencing or operating a nonprofit enterprise without the approval of the Administrator,”

23

Plaintiff lacks capacity to bring this patent infringement suit. N.J. Admin. Code § 10A:4-

24

4.1(.705). The Court agrees.

25

Plaintiff argues that his personal right to access the courts is at issue, and that the New

26

Jersey regulation cannot “supersede Plaintiff’s right to file civil lawsuits in his personal capacity.”

27

Opp. at 11. However, Plaintiff’s case materials and previous cases makes clear that what underlies

28

this case is his purported right to conduct business, not his access to the courts. See Dkt. No. 1 ¶ 1
3
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1

(“Plaintiff is an innovator and entrepreneur”); Dkt. No. 23-1 at ¶ 14–15 (detailing that after being

2

sanctioned for “operating [his company, Advanced Data Solutions Corp. (“ADS”),] without

3

administrative approval,” Tormasi did not cease such activities, but instead engaged in

4

“ownership-transferring contingencies” to continue as a sole proprietor). See also Tormasi v.

5

Hayman, 443 F. App’x 742, 745 (3d Cir. 2011) (holding that there was no 42 U.S.C. § 1983

6

violation because Tormasi’s confiscated patent application “f[ell] within the ambit of” prohibited

7

business activities).

8

That Plaintiff has filed this patent infringement case without ADS does not change this

9

reality. Plaintiff previously represented that because he assigned ADS all of his interest in the

10
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17

patent, “he was ‘unable to directly or indirectly benefit from his intellectual-property assets, either
by selling all or part of ADS; by exclusively or non-exclusively licensing [the] patent to others; by
using ADS or [the] patent as collateral for obtaining personal loans or standby letters of credit; or
by engaging in other monetization transactions involving ADS or its intellectual-property assets.”
Tormasi, 443 F. App’x at 745. Thus, Plaintiff argued that he was not running afoul the New
Jersey regulation for conducting business. Id. Now, however, Plaintiff includes an “Assignment
of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301” assigning “all right, title, and interest” in the ’301 Patent from ADS
back to him. Dkt. No. 1-1. This contradicts his previous representation, and suggests that he may
now directly benefit from his patent assets. Indeed, this appears to be exactly what he seeks to do

18
in this case by monetizing his patents and obtaining $5 billion in compensatory damages for patent
19

infringement, in contravention of the New Jersey regulations. “Lawful incarceration brings about

20
the necessary withdrawal or limitation of many privileges and rights, a retraction justified by the
21
22
23
24

considerations underlying our penal system.” Stroud v. Swope, 187 F.2d 850, 851 (9th Cir. 1951)
(quoting Price v. Johnston, 334 U.S. 266, 285 (1948)). While the Fourteenth Amendment protects
the right of access to the courts, see Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 828 (1977), it does not
guarantee the right to freely conduct business, see Stroud, 187 F.2d at 851.1 Accordingly, the

25
26
27
28

1

Tormasi also cites the First Amendment as guaranteeing access to the courts. This right of
access, however, does not grant “inmates the wherewithal to transform themselves into litigating
engines capable of filing everything,” but rather is limited to cases in which inmates “attack their
sentences, directly or collaterally, and . . . challenge the conditions of their confinement.
Impairment of any other litigating capacity is simply one of the incidental (and perfectly
4
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1

Court finds that Plaintiff, as an inmate of the New Jersey Department of Corrections, lacks the

2

capacity to sue for patent infringement.2

3

IV.

4

Because Plaintiff lacks capacity to sue under Rule 17(b), the Court GRANTS Defendant’s

5

motion to dismiss with prejudice. As noted above, the Court DENIES AS MOOT docket

6

numbers 27 and 29. The Court additionally DENIES docket number 24 and the clerk is directed

7

to terminate the case.

8
9
10
11
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CONCLUSION

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated: 11/21/2019
______________________________________
HAYWOOD S. GILLIAM, JR.
United States District Judge

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

constitutional) consequences of conviction and incarceration.” Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 355
(1996); see also Tormasi, 443 F. App’x at 744 n.3.
2
The Court need not reach Defendant’s arguments that the complaint should be dismissed for
failure to plausibly plead willful infringement or indirect infringement under Rule 12(b)(6). Mot.
at 19–23.
5
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NOTE: This order is nonprecedential.

United States Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit
______________________

WALTER A. TORMASI,
Plaintiff-Appellant
v.
WESTERN DIGITAL CORPORATION,
Defendant-Appellee
______________________
2020-1265
______________________
Appeal from the United States District Court for the
Northern District of California in No. 4:19-cv-00772-HSG,
Judge Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr.
______________________
ON PETITION FOR PANEL REHEARING AND
REHEARING EN BANC
______________________
Before PROST, Chief Judge, NEWMAN, LOURIE, DYK,
MOORE, O’MALLEY, REYNA, WALLACH, TARANTO, CHEN,
HUGHES, and STOLL, Circuit Judges.
PER CURIAM.
ORDER
Appellant Walter A. Tormasi filed a combined petition
for panel rehearing and rehearing en banc. The petition

Case: 20-1265

Document: 48

Page: 2

Filed: 11/03/2020

App.21a
2

TORMASI

v. WESTERN DIGITAL CORP.

was referred to the panel that heard the appeal, and thereafter the petition for rehearing en banc was referred to the
circuit judges who are in regular active service.
Upon consideration thereof,
IT IS ORDERED THAT:
The petition for panel rehearing is denied.
The petition for rehearing en banc is denied.
The mandate of the court will issue on November 10,
2020.
FOR THE COURT
November 3, 2020
Date

/s/ Peter R. Marksteiner
Peter R. Marksteiner
Clerk of Court
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ABSTRACT

A hard disk drive comprises an actuator with independently
movable arms and a printed circuit board with custom core
electronic architecture. The drive also comprises one or
more platters aggregating two or more platter surfaces
whereupon data may be read from or written to by corre
sponding read/write heads. The independent-arm actuator
and custom printed circuit board enable alternate or inter
leaving bits or blocks of data to be read or written simul
taneously across a plurality of platter Surfaces within the
same physical drive.
77 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet
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2
comprising barometric and recirculation filters. The primary
purpose of the head disk assembly is to provide a Substan
tially contamination-free environment for proper drive
operation.

STRIPNG DATA SMULTANEOUSLY
ACROSS MULTIPLE PLATTER SURFACES
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

The electronic architecture of the drive is contained on a

This patent claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent
Application No. 60/568,346, said provisional application
filed with the United States Patent and Trademark Office in

Washington, D.C., on May 3, 2004.

10

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention herein relates to the art of dynamically
storing and retrieving information using nonvolatile mag
netic random-access media, specifically hard disk drives or
the like. In particular, the invention is directed toward
increasing the read/write speed of a hard drive by Striping
data simultaneously across multiple platter Surfaces within
the same physical drive, thereby permitting high-speed
parallel storage and retrieval of digital information.

15

commands. The VCM controller is connected to the actuator

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

By way of background, the basic operation or construc
tion of a hard disk drive has not changed materially since its
introduction in the 1950s, although various individual com
ponents have since been improved or optimized. Hard drives
typically contain one or more double-sided platters. These
platters are mounted vertically on a common axle and
rotated at a constant angular velocity by a spindle motor.
During physical low-level formatting, the recording media
are divided into tracks, which are single lines of concentric
circles. There is a similar arrangement of tracks on each
platter Surface, with each vertical group of quasi-aligned
tracks constituting separate cylinders. Each track is divided
into sectors, which are arc-shaped segments having a
defined data capacity.
Under the current iteration, each platter surface features a
corresponding giant-magnetoresistive (GMR) read/write
head, with the heads singly or dually attached by separate
arms to a rotary voice-coil actuator. The arms are pivotably

25

30

mechanism (through the electromagnetic coil) and is respon
sible for manipulating and positioning the actuator arms
during read or write operations. The microcontroller is
interconnected to the foregoing circuitry and is generally
responsible for providing Supervisory and Substantive pro
cessing services to the RW and VCM controllers under the
direction of firmware located on an integrated or separate
EEPROM memory chip.
Although industry standards exist, drive manufacturers
generally implement custom logic configurations for differ
ent hard-drive product lines. Accordingly, notwithstanding
the prevalent use of extendible core electronic architecture
and common firmware and ASICs, such custom logic con
figurations prevent printed circuit boards from being Sub
stituted within drives across different brands or models.

35

Cylinders and tracks are numbered from the circumfer
ence of the platters toward the center beginning with 0.
Heads and platter surfaces are numbered from the bottom
head or platter Surface toward the top, also beginning with
0. Sectors are numbered from the start of each track toward

40

mounted to a vertical actuator shaft and connected to the

shaft through a common carrier device. The common carrier
device, or rack, functions as a single-movement mechanism,
or comb. This actuator design physically prevents the arms
from moving independently and only allows the arms to
move radially across the platter Surfaces in unison. As a
consequence, the read/write heads are unable to simulta
neously occupy different tracks or cylinders on separate
platter Surfaces.
A rotary actuator unitarily rotates its arms to particular
tracks or cylinders using an electromagnetic voice-coil
motor system. In a typical Voice-coil-motor system, an
electromagnetic coil is affixed to the base of the head rack,
with a stationary magnet positioned adjacent to the coil
fixture. Actuation of the carrier device is accomplished by
applying various magnitudes of current to the electromag
netic coil. In response to the application of current, the coil
attracts or repels the stationary magnet through resulting
electromagnetic forces. This action causes the arms to pivot
unitarily along the axis of the actuator shaft and rotate
radially across corresponding platter Surfaces to particular
tracks or cylinders.
A head disk assembly (HDA) houses the platters, spindle
motor, and actuator mechanism. The head disk assembly is
a sealed compartment containing an air-filtration system

printed circuit board, which is mounted to the drive chassis
below the head disk assembly. The printed circuit board
contains an integrated microcontroller, read/write (RW) con
troller, voice-coil-motor (VCM) controller, and other stan
dard logic circuits and auxiliary chips. The microcontroller,
RW controller, and VCM controller are typically applica
tion-specific integrated circuits, or ASICs, that perform a
multitude of functions in cooperation with one another. The
RW controller, for example, is connected to the read/write
heads (through write-driver and preamplification circuitry)
and is responsible for processing and executing read or write

45

the end beginning with 1, with the sectors in different tracks
numbered anew using the same logical pattern.
Although it is often stated that tracks within respective
cylinders are aligned vertically, tracks within each cylinder
are actually not aligned with Such precision as to render
them completely perpendicular. This vertical misalignment
of the tracks occurs as a result of imprecise servo writing,
latitudinal formatting differences, mechanical hysteresis,
nonuniform thermal expansion and contraction of the plat
ters, and other factors. Because these causes of track mis

50

alignment are especially influential given the high track
densities of current drives, tracks are unlikely to be exactly
vertically aligned within a particular cylinder. From a tech
nical standpoint, then, it can accurately be stated that tracks
within a cylinder are quasi-aligned; that is, different tracks
within a cylinder can be accessed sequentially by the read/
write heads without substantial radial movement of the

55
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carrier device, but, it follows, some radial movement (usu
ally several microns) is frequently required.
As a result of its common-carrier and single-coil actuator
design, core electronic architecture, and vertical track-align
ment discrepancy, current drive configurations prevent data
from being written simultaneously to different tracks within
identical or separate cylinders. In contrast, current drives
write data sequentially in a Successive pattern generally
giving preference to the lowest cylinder, head, and sector
numbers. Pursuant to this pattern, for example, data are
written sequentially to progressively ascending head and
sector numbers within the lowest available cylinder number
until that cylinder is filled, in which case the process begins

App.25a
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anew starting with the first head and sector numbers within
the next adjacent cylinder. Because tracks within a given
cylinder are quasi-aligned, this pattern has the primary effect
of reducing the seek time required by the read/write heads
for sequentially accessing Successive data.
Hard disk-drives occupy a pivotal role in computer opera
tion, providing a reliable means for nonvolatile storage and
retrieval of crucial data. To date, while areal density (giga
bits per square inch) continues to grow rapidly, increases in
data transfer rates (megabytes per second) have remained
relatively modest. Hard drives are currently as much as 100
times slower than random-access memory and 1000 times
slower than processor on-die cache memory. Within the
context of computer operation, these factors present a well
recognized dilemma: In a world of multi-gigahertz micro
processors and double-data-rate memory, hard drives con
stitute a major bottleneck in data transportation and
processing, thus severely limiting overall computer perfor

10

15

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

25

Six drawings accompany this patent. These drawings
inclusively illustrate miscellaneous aspects of the invention
and are intended to complement the disclosure by providing
a fuller understanding of the invention and its constituents.
FIG. 1 depicts a side view of the internal components of
an independent-arm actuator mechanism.
FIG. 2 depicts a side view of two one-arm actuators that
compose an independent-arm actuator mechanism.
FIG. 3 depicts a side view of a head disk assembly
containing an independent-arm actuator mechanism and two
disk platters.
FIG. 4 depicts a perspective view of the head disk
assembly featured in the previous figure.
FIG. 5 depicts a side view of another embodiment of the
independent-arm actuator mechanism.
FIG. 6 depicts a block diagram of a printed circuit board
containing custom core electronic architecture.

aCC.

One solution to increase the read/write speed of disk
storage is to install two or more hard drives as a Redundant
Array of Independent Disks, or RAID, using a Level 0
specification, as defined and adopted by the RAID Advisory
Board. RAID 0 distributes data across two or more hard

drives via striping. In a two-drive RAID 0 array, for
example, the striping process entails writing one bit or block
of data to one drive, the next bit or block to the other drive,
the third bit or block to the first drive, and so on, with data

being written to the respective drives simultaneously.
Because half as much data is being written to (and Subse
quently accessed from) two drives simultaneously, RAID 0
doubles potential data transfer rates in a two-drive array.
Further increases in potential data transfer rates generally
scale proportionally higher with the inclusion into the array
of additional drives.

Traditional RAID 0, however, presents numerous disad
vantages over standard single-drive configurations. Since
RAID 0 employs two or more separate drives, its imple
mentation doubles or multiplies correspondingly the prob
ability of Sustaining a drive failure. Its implementation also
increases to the same degree the amount of power consump
tion, space displacement, weight occupation, noise genera
tion, heat production, and hardware costs as compared to
ordinary single-drive configurations. Accordingly, RAID 0
is not suitable for use in laptop or notebook computers and
is only employed in Supercomputers, mainframes, storage
Subsystems, and high-end desktops, servers, and worksta

30

35

40

45

tions.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the invention to institute a single-drive
striping configuration wherein the striping feature employed
in RAID Level 0 is incorporated into a single physical hard
disk drive (as opposed to two or more separate drives)
through the use of particular embodiments and modes of
implementation, operation, and configuration. By incorpo
rating the striping feature into a single physical drive, it is an
object of the invention to dramatically increase the read/
write speed of the drive without suffering miscellaneous
disadvantages customarily associated with traditional multi
drive RAID 0 implementation.
In particular, the invention as embodied consists of a hard
disk drive comprising an actuator with independently mov
able arms and a printed circuit board with custom core
electronic architecture. The drive also comprises one or
more platters aggregating two or more platter Surfaces

4
whereupon data may be read from or written to by corre
sponding read/write heads. As explained in detail below, the
independent-arm actuator and custom printed circuit board
enable alternate or interleaving bits or blocks of data to be
read or written simultaneously across a plurality of platter
Surfaces within the same physical drive, thereby accom
plishing the primary objects of the invention.
Other objects and aspects of the invention will in part
become obvious and will in part appear hereinafter. The
invention thus comprises the apparatuses, mechanisms, and
systems in conjunction with their parts, elements, and inter
relationships that are exemplified in the disclosure and that
are defined in Scope by the respective claims.

50
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

As noted above, in order to effectuate the single-drive
striping configuration, the invention embodies the utilization
of an actuator with independently movable arms and a
printed circuit board with custom core electronic architec
ture. These and other aspects of the invention are discussed
in detail below, as well as particular modes of implementa
tion, operation, and configuration.
Turning now to specific aspects of the invention, the
independent-arm actuator features numerous distinct char
acteristics. In contrast to conventional actuator design, the
arms to the independent-arm actuator are connected to one
and the same actuator shaft through independent carrier
devices. Separate electromagnetic coils are affixed within
the proximity of the base of each arm, with one or more
stationary magnets positioned between each coil fixture. The
independent carrier devices and separate electromagnetic
coils function collectively as a multi-movement mechanism.
This multi-movement mechanism allows the arms to move

radially across corresponding platter Surfaces independently
(as opposed to unitarily or in unison) and permits each
read/write head to simultaneously occupy different tracks or
cylinders on separate platter Surfaces.
FIG. 1 depicts a side view of the internal components of
an independent-arm actuator mechanism. The actuator
mechanism 40 comprises horizontally suspended arms 15
mounted separately (through independent carrier devices) to
a vertical actuator shaft 10. In accordance with the above

65

embodiment, separate electromagnetic coils 5 are affixed to
the base of each arm 15, with one or more stationary
magnets (not shown) positioned between each coil fixture 5.
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To the extent necessary, antimagnetic shielding (not shown)
may be inserted between each coil fixture 5 to minimize or
eliminate adjacent electromagnetic interference. Actual
independent-arm actuation is accomplished by applying
various magnitudes of current to the respective electromag
netic coils 5. In response to the application of current, the
coils 5 independently attract or repel the stationary magnet
(s) through resulting electromagnetic forces. This action
causes the arms 15 to pivot independently along the axis of
the actuator shaft 10 and rotate radially across corresponding
platter Surfaces (not shown) to particular tracks or cylinders.
Although FIG. 1 depicts the electromagnetic coils 5 as
being actual large-scale wire windings, each electromag
netic coil 5 instead features a substantially flat profile and a
generally annular, triangular, square, or rectangular dimen
Sion. The stationary magnets (not shown) are similarly
plate-shaped members, with each Such member comprising
permanent magnets and optional soft-magnetic elements.
The antimagnetic shielding (not shown), which typically
takes the form of foil or plates, may comprise mu metal
(nickel-molybdenum-iron-copper) or its functional equiva
lent. As a Substitute for antimagnetic shielding, however,
adjacent electromagnetic interference may be reduced
appreciably by placing the electromagnetic coils and/or
stationary magnets in an antipodal configuration (i.e., oppo
site polar relationship).
As an alternative embodiment, the independent-arm
actuator may comprise numerous individual one-arm actua
tors mounted vertically. This embodiment combines preex
isting Submechanisms in a unique manner never before
Suggested in combination. By combining individual one-arm
actuators to form the independent-arm actuator mechanism,
complexity of the actuator mechanism may be reduced
appreciably, thereby resulting in lower potential develop
ment and production expenses being incurred by the manu

6
South, although a northern polarity may just as easily be
employed. This actuator configuration is less preferable to
the one specified previously but is nonetheless useful where
the one-arm actuators cannot be accommodated within the

10
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nisms are Subdevices such as microactuators or
microelectromechanisms. The microactuators or microelec
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facturer.

FIG. 2 depicts a side view of two individual one-arm
actuators that compose an independent-arm actuator mecha
nism under the alternative embodiment. Whereas the top
actuator 20 has its read/write head 25 facing south, the
bottom actuator 30 has its read/write head 35 facing north.
Both actuators 20.30 have substantially low-height form

40

factors.

FIG. 3 depicts a side view of a head disk assembly for a
hard drive containing two double-sided platters. The head
disk assembly contains an independent-arm actuator mecha
nism 40 and two disk platters 45 affixed to an upright axle
50. In accordance with the above embodiment, the indepen
dent-arm actuator 40 comprises four one-arm actuators
20.30 mounted vertically, with each one-arm actuator 20.30
assigned to different platter Surfaces. Although the one-arm
actuators 20.30 are depicted in the diagram as being separate

45

50

and discrete submechanisms, it should be noted that the

one-arm actuators may share the same mechanical housing,
actuator shaft, stationary magnet, and other unifiable com
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ponents.

FIG. 4 depicts a perspective view of the head disk
assembly featured in the previous figure. To illustrate the
independent nature of the actuator arms 15, the diagram
depicts each head 25.35 in substantially different radial
positions.
FIG. 5 depicts a side view of another embodiment of the
independent-arm actuator mechanism for a hard drive con
taining two single-sided platters. The diagram depicts an
independent-arm actuator 40 comprising two one-arm actua
tors 20 mounted vertically. In contrast to the previous
embodiment, the head 25 to each one-arm actuator 20 faces

height allocated to each platter Surface. Such a situation may
occur where the drive contains numerous platters that are
vertically spaced in close proximity. This problem, however,
may be corrected by reducing the number of platters within
the drive in order to increase the vertical space between the
platters.
As another embodiment, the independent-arm actuator
may comprise a primary actuator mechanism and two or
more secondary actuator mechanisms. Under this embodi
ment, the primary actuator mechanism is an ordinary single
movement device, whereas the secondary actuator mecha
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tromechanisms are individually affixed to the tip of each
primary actuator arm, with each microactuator or microelec
tromechanism Supporting one read/write head. The primary
actuator mechanism provides initial general positioning by
unitarily moving the microactuators or microelectromecha
nisms to an approximate radial position, whereupon the
microactuators or microelectromechanisms provide precise
independent secondary positioning by independently mov
ing the read/write heads to specific tracks on corresponding
platter Surfaces. This embodiment accomplishes indepen
dent-arm actuation and is particularly useful to effectively
combat adjacent electromagnetic interference.
Pursuant to the foregoing embodiment, it is preferable
that the secondary actuators (e.g., microactuators or micro
electromechanisms) feature significant ranges of indepen
dent radial movement. In other words, each secondary
actuator, for example, should preferably permit its read/
write head to access 10,000 or more adjacent tracks on the
respective platter Surfaces. The secondary actuators, how
ever, may permit their respective read/write heads to access
a lesser number of adjacent tracks (e.g., 5000, 2500, 1000,
100, or 10) in accordance with the invention. These smaller
ranges of independent radial movement are especially pref
erable where such radial restriction appreciably reduces the
complexity of the secondary actuators.
The printed circuit board comprises integrated RW/VCM
(i.e., read/write and Voice-coil-motor) controllers and micro
controller circuitry. As embodied, each RW/VCM controller
comprises read/write (RW) circuitry for processing and
executing read or write commands and Voice-coil-motor
(VCM) circuitry for manipulating the respective electro
magnetic coils to the independent-arm actuator mechanism
and positioning the respective actuator arms during read or
write operations. The microcontroller comprises an applica
tion-specific integrated circuit, or ASIC, that performs a
multitude of functions, including providing Supervisory and
substantive processing services to each RW/VCM controller.
The RWVCM controllers and microcontroller constitute the

core electronic architecture of the printed circuit board. The
printed circuit board, however, also comprises peripheral
electronic architecture such as an integrated EEPROM
memory chip containing Supporting device drivers, or firm
ware, as well as standard logic circuits and auxiliary chips
used to control the spindle motor and other elementary
components.
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The number of RW/VCM controllers on the printed
circuit board is equivalent to the number of arms composing
the independent-arm actuator mechanism, with each
RW/VCM controller assigned to different actuator arms. The
integrated microcontroller is shared among the RW/VCM
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controllers using separate data channels, with the microcon
troller connected singly to an interface bus, preferably using
an SATA, SCSI, or other prevailing high-performance inter
face standard. The remaining peripheral logic circuits and
auxiliary chips may be connected using a variety of standard
or custom configurations.
FIG. 6 depicts a block diagram of the aforementioned
printed circuit board for a hard drive containing two double
sided platters. The diagram illustrates the core electronic
architecture of the printed circuit board but omits peripheral
electronic architecture to promote clarity. In accordance
with the above embodiment, the printed circuit board com
prises four RW/VCM controllers 55, with each RW/VCM
controller 55 assigned to common microcontroller circuitry
60 and different actuator arms (not shown). It should be
noted that any electronic component on the printed circuit
board may coexist either physically or logically or may be
rearranged schematically, consolidated into a single multi
function chip, or replaced by Software equivalents, among
other things, as customarily occurs in an effort by manufac
turers to simplify or optimize the electronic architecture of

10

controller and actuator arm function as discrete drive mod
15

hard drives.

Similar to a RAID 0 controller or its software equivalent,
the integrated microcontroller on the printed circuit board
functions as an intermediary between a host system and the

25

RWVCM controllers. As embodied, the microcontroller

intercepts read or write commands from the host system and
responds pursuant to a predetermined shuffling algorithm. In
executing write commands, the microcontroller apportions
alternate or interleaving bits or blocks of data to each
RW/VCM controller. In executing read commands, the
above operation occurs in reverse sequence, with the micro
controller reconstituting previously apportioned data frag
ments received from the respective RW/VCM controllers
and transmitting the data to the host system in native
sequential order.
The integrated RW/VCM controllers on the printed circuit
board function as a massively parallel Subsystem. In
response to read or write commands issued by the micro
controller, each RW/VCM controller instructs its assigned
actuator arm to perform the requested operation. Each
RW/VCM controller and its corresponding actuator arm
operate independently in relation to other similarly paired
RW/VCM controllers and actuator arms. In reading or
writing data, each RW/VCM controller causes its assigned
actuator arm to read or write data across the respective
platter surfaces, with all such read or write operations by the
actuator arms occurring simultaneously in a parallel fashion.
The data that are read or written across each platter
Surface are commensurate with the data apportioned to the
respective RW/VCM controllers by the microcontroller. The
result: Alternate or interleaving bits or blocks of data are
read or written simultaneously across multiple platter Sur
faces within the drive. In a one-platter drive containing two
platter surfaces, for example, one bit or block of data is
written to (or read from) one platter surface, the next bit or
block to the other platter surface, the third bit or block to the
first platter Surface, and so on, with data being written to (or
read from) the respective platter Surfaces simultaneously.
This process is akin to incorporating the striping feature
used in RAID 0 into a single physical drive.
To optimize data storage and retrieval, data are read or
written across the respective platter Surfaces in a pattern
giving preference to the lowest track and sector numbers.
This pattern is similar to the pattern employed in an ordinary
drive with the exception that data are read or written
simultaneously pursuant to the striping scheme outlined

8
above. In addition to reducing the seek time required for
simultaneously accessing pseudo-Successive data, this pat
tern has the effect of providing consistency among the
read/write pattern employed by each RW/VCM controller.
As a result, although FIG. 4 depicts the heads 25.35 to the
independent-arm actuator 40 in substantially different radial
positions, the arms 15 actually move in near synchronization
(albeit independently) in accordance with the identical read/
write pattern common among the RW/VCM controllers.
From a conceptual standpoint, it can generally be stated
that each platter surface and its corresponding RW/VCM
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ules. Such artificial compartmentalization causes these drive
modules to appear as separate physical drives to the micro
controller, thereby enabling the microcontroller to natively
manipulate each module independently. Analogous to stan
dard RAID 0 technology, these drive modules appear col
lectively as a single drive to the host system, with total data
capacity of the drive being equal to the aggregate capacity
of the individual platter surfaces.
The invention possesses several unique qualities in addi
tion to those previously mentioned. Insofar as data are read
or written simultaneously across the respective platter Sur
faces independently, each platter Surface emulates separate
drives in RAID 0 configuration. As a consequence, increases
in potential data transfer rates generally scale proportionally
higher with the inclusion into the drive of additional platter
Surfaces. Accordingly, a one-platter notebook drive, for
example, would emulate two drives in RAID 0 configura
tion, while a five-platter desktop drive would emulate ten
drives, also in RAID 0 configuration. Using the preceding
example, the invention has the potential to double and
decuple the read/write speeds of notebook and desktop
drives, respectively, with maximum data transfer rates
approaching or exceeding 500 megabytes per second.
These speed increases, it follows, are accomplished with
out the disadvantages associated with traditional multi-drive
RAID 0 implementation. The invention as embodied con
sists of a single physical drive as opposed to two or more
separate drives. Notwithstanding the incorporation into the
drive of Substitute actuator components and additional inte
grated logic circuits, the drive is comparable to an ordinary
drive in reliability, power consumption, space displacement,
weight occupation, noise generation, heat production, and
hardware costs. These characteristics are not only in sharp
contrast to the ramifications resulting from RAID 0 imple
mentation, but such characteristics make the drive Suitable

for use in all classes of computer systems, particularly laptop
and notebook computers and entry-level desktops, servers,
50
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60

and workStations.

Another notable quality of the invention is that it operates
and functions identically to an ordinary drive from the
perspective of a consumer or end user. The drive appears as
a single drive to an operating system, with the internal
striping process occurring Surreptitiously. Because all of the
necessary logic circuits are located on the printed circuit
board, the drive constitutes a fully functional self-contained
unit and is entirely compatible with existing technology. In
addition, due to the auxiliary EEPROM memory chip con
taining Supporting firmware, the drive is bootable and can
thus serve as the primary storage medium for the operating
system. These factors render the drive highly versatile, so
much So, in fact, that the drive can be connected to a
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traditional RAID array (using a separate RAID controller or
its software equivalent) to achieve additional performance
and/or reliability increases beyond the already-high capa
bility of the invention.
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Although specific embodiments have been set forth, the
invention is sufficiently encompassing as to permit other
embodiments to be employed within the scope of the inven
tion. The embodiments outlined above, however, provide
numerous practical advantages insofar as they permit the
invention to be implemented as inexpensively as possible
while remaining compatible with existing technology. This
has the effect of lowering development and production
expenses, increasing product marketability, and promoting
widespread use and adoption. The embodiments outlined
above thus constitute the best modes of implementation,
operation, and configuration.

10

What is claimed is:

1. An information storage and retrieval apparatus, said
apparatus comprising: at least one circular Substrate, said
Substrate or Substrates aggregating at least two carrier Sur
faces capable of storing data whereupon data may be read
from or written to by corresponding read/write members:
and means for simultaneously and independently reading or
writing alternate or interleaving bits or blocks of data across
each of said plurality of carrier surfaces within said infor
mation storage and retrieval apparatus.
2. An information storage and retrieval apparatus, said
apparatus comprising:
at least one circular Substrate, said Substrate or Substrates

15

25

aggregating at least two carrier Surfaces capable of
storing data whereupon data may be read from or
written to by corresponding read/write members; an

nisms share one and the same actuator shaft.

actuator mechanism with at least two arms, each of said

arms assigned to different carrier Surfaces; means for
moving said arms simultaneously and independently
across corresponding carrier surfaces with a component
of movement in a radial direction with respect to the
circular substrate or Substrates defining the carrier
Surfaces; and a logic holder, said holder comprising
electronic architecture for electronically controlling
said information storage and retrieval apparatus,
wherein in its operative mode, said information storage
and retrieval apparatus executes means for permitting
alternate or interleaving bits or blocks of data to be read
or written simultaneously and independently across a
plurality of carrier Surfaces.
3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said apparatus
comprises a plurality of circular Substrates.
4. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said circular Sub
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strate or Substrates are nonremovable.

5. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said apparatus is a

27. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary
50

55

coils.

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said electromagnetic
coils each feature a substantially flat profile.
10. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said electromag
netic coils each feature a generally annular dimension.
11. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said electromag
netic coils each feature a generally triangular dimension.
12. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said electromag
netic coils each feature a generally square dimension.

24. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said submecha
nisms share one and the same stationary magnet.
25. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein: said actuator
mechanism comprises a primary actuator and at least two
secondary actuators, wherein the primary actuator comprises
at least two primary arms, said primary arms being only
unitarily movable; and the secondary actuators are subde
vices that are individually affixed to the tip of each primary
arm, with each said secondary actuator Supporting one
read/write member, wherein in its operative mode, said
primary actuator executes means for providing initial gen
eral positioning by unitarily moving said secondary actua
tors to an approximate radial position; and in its operative
mode, said secondary actuators execute means for providing
precise independent secondary positioning by independently
moving said read/write members to specific radial positions
corresponding to particular concentric circular tracks on the
respective carrier Surfaces.
26. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary
actuators are microactuators.

hard disk drive.

6. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said actuator mecha
nism comprises more than two arms.
7. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said actuator mecha
nism is rotary in nature.
8. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the arms to said
actuator mechanism are pivotably connected to one and the
same actuator shaft through independent racks and further
comprising separate electromagnetic coils affixed within the
proximity of the base of each arm and at least one stationary
magnet positioned between each of said electromagnetic
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13. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said electromag
netic coils each feature a generally rectangular dimension.
14. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said stationary
magnets are plate-shaped members.
15. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said stationary
magnets comprise permanent magnets.
16. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said stationary
magnets comprise Soft-magnetic elements.
17. The apparatus of claim 8, further comprising anti
magnetic shielding affixed between each coil fixture.
18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein said antimagnetic
shielding comprises mu metal.
19. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said electromag
netic coils are placed in an antipodal configuration.
20. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said stationary
magnets are placed in an antipodal configuration.
21. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said actuator
mechanism comprises at least two individual actuator Sub
mechanisms, said submechanisms each having only one
arm, wherein said Submechanisms are mounted vertically
within one and the same imaginary plane, with each Sub
mechanism assigned to different carrier Surfaces.
22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said submecha
nisms share one and the same mechanical housing.
23. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said submecha

60

actuators are microelectromechanisms.

28. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to 10,000 or more
adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respective carrier
Surfaces.

29. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 5000
and 10,000 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respec
tive carrier Surfaces.

30. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 2500
and 5000 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respec
65

tive carrier Surfaces.

31. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
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mitting access by the read/write members to between 1000
and 2500 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respec
tive carrier Surfaces.

32. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 100
and 1000 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respec
tive carrier Surfaces.

33. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 10 and
100 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respective

10

42. The mechanism of claim 41, wherein said actuator

mechanism comprises more than two arms.

carrier Surfaces.

34. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 1 and
10 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respective

43. The mechanism of claim 41, wherein said actuator
15

44. The mechanism of claim 41, wherein: the arms to said

45. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said electro

magnetic coils each feature a substantially flat profile.

46. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said electro
25

wherein the data that are read or written across each carrier

magnetic coils each feature a generally annular dimension.
47. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said electro

magnetic coils each feature a generally triangular dimen
Sion.

48. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said electro
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magnetic coils each feature a generally square dimension.

49. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said electro

magnetic coils each feature a generally rectangular dimen
Sion.
35

40

RWVCM controllers, with the microcontroller con

nected to a communication channel interfacing the
information storage and retrieval apparatus.
38. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein: the microcon
troller is an intermediary between a host system and the
RW/VCM controllers, said microcontroller comprising
means for electronically intercepting read or write com
mands from said host system and means for electronically
responding pursuant to a predetermined shuffling algorithm,
wherein in executing write commands, the microcontroller
implements means for electronically apportioning alternate
or interleaving bits or blocks of data to each RW/VCM
controller; and in executing read commands, the microcon
troller implements means for electronically reconstituting
previously apportioned data fragments received from the
respective RW/VCM controllers and means for electroni
cally transmitting said data to said host system in native
sequential order.
39. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein: in response to
read or write commands issued by the microcontroller, each
RW/VCM controller executes means for electronically caus
ing its assigned arm to read or write data across the respec
tive carrier surfaces, with all such read or write operations
by said arms occurring simultaneously in a parallel fashion,

mechanism is rotary in nature.
actuator mechanism are pivotably connected to one and the
same actuator shaft though independent racks; separate
electromagnetic coils being affixed within the proximity of
the base of each said arm; and at least one stationary magnet
is positioned between each of said electromagnetic coils.

carrier Surfaces.

35. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said electronic
architecture comprises means for electronically intercepting
read or write commands from a host system, means for
electronically responding pursuant to a predetermined shuf
fling algorithm, and means for electronically manipulating
said arms independently during read or write operations.
36. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said electronic
architecture comprises: two or more RW/VCM controllers,
said RW/VCM controllers comprising read/write (RW) cir
cuitry for processing and executing read or write commands
and voice-coil-motor (VCM) circuitry for manipulating and
positioning said arms during read or write operations; and a
microcontroller for providing Supervisory and Substantive
processing services to said RW/VCM controllers, wherein
said microcontroller, RW/VCM controllers, RW circuitry,
and VCM circuitry together coexist either physically or
logically or in the form of integrated circuits, discrete
electronic components, or software equivalents.
37. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein:
the number of RW/VCM controllers is equivalent to the
number of arms composing said actuator mechanism,
with each RW/VCM controller assigned to different of
said arms; and the microcontroller is shared among the
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Surface are commensurate with the data apportioned to the
respective RW/VCM controllers by the microcontroller.
40. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said logic holder is
a printed circuit board.
41. An actuator mechanism, said mechanism comprising
at least two arms, said arms assigned to different circular
carrier Surfaces within an information storage and retrieval
apparatus; and means for moving said arms simultaneously
and independently across corresponding carrier Surfaces
with a component of movement in a radial direction with
respect to said carrier Surfaces.

45

50. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said stationary
magnets are plate-shaped members.
51. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said stationary
magnets comprise permanent magnets.
52. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said stationary
magnets comprise Soft-magnetic elements.
53. The mechanism of claim 44, further comprising
antimagnetic shielding affixed between each of said electro
magnetic coil.
54. The mechanism of claim 53, wherein said antimag
netic shielding comprises mu metal.
55. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said electro

magnetic coils are placed in an antipodal configuration.
56. The mechanism of claim 44, wherein said stationary
magnets are placed in an antipodal configuration.

57. The mechanism of claim 41, wherein said actuator
50

55

mechanism comprises at least two individual actuator Sub
mechanisms, said submechanisms each having only one
arm, wherein said Submechanisms are mounted vertically
within one and the same imaginary plane, with each said
Submechanism assigned to different carrier Surfaces.
58. The mechanism of claim 57, wherein said submecha

nisms share one and the same mechanical housing.
59. The mechanism of claim 57, wherein said submecha
nisms share one and the same actuator shaft.

60. The mechanism of claim 57, wherein said submecha
60

nisms share one and the same stationary magnet.
61. The mechanism of claim 41 wherein said actuator

65

mechanism comprises a primary actuator and at least two
secondary actuators, wherein the primary actuator comprises
at least two primary arms, said primary arms being only
unitarily movable; and the secondary actuators are subde
vices that are individually affixed to the tip of each primary
arm, with each said secondary actuator Supporting one
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read/write member, wherein in its operative mode, said
primary actuator executes means for providing initial gen
eral positioning by unitarily moving said secondary actua
tors to an approximate radial position; and in its operative
mode, said secondary actuators execute means for providing
precise independent secondary positioning by independently
moving said read/write members to specific radial positions
corresponding to particular concentric circular tracks on the
respective carrier Surfaces.
62. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary

14
arms and means for moving said arms simultaneously and
independently across corresponding carrier Surfaces with a
component of movement in a radial direction with respect to
the circular substrate or substrates defining the carrier sur
faces.

72. The holder of claim 71, wherein said electronic

10

actuators are microactuators.

63. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary

73. The holder of claim 71, wherein said electronic

actuators are microelectromechanisms.

64. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to 10,000 or more
adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respective carrier

15

Surfaces.

65. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 5000
and 10,000 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respec
tive carrier Surfaces.

66. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 2500
and 5000 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respec

25

tive carrier Surfaces.

67. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 1000
and 2500 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respec

30

tive carrier Surfaces.

68. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 100
and 1000 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respec

35

tive carrier Surfaces.

69. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 10 and
100 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respective

40

carrier Surfaces.

70. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per
mitting access by the read/write members to between 1 and
10 adjacent concentric circular tracks on the respective

45

carrier Surfaces.

71. A logic holder, said holder comprising: electronic
architecture, said architecture implementing means for elec
tronically controlling an information storage and retrieval
apparatus, wherein said information storage and retrieval
apparatus comprises at least one circular substrate, said
Substrate or Substrates aggregating a plurality of carrier
surfaces whereupon data may be read from or written to by
corresponding read/write members simultaneously and inde
pendently, said information storage and retrieval apparatus
further comprising an actuator mechanism with a plurality of

architecture comprises means for electronically intercepting
read or write commands from a host system, means for
electronically responding pursuant to a predetermined shuf
fling algorithm, and means for electronically manipulating
said arms independently during read or write operations.

50

architecture comprises: two or more RW/VCM controllers,
said RW/VCM controllers comprising read/write (RW) cir
cuitry for processing and executing read or write commands
and voice-coil-motor (VCM) circuitry for manipulating and
positioning said arms during read or write operations; and a
microcontroller for providing Supervisory and Substantive
processing services to said RW/VCM controllers, wherein
said microcontroller, RW/VCM controllers, RW circuitry,
and VCM circuitry together coexist either physically or
logically or in the form of integrated circuits, discrete
electronic components, or software equivalents.
74. The holder of claim 73, wherein: the number of

RW/VCM controllers is equivalent to the number of arms
composing said actuator mechanism, with each RW/VCM
controller assigned to different arms; and the microcontroller
is shared among the RW/VCM controllers, with the micro
controller connected to a communication channel interfac

ing the information storage and retrieval apparatus.
75. The holder of claim 73, wherein: the microcontroller
is an intermediary between a host system and the RW/VCM
controllers, said microcontroller comprising means for elec
tronically intercepting read or write commands from said
host system and means for electronically responding pursu
ant to a predetermined shuffling algorithm, wherein in
executing write commands, the microcontroller implements
means for electronically apportioning alternate or interleav
ing bits or blocks of data to each RW/VCM controller; and
in executing read commands, the microcontroller imple
ments means for electronically reconstituting previously
apportioned data fragments received from the respective
RW/VCM controllers and means for electronically transmit
ting said data to said host system in native sequential order.
76. The holder of claim 73, wherein: in response to read
or write commands issued by the microcontroller, each
RW/VCM controller executes means for electronically caus
ing its assigned arm to read or write data across the respec
tive carrier surfaces, with all such read or write operations
by said arms occurring simultaneously in a parallel fashion,
wherein the data that are read or written across each carrier
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Surface are commensurate with the data apportioned to the
respective RW/VCM controllers by the microcontroller.
77. The holder of claim 71, wherein said logic holder is
a printed circuit board.
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patented process, constituting a material part of the invention, knowing the same to be especially made or
especially adapted for use in an infringement of such patent, and not a staple article or commodity of commerce
suitable for substantial noninfringing use, shall be liable as a contributory infringer.
(d)No patent owner otherwise entitled to relief for infringement or contributory infringement of a patent shall be
denied relief or deemed guilty of misuse or illegal extension of the patent right by reason of his having done one
or more of the following: (1) derived revenue from acts which if performed by another without his consent would
constitute contributory infringement of the patent; (2) licensed or authorized another to perform acts which if
performed without his consent would constitute contributory infringement of the patent; (3) sought to enforce his
patent rights against infringement or contributory infringement; (4) refused to license or use any rights to the
patent; or (5) conditioned the license of any rights to the patent or the sale of the patented product on the
acquisition of a license to rights in another patent or purchase of a separate product, unless, in view of the
circumstances, the patent owner has market power in the relevant market for the patent or patented product on
which the license or sale is conditioned.
(e)
(1)It shall not be an act of infringement to make, use, offer to sell, or sell within the United States or
import into the United States a patented invention (other than a new animal drug or veterinary biological
product (as those terms are used in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the Act of March 4,
1913) which is primarily manufactured using recombinant DNA, recombinant RNA, hybridoma
technology, or other processes involving site specific genetic manipulation techniques) solely for uses
reasonably related to the development and submission of information under a Federal law which
regulates the manufacture, use, or sale of drugs or veterinary biological products.
(2)It shall be an act of infringement to submit—
(A)an application under section 505(j) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act [21 USCS §
355(j)] or described in section 505(b)(2) of such Act [21 USCS § 355(b)(2)] for a drug claimed in a
patent or the use of which is claimed in a patent,
(B)an application under section 512 of such Act [21 USCS § 360b] or under the Act of March 4,
1913 (21 U.S.C. 151–158) for a drug or veterinary biological product which is not primarily
manufactured using recombinant DNA, recombinant RNA, hybridoma technology, or other
processes involving site specific genetic manipulation techniques and which is claimed in a patent
or the use of which is claimed in a patent, or
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(C)
(i)with respect to a patent that is identified in the list of patents described in section 351(l)(3) of
the Public Health Service Act [42 USCS § 262(l)(3)] (including as provided under section
351(l)(7) of such Act [42 USCS § 262(l)(7)]), an application seeking approval of a biological
product, or
(ii)if the applicant for the application fails to provide the application and information required
under section 351(l)(2)(A) of such Act [42 USCS § 262(l)(2)(A)], an application seeking
approval of a biological product for a patent that could be identified pursuant to section
351(l)(3)(A)(i) of such Act [42 USCS § 262(l)(3)(A)(i)],
if the purpose of such submission is to obtain approval under such Act to engage in the commercial
manufacture, use, or sale of a drug, veterinary biological product, or biological product claimed in a
patent or the use of which is claimed in a patent before the expiration of such patent.
(3)In any action for patent infringement brought under this section, no injunctive or other relief may be
granted which would prohibit the making, using, offering to sell, or selling within the United States or
importing into the United States of a patented invention under paragraph (1).
(4)For an act of infringement described in paragraph (2)—
(A)the court shall order the effective date of any approval of the drug or veterinary biological
product involved in the infringement to be a date which is not earlier than the date of the expiration
of the patent which has been infringed,
(B)injunctive relief may be granted against an infringer to prevent the commercial manufacture,
use, offer to sell, or sale within the United States or importation into the United States of an
approved drug, veterinary biological product, or biological product,
(C)damages or other monetary relief may be awarded against an infringer only if there has been
commercial manufacture, use, offer to sell, or sale within the United States or importation into the
United States of an approved drug, veterinary biological product, or biological product, and
(D)the court shall order a permanent injunction prohibiting any infringement of the patent by the
biological product involved in the infringement until a date which is not earlier than the date of the
expiration of the patent that has been infringed under paragraph (2)(C), provided the patent is the
subject of a final court decision, as defined in section 351(k)(6) of the Public Health Service Act [42
USCS § 262(k)(6)], in an action for infringement of the patent under section 351(l)(6) of such Act
[42 USCS § 262(l)(6)], and the biological product has not yet been approved because of section
351(k)(7) of such Act [42 USCS § 262(k)(7)].
The remedies prescribed by subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), and (D) are the only remedies which may be
granted by a court for an act of infringement described in paragraph (2), except that a court may award
attorney fees under section 285 [35 USCS § 285].
(5)Where a person has filed an application described in paragraph (2) that includes a certification under
subsection (b)(2)(A)(iv) or (j)(2)(A)(vii)(IV) of section 505 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
(21 U.S.C. 355), and neither the owner of the patent that is the subject of the certification nor the holder
of the approved application under subsection (b) of such section for the drug that is claimed by the
patent or a use of which is claimed by the patent brought an action for infringement of such patent
before the expiration of 45 days after the date on which the notice given under subsection (b)(3) or
(j)(2)(B) of such section was received, the courts of the United States shall, to the extent consistent with
the Constitution, have subject matter jurisdiction in any action brought by such person under section
2201 of title 28 for a declaratory judgment that such patent is invalid or not infringed.
(6)
(A)Subparagraph (B) applies, in lieu of paragraph (4), in the case of a patent—
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(i)that is identified, as applicable, in the list of patents described in section 351(l)(4) of the
Public Health Service Act [42 USCS § 262(l)(4)] or the lists of patents described in section
351(l)(5)(B) of such Act [42 USCS § 262(l)(5)(B)] with respect to a biological product; and
(ii)for which an action for infringement of the patent with respect to the biological product—
(I)was brought after the expiration of the 30-day period described in subparagraph (A) or
(B), as applicable, of section 351(l)(6) of such Act [42 USCS § 262(l)(6)]; or
(II)was brought before the expiration of the 30-day period described in subclause (I), but
which was dismissed without prejudice or was not prosecuted to judgment in good faith.
(B)In an action for infringement of a patent described in subparagraph (A), the sole and exclusive
remedy that may be granted by a court, upon a finding that the making, using, offering to sell,
selling, or importation into the United States of the biological product that is the subject of the action
infringed the patent, shall be a reasonable royalty.
(C)The owner of a patent that should have been included in the list described in section 351(l)(3)(A)
of the Public Health Service Act [42 USCS § 262(l)(3)(A)], including as provided under section
351(l)(7) of such Act [42 USCS § 262(l)(7)] for a biological product, but was not timely included in
such list, may not bring an action under this section for infringement of the patent with respect to
the biological product.
(f)
(1)Whoever without authority supplies or causes to be supplied in or from the United States all or a
substantial portion of the components of a patented invention, where such components are
uncombined in whole or in part, in such manner as to actively induce the combination of such
components outside of the United States in a manner that would infringe the patent if such combination
occurred within the United States, shall be liable as an infringer.
(2)Whoever without authority supplies or causes to be supplied in or from the United States any
component of a patented invention that is especially made or especially adapted for use in the
invention and not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use,
where such component is uncombined in whole or in part, knowing that such component is so made or
adapted and intending that such component will be combined outside of the United States in a manner
that would infringe the patent if such combination occurred within the United States, shall be liable as
an infringer.
(g)Whoever without authority imports into the United States or offers to sell, sells, or uses within the United
States a product which is made by a process patented in the United States shall be liable as an infringer, if the
importation, offer to sell, sale, or use of the product occurs during the term of such process patent. In an action
for infringement of a process patent, no remedy may be granted for infringement on account of the
noncommercial use or retail sale of a product unless there is no adequate remedy under this title for
infringement on account of the importation or other use, offer to sell, or sale of that product. A product which is
made by a patented process will, for purposes of this title, not be considered to be so made after—
(1)it is materially changed by subsequent processes; or
(2)it becomes a trivial and nonessential component of another product.
(h)As used in this section, the term “whoever” includes any State, any instrumentality of a State, and any officer
or employee of a State or instrumentality of a State acting in his official capacity. Any State, and any such
instrumentality, officer, or employee, shall be subject to the provisions of this title in the same manner and to
the same extent as any nongovernmental entity.
(i)As used in this section, an “offer for sale” or an “offer to sell” by a person other than the patentee, or any
designee of the patentee, is that in which the sale will occur before the expiration of the term of the patent.
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116-315.

United States Code Service > TITLE 35. PATENTS (§§ 1 — 390) > Part III. Patents and Protection
of Patent Rights (Chs. 25 — 32) > CHAPTER 29. Remedies for Infringement of Patent, and Other
Actions (§§ 281 — 299)

§ 281. Remedy for infringement of patent
A patentee shall have remedy by civil action for infringement of his patent.

History

HISTORY:
Act July 19, 1952, ch 950, § 1, 66 Stat. 812.
Annotations

Notes

HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES
Prior law and revision:
Based on 35 U.S.C., 1946 ed., §§ 67 and 70 in part (R. S. § 4919; R. S. § 4921; Mar. 3, 1897, ch 396, § 6, 29
Stat. 694; Feb. 18, 1922, ch 58, § 8, 42 Stat. 392; Aug. 1, 1946, ch 726, § 1, 60 Stat. 778).
The corresponding two sections of existing law are divided among 35 U.S.C. §§ 281, 283, 284, 285, 286 and
289 with some changes in language. Section 281 [ 35 USCS § 281] serves as an introduction or preamble to the
following sections, the modern term civil action is used, there would be, of course, a right to a jury trial when no
injunction is sought.
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NOTICE OF MOTION
2
Defendant Western Digital Corporation (“WDC”) hereby gives notice that on August 22,

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

2019, at 2:00 p.m., in Courtroom 2, 4th Floor, 1301 Clay Street, Oakland, CA 94612, before the
Honorable Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr., WDC will and hereby does move under Rule 12(b)(1) of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (“FRCP”) for an order dismissing the February 12, 2019
Complaint (“Complaint”) (ECF 1) filed by Walter A. Tormasi (“Plaintiff” or “Tormasi”) based
on Tormasi’s lack of standing to sue. WDC will and does further move under FRCP 17(b) for an
order dismissing the Complaint based on Tormasi’s lack of capacity to sue. WDC will and does
further move for an order pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(6) for an order dismissing the claims of willful
infringement and indirect infringement (if Tormasi contends the Complaint makes such claims).
RELIEF SOUGHT

12

WDC seeks dismissal of this action pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(1) and or FRCP 17(b) due to

13
14
15
16
17

Tormasi’s lack of standing and lack of capacity to sue. If the Court concludes that Tormasi does
have standing and capacity, WDC seeks dismissal of Tormasi’s willful infringement claim, and
any claims for indirect infringement Tormasi contends were pled under Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(6) for
failure to state a claim.
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

18
19

I.

INTRODUCTION

20

Tormasi’s suit for infringement of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301 (“the ’301 Patent”) should

21

be dismissed because Tormasi lacks both standing and capacity to bring this suit. Tormasi filed

22

the instant action pro se from the New Jersey State Prison where he is serving a life sentence.

23

Tormasi purports to have assigned the ’301 Patent from Advanced Data Solutions Corporation

24

(“ADS”) – a Delaware corporation that per the patent office’s records is the current owner of the

25

’301 Patent – to himself in his capacity as ADS’s “President” and “Sole Shareholder.” The

26

assignment, however, is invalid because there is not a scrap of evidence that Tormasi is President

27

or sole shareholder of ADS or that Tormasi had the authority to assign the ’301 Patent from ADS

28
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to himself. And, by Tormasi’s own admission in prior lawsuits, he does not possess the

2

documents necessary to prove his ownership of ADS. The patent office’s records show that

3

ADS, not Tormasi, owns the ’301 Patent. Tormasi, therefore, lacks standing to bring this patent

4

infringement suit.

5

While this issue alone bars Tormasi’s lawsuit, there are at least two additional,

6

independent reasons why Tormasi lacks standing or capacity to sue. First, ADS has been in a

7

void status since March 1, 2008 and was in a void status when Tormasi purported to assign the

8

’301 Patent from ADS to himself. Thus, under Delaware law, ADS has been stripped of all of the

9

powers previously conferred on it by Delaware, which include the power to “sell, convey, lease,

10

exchange, transfer or otherwise dispose of, or mortgage or pledge, all or any of its property and

11

assets.” See 8 Del. C. § 122(4). Accordingly, even if Tormasi could show that he had the

12

authority to assign ADS’s patent to himself, because ADS lacked the power to transfer its

13

property, the January 30, 2019 assignment is invalid.
Second, “it is a prohibited act in New Jersey state prisons for an inmate to operate a

14
15

business or a nonprofit enterprise without the approval” of the prison administrator. Tormasi v.

16

Hayman, Civil Action No. 08-5886 (JAP), 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560, at *22 (D.N.J. June 16,

17

2009) (“Tormasi I”) (citing N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1, .705) (Ex. 1). 1 In view of this law, in March

18

2007, prison officials confiscated as contraband documents in Tormasi’s possession concerning

19

ADS, the ’301 Patent, and an unfiled provisional application. In suits filed by Tormasi seeking

20

their return, the New Jersey federal court and the Third Circuit, affirming New Jersey’s

21

prohibition against inmates operating businesses, approved the seizure of these documents.
Tormasi’s patent infringement suit – in which he claims to be an “entrepreneur” and is

22
23

seeking $15 billion in damages (ECF 1 at 1, ¶ 1 & 12-13 “Prayer for Relief” ¶¶ (D-E)) – is

24

plainly in furtherance of his efforts to monetize the ’301 Patent. The New Jersey federal court

25

and the Third Circuit have already found that Tormasi’s patent licensing and monetization efforts

26
27
28

“Ex. __” refers to Exhibits to the Declaration of Erica D. Wilson in Support of WDC’s Motion
to Dismiss (“Wilson Decl.”) filed concurrently herewith.
1
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constitute prohibited business operations. Tormasi’s attempt to circumvent these findings by

2

pursuing his patent monetization business as an individual rather than under the auspices of ADS

3

does not alter the fact that this litigation is in furtherance of his business interests and is

4

prohibited under New Jersey law. Tormasi’s Complaint, therefore, should be dismissed for the

5

additional reason that he lacks the capacity to sue since he is prohibited from conducting a

6

business while incarcerated.

7

If the lawsuit is not dismissed in its entirety, Tormasi’s claims of willful infringement

8

should be dismissed because Tormasi’s Complaint fails to plausibly allege that (1) WDC had

9

pre-suit knowledge of the ’301 Patent and its alleged infringement, and (2) the requisite

10

“egregious” behavior to support such a claim. Instead, of plausibly pleading facts, Tormasi relies

11

on rank speculation, unwarranted deductions of fact and unreasonable inferences that fall far

12

short of plausibly pleading willful infringement. It is unclear whether Tormasi alleges indirect

13

infringement. To extent he does, Tormasi’s indirect infringement claims should also be

14

dismissed for failure to state a claim

15

II.

1. Whether Tormasi’s Complaint should be dismissed pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(1) for lack

16
17

of standing to sue under Article III of the U.S. Constitution.
2. Whether Tormasi’s Complaint should be dismissed because he lacks the capacity to

18
19

STATEMENT OF ISSUES TO BE DECIDED

sue.

20

3. Whether Tormasi’s claim for willful infringement of the ’301 Patent should be

21

dismissed pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be

22

granted.

23

4. Whether Tormasi’s claims for indirect infringement of the ’301 Patent (to the extent

24

Tormasi contends the Complaint makes such claims) should be dismissed pursuant to FRCP

25

12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

26
27
28
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III.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

2

A.

The Patent-in-Suit

3

Plaintiff Tormasi is an inmate at the New Jersey State Prison in Trenton, New Jersey

4

where he has been serving a life sentence since 1998. See State v. Tormasi, 443 N.J. Super 146,

5

149 (App.Div. 2015). Tormasi filed this suit for infringement of the ’301 Patent against WDC on

6

February 12, 2019. ECF 1. Tormasi’s Complaint asserts that he is an “innovator and

7

entrepreneur” and that “one of [his] inventions resulted in the issuance of U.S. Patent No.

8

7,324,301.” ECF 1, ¶1 & Ex. C.

9

The face page of the ’301 Patent states that it issued on January 29, 2008 and lists Walter

10

A. Tormasi as Inventor. Id. It also states that the application for the ’301 patent, U.S. Patent

11

Application Ser. No. 11/031,878, was filed on January 10, 2005, and claims priority to

12

Provisional application No. 60/568,346 (the “Provisional Application.”) Id.

13
14
15
16

B.

Tormasi Assigned the Application for the ’301 Patent and Its “Progeny” to
Advanced Data Solutions Corporation (“ADS”)

On February 7, 2005, “[f]or consideration received,” Tormasi assigned, transferred and
conveyed “complete right, title, and interest in United States Patent Application No. 11/031,878
and its foreign and domestic progeny” to “ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS CORP.” Ex. 2.

17
The assignment document was notarized and recorded (twice) in the United States Patent and
18
19
20

Trademark Office (“PTO”). Id. The face page of the ’301 Patent lists ADS as the patent’s
Assignee (ECF 1, Ex. C.) and the PTO’s assignment records currently list ADS as the owner of
the ’301 Patent. Ex. 2.

21
C.
22

ADS is A Delaware Corporation

In a December 1, 2008 Complaint (“2008 Complaint”) filed by Tormasi against prison

23
officials, Tormasi alleged ADS was a Delaware corporation. Ex. 3 ¶6. The Delaware Secretary of
24

State’s records show ADS was incorporated on April 19, 2004 by Angela Norton whose address

25
is listed as that of an entity called The Company Corporation. Ex. 4. The Delaware Secretary of
26
State also has two records of Franchise Tax Payments for ADS made in 2004 and 2005. Ex. 5.
27
28
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These documents do not identify any officer, director or stockholder of ADS, and do not identify

2

Tormasi as having any interest in ADS. See Exs. 4 & 5.

3

The February 7, 2005 assignment recorded with the PTO lists ADS’s address as 105

4

Fairview Avenue, Somerville, New Jersey 08876 (“Fairview Avenue”). Ex. 2. Fairview Avenue

5

is a property that was owned by Attila Tormasi or Tormasi Housing Somerville, LLC (of which

6

Attila Tormasi was the sole member) prior to ADS’s formation and until Attila Tormasi’s death.

7

Exs. 7 (deed conveying Fairview Avenue to TDKH and showing chain of title on sixth page),

8

Ex. 8. Fairview Avenue was subsequently transferred to TDKH, LLC whose members include

9

Kuldip Dhillon and Tejinder Dhillon. Exs. 7, 9.

10

In the 2008 Complaint, Tormasi alleged ADS was “an intellectual-property holding

11

company,” and that he was “the sole shareholder of ADS” and its “agent.” Ex. 3 ¶¶6-7. Tormasi,

12

however, provided no documents to support his contentions concerning ownership of ADS.

13

The 2008 Complaint also alleges that ADS had a “principal office and mailing address at

14

1828 Middle Road, Martinsville, New Jersey 08836” (“Middle Road”). Ex. 3 ¶6. Middle Road is

15

a single-family home that was owned by Tormasi’s father, Attila Tormasi, prior to ADS’s

16

incorporation until his death, when it was transferred on January 25, 2011 to Matthew Northrup.

17

Ex. 6 (deed conveying Middle Road to Northrup and showing title chain on first page).
ADS is and Has Been In a “Void” Status Since March 2008

18

D.

19

The Delaware Secretary of State’s records show that ADS has been in a “void” status,

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

and thus prohibited from transacting business since March 1, 2008. Ex. 10.
E.

Tormasi’s Civil Lawsuits
1.

Tormasi’s December 2008 Lawsuit for Alleged Violations of His
Constitutional Rights

On December 1, 2008, Tormasi filed the 2008 Complaint on behalf of himself and ADS
against prison officials alleging various civil rights and constitutional violations stemming from
the March 3, 2007 seizure by prison officials of Tormasi’s personal property. See, e.g., Ex. 3 ¶¶8,
13-15. Tormasi alleged the confiscated property included inter alia ADS corporate paperwork,

28
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patent prosecution documents for the ’301 Patent, “an unfiled provisional patent application” and

2

“various legal correspondence.” Ex. 3 ¶ 15, 19-35.

3

In particular, Tormasi alleged that, while confined at New Jersey State Prison, he filed

4

the Provisional Application with the PTO (id. ¶¶19-20(a)), and on May 17, 2004, assigned his

5

entire interest in the Provisional Application to ADS in exchange for all outstanding shares of

6

ADS common stock (the “2004 Assignment”). Id. ¶20(b). Tormasi alleged that due to this

7

transaction he was “the sole owner of ADS, and ADS correspondingly owns all applications and

8

patents stemming from [the Provisional Application].” Id.

9

Tormasi alleged the confiscated documents included the 2004 Assignment, “corporate

10

resolutions authorizing, ratifying, and adopting” the 2004 Assignment, “stock certificates;

11

shareholder ledgers; minutes of shareholder meetings; tax information and forms; and other

12

related legal documents.” Id. ¶21. Tormasi claimed that absent such documents he “cannot prove

13

his ownership of ADS to the satisfaction of interested third parties,” and stated:

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Absent such proof of ownership of ADS, plaintiff Tormasi is unable to directly or
indirectly benefit from his intellectual-property assets, either by selling all or part
of ADS; by exclusively or non-exclusively licensing his ’301 patent to others . . .
or by engaging in other monetization transactions involving ADS or its
intellectual-property assets. Id. ¶22(a)
Tormasi further alleged the confiscation of his corporate documents prevented him from
filing tax returns with the Internal Revenue Service on behalf of ADS. Id. ¶22(b). And, Tormasi
alleged the confiscation of patent prosecution documents injured him and ADS because they
“intend[ed] to enforce their rights under their ’301 patent by filing infringement actions . . .” (id.
¶27(a)), and absent these documents they could not do so, thus preventing him and ADS from
benefiting from the ’301 Patent. Id. ¶27(a)-(b).
2.

The New Jersey District Court Sua Sponte Dismissed Tormasi’s
Claims Inter Alia Because New Jersey Inmates are Prohibited From
Operating Businesses

On June 15, 2009, the district court dismissed ADS’s claims sua sponte finding “that a
corporation may appear in the federal courts only through licensed counsel,” and thus Tormasi

27
could not pursue claims on behalf of ADS. Tormasi I, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560, at *11-12.
28
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The district court also dismissed Tormasi’s claims sua sponte, with the exception of a

2

claim involving documents Tormasi alleged he required to file an action for post-conviction

3

relief. Id. at *28. In considering Tormasi’s claims, the district court noted “it is a prohibited act

4

in New Jersey state prisons for an inmate to operate a business or a nonprofit enterprise without

5

the approval of the Administrator.” Id. at *22 (citing N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1, .705.) The district

6

court also confirmed that Tormasi had no federal or state constitutional right to conduct a

7

business from prison and “had no constitutional right to file tax returns or engage in litigation in

8

connection with the business of ADS.” Id. at *21-22.

9

The court further found, “the provisions of the New Jersey Administrative Code

10

prohibiting prisoners from operating a business, considered in conjunction with Plaintiff

11

Tormasi’s failure to allege that he was given permission to conduct a business, is as likely a

12

motivation for the confiscation of Plaintiff Tormasi’s business records.” Id. at *23.

13

The Court dismissed:

14

Plaintiff Tormasi’s claim that he had been deprived of a constitutional right to
conduct a business while incarcerated (including all related claims such as the
related claims that he has a constitutional right to communicate with the U.S.
Office of Patents and Trademarks regarding patent applications, and to
communicate with counsel regarding the conduct of the business, and to conduct
litigation with respect to the business, and to prepare and submit tax returns on
behalf of the business) . . . .

15
16
17
18

Tormasi v. Hayman, Civil Action No. 08-5886 (JAP), 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25849, at *15
19
20
21
22
23

(D.N.J. Mar. 14, 2011) (“Tormasi II”) (Ex. 11) (summarizing holding in Tormasi I).
The Court also noted that despite Tormasi’s desire to pursue patent infringement
litigation, he failed to state a claim for denial of access to courts because “impairment of the
capacity to litigate with respect to personal business interests is ‘simply one of the incidental
(and perfectly constitutional) consequences of conviction and incarceration.’” Tormasi I, 2009

24
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560, at *14-15 (quoting Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 355 (1996)).
25
3.

Tormasi’s July 24, 2009 Amended Complaint

26
27
28

On July 24, 2009 Tormasi filed a “1st Amended Complaint” on behalf of himself and
ADS largely reiterating the allegations and claims of the December 2008 Complaint, and
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including a new claim for violation of his First Amendment free speech rights. Ex. 12. On

2

Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss, the court dismissed – again – Tormasi’s claims. See Tormasi II,

3

2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25849, at *39.

4

The court also dismissed Tormasi’s claim that the confiscation of his documents

5

“violat[ed] his rights to freedom of speech under the First Amendment.” Id. at *28, *34. In so

6

doing, the court reiterated that Tormasi had no federal constitutional right to conduct a business

7

in prison (id. at *31) and reiterated New Jersey’s “no-business” rule. Id. at *28-29 (citing

8

N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1, .705). The court highlighted the “rational connection between the no-

9

business rule and the legitimate penological objective of maintaining security and efficiency at

10

state correctional institutions,” noting inter alia that “operating a business inside a correctional

11

facility would seriously burden operation of incoming and outgoing mail procedures,” and

12

“could result in the introduction of contraband into prisons.” Id. at *32.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

4.

The Third Circuit Affirmed the New Jersey’s Application of the NoBusiness Rule to Tormasi’s Unfiled Patent Application

Tormasi appealed the district court’s judgment concerning his unfiled patent application,
arguing that the confiscation of the application interfered with his statutory right to file to apply
for a patent and violated his First Amendment rights to free speech. See Tormasi v. Hayman, 443
F. App’x. 742, 744-45 (3d Cir. 2011) (Ex. 13). The Third Circuit recognized that prison officials
“confiscated Tormasi’s patent application pursuant to a prison regulation that prohibited
‘commencing or operating a business or group for profit or commencing or operating a nonprofit
enterprise without the approval of the Administrator.’ N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1(.705).” Id. at 745.
The Court confirmed the propriety of the prison’s actions finding that in Tormasi’s case
his intentions with respect to the unfiled application, as stated in his Complaints, showed that
Tormasi intended to file the patent application in furtherance of operating a business. Id. The
Court focused on Tormasi’s allegations in his complaints that: (1) he had filed two patent
applications entitled “Striping data simultaneously across multiple platter services” and assigned
to ADS his entire interest in the applications; and (2) due to the confiscation of paperwork
pertaining to the ’301 Patent and ADS, he could not benefit from the intellectual-property assets
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– e.g., by selling ADS or licensing the patents, using ADS or the ’301 patent as collateral, or by

2

engaging in other monetization transactions involving ADS or its intellectual-property assets. Id.

3

The Third Circuit found it notable that Tormasi stated that he “intends to assign his

4

confiscated provisional application and any derivate patents to plaintiff ADS . . ..” Id. The Court

5

held that “[u]nder these circumstances . . . the District Court did not err in holding that Tormasi’s

6

intentions regarding the unfiled patent application qualified under the regulation as ‘commencing

7

or operating a business or group for profit,’” and concluded that “the confiscation of the unfiled

8

patent application did not violate his statutory or constitutional rights.” Id.

9

F.

Tormasi’s Alleged Assignment of the ’301 Patent From ADS to Himself

On January 30, 2019, Tormasi purported to assign the ’301 Patent from ADS to himself

10
11

in his supposed capacity as ADS’s “President” and “Sole Shareholder” ECF 1 Ex. A. Tormasi

12

alleges that he has standing to sue as the named inventor on the ’301 Patent and by virtue of this

13

alleged assignment. ECF 1 ¶¶7-8, Ex. A.

14

IV.

LEGAL STANDARDS

15

A.

Standing Challenges are Properly Brought Under FRCP 12(b)(1)

16

“A suit brought by a plaintiff without Article III standing is not a ‘case or controversy,'

17

and an Article III federal court therefore lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the suit.”

18

Cetacean Cmty. v. Bush, 386 F.3d 1169, 1174 (9th Cir. 2004) (citationsomitted). “In that event,

19

the suit should be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(1).” Id; see also White v. Lee, 227 F.3d 1214, 1242

20

(9th Cir. 2000) (finding that standing “pertain[s] to a federal court’s subject-matter jurisdiction

21

under Article III” and thus is “properly raised in a motion to dismiss under Federal Rule of Civil

22

procedure 12(b)(1), not Rule 12(b)(6)”) (citations omitted).

23
24
25
26
27

B.

On a “Factual” Challenge to Jurisdiction under Rule 12(b)(1) the Court
Resolves Disputed Factual Issues Relevant to Jurisdiction

Pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1), a jurisdictional challenge may be “facial” or “factual.” Leite v.
Crane Co., 749 F.3d 1117, 1121 (9th Cir. 2014). “A ‘facial’ attack accepts the truth of the
plaintiff’s allegations but asserts that they are insufficient on their face to invoke federal
jurisdiction.” Id. (internal citations and quotations omitted). “A ‘factual’ attack, by contrast,

28
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contests the truth of the plaintiff’s factual allegations, usually by introducing evidence outside

2

the pleadings.” Id. (citations omitted).

3

Significantly, where a defendant factually attacks jurisdiction, “the Court need not

4

presume the truthfulness of the plaintiff’s allegations.” White, 227 F.3d at 1242. On the contrary,

5

“[i]n resolving a factual attack on jurisdiction, the district court may review evidence beyond the

6

complaint without converting the motion to dismiss into a motion for summary judgment.” Safe

7

Air For Everyone v. Meyer, 373 F.3d 1035, 1039 (9th Cir. 2004) (citing Savage v. Glendale

8

Union High Sch., 343 F.3d 1036, 1039 n.2 (9th Cir. 2003)).

9

The plaintiff bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that each of

10

the requirements for subject-matter jurisdiction has been met. Leite, 749 F.3d at 1121. Thus,

11

where the moving party makes a factual attack on jurisdiction “‘by presenting affidavits or other

12

evidence properly brought before the court,’” the party opposing a factual challenge to

13

jurisdiction “‘must furnish affidavits or other evidence necessary to satisfy its burden of

14

establishing subject matter jurisdiction.’” Safe Air, 373 F.3d at 1039 (quoting Savage, 343 F.3d

15

at 1039 n.2) (emphasis added). “[I]f the existence of jurisdiction turns on disputed factual issues,

16

the district court may resolve those factual disputes itself” (Leite, 749 F.3d at 1121-22) unless

17

“the issue of subject-matter jurisdiction is intertwined with an element of the merits of the

18

plaintiff’s claim.” Id., fn.3 (citations omitted).

19

C.

Standing in a Patent Infringement Suit Requires that the Plaintiff Show that
He Had Title to the Patent at the Time the Suit Was Filed

20
Standing in a patent infringement suit requires possession of title for the patent at issue at
21
the time the suit is brought. Filmtec Corp. v. Allied-Signal. Inc., 939 F.2d 1568, 1571 (Fed. Cir.
22

1991). “[T]o assert standing for patent infringement, the plaintiff must demonstrate that it held

23
enforceable title to the patent at the inception of the lawsuit. Paradise Creations, Inc. v. UV
24
Sales, Inc., 315 F.3d 1304, 1309 (Fed.Cir.2003) (emphasis in original); see also Lans v. Digital
25
Equip. Corp., 252 F.3d 1320 (Fed.Cir.2001) (affirming dismissal of plaintiff-inventor’s
26
complaint and denial of motion to amend pleadings to substitute patent assignee as plaintiff when
27
plaintiff-inventor assigned the patent prior to filing the action).
28
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D.

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6)

2

Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), a district court must dismiss a complaint

3

if it fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. To survive a Motion to Dismiss, a

4

complaint must plead “enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.” Bell

5

Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007). A claim is facially plausible when a party

6

pleads “factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant

7

is liable for the misconduct alleged.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009); see also

8

Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555 (“Factual allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above

9

the speculative level.”). Conclusory allegations or “formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause

10

of action will not do.” Iqbal, 556 U.S at 678 (citations and internal quotations omitted).

11

While courts generally “accept factual allegations in the complaint as true and construe

12

the pleadings in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party” (Manzarek v. St. Paul Fire &

13

Marine Ins. Co., 519 F.3d 1025, 1031 (9th Cir. 2008)), “courts do not ‘accept as true allegations

14

that are merely conclusory, unwarranted deductions of fact, or unreasonable inferences.’”

15

Hypermedia Navigation v. Google LLC, No. 18-cv-06137-HSG, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803,

16

at *2-3 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 2, 2019) (Ex. 14) (quoting Hartman v. Gilead Scis., Inc. (In re Gilead

17

Scis. Sec. Litig.), 536 F.3d 1049, 1055 (9th Cir. 2008)) (emphasis added). Moreover, if the facts

18

alleged do not support a reasonable inference of liability, stronger than a mere possibility, the

19

claim must be dismissed. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678-79.

20

E.

Willful Infringement

21

Willful infringement is reserved for “egregious infringement behavior,” which is

22

typically described as “willful, wanton, malicious, bad-faith, deliberate, consciously wrongful,

23

flagrant, or –indeed—characteristic of a pirate.” Halo Elecs., Inc. v. Pulse Elecs., Inc., 136 S. Ct.

24

1923, 1932 (2016). To state a claim for willful infringement, a plaintiff must plead (1) defendant

25

had knowledge of the asserted patents at the time of the alleged wrongdoing, and (2) the

26

defendant’s conduct rises to the level of egregiousness described in Halo. Hypermedia, U.S.

27

Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *8-10 (finding “[k]nowledge of the patent alleged to be willfully infringed

28
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continues to be a prerequisite to enhanced damages,” and dismissing complaint for willful

2

infringement where “the complaint fails to plead egregious conduct”).

3

Furthermore, the plaintiff must plausibly plead that defendant knew that it was allegedly

4

infringing the asserted patents at the time the defendant’s conduct is alleged to have been willful.

5

See, e.g., NetFuel, Inc. v. Cisco Sys. Inc., No. 5:18-CV-02352-EJD, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

6

159412, at *7-8 (N.D.Cal. Sep. 18, 2018) (Ex. 16) (“This district has recognized that there can be

7

no infringement of a patent, willful or otherwise, until the patent issues and the defendant learns

8

of its existence and alleged infringement”) (internal citation and quotation omitted).

9

V.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

ARGUMENT
A.

Tormasi Lacks Standing to Sue Because ADS Owns the ’301 Patent
1.

There Is No Evidence That Tormasi Had the Authority to Make the
January 30, 2019 Assignment from ADS to Himself

Tormasi lacks standing to bring this patent infringement suit because he has not and
cannot demonstrate that he holds title to the ’301 Patent. Indeed, the only competent evidence of
record – the February 7, 2005 assignment, notarized and recorded with the PTO – shows that
“for consideration received,” Tormasi assigned all of his rights in the ’301 Patent to ADS years
ago. Ex. 2. Thus, it is ADS not Tormasi, that holds title to the ’301 Patent, and Tormasi has no
standing to sue for its alleged infringement. See Lans, 252 F.3d at 1328 (holding the sole
inventor on the patent-in-suit had no standing to sue for its infringement where prior to filing the
lawsuit he had assigned the patent to his company).
“[T]he plaintiff must demonstrate that it held enforceable title to the patent at the
inception of the lawsuit.” Paradise Creations, 315 F.3d at 1309 (citing Lans, 252 F.3d at 1328)
(emphasis in original). Tormasi bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence
that each of the requirements for subject matter jurisidiction, including standing, have been met.
Leite, 749 F.3d at 1121.
Tormasi’s claim that as the named “inventor/patentee” of the ’301 Patent he has
“statutory authority to bring suit against Defendant for infringement of said patent” (ECF 1 ¶7) is
legally incorrect since he assigned his rights in the ’301 Patent to ADS in February 2005. And,
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the lone document provided by Tormasi – a January 30, 2019 writing in which Tormasi

2

purported to assign the ’301 Patent from ADS to himself in his alleged capacities as ADS’s

3

“President” and “Sole Shareholder” (ECF 1 Ex. A) – falls far short of meeting his burden of

4

proving standing. This is because there is not a shred of evidence that Tormasi is either the

5

President or sole shareholder of ADS, or that Tormasi had any right whatsoever to assign the

6

’301 Patent from ADS to himself.

7

Significantly, Tormasi is not listed on ADS’s incorporation document or franchise tax

8

payment documents as an officer, director, or shareholder. Exs. 4 & 5. Moreover, Tormasi’s

9

February 7, 2005 assignment of his interest in the ’301 Patent to ADS does not identify Tormasi

10

as having an ownership interest in ADS, but rather states the assignment to ADS was for

11

unspecified “consideration received.” Ex. 2.

12

The February 7, 2005 assignment lists ADS’s address as Fairview Avenue (Ex. 2), a

13

property that at that time was owned by Tormasi Housing Somerville, LLC of which Tormasi’s

14

father, Attila Tormasi, was the sole member. Exs. 7 & 8. Ownership of this property was

15

transferred in 2012 to TDKH, LLC. Ex. 7. Tormasi is not listed as a member of TDKH and it

16

appears that he has no relationship to TDKH. Ex. 9.

17

In his 2008 Complaint and 1st Amended Complaint discussed above, Tormasi alleged

18

(with no supporting documentation) that ADS’s address was Middle Road. Ex. 3 ¶6 & Ex. 12 ¶6.

19

This property, too, was owned by Tormasi’s father until it was transferred to a third-party –

20

Matthew Northrup – after Tormasi’s father passed away. Ex. 6.

21

Lacking any evidence that Tormasi had the authority to assign ADS’s ’301 Patent from

22

ADS to himself, the January 30, 2019 alleged assignment is not valid and no assignment of the

23

’301 Patent from ADS to Tormasi was effectuated.

24

This case is on all fours with the facts of Raniere v. Microsoft Corp., 887 F.3d 1298 (Fed.

25

Cir. 2018). In Raniere, Plaintiff Keith Raniere sued Defendants for infringement of patents he

26

allegedly owned. In 1995, however, Raniere and the other named inventors of the patents-in-suit

27

assigned their rights to the patents to Global Technologies, Inc. (“GTI”). Id. at 1300. Raniere was

28
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“not listed on GTI’s incorporation documents as an officer, director or shareholder,” and “GTI

2

was administratively dissolved in May 1996.” Id. Nearly twenty (20) years later in December

3

2014, “Raniere executed a document on behalf of GTI, claiming to be its ‘sole owner,’ that

4

purportedly transferred the asserted patents from GTI to himself.” Id. “Raniere’s suits against

5

[the Defendants] identified himself as the owner of the patents at issue.” Id.

6

Defendants “moved to dismiss Raniere’s suit for lack of standing, noting that the PTO’s

7

records indicated that Raniere did not own the patents at issue.” Id. Raniere’s counsel

8

represented that Raniere owned GTI (and thus the December 2014 assignment was valid), but

9

when ordered by the Court to produce documents confirming this representation, Raniere was

10

unable to do so. Id. Ultimately, after Raniere was provided with multiple opportunities to

11

produce documents evidencing his ownership of GTI but did not do so, the district court

12

dismissed Raniere’s suit for lack of standing. Id. at 1301. The Federal Circuit affirmed the

13

district court’s dismissal for lack of standing. Id. at 1307 n.2 (citing Raniere v. Microsoft Corp.,

14

673 F. App’x. 1008 (Fed. Cir. 2017)).

15

Where, as here, WDC makes a factual attack on jurisdiction, Tormasi “‘must furnish

16

affidavits or other evidence necessary to satisfy [his] burden of establishing subject matter

17

jurisdiction.’” Safe Air, 373 F.3d at 1039 (quoting Savage, 343 F.3d at 1039 n.2). Tormasi’s own

18

prior own pleadings, however, confirm he cannot do so. Tormasi previously alleged that over

19

twelve years ago prison officials confiscated as contraband ADS corporate documents, including

20

the 2004 Assignment which he alleges gave him an ownership interest in ADS, and without such

21

documents he “cannot prove his ownership of ADS to the satisfaction of interested third parties.”

22

Ex. 3 ¶22(a) & Ex. 12 ¶22(a).

23
24
25
26
27
28

Tormasi’s Complaint must be dismissed for lack of standing.
2.

The January 30, 2019 Assignment is Invalid Because ADS was in a
Void Status When the Assignment Purportedly Was Made

The January 30, 2019 assignment is further invalid because ADS was in a “void” status
when Tormasi purported to assign the ’301 Patent from ADS to himself and has been since
March 1, 2008. Ex. 10. Under Delaware law, when a company is in a “void” status, “all powers
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conferred by law upon the corporation are declared inoperative.” 8 Del. C. § 510 (effective Jan.

2

1, 2008). The powers that are conferred, and thus lost when the corporate status is void, include

3

the power to “deal in and with real or personal property, or any interest therein, wherever

4

situated, and to sell, convey, lease, exchange, transfer or otherwise dispose of, or mortgage or

5

pledge, all or any of its property and assets, or any interest therein, wherever situated.” 8 Del. C.

6

§ 122(4).

7

It is indisputable that the ’301 Patent is an intangible corporate asset. Thus, due to its void

8

status, ADS lacked (and still lacks) the power to “sell, convey, lease, exchange, transfer or

9

otherwise dispose of” the ’301 Patent. And, the attempted assignment of the ’301 Patent from

10
11

ADS to Tormasi is invalid.
Notably, while a void corporation may continue to hold property, and it is only in “a state

12

of coma from which it can be easily resuscitated,” until it is resuscitated (by inter alia paying

13

back taxes and penalties owed (8 Del. C. § 312)) “its powers as a corporation are inoperative,

14

and the exercise of these powers is a criminal offense.” Wax v. Riverview Cemetery Co., 24 A.2d

15

431, 436 (Del.Super.Ct. 1942)).

16

While the Delaware code unambiguously supports WDC’s contentions regarding the

17

invalidity of the January 30, 2019 assignment, the Court’s attention is respectfully directed to

18

Parker v. Cardiac Sci., Inc., No. 04-71028, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 90014 (E.D. Mich. Nov. 27,

19

2006) (Ex. 17). In Parker, citing the Delaware Supreme Court’s decision in Krapf & Son, Inc. v.

20

Gorson, 243 A.2d 713 (Del. 1968), the court found that a writing ratifying a Delaware

21

corporation’s prior oral assignment of a patent was valid even though the writing was executed

22

when the corporation was in a void status. The facts of Krapf and Parker, however, are readily

23

distinguishable from those presented in this case.

24

In Krapf, a company’s president entered into a contract on behalf of a corporation which,

25

unbeknownst to him, had been declared void (i.e., forfeited its charter) for failure to pay

26

franchise taxes. 243 A.2d at 714. The corporation was subsequently revived pursuant to 8 Del. C.

27

§312. Id. The question before the Court was whether the corporation’s president could be held

28
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personally liable for a contract he entered into on behalf of the corporation after the company

2

was declared void and before it was revived under Delaware law. Id. at 714.

3

In holding that the president was not personally liable, the Delaware Court found that

4

since the corporation had been properly revived, the contract was “validated.” Id. at 715 (citing 8

5

Del. C. §312 (e)). The Court explained:

6
7

The result of the reinstatement of the [corporation] was, therefore, to validate the
contract with [Appellant] as a binding contract with the corporation for breach of
which it could be sued.

8

Id. The Court also rejected Appellant’s argument that 8 Del. C. § 513, which makes it a criminal

9

offense for a person to exercise corporate powers when the corporation is in a void status,

10

precluded the company’s president from entering into a binding commitment on behalf of the

11

corporation while it was in a void. Id. In so doing, the Krapf Court noted this criminal statute had

12

“no bearing in a contest between private parties,” but rather was “a remedy given the state

13

against a corporation, the officers of which persist in exercising its corporate powers after the

14

charter forfeiture.” Id.

15

The Krapf Court also found significant the facts that the forfeiture of the company’s

16

charter was inadvertent and there was no fraud or bad faith on the part of the company president

17

in entering into the contract. Id. at 715.

18

Similarly, in Parker, the Michigan court found it significant that an oral patent

19

assignment (which was ratified by a writing executed after the company’s charter was forfeited)

20

was entered into before the company was in a void status, the forfeiture of the company’s charter

21

was inadvertent, and the company could be revived under Delaware law. 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

22

90014, at *5-8.

23

The holdings of Krapf and Parker thus rest squarely on the notion that a void company

24

can be revived under 8 Del. C. §312, and contracts entered into during this void period can

25

ultimately be validated. Tormasi, however, cannot revive ADS. To do so would require Tormasi

26

to take a number of actions on behalf of ADS (see 8 Del. C. §312) – i.e., it would require

27

Tormasi to operate a business, which as explained in Section III.E and V.B, he is prohibited from

28
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doing as an inmate in a New Jersey prison. Thus, unlike the contracts in Krapf and Parker,

2

Tormasi’s purported assignment of the ’301 Patent from ADS to himself cannot be validated.

3

Moreover, Tormasi’s alleged assignment lacks the hallmarks of good faith and

4

inadvertence that were present in Krapf and Parker. ADS’s void status is not “inadvertent,” and

5

Tormasi’s purported assignment of ADS’s patent to himself is an obvious bad faith (albeit failed)

6

effort to do an end-run around the New Jersey prison’s “no-business” rule. Indeed, by bringing

7

this patent infringement suit, Tormasi is using the courts in an effort to monetize the ’301 Patent,

8

and thus in furtherance of his business interests as an individual, which he is barred from doing

9

under New Jersey law.2

10

B.

Tormasi Lacks the Capacity to Sue Because as an Inmate in the New Jersey
Prisons he is Prohibited from Operating a Business

11
Tormasi lacks the capacity to sue for patent infringement because doing so constitutes
12
13

operating a business which is prohibited under New Jersey law. A party’s capacity to sue is
determined by the law of the party’s domicile. FRCP 17(b). In this case, Tormasi has been

14
incarcerated in New Jersey correctional facilities since 1998 and was a resident of New Jersey
15
prior to his incarceration. New Jersey law, therefore, is controlling.
16
As discussed, N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1(.705) prohibits Tormasi from running a business
17

without the approval of the Administrator. As was also discussed, in Tormasi’s case, the New

18
Jersey federal court and the Third Circuit have found that his efforts at patent monetization and
19

enforcement run afoul of New Jersey’s “no-business rule,” and pursuant to this rule approved the

20
confiscation as contraband documents that Tormasi alleges were a patent application assignment,
21

ADS corporate documents, prosecution documents for the ’301 Patent and an unfiled patent

22
application. See Section II.E, above.
23
The fact that Tormasi is once again attempting to pursue his business interests while an
24

inmate in a New Jersey correctional facility is evident from Tormasi’s Complaint itself. In

25
26
To the extent Parker can be read as finding that an assignment made by a Delaware corporation
in a void status is effective, it is directly contrary to 8 Del. Ch. § 510 and should not be followed.
2

27
28
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Paragraph 1 of the Complaint, Tormasi alleges that he is “an innovator and entrepreneur,

2

developing inventions in technology and other areas.” ECF 1 ¶1 (emphasis added). While

3

Tormasi’s prior efforts at patent monetization were under the auspices of ADS, and his current

4

attempts to pursue his business interests are as a sole proprietor, that is a distinction without a

5

difference. See e.g., Kadonsky v. New Jersey Dept. of Corrections, 2015 N.J. Super. Unpub.

6

LEXIS 2508, at *1, 21 (N.J.Super.A.D. Oct. 30, 2015) (Ex. 18) (Court upheld finding of .705

7

prohibited act violation stemming from legal work inmate Kadonsky, an individual, performed

8

on behalf of another inmate); Helm v. New Jersey Dept. of Corrections, 2015 N.J. Super. Unpub.

9

LEXIS 1062 (N.J.Super.A.D. May 8, 2015) (Ex. 19) (Inmate Helm found guilty of .705

10

prohibited act because he signed paperwork regarding the sales of his artwork and taxes to be

11

paid from those sales and because attorneys assisting him were compensated from income

12

generated by the sales); Stanton v. New Jersey Dept. of Corrections, 2018 N.J. Super. Unpub.

13

LEXIS 2106, at*9-10 (N.J.Super.A.D. Sep. 21, 2018) (Ex. 20) (Inmate Stanton found guilty of

14

.705 violation where evidence showed he was selling magazines, received letters from inmates

15

asking how they might be published, and sought price quote from publisher in his purported

16

capacity as CEO of Starchild Publishing ).

17

The “rational connection between the no-business rule and the legitimate penological

18

objective of maintaining security and efficiency at state correctional institutions,” articulated by

19

the Tormasi II court – e.g., “operating a business inside a correctional facility would seriously

20

burden operation of incoming and outgoing mail procedures,” and “could result in the

21

introduction of contraband into prisons” (Tormasi II, at *32) – are particularly compelling here.

22

Indeed, Tormasi was previously found to have attempted to “subvert the security and

23

safety of the facility” by attempting to mail “fourteen legal briefs that had been hollowed out to

24

create hidden compartments” that “can easily be used to traffic contraband to and from the

25

facility.” Tormasi v. New Jersey Dept. of Corrections, 2007 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 1216, at

26

*1-4 (N.J.Super.A.D. Mar. 22, 2007) (Ex. 21). The New Jersey Court found unpersuasive

27
28
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Tormasi’s self-serving declaration that “another inmate’s documents were intermingled with

2

[his] or that the documents were planted to fabricate charges against [him].” Id. at *2.

3

Tormasi’s Complaint should be dismissed for lack of capacity to sue.

4

C.

5

Tormasi’s willful infringement claim should be dismissed under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6)

Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead Willful Infringement

6

because (1) Tormasi fails to plead facts plausibly supporting WDC’s pre-suit knowledge of the

7

’301 Patent and its alleged infringement; and (2) Tormasi fails to plead facts plausibly supporting

8

that WDC’s conduct was “egregious.”

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

1.

Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead WDC’s Pre-Suit Knowledge of the
’301 Patent and its Alleged Infringement

Willful infringement requires knowledge of the patent. Hypermedia, U.S. Dist. LEXIS
56803, at *8-9 (citations and internal quotations omitted). In this case, Tormasi pleads no facts to
support the notion that WDC had pre-suit knowledge of the ’301 Patent, much less its alleged
infringement. Indeed, Tormasi’s allegations on these points consist entirely of the conclusory and
unsupported statements that “Defendant knew that its dual-stage actuator system and tipmounted actuators violated U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.” ECF 1, ¶¶36, 44. Such conclusory
allegations, however, “will not do” Iqbal, 556 U.S at 678; see also, e.g., Elec. Scripting Prods. v.
HTC Am. Inc., No. 17-cv-05806-RS, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43687, at *19-20 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 16,
2018) (Ex. 22) (Plaintiff’s “conclusory statement” that its patents “were well known to defendants”
because defendants had “written notice of the Patents” insufficient to plead pre-suit knowledge
because it provided “no information as to what the written notice entailed or when it was delivered
to, or received by [Defendant] such that [Defendant’s] knowledge could reasonably be inferred.”)

a)

Pleading Knowledge of a Patent Application is Insufficient

Tormasi speculates that WDC was aware of the application that led to the ’301 Patent.
ECF 1, ¶¶37-42. Such speculation, however, falls far short of the showing required to plausibly
plead pre-suit knowledge of the ’301 Patent itself. Pleading “knowledge of the patent application
is insufficient, without more, plausibly to support an allegation that the infringer had knowledge

28
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of the patent-in-suit.” Adidas Am., Inc. v. Skechers USA, Inc., No. 3:16-cv-1400-SI, 2017 U.S.

2

Dist. LEXIS 89752, at *9 (D. Or. June 12, 2017) (Ex. 23); see also NetFuel, 2018 U.S. Dist.

3

LEXIS 159412, at *5 (“The general rule in this district is that knowledge of a patent application

4

alone is insufficient to meet the knowledge requirement for either a willful or induced

5

infringement claim.”) Indeed, “[t]o willfully infringe a patent, the patent must exist and one

6

must have knowledge of it.” State Indus., Inc. v. A.O. Smith Corp., 751 F.2d 1226, 1236 (Fed.

7

Cir. 1985) (emphasis in original) “Filing an application is no guarantee any patent will issue and

8

a very substantial percentage of applications never result in patents. What the scope of claims in

9

patents that do issue will be is something totally unforeseeable.” Id.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

b)

In Any Event, Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead WDC’s
Knowledge of the Application that Led to the ’301 Patent

Even if Tormasi could plausibly plead the “knowledge” element of willfulness by
pleading knowledge of the ’301 application (he cannot), Tormasi’s claim still fails because he
does not plead facts leading to the reasonable inference that WDC had pre-suit knowledge of the
’301 application. Instead, Tormasi relies entirely on rank speculation couched as “information
and belief” (ECF 1 ¶¶36-44) and a mosaic of “unwarranted deductions of fact” and
“unreasonable inferences” which the Court need not credit. See Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 56803, at *2-3 (“[C]ourts do not accept as true allegations that are merely conclusory,
unwarranted deductions of fact, or unreasonable inferences”) (citation omitted).
Tormasi baldly asserts “upon information and belief” – with no factual basis or any
attempt at identifying the “information” on which he purportedly relies – that WDC’s “legal and
technology departments customarily and routinely review all published patent applications
pertaining to the field of magnetic storage and retrieval.” Id. ¶39 (emphasis added). Tormasi then
unreasonably infers that since the ’301 application was published in November 2005 and
available in electronic databases, WDC “encountered” and “had actual knowledge of” it. Id.
Such a conclusory allegation falls far short of plausibly pleading WDC’s knowledge of
the ’301 application. See, e.g., Electronic Scripting, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43687, at *19-20
(Plaintiff’s “allegations regarding ‘defendant’s exercise of due diligence pertaining to intellectual
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property affecting its Devices,’” insufficient to establish knowledge of the patent-in-suit);

2

Nanosys, Inc v. QD Visions, Inc., No. 16-cv-01957-YGR, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 126745, at *4-

3

8 (N.D. Cal. Sep. 16, 2016) (Ex. 24) (allegations that defendant’s “founders and key employees

4

were, at least, aware of and knowledgeable about developments and advances in the field and

5

patent filings through their activities conducted through industry conferences, research, and

6

development” insufficient to support an inference of pre-suit knowledge of patent).

7

Indeed, Tormasi’s allegations provide no information about who at WDC supposedly

8

“encountered” the ’301 application, when this occurred or how “such an “encounter” could

9

possibly put WDC on notice that it was infringing the claims of a patent that had not yet issued.

10

In essence, Tormasi proposes that WDC be presumed to have actual knowledge of every

11

published application in the field of “magnetic storage and retrieval” and, and thus every patent

12

that issues from such patent applications, a proposition that stands the requirement of plausibly

13

pleading knowledge of the patent-in-suit on its head.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

c)

Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead WDC’s Knowledge of Alleged
Infringement of the ’301 Patent

Courts in this District have held that claims of willful patent infringement require an
allegation not only that the defendant knew of the asserted patents, but also that the defendant
knew of its alleged infringement during the relevant time period. See, e.g., NetFuel, 2018 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 159412, at *7-8 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 18, 2018) (“This district has recognized that ‘there
can be no infringement of a patent, willful or otherwise, until the patent issues and the defendant
learns of its existence and alleged infringement”) (emphasis added);
Tormasi’s complaint, however, does not allege any facts that would support that WDC
had pre-suit knowledge that it infringed any claim of the ’301 Patent. Tormasi’s pleading in this
regard consists only of the conclusory and plainly insufficient statement that “Defendant knew
that its [accused devices] violated U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.” ECF 1 ¶36, 44.
Tormasi alleges that WDC began using the accused infringing devices “two or three
years” after the ’301 application was published – a period of time which Tormasi baldly asserts
(with no factual support whatsoever) “corresponds with the lead time needed to research and
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develop new technology.” ECF 1, ¶41. From this Tormasi draws the unreasonable inference that

2

WDC began “researching and developing its [accused devices] within weeks or months after

3

having actual knowledge of Plaintiff’s published patent application.” Id. Tormasi’s conclusory

4

allegations, unwarranted factual deductions and unreasonable inferences are not well-pled, and

5

thus do not plausibly plead WDC’s knowledge of the ’301 Patent and its infringement.

6
7

2.

Tormasi Fails to Allege Egregious Conduct

Following the Halo decision, courts in this District have required plaintiffs to plead facts

8

sufficient to demonstrate “egregious” conduct to sustain a willful infringement claim. See, e.g.,

9

Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *10 (Dismissing willfulness claim where “the

10

complaint fails to plead egregious conduct”); Finjan, Inc. v. Cisco Sys. Inc., No. 17-CV-00072-

11

BLF, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 87657, at *9 (N.D. Cal. June 7, 2017). (Ex. 25) (same).

12

In Hypermedia, prior to filing suit, Plaintiff sent a letter to Defendant “regarding

13

licensing of [Plaintiff’s] intellectual property.” 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *3. The letter

14

referenced a potential “non-litigation business discussion” between Plaintiff and Defendant,

15

identified patents in Plaintiff’s portfolio, and included figures from one of the patents and a chart

16

identifying Plaintiff’s patents allegedly relevant to Defendant’s products. Id. at *3-4. Plaintiff

17

pled that after receiving the letter, Defendant did not investigate to form a good faith basis that

18

the patents were invalid or not infringed but continued its allegedly infringing conduct. Id. at *9.

19

This Court found that Plaintiff failed to plausibly plead “egregiousness” because

20

“[n]othing in the complaint provide[d] specific factual allegations about [Defendant’s] subjective

21

intent or details about the nature of [Defendant’s] conduct to render a claim of willfulness

22

plausible, and not merely possible.” Id. at *10 (citing Slot Speaker Techs., Inc. v. Apple, Inc., No.

23

13-cv-01161-HSG, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161400, at *8 (N.D. Cal. Sep. 29, 2017) (Ex. 15)

24

(“Defendant’s ongoing [operations], on their own, are equally consistent with a defendant who

25

subjectively believes the plaintiff’s patent infringement action has no merit.”). This Court found

26

that “Plaintiff cites no case for the broad proposition that a defendant who receives a letter asking

27

if they are ‘interested in [a] non-litigation business discussion,’ must cease operations

28
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immediately to avoid a willful infringement claim.” Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803,

2

at *10. (internal citations and quotations omitted).Similarly, in Finjan v. Cisco, the Court found

3

Plaintiff had not plausibly plead egregiousness where Plaintiff made only conclusory assertions

4

that “[d]espite knowledge of Finjan’s patent portfolio, Defendant has sold and continues to sell

5

the accused products and services.” 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 87657, at *3.

6

Here, Tormasi’s complaint is completely devoid of any allegations suggesting any

7

“egregious” conduct. Moreover, the conduct that Tormasi speculates occurred all centers on the

8

publication of the application leading to the ’301 and not the ’301 Patent itself. Such conduct,

9

even if true, simply could not rise to the level of egregious behavior – “[t]o willfully infringe a

10

patent, the patent must exist and one must have knowledge of it.” State Indus., 751 F.2d at 1236

11

(emphasis in original). Thus, Tormasi fails to plead “specific factual allegations about [WDC’s]

12

subjective intent or details about the nature of [WDC’s] conduct to render a claim of willfulness

13

plausible, and not merely possible.” Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *10.

14

Tormasi’s claim for willful infringement must be dismissed.

15

D.

16

Tormasi’s Complaint alleges “General Infringement” but does not cite the sections of 35

17

U.S.C. §271 under which he is proceeding. ECF 1, ¶¶25-35. WDC understands Tormasi’s claim

18

to be one for direct infringement only, however, to the extent Tormasi asserts that his causes of

19

action are also for indirect infringement – either induced infringement under §271(b) or

20

contributory infringement under §271(c) – such claims must be dismissed under Fed. R. Civ. P.

21

12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim.

Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead Indirect Infringement

22

Liability for inducement infringement “only attach[es] if the defendant knew of the patent

23

and knew as well that ‘the induced acts constitute patent infringement.’” Hypermedia, 2019 U.S.

24

Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *4 (citing Commil USA, LLC v. Cisco Sys., Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1920, 1926

25

(2015) (quoting Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 563 U.S. 754, 766 (2011)). Here,

26

Tormasi’s Complaint does not plausibly plead a cause of action for induced infringement

27

because: (1) as discussed in Section V.C.1 above, Tormasi does not plausibly plead WDC’s

28
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1

knowledge of the ’301 Patent; and (2) the Complaint is utterly devoid of any factual allegations

2

from which the Court could “reasonably infer” that WDC had the specific intent to encourage

3

any third-party to infringe the ’301 Patent. See Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at

4

*4-8 (dismissing Plaintiff’s claim for induced infringement where Plaintiff failed to plausibly

5

plead the requisite “specific intent” to encourage others to infringe).

6

Liability for contributory infringement under 35 U.S.C. §271(c) requires a showing that

7

the alleged contributory infringer knew “that the combination for which [its accused infringing]

8

component was especially designed was both patented and infringing.” Global-Tech, 563 U.S. at

9

763 (citations and quotations omitted). Thus, to state a claim for contributory infringement,

10

Tormasi must allege facts plausibly showing that (1) WDC had the requisite knowledge and (2)

11

the accused products have “no substantial non-infringing uses.” In re Bill of Lading

12

Transmission & Processing Sys. Patent Litig., 681 F.3d 1323, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (citation

13

omitted); see also Superior Indus. LLC v. Thor Global Enters. Ltd., 700 F.3d 1287, 1295-96

14

(Fed. Cir. 2013) (affirming dismissal of contributory infringement claim where plaintiff failed to

15

plausibly allege lack of substantial non-infringing uses).

16

In this case, Tormasi fails to plausibly plead WDC’s knowledge of the ’301 Patent and

17

pleads no facts to support the reasonable inferences that (a) WDC knew that any of its devices

18

were patented and infringing, and (b) that WDC’s accused infringing devices have no substantial

19

non-infringing uses. Thus, to the extent Tormasi asserts that his cause of action for “General

20

Infringement” includes claims for induced and/or contributory infringement, those claims must

21

be dismissed under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim.

22

VI.

23
24

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Defendant Western Digital Corporation respectfully requests

that its Motion to Dismiss be granted.

25
26
27
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RELIEF SOUGHT

2

Plaintiff Walter A. Tormasi categorically opposes Defendant

3

Western Digital Corp.'s Motion to Dismiss and respectfully

4

requests that said motion be denied in its entirety.

5

6

STATEMENT

OF ISSUES TO BE

DECIDED

In its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant advances three primary

7

arguments.

The first argument asserts that Plaintiff lacks

8

standing to bring suit.

9

regulations removed Plaintiff's suing capacity.

The second argument asserts that prison
The third

10

argument asserts that Plaintiff failed to satisfy pleading

11

standards regarding his willful-infringement claim.

12

addresses these arguments in the order listed.

13

14

Plaintiff

STATEMENT OF FACTS

The relevant facts are detailed in Plaintiff's Complaint

15

and accompanying Declaration and exhibits, which Plaintiff

16

incorporates herein by reference.

17

basis, the below discussion proceeds accordingly.

18

19

With that antecedent factual

LEGAL ARGUMENT

POINT

I

20

PLAINTIFF OWNS THE PATENT-IN-SUIT AND HAS

21

STANDING TO SUE UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 281.

FULL ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY, GIVING PLAINTIFF

22

Defendant is incorrect in asserting lack of standing.

23

is because Plaintiff was the legal title holder of the

24

patent-in-suit during the period of infringement.
1

This

Plaintiff,
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1

moreover, had express authority to sue for prior acts of

2

infringement.

3

Plaintiff with standing under 35 U.S.C. § 281.

4

These circumstances, among others, provided

As the Court is aware, plaintiffs must have standing to sue

5

for damages in federal court.

6

& Mach. Works, 261 U.S. 24 (1923).

7

equally to patent-infringement cases.

8

9

Crown Die & Tool Co. v. Nye Tool
This requirement applies
Id. at 40-41.

The United States Code gives "patentee[s] . . . remedy by
civil action for infringement."

35 U.S.C. § 281.

The term

10

"patentee," as used in § 281, is synonymous with "legal title

11

holder" and includes not only the person or entity "to whom the

12

patent was issued but also the successors in title to the

13

patentee."

14

1574, 1578 n.2 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (citing 35 U.S.C. § 100(d)).

15

Arachnid, Inc. v. Merit Industries, Inc., 939 F.3d

Accordingly, in order "to recover money damages for

16

infringement," the patent-asserting person or entity "must have

17

held the legal title to the patent during the time of the

18

infringement."

19

vested post-infringement, the title-conferring instrument must

20

have expressly authorized "right of action for past

21

infringements."

22

Id. at 1579.

Alternatively, if legal title

Id. at 1579 n.7 (citing cases).

Plaintiff submits that the foregoing standards provide him

23

with standing to sue.

This is especially the case when

24

considering not only Plaintiff's factual allegations (as set
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1

forth in his Complaint) but also relevant extrinsic evidence

2

(namely, his accompanying Declaration and exhibits).

3

As alleged in his Complaint, Plaintiff ^'is the . . .

4

patentee of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301 and, as such, has the

5

statutory authority to bring suit against Defendant for

6

infringement of said patent."

7

281).)

8

interest in the foregoing patent, with such ownership

9

permitting Plaintiff ^to pursue all causes of action and legal

(Compl. S[ 7 (citing 35 U.S.C. §

Plaintiff, moreover, ^'owns all right, title, and

10

remedies arising during the entire term of U.S. Patent No.

11

7,324,301.'"

12

(Compl. 1 8 (quoting Compl. Exh. A).)

These allegations are entirely sufficient to establish

13

standing.

14

alleged not only current ownership but also express authority

15

to sue for past infringement.

16

they are), give Plaintiff ^'remedy by civil action for

17

infringement of his patent."

18

Significantly, pursuant to Arachnid, supra, Plaintiff

These allegations, if true (which

35 U.S.C. § 281.

Assuming, arguendo, that Plaintiff's allegations in his

19

Complaint fail to establish standing, this Court should turn to

20

the extrinsic evidence proffered by Plaintiff.

21

evidence consists of Plaintiff's accompanying Declaration and

22

exhibits.

23

patent-in-suit and has retroactive enforcement authority.

24

Such extrinsic

Those documents confirm that Plaintiff owns the

Specifically, according to his proffered Declaration and
3
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1

exhibits, Plaintiff was, and is, the sole shareholder of

2

Advanced Data Solutions Corp. (ADS), an entity that previously

3

owned the patent-in~suit.

4

serving as an ADS director and ADS executive, Plaintiff

5

authorized and executed various intellectual-property

6

Assignments in 2007, 2009, and 2019.

7

23, 28-30; Tormasi Decl. Exhs. C, D, G, H, L.)

8

Assignments, which included the Assignment appended to

9

Plaintiff's Complaint, conveyed to Plaintiff all right, title,

(Tormasi Decl.

7-10.)

While

(Tormasi Decl, 11 16-17,
Those

10

and interest in the patent-in-suit.

11

H, L.)

12

executed prior to the cause of action (i.e., before the six-year

13

period preceding Plaintiff's Complaint), with the Assignments

14

from 2009 and 2019 giving Plaintiff express retroactive

15

enforcement authority.

16

(Tormasi Decl. Exhs. D,

Notably, the Assignments from 2007 and 2009 were

(Tormasi Decl. Exhs. D, H, L.)

Like the allegations in his Complaint, Plaintiff's

17

Declaration and exhibits establish his standing to sue under 35

18

U.S.C. § 281.

19

Plaintiff has proven his ownership of the patent-in-suit during

20

the term of infringement or, at the very least, proven his

21

authority to sue for pre-ownership acts of infringement.

22

This is because, pursuant to Arachnid, supra,

In challenging Plaintiff's ownership of the patent-in-suit,

23

Defendant postulates that Plaintiff cannot present evidence

24

establishing his status as an ADS shareholder, director, and
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1

executive.

2

Plaintiff lacked authority to execute ADS assignments.

3

Relying on that premise, Defendant contends that

Contrary to Defendant's premise. Plaintiff's Declaration

4

establishes his formation of ADS; his service as an ADS

5

director; his appointment to various executive positions,

6

including President and Chief Executive Officer; and his

7

ownership of all ADS stock.

8

32-33; Tormasi Decl. Exhs. C, D, G, H, L.)

9

point. Plaintiff acknowledges his inability to produce certain

(Tormasi Decl. H 7-10, 16-17, 23,
To Defendant's

10

ADS records due to seizure by prison officials.

11

SISI 13, 35.)

12

supported by corroborating evidence (see Tormasi Decl. SI 33), is

13

sufficient to prove his ADS ownership/stewardship.

14

is thus incorrect is arguing that Plaintiff lacked authority to

15

represent ADS and execute assignments on its behalf.

16

(Tormasi Decl.

However, Plaintiff's Declaration, which is

Defendant

In its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant relies heavily on the

17

fact that ADS entered defunct status in 2008.

18

believes that such an irregularity prevented ADS from executing

19

any post-2008 assignments, particularly the Assignment from

20

2019.

21

legal title to the patent-in-suit and, consequently, that

22

Plaintiff lacks standing to sue under 35 U.S.C. § 281.

23

arguments are without merit for multiple reasons.

24

Defendant

Defendant therefore argues that ADS continues to hold

These

First and foremost, long-standing Delaware law permits
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1

defunct corporations to enter into binding contracts under

2

certain circumstances.

3

A.2d 713, 715 (Del. 1968).

4

situations where "the forfeiture of the [corporate] charter came

5

about by inadvertence" and where the contract was executed "in

6

the absence of fraud or bad faith."

7

were present here, making the post-2008 Assignments valid.

See Krapf & Son, Inc. v. Gorson, 243
Those circumstances include

Id.

Both circumstances

8

As detailed in his Declaration, Plaintiff expected his

9

family members to pay yearly fees to The Company Corporation for

10

purposes of maintaining regulatory compliance.

(Tormasi Decl.

11

11 19, 37.)

12

father suffered medical disabilities and failed to make such

13

payments, causing Delaware officials to place ADS on defunct

14

status in 2008.

15

did not learn about the corporate default until receiving

16

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, Plaintiff assumed that ADS

17

remained in good standing with Delaware officials and operated

18

ADS accordingly.

19

Plaintiff authorized and executed two post-2008 Assignments in

20

his capacity as an ADS director and executive.

21

11 23, 28, 32; Tormasi Decl. Exhs. G, H, L.)

Plaintiff recently learned, however, that his

(Tormasi Decl. 1 37.)

But because Plaintiff

(Tormasi Decl. 11 37-39.)

Ultimately,

(Tormasi Decl.

22

These circumstances render Plaintiff s Assignments from

23

2009 and 2019 authoritative despite the 2008 default by ADS.

24

accordance with Krapf, supra. Plaintiff has demonstrated that

In
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1

the corporate default was ^"inadvertent" and that the post-2008

2

Assignments were executed "in the absence of fraud or bad

3

faith."

4

are therefore "binding on the corporation."

5

243 A.2d at 715.

The Assignments from 2009 and 2019
Id.

This Court must, of course, abide by Krapf.

Simply stated,

6

federal courts are prohibited from overruling state courts on

7

questions of state law.

8

controlling and must be followed and applied here.

9

The ruling in Krapf is therefore

In its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant appears to argue that
Krapf is inconsistent with certain Delaware statutes and is

11

inapplicable to the facts of this case.

12

rejected.

13

distinguishable, Plaintiff relies on Krapf for its legal

14

holding, not its factual similarity.

15

Defendant's diverging views on the impact of certain Delaware

16

statutes, Krapf constitutes final authority in interpreting

17

Delaware law and, as noted, must be followed and applied.

18

That argument must be

First, even if Krapf is somehow materially

Second, despite

It stands to reason that Krapf is controlling and cannot be

19

sidestepped.

But even if Krapf is disregarded, Defendant

20

continues to be wrong in arguing that ADS became incapacitated

21

after defaulting with Delaware officials in 2008.

22

It is well established that improperly maintained

23

corporations can exist de facto, with de facto corporations

24

being equivalent to legally compliant corporations.
7

See
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1

C.J.S. Corporations §§ 63-64, at pp. 336-39 (West Publishing Co.

2

1990).

3

continue to maintain their corporate existence for

4

asset-disposal purposes and, further, that executives and

5

directors of defunct corporations are permitted to retain and

6

exercise their corporate powers and duties.

7

962-64, at pp. 514, 516-21; 8 Del. Code Ann. § 278.

It is also well established that defunct corporations

See id. §§ 859,

8

Based on the circumstances outlined in Plaintiff s

9

Declaration, it is clear that ADS assumed ^ facto corporate

10

status after inadvertently defaulting with Delaware regulators

11

in 2008.

12

2009 and 2019 were undertaken by ADS for asset-disposal

13

purposes.

14

power to authorize and execute post-2008 assignments.

15

It is also clear that the subsequent Assignments from

For those reasons, ADS and its stewardship had the

Defendant's invalidity arguments are flawed in other

16

respects.

Aside from incorrectly presuming that ADS became

17

incapacitated after its 2008 default. Defendant fails to

18

recognize that assets of unindebted corporations are distributed

19

to shareholders.

20

533-34; 8 Del. Code Ann. § 281.

21

and continues to be, the sole shareholder of ADS, with ADS

22

having no debt/creditors.

23

if Defendant were correct that ADS instantly evaporated in

24

2008, all ADS assets would have been transferred to Plaintiff,

See C.J.S. Corporations, supra, § 875, at pp.

In this case. Plaintiff was,

(Tormasi Decl.

9-10, 41.)

So even
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1
2

making him the current owner of the patent-in-suit.
In any event, Defendant's invalidity arguments have no

3

bearing on Plaintiff's pre-2019 Assignments.

4

above, Plaintiff, in his capacity as an ADS director and

5

executive, authorized and executed Assignments in June 2007 and

6

December 2009.

7

Exhs. C, D, G, H.)

8

binding, even after ADS defaulted with regulators in 2008.

9

As explained

(Tormasi Decl. If 16-17, 23; Tormasi Decl.

Those Assignments remain outstanding and

With that said. Plaintiff acknowledges that the Assignment

10

from December 2009 was executed after the 2018 corporate

11

default.

12

authoritative under Delaware law.

13

§ 278, '^corporations, whether they expire by their own terms or

14

are otherwise dissolved, shall nevertheless be continued, for

15

the term of 3 years . . . to dispose of and convey their

16

property . . . and to distribute to their stockholders any

17

remaining assets."

18

with 8 Del. Code Ann. § 278, ADS had until 2011 (three years)

19

to transfer its property.

20

the three-year window, making that Assignment valid.

21

That post-2008 Assignment, however, continues to be
Pursuant to 8 Del. Code Ann.

Here, ADS was voided in 2008.

In accordance

The Assignment from 2009 fell within

The upshot, of course, is that Plaintiff currently owns the

22

patent-in-suit.

Equally important. Plaintiff was the title

23

holder during the cause.of action and/or had retroactive

24

enforcement authority.

Because these conclusions survive
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1

Defendant's evidentiary and legal challenges, Plaintiff has

2

standing to sue under 35 U.S.C. § 281.

3

the contrary are without merit, mandating rejection.

4

Defendant's arguments to

POINT II

5

ADMINISTRATIVE PRISON REGULATIONS DO NOT, AND
CANNOT, TAKE AWAY PLAINTIFF'S CAPACITY TO

6

7

BRING THE PRESENT INFRINGEMENT ACTION.

Defendant asserts that Plaintiff lacks the capacity to sue

8

under state law.

Defendant bases its argument on prison

9

regulations prohibiting inmates from operating businesses while

10

imprisoned.

11

rejected, as prison regulations do not, and cannot, prevent

12

Plaintiff from personally suing for patent infringement.

13

Defendant's lack-of-capacity argument must be

It is well established that prisoners retain the right

14

of access to the courts under the First and Fourteenth

15

Amendments.

16

to that right, prison officials must allow prisoners to file

17

civil lawsuits and, conversely, are prohibited from

18

^'frustrat[ing] or . . . imped[ing]" any "nonfrivolous legal

19

claim."

20

Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817 (1977).

Pursuant

Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 349, 353 (1996).

Judging from its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant seeks to lay

21

aside Plaintiff's First and Fourteenth Amendment rights by

22

preventing Plaintiff from filing suit while imprisoned.

23

incapacitation effort is untenable, to say the least.

24

That

Defendant is certainly correct that New Jersey inmates are
10
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1

prohibited from operating businesses without administrative

2

approval.

3

prohibition, however, was never intended to supersede

4

Plaintiff s right to file civil lawsuits in his personal

5

capacity.

6

"[iJnmates have [the] constitutional right of access to the

7

courts," going so far as requiring "[c]orrectional facility

8

authorities [to] assist inmates in the preparation and filing of

9

meaningful legal papers."

10

N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xiv).

That

In fact, prison regulations recognize that

N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:6-2.1.

To Plaintiffs knowledge, no court has ever invoked an

11

administrative regulation to prevent inmates from suing.

Nor

12

has any court ever deemed personal litigation by an inmate

13

tantamount to conducting prohibited business operations.

14

In support of its lack-of-capacity argument, Defendant

15

cites various nonbinding cases, including Tormasi v. Hayman, 443

16

Fed. Appx. 742 (3d Cir. 2011).

17

such nonbinding cases is that prison officials will not be held

18

liable under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for seizing business-related

19

documents from inmates.

20

capacity to sue, not the liability of prison officials.

21

cases cited by Defendant are therefore inapposite.

22

The most that can be said of

The issue here, however, is Plaintiffs

The

To its credit. Defendant correctly observes that

23

Plaintiffs capacity to sue must be determined by the laws of

24

his domicile.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 17(b).

11

Plaintiff resides in New
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1
2

Jersey, making the laws thereof controlling.
Significantly, according to New Jersey statute, "[e]very

3

person who has reached the age of majority . . . and has the

4

mental capacity may prosecute or defend any action in any court,

5

in person or through another duly admitted to the practice of

6

law."

7

Jersey, either personally or through an attorney, Plaintiff must

8

have "reached the age of majority," which occurs at age 18 or

9

age 21 (see N.J. Stat. Ann. § 9:17B-3); and must have possessed

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

Thus, to bring suit in New

10

"mental capacity.". N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

11

imprisonment status or prison behavior is irrelevant to the

12

capacity-to-sue standard.

13

The litigant's

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

It cannot be disputed that Plaintiff is well over the ages

14

of 18 or 21, especially considering that Plaintiff has been

15

imprisoned at an adult penitentiary for two decades and is now

16

near mid-life.

17

disputed that Plaintiff is intellectually capable, as evidenced

18

by his educational and creative accomplishments.

19

S[l[ 4-6.)

20

requirements under N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

21

the capacity to sue despite his imprisonment status.

(Tormasi Decl. if 3, 6.)

It also cannot be

(Tormasi Decl.

Plaintiff, in short, has met majority and competency
He therefore has

22

For the sake of completeness, it must be mentioned that

23

legislation previously existed preventing New Jersey inmates

24

from suing while imprisoned.

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 59:5-3 (repealed
12
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1

by L. 1988, c. 55, § 1),

2

unconstitutional 37 years ago.

3

913 (D.K.J. 1982), affM, 712 F.2d 854 (3d Cir. 1983).

4

Such legislation was deemed

Holman v. Hilton, 542 F. Supp.

Now, in 2019, there are no laws on the books in New Jersey

5

declaring imprisonment status or prison behavior an incapacity

6

for filing lawsuits.

7

would certainly run afoul of the First and Fourteenth

8

Amendments.

9

argument is legally unsupportable and must be rejected.

And even if such laws existed, those laws

Needless to say. Defendant's lack-of-capacity

10

POINT III

11

PLAINTIFF ADEQUATELY ALLEGED DEFENDANT'S
LIABILITY FOR WILLFUL INFRINGEMENT, THEREBY
COMPLYING WITH PLEADING REQUIREMENTS.

12

13

Also without merit is Defendant's objection to Plaintiff's

14

willful-infringement claim (Count II).

15

willful infringement for the purpose of seeking ^'enhanced

16

damages."

17

12-13.)

18

claim meets pleading standards under Rule 8(a)(2).

19

Plaintiff had alleged

(Compl, f 44; Compl., Prayer for Relief, T E, at pp.

As discussed below. Plaintiff's willful-infringement

It is well established that plaintiffs must do more than

20

allege the violation of law.

See Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S.

21

662, 678 (2009) (finding inadequate "labels and conclusions" or

22

mere "formulaic recitation of the [claim] elements") (internal

23

quotation marks omitted).

24

entitlement to relief by pleading circumstances supporting civil

Instead, plaintiffs must demonstrate

13
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1

liability.

2

plausibility" and "allow[] the court to draw the reasonable

3

inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct," then

4

the pleading passes muster under Rule 8(a)(2).

5

Id.

Where such circumstances "ha[ve] facial

Id.

In his Complaint (which must be accepted as true at this

6

juncture), Plaintiff alleged that "Defendant knew that its

7

dual-stage actuator system and tip-mounted actuators violated

8

U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301" but nevertheless "intentionally

9

circulated infringing devices."

(Compl. i 36.)

In support of

10

that willful-infringement contention. Plaintiff recounted

11

various "surrounding circumstances."

12

(Compl. f 37.)

The first circumstance concerned Defendant's process of

13

"review[ing] all published patent applications pertaining to the

14

field of magnetic storage and retrieval."

15

conducting that review process, Defendant personally

16

"encountered, and therefore had actual knowledge of. Plaintiff's

17

published patent application."

18

(Compl. SI 39.)

In

(Compl. SI 39.)

The second circumstance concerned "the timing of

19

Defendant's adoption of [Plaintiff's disclosed] actuator

20

improvements/innovations."

21

Plaintiff's Complaint, "Defendant began utilizing dual-stage

22

actuator systems and tip-mounted actuators approximately two or

23

three years after the publication of Plaintiff s patent

24

application."

(Compl. SI 37.)

(Compl. SI 41.)

As alleged in

Significantly, "[tjhat delayed
14
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1

implementation correspond[ed] with the lead time needed to

2

research and develop new technology." (Compl. ^41.)

3

import is that "Defendant began researching and developing its

4

dual-stage actuator systems and tip-mounted actuators within

5

weeks or months after having actual knowledge of Plaintiff's

6

published patent application."

7

The

(Compl. SI 41.)

The third circumstance concerned the sine qua non of this

8

civil action, namely, that Defendant "infring[ed] upon

9

Plaintiff's patent as alleged." (Compl. SI 36.)

In that regard,

10

Plaintiff recounted seven instances of infringement.

11

SISt 26-32.)

12

"element-by-element structural correspondence" or, at the very

13

least, "under the doctrine of equivalents" given "similarities

14

in function, way, and result."

15

(Compl.

He alleged that such infringement occurred via

(Compl. SISI 25, 32-33.)

In his Complaint, Plaintiff alleged that the foregoing

16

circumstances were "indicative of Defendant's willful

17

infringement."

18

Defendant's alleged willful infringement, Plaintiff demanded

19

"enhanced damages" totaling "three times base damages."

20

SI 44; Compl., Prayer for Relief, SI E, at pp. 12-13.)

21

(Compl. SI 42.)

Accordingly, by virtue of

(Compl.

These circumstances, all of which have "facial

22

plausibility," demonstrate Plaintiff's entitlement to relief on

23

his willful-infringement claim.

24

damages under 35 U.S.C. § 284, the defendant's alleged

To qualify for enhanced

15
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1

willfulness need only exist on the subjective level, i.e.,

2

"without regard to whether [the] infringement was objectively

3

reasonable." Halo Elecs., Inc. v. Pulse Elecs., Inc., 136

4

S. Ct. 1923, 1933 (2016).

5

established, the defendant's behavior will generally be

6

deemed "egregious" and warrant "enhanced damages under patent

7

law."

Id. at 1934.

Where such subjective willfulness is

Plaintiff's allegations meet these

standards, opening the door for enhanced damages.

9

Defendant, to reiterate, is accused of having actual

10

knowledge of Plaintiff's patent application and of cultivating

11

the underlying technology shortly thereafter.

12

39-42.)

13

infringing devices" and, more specifically, of having actual

14

knowledge "that its dual-stage actuator system and tip-mounted

15

actuators violated U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301."

16

44.)

17

requisite mens rea (subjective willfulness) under Halo.

18

(Compl.

Defendant is also accused of "intentionally circulating

(Compl. SISI 36,

These allegations demonstrate that Defendant possessed the

Defendant advances three grounds in disputing Plaintiff's

19

willful-infringement allegations.

20

not establish the inadequacy of Plaintiff's allegations.

21

Those grounds, however, do

Defendant first contends that Plaintiff failed to plead

22

Defendant's knowledge of the patent-in-suit.

That contention is

23

simply untrue.

24

Defendant's discovery of the application disclosing Plaintiff's

Although Plaintiff focused his allegations on

16
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1

invention. Plaintiff did indeed allege actual knowledge of the

2

patent-in-suit.

3

Complaint, Plaintiff alleged that "Defendant knew that its

4

dual-stage actuator system and tip-mounted actuators violated

5

U.S. Patent No, 7,324,301."

6

allegation, when construed in Plaintiff's favor, unequivocally

7

accuses Defendant of having actual knowledge of the

Specifically, in two paragraphs of his

(Compl.

36, 44.)

That

patent-in-suit, thereby complying with governing law.

9

In its second ground of attack, Defendant argues that

10

Plaintiff's willful-infringement allegations do not arise to the

11

level of "egregious misconduct" necessary for awarding enhanced

12

damages.

13

Halo made clear that "egregious cases [of infringement are]

14

typified by willful misconduct." 136 S. Ct. at 1934.

15

alleging willful infringement. Plaintiff alleged, by

16

implication, that Defendant acted egregiously.

17

are therefore permitted under 35 U.S.C. § 284.

18

This contention is similarly baseless.

The Court in

Thus, by

Enhanced damages

Also with merit is Defendant's argument that Plaintiff's

19

willful-infringement claim fails to meet the pleading standards

20

set forth in Iqbal.

21

Plaintiff recounted implausible events or merely alleged willful

22

infringement without detailing any supporting facts.

23

case. Plaintiff went one step farther by pleading specific

24

circumstances, all of which were plausible.

Perhaps Defendant would be correct had

17

In this

Plaintiff's
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1

allegations are therefore sufficient under Iqbal.

2

With that said, Plaintiff acknowledges that his allegations

3

of willful infringement must ultimately be proven. That issue,

4

however, is premature. For present purposes, it suffices to say

5

that Plaintiff met governing pleading standards.

6

willful-infringement claim should therefore proceed to the

7

discovery stage, at which time Plaintiff intends to substantiate

Plaintiff's

his current allegations and to uncover "[ojther evidence .

9

regarding Defendant's knowledge, belief, and intent." (Compl. SI

10

43.)

11

his well-pleaded allegations of willful infringement,

12

Such an opportunity should be afforded to Plaintiff given

Finally, assuming, arguendo, that Defendant's miscellaneous

13

pleading-related attacks have merit. Plaintiff respectfully

14

requests leave to amend his Complaint.

15

leave to amend should be freely granted when "justice so

16

requires."

17

condition is typically satisfied in situations where the

18

pleading deficiency is capable of being cured.

19

Smith, 203 F.3d 1122, 1127 (9th Cir. 2000) (en banc).

20

Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2).

As the Court is aware,

The interest-of-justice

See Lopez v.

In this case. Plaintiff contingently qualifies for leave to

21

amend.

Defendant argues, among other things, that Plaintiff

22

failed to plead pre-suit knowledge of the patent and failed to

23

satisfy pleading standards under Iqbal.

24

disagrees with Defendant's arguments. Plaintiff can, if
18

Although Plaintiff
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1

necessary, cure all pleading deficiencies asserted.

2

circumstances, leave to amend is entirely appropriate and,

3

frankly, mandated in the interest of justice.

4

5

Under these

CONCLUSION

For the above reasons, Plaintiff has standing to sue (Point

6

I) and has requisite suing capacity (Point II), making the

7

present lawsuit cognizable.

8

pled his willful-infringement claim (Point III).

9

should therefore deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss in its

Additionally, Plaintiff adequately
This Court

10

entirety.

Finally, insofar as Plaintiff's willful-infringement

11

claim is deficient, leave to amend should be granted.

12

Respectfully submitted,

13

PRO SE

14

15

Walter A. Tormasi
16

Dated:

May 15, 2019

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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1

Defendant Western Digital Corporation (“Defendant” or “WDC”) hereby submits its

2

Reply in support of its Motion to Dismiss (ECF 19) and in response to Plaintiff Walter A.

3

Tormasi’s (“Plaintiff” or “Tormasi”) Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss (ECF 23).

4

I.

5
6

Statement of Issues to Be Decided
1. Whether Tormasi’s Complaint should be dismissed pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(1) for lack

of standing to sue under Article III of the U.S. Constitution.

7

2. Whether Tormasi’s Complaint should be dismissed because he lacks capacity to sue.

8

3. Whether Tormasi’s claim for willful infringement of the ’301 Patent should be

9

dismissed pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim.

10

4. Whether Tormasi’s claims for indirect infringement of the ’301 Patent (to the extent

11

Tormasi contends the Complaint makes such claims) should be dismissed pursuant to FRCP

12

12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

13

II.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Tormasi Lacks Standing to Sue Because ADS, Not Tormasi, Holds Legal Title to the
’301 Patent
Tormasi does not dispute that the application leading to the ’301 Patent was assigned to

Advanced Data Solutions Corp. (“ADS”) in 2005, that the assignment was notarized and
recorded – twice—in the United States Patent and Trademark Office (“PTO”), that ADS was the
assignee at issue of the ’301 Patent, and that PTO records still reflect that ADS holds legal title
to the ’301 Patent. Although unclear, Tormasi appears to assert that regardless of whether ADS
holds legal title to the ’301 Patent, as the named inventor he retains standing to sue for its
infringement. ECF 23 at 3. That proposition is wrong as a matter of law, and the case law that
Tormasi cites – Arachnid, Inc. v. Merit Industries, Inc., 939 F.2d 1574, 1578 n.2 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
– does not so hold. On the contrary, Arachnid makes clear that only a patent’s legal title holder
has standing to sue for money damages for its infringement. Arachnid, 939 F.3d at 1581. And, as
discussed in WDC’s opening brief (ECF 19 at 10, 12) where a named inventor assigns all of his
right, title and interest in and to his patent he is divested of standing to sue for its infringement.
See Lans v. Digital Equip. Corp., 252 F.3d 1320 (Fed. Cir. 2001).
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1

Tormasi has no standing to sue for the ’301 Patent’s infringement.

3

Tormasi Proffers No Competent Evidence to Show That He Is (or Ever Was) ADS’s
Sole Shareholder Or Had Any Authority To Assign The ’301 Patent From ADS to
Himself

4

In response to WDC’s factual challenge to Tormasi’s standing, Tormasi fails to produce a

2

III.

5

single document corroborating his assertion that he is (or ever was) ADS’s sole shareholder, an

6

ADS director or officer, or had any authority whatsoever to transfer ADS’s ownership of the

7

’301 Patent to himself. And, as discussed in WDC’s opening brief, the competent evidence of

8

record is to the contrary. ECF 19 at 12-14. Thus, Tormasi’s arguments in favor of his standing to

9

sue all fail because they are premised on the unsupported notion that he is and was ADS’s “sole

10
11

shareholder” or otherwise had authority to assign the ’301 Patent from ADS to himself.
To support his standing argument, Tormasi offers a self-serving and uncorroborated

12

declaration, a May 24, 2007 prison disciplinary report, and never-before-seen contingent

13

assignments, assignments and alleged “corporate resolutions” (signed only by Tormasi allegedly

14

in 2007 and 2009) in which Tormasi purports to transfer the ’301 Patent from ADS to himself.

15

See Declaration of Walter A. Tormasi In Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss (ECF 23-

16

1) (“Tormasi Decl.”), Exs. A, C, D, G, & H. None of these documents corroborates Tormasi’s

17

assertions concerning his status as “sole shareholder,” “director” and/or “CEO” of ADS.

18

The prison disciplinary report states only that Tormasi possessed unspecified

19

“paperwork/forms/legal documents pertaining to the initial start up &/or operation of an

20

unauthorized business” and that “Tormasi by this act – circumvented the procedural safeguards

21

against inmates operating a business without prior approval.” Id., Ex. A. The report says nothing

22

about the content of these documents or Tormasi’s supposed roles in ADS; it does not even

23

mention ADS. The report cannot corroborate Tormasi’s claims about his alleged roles at ADS.

24

Tormasi’s declaration and purported assignment documents likewise are entirely

25

uncorroborated and are signed only by Tormasi himself in his supposed capacity as ADS’s

26

“Director,” “CEO” or “Sole Shareholder.” Id., Exs. C, D, G, & H. Tormasi’s declaration and

27
28
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1

attached exhibits thus do nothing to corroborate Tormasi’s claims concerning his roles in ADS

2

and his alleged authority to assign the ’301 Patent from ADS to himself.

3

Tormasi’s statement in his declaration that it was he who caused ADS to be formed, (id.,

4

¶ 7), is likewise unsupported. The Certificate to which he points (See Declaration of Erica D.

5

Wilson in Support of Defendant Western Digital Corporation’s Motion to Dismiss (ECF 19-1)

6

(“Wilson Decl.”), Ex. 4) in no way identifies Tormasi as having any interest whatsoever in ADS.

7

Indeed, it does not mention Tormasi at all. Similarly, his statements regarding his role as an ADS

8

director, officer and sole shareholder (Id., ¶¶ 8-10) are entirely uncorroborated by any

9

contemporaneous documentary evidence or third-party declarations.

10

Furthermore, the 2007 and 2009 “assignments” and “resolutions” have no indicia of

11

reliability and authenticity. They are not witnessed or notarized and are not self-authenticating.

12

Nor do they contain any contextual information to support their purported dates of execution.

13

Neither of the alleged assignments was recorded with the PTO. In short, Tormasi has provided

14

no evidence, other than his own self-serving declaration, to support the authenticity of those

15

documents. Tormasi, however, is simply not credible.

16

In fact, Tormasi has admitted, including in statements under penalty of perjury, that ADS

17

was the assignee of the ’301 Patent in exactly the same time frame for which he now claims to

18

have assigned the patent from ADS to himself. In a Complaint Tormasi filed on December 1,

19

2008 on behalf of ADS and himself for alleged civil rights violations stemming from the prison’s

20

confiscation of Tormasi’s business-related documents, Tormasi stated that ADS was the

21

“registered assignee of [the ’301] patent.” Wilson Decl. Ex. 3, ¶¶ 20(a)-(e) (“ADS

22

correspondingly owns all applications and patents stemming from Plaintiff Tormasi’s ’346

23

provisional application”); see also id. ¶ 27(a) (stating that ADS is the “assignee” of the ’301

24

Patent); id. at 25 (Tormasi’s verification under penalty of perjury that the statements in the

25

Complaint are “true and correct to the best of my knowledge”). In a “1st Amended Complaint”

26

filed July 24, 2009 Tormasi reiterated (again under penalty of perjury) that ADS was the

27

assignee of the ’301 Patent. Wilson Decl., Ex. 12, ¶¶ 20(a)-20(e), 27 (a) and p. 27 (verification).
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Tormasi made no mention of corporate resolutions or assignment documents that he

2

allegedly executed in June 2007, well prior to the filing dates of his 2008 Complaint and 2009

3

amended complaint. Instead, throughout the pendency of his civil rights action, he steadfastly

4

maintained that ADS was the assignee of the ’301 Patent, and without the paperwork prison

5

officials had confiscated as contraband he could not “prove his ownership of ADS to the

6

satisfaction of interested third parties,” and was thus unable to “directly or indirectly benefit

7

from his intellectual-property assets.” Wilson Decl., Ex. 3, ¶¶20 (a)-(e), 22(a), 27, Ex. 12,

8

¶¶20(a)-(e), ¶22(a), 27.

9

Furthermore, in appellate briefing to the Third Circuit in August 2011 Tormasi

10

unequivocally asserted ADS’s ownership of the ’301 Patent, stating “While ADS does own

11

Patent No. 7,324,301 (including its related applications) . . .” See Declaration of Erica D. Wilson

12

in Support of Defendant Western Digital Corporation’s Reply In Support of Its Motion to

13

Dismiss (“Wilson Reply Decl.”), Ex. 26 at 3; see also id. at 1 (“Defendants are correct that

14

Tormasi had assigned to ADS all rights regarding Patent No. 7,324,301 (including Provisional

15

Patent Application No. 60/568,346 and Non-Provisional Patent Application No. 11/031,878).).”

16

Tormasi now takes the exact opposite position in this Court, claiming that he actually

17

assigned the ’301 Patent back to himself in 2007 and/or 2009. In light of his prior statements to

18

the New Jersey federal court and the Third Circuit, such assertions are simply not believable. 1

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

1

This would not be the first time evidence submitted by Tormasi has been found lacking
credibility. A New Jersey state court found an unsigned “affidavit” allegedly prepared years
earlier by Tormasi’s deceased father and presented by Tormasi after his father’s death in support
of a petition for post-conviction relief, to be “not believable,” “inherently suspect” and
“untrustworthy.” State v. Tormasi, No. A-4261-16T4, 2018 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 2417, at
*1-4 (Super. Ct. App. Div. Oct. 31, 2018) (Wilson Reply Decl., Ex. 27). Similarly, Tormasi was
previously found to have attempted to “subvert the security and safety of the facility” by
attempting to mail “fourteen legal briefs that had been hollowed out to create hidden
compartments” that “can easily be used to traffic contraband to and from the facility.” Tormasi v.
New Jersey Dept. of Corrections, 2007 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 1216, at *1-4 (N.J.
Super.A.D. Mar. 22, 2007) (Wilson Decl., Ex. 21). The New Jersey Court found unpersuasive
Tormasi’s self-serving declaration that “another inmate’s documents were intermingled with
[his] or that the documents were planted to fabricate charges against [him].” Id. at *2.
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As the plaintiff in this action Tormasi “has the burden of proving the existence of Article

2

III standing at all stages of the litigation.” Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. United States Fish &

3

Wildlife Serv., 807 F.3d 1031, 1043 (9th Cir. 2015). Tormasi’s uncorroborated claims regarding

4

his alleged ownership of the ’301 Patent – which are diametrically opposed to what he

5

previously told various federal courts – fall far short of meeting his burden of proving that he has

6

standing to sue for infringement of the ’301 Patent.

7

IV.

8
9

The Alleged 2007 and 2009 Assignments Are Ineffective
Even if Tormasi could somehow show that he is and was someone with authority to

transfer ADS’s assets to himself and could show that the June 2007 and December 2009

10

“corporate resolutions” and “assignment agreements” were not post-hoc litigation-inspired

11

documents, but rather were executed on the dates stated, the assignment agreements would still

12

be ineffective for multiple reasons. First, Tormasi states that on May 23, 2007 prison officials

13

disciplined him for operating a business and he was “warned, explicitly and unequivocally, that

14

[his] continued involvement with ADS matters subjected [him] to further disciplinary action.”

15

Tormasi Decl., ¶14. The 2007 and 2009 resolutions and assignment agreements reflect activities

16

taken on behalf of ADS and thus constitute conducting a business, something Tormasi is

17

expressly prohibited from doing. See also ECF 19 at 17-18; infra Section V.

18

Second, the 2007 assignment purports to be a contingent assignment and effective only

19

on the happening of certain events. Id., Ex. D. Tormasi states that “one or more of the

20

contingencies specified in the Assignment from June 2007 were met” (Id., ¶42), but fails to

21

identify to which contingency he refers and when the unspecified contingency supposedly arose.

22

Moreover, at all relevant times, including into 2019, Tormasi behaved as though ADS was still

23

an operating business and holding the ’301 Patent as evidenced by: (1) Tormasi’s statements to

24

the New Jersey federal court and the Third Circuit in the 2008-2011 timeframe that ADS was the

25

assignee of the ’301 Patent; (2) Tormasi’s January 30, 2019 assignment of the ’301 Patent to

26

himself in his alleged capacities as ADS’s sole shareholder and President (Id., Ex. L); (3)

27

Tormasi’s declaration that he believed his family members were paying ADS’s Delaware

28
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franchise taxes (Id., ¶¶ 19, 37); and (4) Tormasi’s declaration that at all relevant times, including

2

2019, he “believed that ADS remained in good standing with Delaware officials.” Id., ¶39.

3

Third, the 2009 assignment is ineffective for the additional reason that it was allegedly

4

entered into when ADS was in a void status. As discussed in WDC’s opening brief (ECF 19 at

5

14-17), although ADS could continue to hold assets while in a void status, during the period in

6

which it was void, it had no power to assign its assets to Tormasi or anyone else.

7

Citing Krapf & Son, Inc. v. Gorson, 243 A.2d 713, 715 (Del. 1968), Tormasi argues that

8

the 2009 and 2019 assignments of the ’301 Patent from ADS to himself are valid, even though

9

executed while ADS was in a void status, because ADS’s lapse into a void status was inadvertent

10
11

and the assignments were executed without fraud or bad faith. ECF 23 at 6.
In Krapf, however, the question before the Court was whether a corporation’s president

12

could be held personally liable for a contract he entered into on behalf of the corporation after

13

the company was declared void and before it was revived under Delaware law. Krapf, 243 A.2d

14

at 714. In holding that the president was not personally liable, the Delaware Court found that

15

since the corporation had been properly revived under 8 Del. C. § 312(e), the contract was

16

“validated.” Id. at 715 (citing 8 Del. C. §312(e)). Krapf does not stand for the broad proposition

17

that a contract entered into while a corporation is in a void status is valid, even if the corporation

18

is never revived.

19

In this case, Tormasi proffers no evidence that ADS has been revived pursuant to §312;

20

the alleged 2009 assignment and the 2019 assignment, therefore, cannot have been validated as

21

was the case in Krapf. Moreover, ADS’s void status can hardly be said to have been inadvertent,

22

nor were the alleged assignments made in good faith. Tormasi’s claim that he thought for the

23

past 15 years that his father and brother were paying ADS’s Delaware franchise taxes on his

24

behalf is not credible. Notably, although claiming to be ADS’s sole shareholder, Tormasi

25

proffers no evidence that he provided either his father or brother with the funds with which to

26

pay ADS’s Delaware franchise taxes. And, he provides no explanation of why his father or

27

brother, who supposedly had no interest in ADS, would pay ADS’s franchise taxes for him.
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Tormasi also states that he expected his brother and father would house ADS on their properties

2

(ECF 23 at 6-7), which raises further questions concerning the ownership of ADS. Tormasi

3

proffers no third-party declaration or documentation corroborating his assertion that his family

4

members were to pay ADS’s Delaware franchise taxes and house ADS on Tormasi’s behalf.

5

Moreover, in his December 2008 complaint and July 24, 2009 amended complaint,

6

Tormasi complained that the prison officials’ seizure of his corporate paperwork prevented

7

Tormasi from paying ADS’s federal taxes. Wilson Decl., Ex. 3, ¶22(b), Ex. 12, ¶22(b). Tormasi

8

thus inconsistently claims that (1) the seizure of his corporate paperwork prevented him from

9

paying ADS’s federal taxes, but (2) he believed (and never once confirmed in 15 years) that his

10
11

brother and/or father were readily able to pay ADS’s Delaware franchise taxes.
Tormasi claims he only learned of ADS’s void status when WDC filed its April 25, 2019

12

Motion to Dismiss. Tormasi Decl., ¶37. Tormasi further claims that “[s]urprised by that

13

revelation” he “conducted follow-up inquiries,” and only just now discovered in 2019 that prior

14

to his death in 2010, Tormasi’s father experienced debilitating health issues that prevented him

15

from paying the Delaware taxes. Id. Notably, however, Tormasi does not submit documents or a

16

declaration from any third-party with whom he made such inquiries corroborating these

17

supposed findings. Nor does Tormasi offer any explanation of why his brother was prevented

18

from making the payments.

19

As discussed in WDC’s opening brief, Tormasi’s alleged assignments also lack the

20

hallmarks of good faith that were present in Krapf. Tormasi’s purported assignment of ADS’s

21

patent to himself is an obvious bad faith (albeit failed) effort to do an end-run around the New

22

Jersey prison’s “no-business” rule. Indeed, by bringing this patent infringement suit, Tormasi is

23

using the courts in an effort to monetize the ’301 Patent which he is barred from doing under

24

New Jersey law.

25

In a last-ditch effort to claim ownership of the ’301 Patent, Tormasi argues that because

26

ADS was in a void status as of March 2008, under section 278 of the Delaware code the

27

December 2009 assignment of the ’301 Patent from ADS to himself is valid. Tormasi’s argument

28
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fails for multiple reasons. First, as discussed above, Tormasi has provided no competent

2

evidence other than his own self-serving declaration to support the notion that he is ADS’s sole

3

shareholder and executive.

4
5

Second, §278 entitled “Continuation of corporation after dissolution for purposes of suit
and winding up affairs” provides:

6

All corporations, whether they expire by their own limitation or are otherwise
dissolved, shall nevertheless be continued, for the term of 3 years from such
expiration or dissolution . . . for the purpose of prosecuting and defending suits. .
. and of enabling them gradually to settle and close their business, to dispose of
and convey their property, to discharge their liabilities and to distribute to their
stockholders any remaining assets, but not for the purpose of continuing the
business for which the corporation was organized. (emphasis added).

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Section 278 does not address whether a corporation that is void for failure to pay
franchise taxes is “otherwise dissolved” within the meaning of the code, and “[c]ourts
interpreting Delaware law disagree as to whether a Delaware corporation whose charter has been
forfeited or declared void for failure to pay its franchise taxes is dissolved.” V.E.C. Corp. v.
Hilliard, No. 10 cv 2542 (VB), 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 152759, at *16-17 (S.D.N.Y Dec. 13,
2011) (Wilson Reply Decl., Ex. 28) (comparing cases). In at least one case, the Delaware
Supreme Court did not apply § 278 to a void corporation. See Transpolymer Indus. v. Chapel
Main Corp., No. 284, 1990, 1990 Del. LEXIS 317, at *2 (Del. 1990) (unpublished) (Wilson
Reply Decl., Ex. 29) (finding void corporation’s powers “inoperative” and corporation thus
lacked standing to pursue an appeal). It is therefore questionable whether §278 is even applicable
here.
The better view is that a void corporation is not “otherwise dissolved” within the meaning
of §278 because pursuant to 8 Del. C. §312 it can be revived by payment of the past due taxes.
As the Delaware state court has clearly recognized, a corporation that has had its certificate of
incorporation revoked for failure to pay franchise taxes “is not completely dead.” Wax v.
Riverview Cemetery Co., 24 A.2d 431, 436 (Del. Super. 1942). It is instead merely “in a state of
coma from which it can be easily resuscitated.” Id; see also In re Apple iPod iTunes Antitrust
Litig., No. 05-CV-0037 YGR, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165254, at *14-15 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 25,
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2014) (Wilson Reply Decl., Ex. 30)(“While authority is split on whether voided corporations fall

2

under section 278, the Court finds more persuasive the approach followed by the Delaware

3

Supreme Court—that void corporations lose their standing to pursue legal actions until the

4

corporate status is restored”) (emphasis in original) (citations omitted).

5

Even if ADS were considered to be “otherwise dissolved” within the meaning of §278,

6

§278 cannot render the 2009 assignment valid. It is well-settled that §278 is specifically directed

7

to winding up a business, not to carrying on the purposes for which it was established. See, e.g.,

8

Gamble v. Penn Valley Crude Oil Corp., 104 A.2d 257, 260 (Del.Ch. 1954); McBride v. Murphy,

9

124 A. 798, 801 (Del. Ch. 1924).

10

In this case, Tormasi’s statements and conduct show that the 2009 assignment – even if

11

found to be authentic and executed on the date stated on the document – was not effectuated for

12

the purpose of winding up ADS’s business affairs. In his declaration, Tormasi states that he

13

wanted to pursue patent infringement litigation with respect to the ’301 Patent, and since ADS

14

must be represented in federal court by an attorney but did not have one, Tormasi “took steps” to

15

acquire the ’301 Patent. Tormasi Decl., ¶ 22. Indeed, referring to the December 27, 2009

16

assignment, Tormasi explicitly states, “[t]he purpose of the transfer in ownership was to permit

17

me to personally pursue, and to personally benefit from, an infringement action against

18

Defendant and others.” Id., ¶23. And, at all relevant times, including through 2019, Tormasi

19

claims that he “believed that ADS remained in good standing with Delaware officials.” Id., ¶ 39.

20

Section 278 is inapplicable.

21

Tormasi also argues that if ADS were dissolved, as sole shareholder the ADS assets –

22

i.e., the ’301 Patent – would automatically transfer to him. ECF 23 at 8. Again, Tormasi has

23

adduced no competent evidence that he is the sole shareholder of ADS. Moreover, Section 277

24

of the Delaware General Corporation Law states that “[n]o corporation shall be dissolved . . .

25

under this chapter” until all franchise taxes have been paid and all annual franchise tax reports

26

have been filed by the corporation. 8 Del. Code § 277. Thus, ADS could not be dissolved and its

27
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assets distributed to its shareholders until all of the franchise taxes have been paid and all annual

2

franchise tax reports have been filed by ADS. To date, that has not occurred.

3

V.

4

Tormasi Lacks the Capacity to Sue
Tormasi’s patent infringement suit is in furtherance of his personal business interests –

5

i.e., monetization of the ’301 Patent – and is thus prohibited under New Jersey’s law precluding

6

inmates from operating businesses. Tormasi admits that “New Jersey inmates are prohibited

7

from operating businesses without administrative approval.” ECF 23 at 10-11 (citing N.J.A.C.

8

10A:4-4.1). And, Tormasi does not deny that he does not have the authorization of prison

9

officials to operate any business.

10

Instead, Tormasi – while proclaiming himself an “entrepreneur” (ECF 1, ¶ 1) and seeking

11

$15 billion in damages for alleged infringement of the ’301 Patent (id., “Prayer for Relief,” ¶¶ D

12

& E) – implies that because he is operating in his “personal capacity” his patent infringement suit

13

cannot be deemed in furtherance of prohibited business operations. ECF 23 at 11. Tormasi cites

14

nothing supporting the notion that the form of a business is in any way relevant to New Jersey’s

15

prohibition on inmates operating a business. Nor does Tormasi make any effort to distinguish the

16

cases cited in WDC’s opening brief in which New Jersey inmates operating in their individual

17

capacities were found to have violated New Jersey’s “no business” rule. See ECF 19 at 17-18.

18

Tormasi does not meaningfully address the opinions of the New Jersey federal court and

19

the Third Circuit finding that his patent monetization and enforcement efforts conducted under

20

the auspices of ADS ran afoul of New Jersey’s “no-business rule” but rather declares them

21

“inapposite.” ECF 23 at 11.

22

Tormasi’s concurrently filed request for appointment of pro bono counsel for settlement

23

purposes (ECF 24), underscores that this patent infringement action is part of an overall patent

24

monetization strategy. In his accompanying declaration, Tormasi explains that pro bono

25

counsel’s assistance is required inter alia “to determine and apply reasonable royalty rates to

26

[WDC’s] revenue.” ECF 24-1, ¶11. Tormasi further notes that any settlement likely will include

27

licensing or sale of the ’301 Patent and that pro bono counsel’s assistance is needed to assist him

28
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with valuing the patent. ECF 24-1, ¶14. And, Tormasi’s declaration in support of his opposition

2

to WDC’s Motion to Dismiss states that the alleged assignments of the ’301 Patent from ADS to

3

Tormasi were done to ensure the ’301 Patent “remained enforceable, licensable, and sellable to

4

the fullest extent possible.” Tormasi Decl., ¶15.

5

This is precisely the sort of conduct that the New Jersey court has found runs afoul of

6

New Jersey’s “no business” rule. See Helm v. New Jersey Dept. of Corrections, 2015 N.J. Super.

7

Unpub. LEXIS 1062 (N.J.Super. A.D. May 8, 2015) (Wilson Decl., Ex. 19) (Inmate Helm found

8

guilty of operating a business without authorization where he signed paperwork regarding the

9

sales of his artwork and taxes to be paid from those sales and because attorneys assisting him

10
11

were compensated from income generated by the sales).
Tormasi knowingly misstates the law regarding an inmate’s right of access to the courts

12

under the First and Fourteenth Amendments when he argues that New Jersey’s “no-business”

13

rule cannot prevent him from suing for patent infringement. ECF 23 at 10. Tormasi argues that

14

Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817 (1977) established an inmate’s right of access to the courts and

15

that under the Supreme Court’s holding in Lewis v. Casey, “prison officials must allow prisoners

16

to file civil lawsuits and, conversely, are prohibited from ‘frustrat[ing] or . . . imped[ing]’ any

17

‘nonfrivolous legal claim.’” ECF 23 at 10 (citing Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 349, 353

18

(1996)).

19

Lewis, however, says no such thing, and, in fact holds the precise opposite. In holding

20

that a claim for denial of the right of access to courts requires a showing of “actual injury,” the

21

Lewis court explained that “the injury requirement is not satisfied by just any type of frustrated

22

legal claim.” 518 U.S. at 354 (emphasis added). Rather, an inmate’s constitutional right of

23

access to the courts is limited to inmate suits “attack[ing] their sentences” or “conditions of their

24

confinement” and “[i]mpairment of any other litigating capacity is simply one of the incidental

25

(and perfectly constitutional) consequences conviction and incarceration.” Id. at 355

26

(emphasis in original and added).

27
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Tormasi is well-aware of these limits on an inmate’s right of access to the courts; he was

2

apprised of this by both the New Jersey federal district court and the Third Circuit in a prior civil

3

rights lawsuit he brought based inter alia on his alleged inability to bring patent infringement

4

litigation. Citing the Supreme Court’s decisions in Bounds and Lewis, the New Jersey federal

5

court emphasized that an inmate’s “right of access to the courts is not, however, unlimited” and

6

does not extend to patent infringement litigation. Tormasi v. Hayman, No. 08-5886 (JAP) 2009

7

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560, at *13-15 (D.N.J. Jun. 16, 2009) (“Tormasi I”) (Wilson Decl., Ex. 1).

8

The New Jersey court stated:

9
10
11
12

Here, the Complaint fails to state a claim with respect to Plaintiff Tormasi’s desire
to pursue patent violation litigation, as impairment of the capacity to litigate with
respect to personal business interests is “simply one of the incidental (and
perfectly constitutional) consequences of conviction and incarceration.”
Tormasi I, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560, at *14-15 (quoting Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. at 355).

13

The court reiterated the Lewis court’s limitations on an inmate’s right of access to the

14

courts in Tormasi v. Hayman, No. 08-5886, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25849, at *21-22 (D.N.J.

15

March 14, 2011) (“Tormasi II”) (Wilson Decl., Ex. 11).

16

And, on appeal, the Third Circuit likewise cited Lewis for the proposition that an inmate’s

17

right of access to the courts is limited to attacking their sentences or conditions of confinement,

18

and stated “[b]ecause Tormasi’s complaints about his ability to pursue patent matters do not fall

19

into one of these categories, we agree that he failed to state an access to the courts claims.”

20

Tormasi v. Hayman, 443 Fed. Appx. 742, 744, n.3 (3d Cir. 2011) (Wilson Decl., Ex. 13).

21
22
23
24
25
26

In August 2011 briefing to the Third Circuit, Tormasi acknowledged under Lewis he had
no constitutional right to bring patent infringement litigation. Indeed, Tormasi wrote,
Defendants, for example, cite Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 116 S. Ct. 2174, 135
L. Ed. 2d 606 (1996), for the proposition that Tormasi has no right to pursue
“patent violation litigation.” While defendants are technically correct, Tormasi
does not seek “access to the courts” to litigate infringement actions against patent
violators.
Wilson Reply Decl., Ex. 26 at 3-4 (emphasis added).

27
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Tormasi’s reliance on Holman v. Hilton, 542 F. Supp. 913 (D.N.J. 1982), aff’d 712 F.2d

2

854 (3d Cir. 1983) is misplaced. Holman does not, as Tormasi suggests, stand for the proposition

3

that preventing inmates from bringing whatever sort of lawsuit they choose is unconstitutional.

4

Rather, in Holman the court found a state statute prohibiting New Jersey inmates from bringing

5

suit in New Jersey state court against “public entit[ies] or public employee[s]” (i.e., prison

6

officials) while incarcerated violated Plaintiff’s (an inmate serving a life sentence who alleged

7

prison officials wrongfully took his personal property) constitutional rights to due process.

8

Holman, 542 F. Supp. at 914-15 & n.3 (emphasis added).

9

Here, Tormasi attempts to bring a patent infringement suit in furtherance of his personal

10

business interests, something he is not entitled to do. In any event, the Supreme Court’s ruling in

11

Lewis – handed down 13 years after Holman – is binding precedent. To the extent the district

12

court or Third Circuit opinions in Holman can be said to be in conflict with Lewis, the Supreme

13

Court’s ruling is controlling.

14
15

Tormasi lacks the capacity to bring suit in furtherance of his personal business interests.
VI.

Tormasi Fails To State a Claim For Willful Infringement

16

As discussed fully in WDC’s opening brief (ECF 19 at 19-23) Tormasi’s complaint fails

17

to state a claim for willful infringement. Tormasi does not plausibly plead WDC’s knowledge of

18

the ’301 Patent or knowledge of its infringement. Tormasi admits that the entirety of his

19

allegations concerning WDC’s knowledge of the ’301 Patent and alleged infringement of the

20

patent consist of his conclusory statement that “Defendant knew that its dual-stage actuator

21

system and tip-mounted actuators violated U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.” ECF 23 at 17. As

22

discussed in WDC’s opening brief, such conclusory allegations, “will not do.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal,

23

556 U.S 662, 678 (2009); see also ECF 19 at 19-20.

24

Tormasi’s claim for willful infringement likewise fails because he pleads no facts to

25

support the notion that WDC’s conduct was “egregious” as required to state a claim for

26

willfulness. See, e.g., Hypermedia Navigation v. Google LLC, No. 18-cv-06137-HSG, 2019 U.S.

27

Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *10 (N.D. Cal. April 2, 2019) (Wilson Decl., Ex. 14). Tormasi argues that
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1

by alleging WDC’s conduct was willful he has “by implication” alleged “egregiousness.” ECF

2

23 at 17. That is a backwards analysis, and Tormasi’s bare allegation of willfulness utterly fails

3

to meet the pleading standard of this Court. Tormasi fails to plead “specific factual allegations

4

about [WDC’s] subjective intent or details about the nature of [WDC’s] conduct to render a

5

claim of willfulness plausible, and not merely possible.” Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

6

56803, at *10.

7

Tormasi does not dispute that the “surrounding circumstances” he alleges give rise to his

8

willfulness claim center on the publication of the application leading to the ’301 and not the ’301

9

Patent itself. Nor does Tormasi dispute that he lacks any basis whatsoever for the allegations,

10

made upon information and belief, concerning WDC’s supposed knowledge and use of the

11

application leading to the ’301 Patent. See ECF 1, ¶¶ 36-44. Instead, Tormasi argues that all

12

allegations in the complaint must be accepted as true. ECF 23 at 14-15. However, “courts do not

13

accept as true allegations that are merely conclusory, unwarranted deductions of fact, or

14

unreasonable inferences.” Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *2-3 (citations and

15

internal quotations omitted). Tormasi’s baseless allegations need not be accepted as true. 2

16

VII.

17

Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons and the reasons set forth in WDC’s opening brief (ECF 19),

18

WDC respectfully requests that its Motion to Dismiss be granted.

19

Dated: June 13, 2019

20

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Erica D. Wilson
Erica D. Wilson

21

Erica D. Wilson (SBN 161386)
ericawilson@walterswilson.com
Eric S. Walters (SBN 151933)
eric@walterswilson.com
WALTERS WILSON LLP

22
23
24
25
26
27

2

Tormasi does not appear to contend that he pled causes of action for indirect infringement. To
the extent he does, however, such causes of action should be dismissed for failure to state a claim
for the reasons set forth in WDC’s opening brief. See ECF 19 at 23-24.
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N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1
This file includes all Regulations adopted and published through the New Jersey Register, Vol. 53 No. 6, March 15,
2021

NJ - New Jersey Administrative Code > TITLE 10A. CORRECTIONS > CHAPTER 4. INMATE
DISCIPLINE > SUBCHAPTER 4. INMATE PROHIBITED ACTS

§ 10A:4-4.1 Prohibited acts
(a)An inmate who commits one or more of the following numbered prohibited acts shall be subject to
disciplinary action and a sanction that is imposed by a Disciplinary Hearing Officer or Adjustment Committee
with the exception of those violations disposed of by way of an on-the-spot correction. Prohibited acts preceded
by an asterisk (*) are considered the most serious and result in the most severe sanctions (see N.J.A.C. 10A:45, Schedule of Sanctions for Prohibited Acts). Prohibited acts are further subclassified into five categories of
severity (Category A through E) with Category A being the most severe and Category E the least severe. These
categories correspond to the categories of sanctions at N.J.A.C. 10A:4-5 and the categories in the severity of
offense scale at N.J.A.C. 10A:9-1.13.
1.Category A: A finding of guilt for any offense in Category A shall result in a sanction of no less than
181 days and no more than 365 days of administrative segregation per incident and one or more of the
sanctions listed at N.J.A.C. 10A:4-5.1(e), unless a medical or mental health professional determines
that the inmate is not appropriate for administrative segregation placement. Where a medical or mental
health professional has made such a determination, the inmate shall receive one or more of the
sanctions listed at N.J.A.C. 10A:4-5.1(e).
i.*.001 killing
ii.*.002 assaulting any person
iii.*.003 assaulting any person with a weapon
iv.*.007 hostage taking
v.*.009 misuse, possession, distribution, sale, or intent to distribute or sell, an electronic
communication device, equipment, or peripheral that is capable of transmitting, receiving, or storing
data and/or electronically transmitting a message, image, or data that is not authorized for use or
retention (see "electronic communication device" definition at N.J.A.C. 10A:1-2.2)
vi.*.012 throwing bodily fluid at any person or otherwise
vii.*.050 sexual assault
viii.*.101 escape
ix.*.151 setting a fire
x.*.202 possession or introduction of a weapon, such as, but not limited to, a sharpened
instrument, knife, or unauthorized tool
xi.*.251 rioting
xii.*.252 encouraging others to riot
xiii.*.360 unlawfully obtaining or seeking to obtain personal information pertaining to an inmate's
victim or the victim's family or pertaining to DOC staff or other law enforcement staff or the family of
said staff
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xiv.*.803 attempting to commit, aiding another person to commit or making plans to commit any
Category A and or B offense
2.Category B: A finding of guilt for any offense in Category B shall result in a sanction of no less than
91 days and no more than 180 days of administrative segregation per incident and one or more of the
sanctions listed at N.J.A.C. 10A:4-5.1(g), unless a medical or mental health professional determines
that the inmate is not appropriate for administrative segregation placement. Where a medical or mental
health professional has made such a determination, the inmate shall receive one or more of the
sanctions listed at N.J.A.C. 10A:4-5.1(f).
i.*.004 fighting with another person
ii.*.005 threatening another with bodily harm or with any offense against his or her person or his or
her property
iii.*.006 extortion, blackmail, protection: demanding or receiving favors, money or anything of value
in return for protection against others, to avoid bodily harm, or under threat of informing
iv.*.008 abuse/cruelty to animals
v.*.010 participating in an activity(ies) related to a security threat group
vi.*.011 possession or exhibition of anything related to a security threat group
vii.*.014 unauthorized physical contact with any person with an article, item, or material such as
anything readily capable of inflicting bodily injury
viii.*.054 refusal to register as a sex offender or any refusal to register as required by law
ix.*.102 attempting or planning escape
x.*.150 tampering with fire alarms, fire equipment, or fire suppressant equipment
xi.*.153 stealing (theft)
xii.*.154 tampering with or blocking any locking device
xiii.*.155 adulteration of any food or drink
xiv.*.201 possession or introduction of an explosive, incendiary device, or any ammunition
xv.*.203 possession or introduction of any prohibited substances such as drugs, intoxicants or
related paraphernalia not prescribed for the inmate by the medical or dental staff
xvi.*.204 use of any prohibited substances such as drugs, intoxicants, or related paraphernalia not
prescribed for the inmate by the medical or dental staff
xvii.*.205 misuse of authorized medication
xviii.*.207 possession of money or currency (in excess of $ 50.00) unless specifically authorized
xix.*.211 possessing any staff member's clothing and/or equipment
xx.*214 possession of unauthorized keys or other security equipment
xxi.*.215 possession with intent to distribute or sell prohibited substances such as drugs,
intoxicants, or related paraphernalia
xxii.*.216 distribution or sale of prohibited substances such as drugs, intoxicants, or related
paraphernalia
xxiii.*.253 engaging in, or encouraging, a group demonstration
xxiv.*.255 encouraging others to refuse to work or to participate in work stoppage
xxv.*.258 refusing to submit to testing for prohibited substances
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xxvi.*.259 failure to comply with an order to submit a specimen for prohibited substance testing
(see N.J.A.C. 10A:3-5)
xxvii.*.260 refusing to submit to mandatory medical or other testing such as, but not limited to,
mandatory testing required by law or court order
xxviii.*.261 tampering with a test specimen
xxix.*.306 conduct which disrupts or interferes with the security or orderly running of the
correctional facility
xxx.*.352 counterfeiting, forging or unauthorized reproduction or use of any classification
document, court document, psychiatric, psychological or medical report, money, or any other
official document
xxxi.*.502 interfering with the taking of count
xxxii.*.551 making intoxicants, alcoholic beverages, or prohibited substances such as narcotics
and controlled dangerous substances or making related paraphernalia
xxxiii.*.552 being intoxicated
xxxiv.*.704 perpetrating frauds, deceptions, confidence games, riots, or escape plots
xxxv.*.708 refusal to submit to a search
xxxvi.*.751 giving or offering any official or staff member a bribe or anything of value
xxxvii.*.803 attempting to commit, aiding another person to commit or making plans to commit any
Category A and/or B offense
3.Category C: A finding of guilt for any offense in Category C can result in a sanction of no less than 31
days and no more than 90 days of administrative segregation in addition to one or more of the
sanctions listed at N.J.A.C. 10A:4-5.1(j).
i..009A misuse, possession, distribution, sale, or intent to distribute or sell, an electronic
communication device, equipment, or peripheral that is capable of transmitting, receiving or storing
data and/or electronically transmitting a message, image, or data that is not authorized for use or
detention by an inmate who is assigned to a Residential Community Release Program (see
"electronic communication device" definition at N.J.A.C. 10A:1-2.2).
ii..013 unauthorized physical contact with any person, such as, but not limited to, physical contact
not initiated by a staff member, volunteer, or visitor
iii..051 engaging in sexual acts with others
iv..052 making sexual proposals or threats to another
v..053 indecent exposure
vi..103 wearing a disguise or mask
vii..204A use by an inmate who is assigned to a Residential Community Program of any prohibited
substances such as drugs, intoxicants, or related paraphernalia not prescribed for the inmate by
the medical or dental staff
viii..212 possessing unauthorized clothing
ix..254 refusing to work, or to accept a program or housing unit assignment
x..351 counterfeiting, forging, or unauthorized reproduction or use of any document not
enumerated in prohibited act *.352
xi..401 participating in an unauthorized meeting or gathering
xii..402 being in an unauthorized area
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xiii..501 failing to stand count
xiv..552A being intoxicated while the inmate is assigned to a Residential Community Program
xv..601 gambling
xvi..602 preparing or conducting a gambling pool
xvii..603 possession of gambling paraphernalia
xviii..702 unauthorized contacts with the public
xix..705 commencing or operating a business or group for profit or commencing or operating a
nonprofit enterprise without the approval of the Administrator
xx..706 soliciting funds and/or noncash contributions from donors within or without the correctional
facility except where permitted by the Administrator
xxi..752 giving money or anything of value to, or accepting money or anything of value from,
another inmate
xxii..753 purchasing anything on credit
xxiii..754 giving money or anything of value to, or accepting money
xxiv..802 attempting to commit, aiding another person to commit or making plans to commit any
Category C, D, and or E offense
4.Category D: A finding of guilt for any offense in Category D can result in a sanction of either zero or
30 days of administrative segregation in addition to one or more of the sanctions listed at N.J.A.C.
10A:4-5.1( l).
i..152 destroying, altering, or damaging government property, or the property of another person
ii..206 possession of money or currency ($ 50.00 or less) unless specifically authorized
iii..210 possession of anything not authorized for retention or receipt by an inmate or not issued to
him or her through regular correctional facility channels
iv..256 refusing to obey an order of any staff member
v..305 lying, providing a false statement to a staff member
vi..553 smoking where prohibited
vii..554 possession of tobacco products or matches where not permitted
viii..653 tattooing
ix..709 failure to comply with a written rule or regulation of the correctional facility
x..802 attempting to commit, aiding another person to commit or making plans to commit any
Category C, D, and or E offense
5.Category E: A finding of guilt for any offense in Category E shall result in a sanction of one or more of
the sanctions listed at N.J.A.C. 10A:4-5.1(n). Administrative segregation does not apply to Category E.
i..208 possession of property belonging to another person
ii..209 loaning of property or anything of value
iii..213 mutilating or altering clothing issued by the government
iv..257 violating a condition of any Residential Community Program and or Residential Community
Release Program
v..301 unexcused absence from work or any assignment; being late for work
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vi..302 malingering, feigning an illness
vii..303 failing to perform work as instructed by a staff member
viii..304 using abusive or obscene language to a staff member
ix..451 failure to follow safety or sanitation regulations
x..452 using any equipment or machinery which is not specifically authorized
xi..453 using any equipment or machinery contrary to instructions or posted safety standards
xii..651 being unsanitary or untidy; failing to keep one's person and one's quarters in accordance
with posted standards
xiii..701 unauthorized use of mail or telephone
xiv..703 correspondence or conduct with a visitor in violation of regulations
xv..707 failure to keep a scheduled appointment with medical, dental or other professional staff
xvi..802 attempting to commit, aiding another person to commit or making plans to commit any
Category C, D, and or E offense

History
HISTORY:
Notice of Correction: Asterisk was omitted for *.306.
See: 18 N.J.R. 2138(d).
Amended by R.1987 d.154, effective April 6, 1987.
See: 19 N.J.R. 178(a), 19 N.J.R. 534(a).
Added *.008 abuse/cruelty to animals.
Notice of Correction: .352 was omitted from the end of .351.
See: 19 N.J.R. 1658(c).
Amended by R.1991 d.276, effective June 3, 1991.
See: 23 N.J.R. 658(a), 23 N.J.R. 1797(b).
Added .150 and amended *.151.
Administrative Corrections in (a): In .150 corrected suppressant.
See: 24 N.J.R. 2731(a).
Amended by R.1993 d.488, effective October 4, 1993.
See: 25 N.J.R. 3416(a), 25 N.J.R. 4599(a).
Administrative Correction.
See: 26 N.J.R. 1228(a).
Amended by R.1994 d.254, effective May 16, 1994.
See: 26 N.J.R. 1286(a), 26 N.J.R. 2129(a).
Amended by R.1994 d.264, effective June 6, 1994.
See: 26 N.J.R. 1287(a), 26 N.J.R. 2285(b).
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Amended by R.1995 d.237, effective May 1, 1995.
See: 27 N.J.R. 436(a), 27 N.J.R. 1801(c).
Amended by R.1996 d.209, effective May 6, 1996 (operative August 19, 1996).
See: 28 N.J.R. 763(a), 28 N.J.R. 2387(b).
In (a) added refusing a breathalyzer test.
Amended by R.1996 d.237, effective May 20, 1996.
See: 28 N.J.R. 1464(a), 28 N.J.R. 2555(b).
In (a) added exception for on-the-spot corrections, in .254 added refusal of housing unit assignment, and deleted
provision for transfer to the Vroom Readjustment Unit.
Petition for Rulemaking: Notice of Receipt of and Action on a Petition for Rulemaking.
See: 29 N.J.R. 813(b), 29 N.J.R. 948(a).
Amended by R.1997 d.225, effective June 2, 1997.
See: 29 N.J.R. 834(a), 29 N.J.R. 2562(b).
In (a), inserted "*.260 refusing to submit to mandatory medical testing".
Amended by R.1997 d.276, effective July 7, 1997.
See: 29 N.J.R. 1663(a), 29 N.J.R. 2836(a).
In Schedule of Prohibited Acts, added .261 (tampering with a urine specimen).
Amended by R.1997 d.325, effective August 4, 1997.
See: 29 N.J.R. 2542(a), 29 N.J.R. 3452(a).
In (a), upgraded .150 (tampering with fire alarms, fire equipment or fire suppressant equipment) and .154
(tampering with or blocking any locking device) into asterisk offenses.
Amended by R.1998 d.366, effective July 20, 1998.
See: 30 N.J.R. 1719(a), 30 N.J.R. 2619(a).
Inserted new prohibited acts .010 and .011.
Amended by R.1999 d.333, effective October 4, 1999.
See: 31 N.J.R. 1847(a), 31 N.J.R. 2891(a).
In (a), in prohibited act .351, inserted an asterisk preceding ".352", and inserted prohibited act .360.
Petition for Rulemaking.
See: 32 N.J.R. 3668(a).
Amended by R.2004 d.3, effective January 5, 2004.
See: 35 N.J.R. 4168(a), 36 N.J.R. 195(a).
Amended prohibited act 260 to include references to mandatory testing.
Amended by R.2004 d.294, effective August 2, 2004.
See: 36 N.J.R. 1657(a), 36 N.J.R. 3552(a).
Inserted ".204A" and "552A".
Emergency amendment, R.2005 d.435, effective November 15, 2005, (to expire January 14, 2006).
See: 37 N.J.R. 4575(a).
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In (a), prohibited act *.009, substituted "," for "or" in two places and added "distribution, sale, or intent to distribute
or sell, an" "communication device," "or peripheral that is capable of transmitting, receiving or storing data and/or
electronically transmitting a message, image or data that is" and "(see "electronic communication device" definition
at N.J.A.C. 10A:1-2.2)."
Adopted concurrent amendment, R.2006 d.58, effective January 11, 2006.
See: 37 N.J.R. 4575(a), 38 N.J.R. 993(a).
Provisions of R.2005, d.435, adopted without change.
Amended by R.2006 d.398, effective November 20, 2006.
See: 38 N.J.R. 3121(a), 38 N.J.R. 4867(a).
In entry ".652" in table in (a), substituted "self-mutilation" for "self mutilation", and in entry ".705" in table in (a),
substituted "Administrator" for "Superintendent".
Amended by R.2009 d.237, effective August 3, 2009.
See: 41 N.J.R. 1645(a), 41 N.J.R. 2925(a).
In the entry for "*.054" in (a), inserted "or any refusal to register as required by law".
Amended by R.2009 d.236, effective August 3, 2009.
See: 41 N.J.R. 1649(a), 41 N.J.R. 2927(a).
In (a), added the entry for ".009A".
Petition for Rulemaking.
See: 47 N.J.R. 233(e), 300(b).
Amended by R.2017 d.007, effective January 3, 2017.
See: 48 N.J.R. 915(a), 49 N.J.R. 105(a).
Rewrote the section.
Annotations

Notes
Chapter Notes

Case Notes

Punishment of Christian Scientist inmate who refused to submit to tuberculosis test furthered compelling state
interest in preventing spread of tuberculosis in prison, as would justify such test's substantial burden on inmate's
right of free exercise of religion under Religious Freedom Restoration Act. Karolis v. New Jersey Dept. of
Corrections, D.N.J. 1996, 935 F.Supp. 523.
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Department of Corrections violated an inmate's due process rights by sanctioning him for failure to submit to drug
testing without providing a valid statement of reasons for the sanctions imposed because they were not the
minimum sanctions required, and the inmate had mental health issues that might have negated one of the
otherwise mandatory penalties. Malacow v. New Jersey Dep't of Corr., 2018 N.J. Super. LEXIS 165 (2018).
In a prison disciplinary appeal, the reviewing court reversed the sanctions imposed for an inmate's commission of
various infractions in a single incident because under current rules, he could not have been sanctioned to more
than a total of 365 days of administrative segregation under N.J.A.C. 10A:1-2.2 and he could not have received any
time in disciplinary detention and, thus, served more than the maximum sanction presently available. Mejia v. New
Jersey Dep't of Corr., 2016 N.J. Super. LEXIS 108 (2016).
Final decision of the New Jersey Department of Corrections, finding an inmate guilty of disciplinary infraction
*.011, which is defined in N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1 as possession or exhibition of anything related to a security threat
group (STG), was upheld on appeal as the regulation gave him fair notice that possession of gang-related letters
was prohibited and the admission of the letters, along with an intelligence investigator's report at the disciplinary
hearing, provided substantial evidence supporting the infraction. Jenkins v. New Jersey Dep't of Corr., 412 N.J.
Super. 243, 989 A.2d 854, 2010 N.J. Super. LEXIS 35 (2010).
Disciplinary infraction *.011, as defined in N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1 is neither facially vague nor unconstitutionally vague
as applied since, at a minimum, the regulation provides an inmate proper notice of the prohibited conduct and what
constituted prohibited literature related to security threat groups (STGs), that STG activity will not be tolerated, and
it identifies general categories of behavior that will subject them to disciplinary action. Jenkins v. New Jersey Dep't
of Corr., 412 N.J. Super. 243, 989 A.2d 854, 2010 N.J. Super. LEXIS 35 (2010).
Department of Corrections was authorized to discipline a prisoner, who tested positive for cocaine and opiates
upon his return to a State prison after escaping from a halfway house, for violating the Department's regulation
prohibiting the use of drugs; under N.J.S.A. 30:1B-3 and N.J.S.A. 30:4-91.3, the Commissioner of Corrections
maintains authority over adult offenders committed to State correctional institutions, even at times when they are
physically outside prison walls. Ries v. Dep't of Corr., 396 N.J. Super. 235, 933 A.2d 638, 2007 N.J. Super. LEXIS
328 (App.Div. 2007).
When the evidentiary phase of a hearing has begun but is adjourned before completion, and the original hearing
officer is unavailable on the date the hearing resumes, the evidentiary phase of the hearing must begin anew before
the replacement hearing officer. Especially when credibility determinations are to be made, principles of
fundamental fairness require that the same finder of fact receive all the evidence and make determinations based
on all the proofs. RATTI v. DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, 391 N.J. Super. 45, 916 A.2d 1078, 2007 N.J.
Super. LEXIS 61 (2007).
In an inmate's disciplinary action appeal, the appellate court rejected the Department of Correction's blanket policy
of keeping confidential all security camera videotapes in order to preclude inmates from learning camera angles,
locations, or blind spots. The appellate court remanded the case to the Department to develop a record, regarding
the justification of withholding the videotape from the inmate of a fight he was involved in and found guilty of
misconduct, as the Department had to set forth the particular need for confidentiality of the videotape that could be
reviewed by the appellate court. ROBLES v. NEW JERSEY DEP'T OF CORRECTIONS, 388 N.J. Super. 516, 909
A.2d 755, 2006 N.J. Super. LEXIS 295 (2006).
Contact-visit loss component of zero tolerance drug-alcohol policy was enforceable against inmate who violated
disciplinary rule prohibiting possession of drugs after announcement of policy but before formal amendment of
regulation. Walker v. Department of Corrections, 324 N.J.Super. 109, 734 A.2d 795 (N.J.Super.A.D. 1999).
Standard embodied in inmate disciplinary rule prohibiting using abusive or obscene language to staff member was
not valid basis for imposing disciplinary punishment for inmate's vulgar and offensive statement in context of
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psychotherapy that was not threatening or exhortative of disobedience or violence. Pryor v. New Jersey Dept. of
Corrections, 288 N.J.Super. 355, 672 A.2d 717 (A.D.1996).
Amendment to administrative code that added refusal to register as sex offender to list of prohibited acts was not
unconstitutional. A.F. v. Fauver, 287 N.J.Super. 354, 671 A.2d 155 (A.D.1996).
Determination whether remark constitutes threat; objective analysis whether remark conveys basis for fear.
Jacobs v. Stephens, 139 N.J. 212, 652 A.2d 712 (1995).
Finding that inmate threatened guard with bodily harm was supported by evidence. Jacobs v. Stephens, 139 N.J.
212, 652 A.2d 712 (1995).
Prison officials' decision to place inmate in nonpunitive management control unit was supported by record. Taylor
v. Beyer, 265 N.J.Super. 345, 627 A.2d 166 (A.D.1993).
State prison sanctions for infractions only applicable if county inmate notified of infractions. Bryan v. Department of
Corrections, 258 N.J.Super. 546, 610 A.2d 889 (A.D.1992).
Procedural safeguards not properly applied in prison disciplinary proceeding involving confidential informant.
Fisher v. Hundley, 240 N.J.Super. 156, 572 A.2d 1174 (A.D.1990).
Information provided by confidential informant for use in prison disciplinary hearing must be part of confidential
record. Fisher v. Hundley, 240 N.J.Super. 156, 572 A.2d 1174 (A.D.1990).
New prison disciplinary hearing required when procedural safeguards were absent in first hearing or in presence
of newly discovered evidence. Fisher v. Hundley, 240 N.J.Super. 156, 572 A.2d 1174 (A.D.1990).

Research References & Practice Aids

CROSS REFERENCES:
Possession of inter-office envelopes, see N.J.A.C. 10A:18-2.26, 10A:18-3.13.
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

No related cases are pending before the Court, nor has
this case been before the Court on prior occasions.
JURISPICTZONAL STATEMENT

This matter arises from plaintiff-appellant Walter A.

Tormasi's patent-infringement complaint filed in the district
court under 35 U.S.C. § 281.

Appxl3-55.

The district court

had original and exclusive jurisdiction over Tormasi's

patent-infringement action under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a).
The district court entered its dispositive order on

November 21, 2019, with Tormasi filing his notice of appeal

within 30 days thereafter (i.e., on December 6, 2019) in
accordance with Fed. R. App. P. 4(a).

Appxl-5, 11, 188.

This Court has original jurisdiction over appeals of final

judgments under 28 U.S.C. § 1291 and exclusive jurisdiction over
patent-related appeals under 28 U.S.C. § 1295(a)(1).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

This appeal involves two of the most important issues

impacting the district court's jurisdiction and Tormasi's
ability to seek redress for the misconduct alleged.

Tormasi is imprisoned in New Jersey and, during his

imprisonment, was awarded U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.

That

patent is the subject of Tormasi's infringement action.
One issue in this appeal (Point I) is whether Tormasi
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lawfully owns the patent-in-suit and, by extension, whether
Tormasi has standing to sue for infringement under 35 U.S.C. §

281.

The standing issue goes directly to whether the federal

judiciary has jurisdiction under Article III of the United
States Constitution.

Needless to say, the standing issue is

threshold in nature, mandating that the standing issue be

resolved ^ initio for jurisdictional purposes.
Another issue in this appeal (Point II) is whether Tormasi

has requisite suing capacity under N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1 and
whether prison administrative regulations are capable of
superseding the capacity-to-sue statute.

The suing-capacity

issue, although potentially dispositive, is subservient to the
standing/jurisdictional issue.

This is because Tormasi's

capacity to sue comes into play only after the threshold

standing/jurisdictional issue is resolved in his favor.

The standing-to-sue and suing-capacity issues were raised
and argued by the parties in the district court.
113-125, 169-181.

Appx73-80,

Both issues were either adjudicated on the

merits (in the case of the suing-capacity issue) or relate to

jurisdiction (in the case of the standing-to-sue issue).
3-5.

Id. at

Such issues are thus ripe for appellate consideration.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Tormasi is an innovator and entrepreneur, developing

inventions in technology and other areas.

Appxl3.

One of
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Tormasi's inventions resulted in the issuance of U.S. Patent No.

7,324,301.

Id. at 13, 34-42.

That patent pertains to the field

of magnetic storage and retrieval.

Id. at 13-14, 34-42.

As explained in his infringement complaint, every hard disk
drive features an actuator mechanism.

Id. at 16.

The purpose

of the actuator mechanism is to position the read/write heads
over the data tracks of the storage media.

Id.

Tormasi's

patent encompasses, among other things, improvements to the
actuator mechanism upon which hard drives depend.

Id.

One embodiment of Tormasi's invention features an

innovative dual-stage actuator system.

Id.

That dual-stage

system comprises an ordinary primary actuator in conjunction
with tip-mounted secondary actuators.

Id. at 16-17.

The

secondary actuators constitute "subdevices" such as
"microactuators" or ^^microelectromechanisms."

Id. at 17.

This

design, when structured according to the patent, enables
independent movement of the read/write heads.

Id.

Appellee Western Digital Corp. (WDC) is one of the largest
vendors of hard disk drives.

Id. at 14.

In its prior fiscal

year, WDC sold tens of millions of hard drives and generated
over $20 billion in revenue.

Id.

WDC is publicly traded on the

NASDAQ exchange, and its market presence in this country is

ubiquitous.

Id.

In fact, WDC distributes hard drives in all 50

states, either by selling directly to consumers or supplying
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retailers, manufacturers, importers, and wholesalers.

Id.

Tormasi alleged that WDC committed patent infringement by
circulating hard drives containing ''dual-stage actuator
system[s] and tip-mounted actuators."

Id. at 20.

Tormasi

alleged that such infringement occurred "through . . .

element-by-element structural correspondence and under the

doctrine of equivalents."

Id.

He alleged, in particular, that

WDCs "dual-stage actuator system[s] and tip-mounted
actuators, as structured, constitute 'means for moving [the

arm-mounted read/write heads] simultaneously and independently
across corresponding carrier surfaces.'"
original).

Id. (brackets in

He also alleged that WDCs apparatus, relative to

Tormasi's device, "performs the same function," "implements that
function the same way," and "achieves the same result."
21.

Id. at

These characteristics, according to Tormasi, rendered WDCs

hard drives in violation of various independent and dependent

claims of the patent-in-suit.

Id. at 20-21.

Tormasi further alleged that WDC s infringement was willful

in nature.

Id. at 22-24.

Specifically, based on "surrounding

circumstances," Tormasi alleged that WDC "knew that its

dual-stage actuator system[s] and tip-mounted actuators violated
U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301" but, despite such knowledge,

"intentionally circulated infringing devices."

Id. at 22.

To remedy the infringement alleged, Tormasi sought
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compensatory and enhanced damages totaling $15 billion.
24-25.

Id. at

Tormasi also sought, among other things, an injunction

preventing WDC from circulating infringing devices in the United
States and its territories/possessions.

Id. at 24.

WDC moved to dismiss Tormasi's complaint at the pleading

stage.

Id. at 56-86.

In its moving papers, WDC argued that

Tormasi lacked standing to sue (meaning that no justiciable
controversy existed, thereby depriving the district court of

jurisdiction).

Id. at 73-78.

WDC also argued that Tormasi

lacked suing capacity under state law.

Id. at 78-80.

WDC s lack-of-standing argument was based on the premise
that Tormasi's Delaware holding company. Advanced Data Solutions

Corp. (ADS), continued to own the patent-in-suit.
73-78, 169-178.

Id. at

To support that premise, WDC challenged the

validity of various ADS ownership-transferring assignments and
disputed Tormasi's ability to prove his position as an ADS
shareholder, director, and executive.

Id. at 73-78, 170-178.

WDCs capacity-to-sue argument relied on Tormasi's

imprisonment status.

Id. at 78-80, 178-181.

Even though

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1 permits any mentally competent adult

to bring suit, WDC contended that prison administrative

regulations superseded the capacity-to-sue statute,
178-181.

Appx78-80,

Specifically, WDC argued that Tormasi's lawsuit

constituted prohibited business activities under N.J. Admin.
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Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix).

Appx78-80, 178-181.

WDC argued,

in essence, that Tormasi's alleged violation of prison

regulations removed his suing capacity, permitting third parties
to infringe Tormasi's patent without legal recourse.

Id.

Tormasi opposed WDCs lack-of-standing and capacity-to-sue

arguments.

Id. at 113-125.

He filed not only an opposition

brief but also an extensive declaration detailing, among other

things, the circumstances surrounding his invention, his
formation of his Delaware holding company, and his current

ownership of the patent-in-suit.

Id. at 109-164.

The record, as developed by the parties, reveals that
Tormasi is incarcerated at New Jersey State Prison (NJSP), an

adult maximum-security penitentiary located in the City of
Trenton.

Id. at 133.

Tormasi arrived at NJSP in September 2000

and has been confined at NJSP since then.

Id.

During his imprisonment, Tormasi utilized available
resources to educate, train, and improve himself.

Id.

For

example, Tormasi enrolled in and completed numerous educational
courses, including an exhaustive paralegal program offered by
Blackstone School of Law.

Id.

He also read over 1000 books

and periodicals covering diverse subjects and disciplines,
including technology (such as electronics and computers),
mathematics (such as trigonometry and calculus), science (such
as physics and chemistry), business (such as finance and
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management), medicine (such as biology and psychology), and
philosophy (such as metaphysics and epistemology).

Id.

During his imprisonment, and throughout the years preceding
his lawsuit, Tormasi peacefully and constructively exercised
his intellectual capabilities.

Id. at 133-134.

Pursuant

thereto, Tormasi undertook the process of forming ideas,

conceptualizing those ideas into novel and non-obvious devices,
and memorializing his inventive thoughts in writing.

Id.

In early 2003, at the age of 23, Tormasi invented an

improvement in the technical field of magnetic storage and
retrieval.

Id. at 134.

Tormasi's invention involved, among

other things, improvements to the actuator mechanism upon which
hard disk drives depend.

Id. at 16.

Tormasi took steps to

protect his invention and, on May 3, 2004, filed U.S.
Provisional Patent Application No. 60/568,346.

Id. at 134.

Shortly after conceiving his invention, Tormasi decided to
form an intellectual-property holding company.

Id.

Using the

agency services of The Company Corporation, Tormasi caused an
incorporation certificate to be drafted and filed with the
State of Delaware.

Id.

Pursuant to that certificate, Tormasi

formed Advanced Data Solutions Corp., an entity whose charter

permitted perpetual existence.

Id. at 101, 134.

In forming ADS, Tormasi intended that ADS function
exclusively as his personal asset-holding vehicle.

Id. at
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134-144, 150.

Consequently, during its entire existence, ADS

had no tangible products or business operations.
ADS have any debt or creditors.

Id.

Nor did

Id. at 143.

In his capacity as an ADS director, Tormasi appointed
himself to serve in key executive positions.

Id. at 134.

Those

self-appointed positions included Chief Executive Officer,
President, and Chief Technology Officer.

Id.

Additionally, in his capacity as an ADS director, Tormasi
adopted corporate resolutions in early 2004.

Id.

Such

corporate resolutions provided that ADS issue to Tormasi all
shares of common stock, doing so in exchange for Tormasi's
transfer to ADS complete right, title, and interest in U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 60/568,346 and in any related
domestic and foreign applications and patents.

Id.

Pursuant to the foregoing corporate resolutions, ADS
and Tormasi entered into an assignment agreement.

134-135.

Id. at

The assignment agreement, dated May 17, 2004,

memorialized and paralleled the aforementioned corporate

resolutions.

Id. at 135.

Consequently, upon executing the

assignment agreement, Tormasi became the sole ADS shareholder,
with ADS owning all applications/patents stemming from U.S.
Provisional Patent Application No. 60/568,346.

Id.

Thereafter, on January 10, 2005, Tormasi filed U.S. Patent

Application No. 11/031,878.

Id.

The following month, in
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accordance with the intellectual-property assignment agreement,

Tormasi executed an assignment conveying to ADS complete

right, title, and interest in U.S. Patent Application No.
11/031,878.

Id.

The assignment was executed on February 7,

2005, and was recorded with the United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO).

at 92-98, 135.

The patent-acquisition process took three years (between
2005 and 2008).

Id. at 34, 135.

During that three-year

period, on March 3, 2007, prison officials seized various legal
documents from Tormasi.

Id. at 135.

Among the documents seized

from Tormasi were ADS corporate files, which included, among

other things, the corporate resolutions and the assignment
agreement described above.

Id.

To date, prison officials

continue to possess such documents.

Id. at 135-136.

Eleven weeks after seizing the ADS files, on May 23, 2007,

prison officials charged Tormasi with committing an
institutional infraction for operating ADS without having

administrative approval.

Id. at 136, 146.

Tormasi was found

guilty of that charge and sanctioned to 7 days of solitary
confinement and 90 days of administrative segregation.
136, 148.

Id. at

Tormasi was also warned, explicitly and

unequivocally, that his continued involvement with ADS matters

subjected him to further disciplinary action.

Id. at 136.

Based on such conduct by prison officials, Tormasi feared
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that his control and ownership over ADS (and thus his control
and ownership over his intellectual property) were in
jeopardy.

Id.

In response, Tormasi decided to take

precautionary measures to ensure that his intellectual property
remained enforceable, licensable, and sellable to the fullest

extent possible.

Id. at 136, 150-151, 153.

Accordingly, in his capacity as an ADS director, Tormasi
adopted corporate resolutions on June 6, 2007, wherein ADS
agreed to transfer to Tormasi ownership in U.S. Patent

Application No. 11/031,878, including any ensuing patents, upon
the occurrence of certain events.

Id. at 136-137, 150-151.

The

ownership-transferring contingencies included the dissolution
of ADS.

Id.

The ownership-transferring contingencies also

included Tormasi's inability to discharge his duties as an ADS
executive or director, Tormasi's inability to fully exercise his

powers as an ADS shareholder, and Tormasi's inability to
benefit from intellectual property held by ADS.

Id.

Under authority of the foregoing corporate resolutions,
Tormasi executed an assignment.

Id. at 137, 153.

The

assignment, also dated June 6, 2007, memorialized Tormasi's
contingent re-ownership described above.

Id.

The patent-in-suit, Serial No. 7,324,301, was issued by
USPTO in January 2008.

Id. at 34, 137.

Pursuant to Tormasi's

previously recorded assignment executed on February 7, 2005, the

10
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patent-in-suit listed ADS as the registered assignee.

Id.

During the ensuing years, Tormasi expected his father and
brother to pay yearly fees to Tormasi's Delaware agent {i.e.,
The Company Corporation) for the purpose of complying with

corporate laws.

Id. at 137.

Tormasi also expected his father

and brother to allow Tormasi to use their residential and

commercial properties for ADS-related matters.

Id.

For those

reasons, Tormasi believed that ADS was in good standing with
Delaware officials and transacted ADS activities from properties

owned or leased by family members.

Id. at 137-138, 142.

Meanwhile, in late 2009 (about two years after the

patent-in-suit had been issued), Tormasi encountered an article
in Maximum PC.

Appxl38.

The article discussed WDCs use of

dual-stage actuator systems within its hard disk drives.
44, 138.

Id. at

The article led Tormasi to believe that WDC (among

others) had committed patent infringement.

Id. at 138.

Tormasi decided to defend his intellectual-property rights

via civil litigation.

Id.

However, because corporations may

appear in federal court only through an attorney, and because
ADS lacked such legal representation, Tormasi took steps to

acquire personal ownership in U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.

Id.

Specifically, on December 27, 2009, Tormasi adopted
corporate resolutions and executed an assignment, wherein ADS
transferred to Tormasi all right, title, and interest in the

11
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patent-in-suit.

Id. at 138, 155, 157.

The purpose of the

transfer in ownership was to permit Tormasi to personally

pursue, and to personally benefit from, an infringement action
against WDC and other entities.

Id. at 138, 155.

Despite reclaiming title to the patent-in-suit, Tormasi did
not immediately take civil action.

Id. at 138.

He instead

attempted to perform technical research regarding WDC s hard
disk drives.

Id.

Tormasi's research efforts, however, were

greatly impeded due to his imprisonment, surrounding
circumstances, and other factors.

Id. at 138-139.

Having failed to make meaningful headway in his research
efforts, Tormasi sent solicitation letters to numerous

attorneys, requesting assistance for research and litigation
purposes.

Id. at 139.

Tormasi received multiple responses over

the years, with all such responses expressing inability or
unwillingness to assist.

Id. at 139, 159, 161, 163-164.

Meanwhile, during the ensuing years, Tormasi became

preoccupied with litigating his criminal case and with unwinding
prior lawsuits and appeals.

Id. at 139.

He thus temporarily

suspended his infringement-related efforts.
revived those efforts just recently.

Id.

Id.

Tormasi

That revival

culminated with Tormasi's filing of his infringement lawsuit, in

his individual capacity, in February 2019.

Id. at 13-55.

To confirm his current ownership of the patent-in-suit.

12
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Tormasi executed and appended to his complaint an assignment of
recent vintage.

Id. at 27, 139.

That assignment, dated

January 30, 2019, indicated that ADS ^''assign[ed] to Walter A.
Tormasi all right, title, and interest in U.S. Patent No.

7,324,301."

Id. at 27.

The assignment further indicated that

the transfer in legal title to Tormasi ''ha[d] complete
retroactive effect, permitting Walter A. Tormasi to pursue
all causes of action and legal remedies arising during the
entire term of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301."

Id.

Tormasi's purpose for executing the 2019 assignment was to

provide up-to-date evidence confirming his current ownership of
the patent-in-suit and his express authority to sue for all acts
of infringement occurring during the cause of action.

139-140.

Id. at

Thus, by executing the 2019 assignment, Tormasi had no

intention of repudiating or supplanting his prior assignments
from 2007 and 2009.

Id. at 140.

Those prior assignments,

accordingly, remain outstanding and binding.

Id.

Upon receiving WDCs ensuing motion to dismiss, Tormasi
learned that his holding company, ADS, entered defunct status in
2008.

Id. at 142.

Apparently, Tormasi's father, due to

debilitating health issues, had been prevented from paying
yearly fees to Tormasi's Delaware agent, resulting in the

nonpayment of corporate franchise taxes.

Id. at 108, 142.

The

unintended tax delinquencies caused the State of Delaware to

13
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place ADS on defunct status in 2008.

Id. at 108.

During proceedings before the district court, Tormasi
explained, under penalty of perjury, that ^^the 2008 default by
ADS [was] entirely inadvertent."

Id. at 142.

Tormasi was

[s]urprised" by the default and '"never intended for ADS to run
afoul of the corporate laws of Delaware."

Id.

And because

Tormasi had no previous knowledge of the 2008 default, Tormasi
"believed that ADS remained in good standing with Delaware
officials."

Id.

For that reason, Tormasi executed all

post-default assignments "sincerely and honestly, i.e., in the
absence of fraud, bad faith, or the like."

Id. at 142-143.

As noted, WDC moved to dismiss Tormasi's complaint at the

pleading stage.

Id. at 56-86.

In its moving papers, WDC

advanced two primary arguments.

Id. at 73-80

First, it

asserted that Tormasi was incapable of proving his ownership of

the patent-in-suit and therefore lacked standing to sue (meaning
that no justiciable controversy existed, thereby depriving the
district court of jurisdiction).

Id. at 73-78.

Second, it

asserted that prison administrative regulations removed

Tormasi's suing capacity under New Jersey law.

Id. at 78-80.

The district court granted WDCs motion to dismiss.
1-5.

Id. at

In its five-page ruling, the district court assumed, but

never decided, that Tormasi satisfied standing/jurisdictional

requirements.

Id. at 3.

Given that assumption, the district

14
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court turned to WDC's suing-capacity argument.

Id. at 3-5.

It

then sided with WDC, ultimately concluding '"that [Tormasi], as
an inmate of the New Jersey Department of Corrections, lacks the

capacity to sue for patent infringement.''

Id. at 5.

In making its lack-of-capacity finding, the district court

explained that New Jersey prison regulations prevented inmates
such as Tormasi from conducting businesses without having

administrative approval.

Id. at 3 (citing former version of

N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix)).

It further explained

that Tormasi's infringement lawsuit may allow him to ^^benefit

from his patent assets" through ^'compensatory damages."
4.

Id. at

By the district court's logic, Tormasi's potential recovery

transformed his lawsuit into an unauthorized business activity

"in contravention of New Jersey regulations."

Id.

To rectify Tormasi's supposed violation of prison

regulations, the district court permanently extinguished
Tormasi's suing capacity concerning the patent-in-suit.
4-5.

Id. at

That is, the district court dismissed Tormasi's lawsuit

with prejudice and thereby forever prevented Tormasi from

asserting infringement against WDC and others.

Id. at 5.

SUMMARY OF THE ISSUES

Two issues are raised in this appeal.

essence, relate to justiciability.

Both issues, in

The issues, in particular,

require this Court to determine: (1) whether the federal
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judiciary is capable of exercising jurisdiction over the matter
involved {that is, whether Tormasi has standing); and (2)

whether Tormasi is capable of bringing suit (that is, whether
Tormasi has requisite suing capacity).

The law requires that

both questions be resolved in Tormasi's favor.
First and foremost, Tormasi has standing to sue under the

enabling statute, 35 U.S.C. § 281.

That statute gives

^'patentee[s] . . . remedy by civil action for infringement."

To

sue under § 281, plaintiffs must hold "legal title" to the

patent-in-suit.

Arachnid, Inc. v. Merit Industries, Inc., 939

F.3d 1574, 1579 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

The general rule is that

legal title must be held at the time of infringement.

Id.

As

an exception to that general rule, legal title may vest

post-infringement where the assignment explicitly confers
retroactive enforcement authority.

Id. at 1579 n.7.

In this case, Tormasi is the legal title holder of the

patent-in-suit.

This is because one or more of the

contingencies specified in the 2007 assignment were met; because
the post-default assignments from 2009 and 2019 were
authoritative or, at the very least, superfluous; because ADS

and its stewardship properly exercised their asset-transferring
powers at all times; and because of other reasons.
Moreover, aside from owning the patent-in-suit, Tormasi has

authority to sue for all acts of infringement occurring during
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the cause of action (between 2013 and 2019).

This is because

the assignments from 2007 and 2009 were executed prior to the
cause of action, with the assignment from 2019 explicitly

providing Tormasi with retroactive enforcement authority.
Given that Tormasi holds legal title to U.S. Patent No.

7,324,301, and given that the aforementioned assignments were
executed before the cause of action and/or had express

retroactive effect, Tormasi has standing to bring suit under 35

U.S.C. § 281.

And given Tormasi's standing under § 281, an

actual case or controversy exists under Article III of the
United States Constitution — thereby vesting the district
court (as well as this Court) with jurisdiction.

In addition to satisfying standing/jurisdictional

requirements, Tormasi met capacity-to-sue standards under state
law.

This is because Tormasi is an adult with mental

competency.

Thus, pursuant to N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1,

Tormasi has the capacity to pursue his infringement action.
This conclusion holds true notwithstanding Tormasi's

imprisonment status and notwithstanding prison rules preventing
inmates from operating unapproved businesses.

The New Jersey legislature has definitively spoken on the
capacity-to-sue standard, declaring adulthood and mental
competency the sole determining factors.
2A:15-1.

N.J. Stat. Ann. §

Imprisonment status and prison behavior are not among
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the factors listed in N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1, making those

factors irrelevant in determining suing capacity.

Although N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix) prevents

inmates from operating businesses without having administrative
approval, that regulation is inapplicable to Tormasi's
situation.

Tormasi's lawsuit, filed in his individual capacity,

seeks to enforce his personal intellectual-property rights
and, for that reason, cannot be construed as an unpermitted
business activity under § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix).
Above all, however, administrative regulations cannot

supersede statutes.

Because Tormasi is an adult with mental

competency, the capacity-to-sue statute, N.J. Stat. Ann. §
2A:15-1, gives Tormasi suing capacity, irrespective of
administrative regulations promulgated by prison officials.
LEGAL ARGUMENT

POINT I

TORMASI OWNS THE PATENT-IN-SUIT AND HAS FULL

ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY, GIVING HIM STANDING TO
SUE UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 281; THUS, THE FEDERAL
JUDICIARY HAS JURISDICTION UNDER ARTICLE

III OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION.

As the Court is aware, federal courts may only adjudicate
actual cases or controversies.

U.S. Const, art. III.

In

addition, only ''patentee[s]" (legal title holders) many sue for
infringement.

35 U.S.C. § 281.

Tormasi submits that such

standing and jurisdictional requirements have been met, as
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Torraasi owns the patent-in-suit and has authority to sue for all
acts of infringement occurring during the cause of action.
Before addressing the foregoing issues, Tormasi

acknowledges that the district court never decided whether § 281
and Article III requirements were met.

Appxl-5.

Rather than

ruling on those justiciability issues, the district court
assumed that Tormasi had standing under 35 U.S.C. § 281 and that
jurisdiction existed under Article III.

AppxS.

Despite the district court's sidestepping, Tormasi's

standing and jurisdictional issues are now ripe for appellate
consideration.

Justiciability issues, for one thing, are

^^threshold" in nature.

(1974).

0'Shea v. Littleton, 414 U.S. 488, 493

Standing and jurisdictional issues must therefore be

resolved at the outset, even if first considered or adjudicated

on the appellate level.

(1977).

Juidice v. Vail, 430 U.S. 327, 331

Thus, as explained by the Supreme Court, every federal

appellate court must ""satisfy itself not only of its own
jurisdiction[] but also [the jurisdiction] of the lower courts
in [the] case under review."

FW/PBS, Inc. v. Dallas, 493 U.S.

215, 231 (1990) (internal quotation marks omitted).

It follows, then, that the unadjudicated standing and

jurisdictional issues (both of which were thoroughly argued
below by the parties) are ripe for appellate review.

So those

issues must now be considered, notwithstanding the district
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court's failure to rule in the first instance.

Title 35, as noted, affords ''patentee[s] . . . remedy by

civil action for infringement."

35 U.S.C. § 281.

The term

"patentee," as used in § 281, is synonymous with "legal title
holder" and includes not only the person or entity "to whom the

patent was issued but also the successors in title to the

patentee."

Arachnid, Inc. v. Merit Industries, Inc., 939 F.3d

1574, 1578 n.2 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (citing 35 U.S.C. § 100(d)).

Accordingly, in order "to recover money damages for

infringement," the patent-asserting person or entity "must have
held the legal title to the patent during the time of the

infringement."

Id. at 1579.

Alternatively, if legal title

vested post-infringement, the title-conferring instrument must
have expressly authorized "right of action for past

infringements."

Id. at 1579 n.7 (citing cases).

The party invoking jurisdiction (here, Tormasi) bears the
burden of establishing standing.

Myers Investigative and

Security Svs., Inc. v. United States, 275 F.3d 1366, 1369 (Fed.
Cir. 2002).

Questions of standing involve legal conclusions

and, as such, are evaluated ^ novo.

Drone Techs., Inc. v.

Parrot S.A., 838 F.3d 1283, 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2016).
Because Tormasi's standing to sue "implicates the

case-or-controversy requirement of Article III," id., Tormasi
chooses to focus his justiciability argument on § 281
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standards.

Obviously, if Tormasi has standing under § 281, an

actual case or controversy will exist under Article III.

See

Sprint Communications Co., L.P. v. APCC Services, Inc., 554 U.S.
269, 273 (2008).

In such an event, Tormasi's lawsuit will be

cognizable under both justiciability provisions.
With that said, it can be shown that Tormasi does, in fact,

meet standing requirements under § 281.

This is especially

the case when considering not only Tormasi's verified factual

allegations (as set forth in his complaint) but also relevant
extrinsic evidence presented to the district court.

As alleged in his complaint, Tormasi ^''is the . . . patentee
of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301 and, as such, has the statutory

authority to bring suit against [WDC] for infringement of said
patent."

Appxl5 (citing 35 U.S.C. § 281).

Additionally, as

further alleged in his complaint, Tormasi ""owns all right,
title, and interest in the foregoing patent, with such ownership

permitting [him] to pursue all causes of action and legal
remedies arising during the entire term of U.S. Patent No.

7,324,301."

Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).

These allegations are entirely sufficient to establish

standing.

Significantly, pursuant to Arachnid, supra, Tormasi

alleged not only current ownership but also express authority to
sue for past infringement.

These allegations, if true (which

they are), afford Tormasi ^'remedy by civil action for
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infringement of his patent."

35 U.S.C. § 281.

Assuming, arquendo, that Tormasi's allegations in his
complaint fail to establish standing, Tormasi's extrinsic
evidence resolves that issue in his favor.

Such extrinsic

evidence consists of Tormasi's declaration and exhibits.

Those

documents establish that Tormasi owns the patent-in-suit and

has express retroactive enforcement authority.

Specifically, according to his declaration and exhibits,
Tormasi was, and is, the sole shareholder of Advanced Data

Solutions Corp. (ADS), an entity that previously owned the

patent-in-suit.

Appxl34-135.

While serving as an ADS director

and ADS executive, Tormasi authorized and executed various

intellectual-property assignments in 2007, 2009, and 2019.
at 27, 136-140, 150, 153, 155, 157.

Id.

Those assignments, which

included the assignment appended to Tormasi's complaint,

conveyed to Tormasi complete right, title, and interest in the

patent-in-suit.

Id. at 27, 153, 157.

Notably, the assignments

from 2007 and 2009 were executed prior to the cause of action
(i.e., before the six-year period preceding Tormasi's

complaint), with the assignments from 2009 and 2019 giving him
express retroactive enforcement authority.

Id.

Lilce the allegations in his complaint, Tormasi's
declaration and exhibits establish his standing to sue under 35
U.S.C. § 281.

This is because, pursuant to Arachnid, supra,
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Tormasi has proven his ownership of the patent-in-suit during
the term of infringement or, at the very least, proven his
authority to sue for pre-ownership acts of infringement.
In its motion to dismiss, WDC challenged Tormasi's

ownership of the patent-in-suit.

Appx73-78, 169-178.

WDC

postulated, in particular, that Tormasi was incapable of proving
his status as an ADS owner, director, and executive.

73-75, 170-173.

Id. at

Relying on that premise, WDC contended that

Tormasi lacked authority to execute ADS assignments.

Id.

Contrary to WDCs premise, Tormasi's declaration and
exhibits establish his formation of ADS; his service as an ADS

director; his appointment to various executive positions,

including President and Chief Executive Officer; and his

ownership of all ADS common stock.
150-151, 153, 155, 157.

Id. at 27, 134-138, 140-141,

To WDC's point, Tormasi acknowledges

his inability to produce certain ADS records due to seizure by

prison officials.

at 135-136, 141-142.

However, Tormasi's

declaration, which is supported by corroborating evidence,
see id. at 140-141, is entirely sufficient to prove his ADS

ownership/stewardship.

WDC is thus incorrect is arguing that

Tormasi lacked authority to represent ADS and to execute

intellectual-property assignments on its behalf.
WDC s motion to dismiss also took issue with the fact that

the ADS assignments from 2007, 2009, and 2019 were never
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recorded with USPTO.

Id. at 171.

The obvious explanation is

that Tormasi was under scrutiny by prison officials, preventing

him from freely communicating with USPTO.

Id. at 136.

Whatever

the case, the foregoing assignments, although unrecorded,
constituted '"instrument[s] in writing.''

35 U.S.C. § 261.

The

assignments therefore met statutory requirements.
In its motion to dismiss, WDC relied heavily on the fact
that ADS entered defunct status in 2008.

Appx75-78.

WDC

believed that such an irregularity prevented ADS from executing

post-2008 assignments.

Id.

WDC therefore contended that ADS

continued to hold title to the patent-in-suit and, consequently,

that Tormasi lacked standing under 35 U.S.C. § 281.
169-170.

Appx75-78,

These arguments are entirely without merit.

First and foremost, long-standing Delaware law permits

defunct corporations to enter into binding contracts under
certain circumstances.

See Krapf & Son, Inc. v. Gorson, 243

A.2d 713, 715 (Del. 1968).

Those circumstances include

situations where "the forfeiture of the [corporate] charter came

about by inadvertence" and where the contract in question was
executed "in the absence of fraud or bad faith."

Id.

In arriving at its holding, the court in Krapf noted that

void corporations are "not dead for all purposes following
forfeiture."

Id. (citing cases dating back to 1912).

It also

declared "that [the] failure to pay franchise taxes is an issue
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solely between the corporation and the State [of Delaware] since
the franchise tax statutes are for revenue-raising purposes

alone."

Id.

These factors, according to Krapf, permitted

inadvertently ^''proclaimed corporation[s]" to enter into ^^binding
commitment[s]" — provided that ""no fraud or bad faith on the
part of the corporate officers is involved."

Id.

The post-2008 assignments fall within these parameters.

As

detailed in his declaration, Tormasi expected family members to

pay yearly fees to The Company Corporation for purposes of
regulatory compliance.

Appxl37, 142.

Tormasi recently learned,

however, that his father suffered medical disabilities and
failed to make such payments, causing Delaware officials to

place ADS on defunct status in 2008.

Id. at 142.

But because

Tormasi did not learn about the corporate default until

receiving WDCs motion to dismiss, Tormasi assumed that ADS

remained in good standing and operated ADS accordingly.
142-143.

Id. at

Ultimately, Tormasi authorized and executed two

post-2008 assignments, doing so in his capacity as an ADS
director and executive.

Id. at 27, 138-140, 155, 157.

These circumstances render Tormasi's assignments from 2009

and 2019 authoritative despite the 2008 default by ADS.

In

accordance with Krapf, supra, Tormasi has demonstrated that the

corporate default was '"inadvertent" and that the post-2008
assignments were executed "in the absence of fraud or bad
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faith."

243 A.2d at 715.

The assignments from 2009 and 2019
I

are therefore ^'binding on the corporation."

Id.

This Court must, of course, abide by Krapf.

Simply stated,

federal courts are prohibited from overruling state courts on

questions of state law.

The ruling in Krapf is therefore

controlling and must be followed and applied here.

In its motion papers, WDC appeared to argue that Krapf is
inconsistent with certain Delaware statutes and is inapplicable

to the facts of this case.

must be rejected.

Appx76-78, 174-175.

That argument

First, even if Krapf is somehow materially

distinguishable, Tormasi relies on Krapf for its legal holding,
not its factual similarity.

Second, despite WDCs diverging

views on the impact of certain Delaware statutes, Krapf
constitutes final authority in interpreting Delaware law and, as
noted, must be followed and applied by this Court.
It stands to reason that Krapf is controlling and cannot be

sidestepped.

See Parker v. Cardiac Science, Inc., 2006 U.S.

Dist. LEXIS 90014, *7-9 (E.D. Mich. 2006) {following Krapf and

upholding validity of assignment by defunct corporation where
default was ^^inadvertent" and where no fraud or bad faith

existed in executing assignment, notwithstanding that

corporation was never retroactively revived, renewed, or
reinstated under 8 Del. Code Ann. § 312).

But even if Krapf is

disregarded, WDC continues to be wrong in arguing that ADS
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became incapacitated after its unintended default.

It is well established that improperly maintained

corporations can exist ^ facto, with ^ facto corporations
being equivalent to legally compliant corporations.

See

C.J.S. Corporations §§ 63-64, at pp. 336-39 (West Publishing Co.
1990).

It is also well established that defunct corporations

continue to maintain their corporate existence for

asset-disposal purposes and, further, that executives and
directors of defunct corporations are permitted to retain and
exercise their corporate powers and duties.

See id. §§ 859,

962-64, at pp. 514, 516-21; 8 Del. Code Ann. § 278.
Based on the circumstances outlined in Tormasi's

"declaration, it is clear that ADS assumed ^ facto corporate

status after inadvertently defaulting with Delaware regulators
in 2008.

It is also clear that the"subsequent assignments from

2009 and 2019 were undertaken by ADS for asset-disposal

purposes.

For those reasons, ADS and its stewardship had the

power to authorize and execute post-2008 assignments.

WDC's invalidity arguments are flawed in other critical

respects.

Aside from incorrectly presuming that ADS became

incapacitated after its 2008 default, WDC failed to recognize
that assets of unindebted corporations are distributed to
shareholders.

See C.J.S. Corporations, supra, § 875, at pp.

533-34; 8 Del. Code Ann. § 281.

In this case, Tormasi was, and
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continues to be, the sole shareholder of ADS, with ADS having no
debt or creditors.

Appxl34-135, 143.

So even if WDC were

correct that ADS evaporated in 2008 (something which Tormasi

disputes), all ADS assets would have been transferred to
Tormasi, making him the current owner of the patent-in-suit.

In any event, WDCs invalidity arguments have no bearing on

the assignments from 2007 and 2009.

This is because the 2007

assignment was executed before the 2008 default by ADS, with the
2009 assignment being executed within the three-year
continuation period under 8 Del. Code Ann. § 278.
WDC, of course, cannot dispute the fact that the 2007

assignment had been executed pre-default.

Nor can WDC dispute

the fact that the ownership-transferring contingencies were
satisfied.

Pursuant to those contingencies, title to the

patent-in-suit transferred to Tormasi in the event that ADS was
''dissolved"; was "voided, nullified, or invalidated"; or was

"inactive or inoperable."

Appxl53.

The 2008 default, by WDCs

characterization, met the above contingencies.

Thus, the

pre-default assignment vested Tormasi with ownership of the

patent-in-suit, effective as of the day of the default.

The assignment from 2009, although executed after the 2008
default, is similarly authoritative.

Under 8 Del. Code Ann. §

278, "corporations, whether they expire by their own terms or
are otherwise dissolved, shall nevertheless be continued, for
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the term of 3 years . . . to dispose of and convey their
property . . . and to distribute to their stockholders any

remaining assets.''

This three-year continuation period applies

to corporations whose charters were voided for nonpayment of
franchise taxes.

See Krapf, supra, 243 A.2d at 715 (declaring 8

Del. Code Ann. § 278 applicable to tax-delinquent voided

corporation); accord United States v. McDonald & Eide, Inc., 670
F. Supp. 1226, 1229-30 (D. Del. 1989) (so holding and citing
historical Delaware case to that effect).

The three-year

continuation period therefore applies to ADS.

For the sake of completeness, Tormasi acknowledges that the

Delaware Supreme Court, in Transpolymer Indus, v. Chapel Main
Corp., 1990 Del. LEXIS 317 (Del. 1990), refused to apply 8 Del.
Code Ann. § 278 to an incorporated entity whose charter had been

forfeited for tax delinquencies.

The Transpolymer ruling,

however, is unpublished and thus lacks precedential value.

It

also constitutes dicta which, if enforced, would depart from

long-standing Delaware corporate law.

Not surprisingly,

Delaware courts have refused to apply Transpolymer.

See, e.g..

First State Staffing Plus, Inc. v. Montgomery Mut. Ins. Co.,
2005 Del. Ch. LEXIS 132, *7 (Del, Ch. 2005),

It follows, then, that the continuation window applies to
ADS.

Here, ADS was voided in 2008.

Appxl08.

In accordance

with 8 Del. Code Ann. § 278, ADS had until 2011 (three years) to
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transfer its property.

The assignment from 2009 fell within the

three-year window, making that assignment valid.

In summary, based on the above circumstances, Tormasi "'held
enforceable title to the patent at the inception of the
lawsuit."

Paradise Creations, Inc. v. U V Sales, Inc., 315 F.Sd

1304, 1309 {Fed Cir. 2003) (emphasis omitted).

The 2007 and

2009 assignments were executed either prior to the corporate

default or within"the three-year continuation period.

The 2019

assignment, although executed well after the three-year
continuation window, was confirmatory in nature and, at the very

least, superfluous to prior valid assignments.

In terms of

substance, the 2009 and 2019 assignments were non-contingent and
absolute.

Although the 2007 assignment was contingent, all

ownership-transferring contingencies were met.

All assignments,

moreover, were approved/executed by Tormasi in his capacity as
an ADS owner, director, and officer.

Such assignments were

therefore binding on ADS, on Tormasi, and on all others.
The upshot, of course, is that Tormasi currently owns the

patent-in-suit.

Equally important, Tormasi was the legal title

holder during the cause of action and/or had retroactive

enforcement authority.

Tormasi, as such, has ^^remedy by civil

action for infringement" pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 281.

Given Tormasi's standing under § 281, the federal judiciary
necessarily possesses Article III jurisdiction.
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Drone, supra, standing is "jurisdictional" and ''implicates the
case-or-controversy requirement of Article III."

1292.

838 F.3d at

Thus, given Tormasi's standing under 35 U.S.C. § 281, an

actual case or controversy exists under Article III.

This

Court should rule accordingly, declaring Tormasi's lawsuit
cognizable under both justiciability provisions.
POINT II

TORMASI IS OF FULL AGE AND SOUND MIND (I.E.,
AN ADULT WITH MENTAL COMPETENCY); THUS,

TORMASI HAS REQUISITE SUING CAPACITY UNDER

N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:15-1, IRRESPECTIVE OF
PRISON ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS.

There is no question that Tormasi is an adult.

Nor is

there any question that Tormasi is mentally competent.

These

facts establish Tormasi's suing capacity under the governing
capacity-to-sue statute, N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

In concluding that Tormasi lacked suing capacity, the
district court relied on an administrative regulation, namely,
N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix).

Appx3-4.

That

regulation (formerly § lOA:4-4.1(a)(.705)) subjects inmates to

disciplinary action for conducting unapproved businesses.
Tormasi submits that the district court erred by relying on

N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix).

For one thing,

Tormasi's lawsuit, filed in his individual capacity, seeks to

enforce his personal intellectual-property rights and, for that
reason, cannot be construed as an unpermitted business
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activity.

More to the point, administrative regulations cannot

supersede statutes.

Because Tormasi is an adult with mental

competency, the capacity-to-sue statute, N.J. Stat. Ann. §
2A:15-1, gives Tormasi suing capacity, irrespective of
administrative regulations promulgated by prison officials.
It is well established that prospective plaintiffs must

have requisite suing capacity.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 17.

For natural

persons, capacity to sue is determined ^^by the law of the
individual's domicile."

Fed. R. Civ. P. 17(b)(1).

Legal

questions, including ''capacity to sue," are reviewed "without
deference" to the lower court.

Paradise Creations, Inc. v.

U V Sales, Inc., 315 F.Sd 1304, 1307 (Fed Cir. 2003).

In this case, the district court concluded, and the parties

agree, that Tormasi is domiciled in New Jersey, having lived
there for decades.

Appxl, 133.

It is therefore undisputed that

the laws of New Jersey govern the capacity-to-sue issue.

Significantly, according to New Jersey statute, "[e]very
person who has reached the age of majority . . . and has the
mental capacity may prosecute or defend any action in any court,

in person or through another duly admitted to the practice of
law."

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

Thus, to bring suit in New

Jersey, either personally or through an attorney, Tormasi must
have "reached the age of majority," which occurs at age 18 or

age 21 (see N.J. Stat. Ann. § 9:173-3); and must have possessed
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''^mental capacity."

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

The litigant's

imprisonment status or prison behavior is irrelevant to the
capacity-to-sue standard.

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

It is beyond question that Tormasi is well over the ages of
18 or 21, especially considering that Tormasi has been

imprisoned at an adult penitentiary for two decades and is now
near mid-life.

Appxl33-134.

It is also beyond question that

Tormasi is intellectually capable, as evidenced by his

educational and creative accomplishments.

Id.

Tormasi, in

short, has met majority and competency requirements under N.J.
Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

He therefore has the capacity to sue

despite his imprisonment status or prison behavior.

In response to WDCs motion to dismiss, Tormasi discussed
N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1, making clear that both elements were
met (i.e., adulthood and mental competency).

Appxl24.

Yet

the district court failed to cite and apply N.J. Stat. Ann. §

2A:15-1 in its dispositive ruling.

Appxl-5.

Ignoring that

statute, it ultimately concluded ^^that [Tormasi], as an inmate

of the New Jersey Department of Corrections, lacks the capacity
to sue for patent infringement."

Id. at 5.

In making its lack-of-capacity finding, the district court

explained that New Jersey prison regulations prevented inmates
such as Tormasi from conducting businesses without having

administrative approval.

Id. at 3 (citing former version of
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N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix)).

It further explained

that Tormasi's infringement lawsuit may allow him to '"benefit
from his patent assets'' through "compensatory damages."
4.

Id. at

By the district court's logic, Tormasi's potential recovery

transformed his lawsuit into an unauthorized business activity

"in contravention of New Jersey regulations,"

Id.

To rectify Tormasi's supposed rule violation, the district
court permanently extinguished Tormasi's suing capacity
concerning the patent-in-suit.

Id. at 4-5.

It thus dismissed

Tormasi's lawsuit with prejudice, forever barring Tormasi from
asserting infringement against WDC and others.

Id. at 5.

Tormasi strenuously objects to the district court's
adjudication, particularly its reliance on N.J. Admin. Code §
lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix).

That regulation is inapplicable to

Tormasi's situation, for numerous reasons.

To begin with, § 10A:4-4.1{a)(3)(xix) does not cover
Tormasi's lawsuit.

property,"

Patents have the status of "personal

35 U.S.C. § 261.

Because Tormasi is the lawful

owner of the patent-in-suit, his infringement action sought to

redress personal injuries sustained from the violation of his

property rights.

Critically, Tormasi filed his lawsuit pro

persona, not on behalf of his holding company, ADS.

If

Tormasi's lawsuit is successful, then Tormasi, not ADS, will be

the beneficiary.

Given those key distinctions, Tormasi's
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lawsuit fell outside the scope of the anti-business rule.

It is worth noting that prison officials have not construed
Tormasi's infringement lawsuit as an unauthorized business

activity.

The record reveals, sub silentio, that prison

officials never took disciplinary action against Tormasi for

filing and pursuing the present lawsuit.

Prison officials, in

other words, have no objection to Tormasi's litigation

activities, nor have they deemed such litigation activities
violative of N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix).

In justifying its invocation of N.J. Admin. Code §
lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix), the district court relied on an

unpublished ruling, Tormasi v. Hayman, 443 Fed. Appx. 742 (3d
Cir. 2011).

Appx4.

The most that can be said of the ruling in

Tormasi is that prison officials will not be held liable under
42 U.S.C. § 1983 for seizing business-related documents from
inmates.

The issue here, however, is Tormasi's capacity to sue,

not the civil liability of prison officials for enforcing
their anti-business rule, § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix).

Aside from being inapposite, the Tormasi ruling is

nonbinding in several respects.

The ruling, being inter-Circuit

and unpublished, lacks precedential value.

What is more, the

ruling has neither res judicata effect nor law-of-the-case
influence, as it pertained to an unrelated civil action

involving different parties.

Under these circumstances, the
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ruling in Tormasi is nonbinding and, even if somehow relevant to
the suing-capacity issue, cannot be controlling.

Ultimately, in concluding that Tormasi's lawsuit
constituted an unauthorized business activity, the district
court invoked Tormasi's monetization efforts.

Appx4.

It found

decisive the fact that Tormasi's lawsuit, if successful, will

result in ''compensatory damages."

Id.

However, the same can be

said of any lawsuit involving property theft, personal injury,

professional malpractice, and other torts.

Taking the district

court's logic at face value, all lawsuits seeking compensatory

damages by inmates would constitute unauthorized business
activities, depriving those inmates of suing capacity.
Given that unacceptable implication, and given the reasons

expressed above, this Court should reject the district court's
invocation of N.J. Admin. Code § 10A:4-4.1{a)(3)(xix).

That

regulation is inapplicable to Tormasi's lawsuit, which was filed
in his individual capacity.

Contrary to the district court's

logic, no court has ever construed an inmate's pursuance of

compensatory damages as an unauthorized business activity.

The

district court's application of § 10A:4-4.1{a)(3)(xix) is
therefore unprecedented, to say the least.

Even assuming, arguendo, that N.J. Admin. Code §

lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix) applied to Tormasi's infringement action,
the district court nevertheless erred in discounting the
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supremacy of governing legislation.

The district court, as

noted, failed to cite N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1 in its

dispositive ruling, notwithstanding Tormasi's citation of that
statute in his opposition papers.

Appxl-5, 124.

It is hornbook law that statutes supersede administrative

regulations.

The anti-business rule is, of course, an

administrative regulation.

That rule was promulgated by the

Department of Corrections (DOC), which is an agency within the
Executive Branch of New Jersey Government.
30:13-2.

N.J. Stat. Ann. §

So the anti-business rule, being an administrative

regulation, cannot modify or supplant N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.
The legal community, particularly the New Jersey

legislature, will be horrified if the district court's ruling is
allowed to stand.

The DOC commissioner, who is an appointed

agency official (see N.J. Stat. Ann. § 30:13-4), cannot be

permitted to formulate rules having supremacy over legislative
enactments.

Obviously, endowing N.J. Admin. Code §

lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix) with the status of controlling authority
will amount to administrative usurpation of duly elected

lawmakers, turning the horror story into reality.
The district court's evisceration of New Jersey legislation

cannot be justified by Tormasi's confinement and related
circumstances.

It is one thing for courts to give prison

officials discretion over management issues.
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Safley, 482 U.S. 78 (1987).

It is another thing entirely for

courts to act in the role of prison officials by exercising
managerial discretion on their behalf; for courts to construe

individual-capacity litigation as an unauthorized business

activity (something which prison officials here never did); for
courts to elevate administrative regulations over statutes; and
for courts to remove an inmate's suing capacity in direct

contravention of capacity-to-sue legislation.
The district court, needless to say, overstepped its

bounds.

It should have applied N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1

despite Tormasi's imprisonment.

Equally important, it should

have recognized that N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xix)
cannot modify or supplant the capacity-to-sue statute.
With that said, it is understandable why some (like WDC)

want to administratively overrule N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1 by

injecting imprisonment status and prison behavior.

But the

New Jersey legislature has spoken on the capacity-to-sue

standard, declaring adulthood and mental competency the sole
determining factors.

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

Imprisonment

status and prison behavior are not listed in § 2A:15-1, making
those factors irrelevant in determining suing capacity.
To be clear, Tormasi is not suggesting that the
anti-business rule is invalid or unenforceable.

Prison

officials do, in fact, have the authority to punish Tormasi for
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violating disciplinary rules.

If Tormasi did indeed run afoul

of the anti-business rule (which Tormasi denies), then prison

officials may impose authorized sanctions, including 31 to 90
days of administrative segregation.
lOA:4-4.1(a)(3).

N.J. Admin. Code §

The district court, however, went above and

beyond authorized prison sanctions by removing Tormasi's suing
capacity -- something that cannot be done absent legislative
repeal or amendment of N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.
The bottom line is that Tormasi is an adult with mental

competency.

He therefore has suing capacity under N.J. Stat.

Ann. § 2A:15-1, irrespective of administrative prison

regulations.

This Court should rule accordingly by confirming

Tormasi's suing capacity and by condemning the district court's
ultra vires abrogation of New Jersey legislation.
CONCLUSION

The issues in this appeal are simple.

They involve two

basic questions: (1) whether Tormasi met standing and

jurisdictional requirements and (2) whether Tormasi has suing

capacity.

Those issues, however, go beyond the parties and

therefore have wide-ranging impact.

Specifically, this appeal

impacts not only the property rights of all incarcerated
individuals but also the United States patent system and, by

extension, all current and future residents of this country.
To understand that wide-ranging impact, it must be
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recognized that our patent system is designed to promote the

progress of science and useful arts.
cl. 8.

U.S. Const, art. I, § 8,

Such promotion occurs by providing inventors with an

incentive to disclose their inventions to the public.

To receive patent protection, inventors must specify, in

writing, their novel and non-obvious ideas.

35 U.S.C. § 102

(novelty requirement); 35 U.S.C. § 103 (non-obviousness

requirement); 35 U.S.C. § 111(a) (written-application
requirement); 35 U.S.C. § 112 (specification requirement).

In

exchange for that disclosure, inventors are granted the

temporary right to exclude others from practicing the invention
and to obtain monetary damages for infringement.

35 U.S.C. §

154(a)(2) (right to 20-year monopoly); 35 U.S.C. § 154(a)(1)
(right to exclude); 35 U.S.C. § 284 (right to damages).

The patent system promotes science and useful arts by
balancing competing interests.

Whereas temporary market

exclusion benefits the inventor, disclosure benefits the general

public.

Because the patent system involves an exchange of

benefits, there is, in essence, an inherent quid pro quo between
the inventor and general public.

The inventor receives patent

protection, while the public receives newfound knowledge.
The foregoing quid pro quo has served as the foundation of
our patent system since the Patent Act of 1790.

Although our

patent system is not perfect, it has been effective in
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stimulating innovation and disclosure for nearly 250 years.
Any person may seek patent protection, even those who are
incarcerated.

35 U.S.C. § 111(a)(1) (allowing ^""inventor" to

apply for patent, regardless of imprisonment status); David
Pressman, Patent It Yourself, at pp. 1/3, 5/22, 5/23, 16/2 (10th
ed. Nolo 2004) (confirming that applicant's ^'state of
incarceration [is] irrelevant" and that imprisoned individuals

may apply for patent).

It seems that prison officials may

restrict an inmate's access to USPTO under certain

circumstances.

Cir. 2011).

See Tormasi v. Hayman, 443 Fed. Appx. 742 (3d

Once issued, however, patents enjoy the rights

conferred by Title 35.

Those rights, as noted, include the

right to market exclusion and the right to seek damages.
In this case, the district court construed Tormasi's

infringement lawsuit as an unpermitted business activity in
violation of his prison's anti-business rule.

Appx3-5.

To

remedy that supposed rule violation, the district court

permanently extinguished Tormasi's suing capacity, dismissing
his infringement lawsuit with prejudice.

Id. at 5.

All prison systems, including the Bureau of Prisons, have
anti-business rules in one form or another.

Consequently, if

Tormasi loses his suing capacity by virtue of his supposed
violation of institutional anti-business rules, then all inmates

nationwide similarly lose their suing capacity.
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court's ruling, in other words, categorically prevents every

inmate from initiating patent-infringement litigation.
The district court's ruling has dire ramifications.

When

an inmate inventor becomes incarcerated, his or her patent will

be rendered unenforceable.

IP pirates can then do as they

please, stealing inventions with no consequences whatsoever.
The district court's ruling will negatively impact the

progress of science and useful arts.

Although inmate inventors

are rare, inmates do, in fact, have novel and non-obvious

inventions.

See, e.g., Tormasi, supra, 443 Fed. Appx. at 743

(documenting seizure of Tormasi's unrelated patent application);
Pressman, supra, at pp. 5/22 to 5/23 (citing patent issued to

^Meath row inventor").

The public will certainly benefit from

the disclosure of inventions by inmates.

The problem, however,

is that inmates will not be reciprocated with corresponding

privileges, as they will have no ability to enforce their

patents via infringement actions.

No reasonable inmate will

expend substantial mental and financial resources seeking patent
protection without having an enforcement mechanism.
If the district court's ruling is allowed to stand, patents

by inmates will be worthless.

And for that reason, inmates

will keep their ideas locked within their brains, causing
irreparable harm to the public by the lack of disclosure.
Many generations ago, the Supreme Court announced the
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general rule that courts should abstain from taking judicial
action amounting to the forfeiture of patents or rights incident
thereto.
(1945).

See Empire Co. v. United States, 323 U.S. 386, 415
The district court failed to abide by that general

rule, unhesitatingly preventing Tormasi from enforcing his

patent.

The patent system is now in jeopardy, and all current

and future residents of this country are thereby impacted.
It is unclear what prompted the district court's

improvident actions.

Perhaps the district court was biased

against prisoners, or perhaps it committed an honest legal
blunder.

Whatever the case, there can be no question that the

district court's ruling inflicts widespread injustice.
If the district court's ruling is allowed to stand, inmates

will no longer have enforceable patents, causing them to forgo

patent protection.

Ideas, whether big or small, will then be

withheld from the public.

economy will suffer.

Innovation will be stifled.

Quality of life will be damaged.

nations will inch forward.

The

Other

And society will be harmed.

These tragedies cannot be lightly dismissed.

There are no

limits to human ingenuity (even for inmates), and thus there are
no limits to the deleterious effects of the suppression of

thoughts and ideas.

Although the deleterious effects of

intellectual suppression cannot be precisely quantified, the
foregoing tragedies are real and, if allowed to occur, will
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worsen over the ensuing years, decades, and centuries.

Fortunately, all tragedies can be avoided with careful and

prudent appellate review.

That review process necessarily

requires the vacation of the district court's ruling, as
Tormasi's underlying issues have substantial merit.
Despite his imprisonment status and prison behavior,
Tormasi can establish his legal title to the patent-in-suit,

thereby meeting standing and jurisdictional requirements {Point
I).

Tormasi can also establish his suing capacity under N.J.

Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1, irrespective of administrative regulations
promulgated by prison officials.

This Court should rule

accordingly, in which event our patent system, and society, will
continue to benefit from the ideas of inmate inventors.

Respectfully submitted,
PRO SE

-7^

Walter A. Tormasi

Dated:

December 30, 2019
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1
2
3
4

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

5

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORMA

6
7

WALTER A. TORMASI,

Case No. 19-cv-00772-HSG

Plaintiff,

8

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS

9

V.

Re: Dkt. Nos. 19, 27, 24,29
0

WESTERN DIGITAL CORP.

1
at

Defendant.

Pending before the Court is Defendant Western Digital Corporation's motion to dismiss.

2

=1

3

Dkt. No. 19. Defendant argues that Plaintiff Walter A. Tormasi lacks standing to bring suit

.9 O
ii <4-1

4

because he does not hold title to United States Patent Nos. 7,324,301 ("the '301 Patent") and lacks

i5 -5
§5 'B

5

capacity to sue because he is an inmate prohibited from conducting business. Defendant also

C/D ^

6

argues that Plaintiff fails to plausibly allege willful patent infringement. For the reasons explained

7

below, the Court GRANTS the motion.

o S3
cfl

O

-o

c

(U

a>

.1:5

D O

2

8

I.

BACKGROUND

Plaintifffiled this action on February 12, 2019, alleging infringement of the '301 Patent.

[9
20

Dkt. No. 1 ("Compl.). The '301 Patent is titled "Striping Data Simultaneously Across Multiple

21

Platter Surfaces" and "pertains to the field of magnetic storage and retrieval of digital

22

information." ld.y^ ly Ex. C.
Independent claim 41 describes:
41. An actuator mechanism,said mechanism comprising at least two
arms, said arms assigned to different circular carrier surfaces within

23
24

an information storage and retrieval apparatus; and means for moving
said arms simultaneously,and independently across corresponding
carrier surfaces with a component of movement in a radial direction
with respect to said carrier,surfaces.

25

26
27

Id. Ex. C. at 12:5-11. Numerous claims depend from Claim 41,including, as relevant here Claim

28

61:
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61. The mechanism of claim 41 wherein said actuator mechanism

comprises a primary actuator and at least two secondary actuators,
wherein the primary actuator comprises at least two primary arms,
said primary arms being only unitarily movable; and the secondary
actuators are subdevices that are individually affixed to the tip of each
primary arm, with each said secondary actuator supporting one

1
2

3

read/write member, wherein in its operative mode, said primary
actuator executes means for providing initial general positioning by
unitarily moving said secondary actuators to an approximate radial
positions; and in its operative mode, said secondary actuators execute
means for providing precise independent secondary position by
independently moving said read/write members to specific radial
positions corresponding to particular concentric circular tracks on the
respective carrier surfaces.

4
5
6
7

=1

c3 Is

8

Id. Ex. C. at 12:61—13:9. Nine claims depend from Claim 61 and add further limitations such as

9

(1) "wherein said secondary actuators are microactuators" (Claim 62) and (2) "wherein secondary

10

actuators are microelectromechanisms" (Claim 63). Id. Ex. C. at 13:10-13. Plaintiff alleges that

11

"Defendant manufactures, markets, sells, distributes and/or imports hard disk drives . .. containing

12

dual-stage actuator systems comprising primary and secondary actuation devices," which "feature

13

every structural element and limitation of claims 41, 61, 62, and 63" of the '301 Patent. Id.

14

26.

21,

■«->

.2 o
ti
«

o

Q ^
cn "C
^ -g
■*-» Q

C/D ^

16

complete. Dkt. No. 19 ("Mot."), 23 ("Opp."), and 26 ("Reply"). Plaintiff filed a related

17

administrative motion for nunc pro tune objection to evidence in Defendant's Reply, Dkt. No. 27,

18

and a motion to strike Defendant's response to Plaintiff's administrative motion, Dkt. No. 29.

•a 6
(L>

u

On April 25, 2019, Defendant filed the pending motion to dismiss, for which briefing is

15

19
20

n.

LEGAL STANDARD

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a) requires that a complaint contain "a short and plain

21

statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2). A

22

defendant may move to dismiss a complaint for failing to state a claim upon which relief can be

23

granted under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). "Dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) is

24

appropriate only where the complaint lacks a cognizable legal theory or sufficient facts to support

25

a cognizable legal theory." Mendiondo v. Centinela Hosp. Med. Ctr., 521 F.3d 1097,1104 (9th

26

Cir. 2008). To survive a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, a plaintiff must plead "enough facts to state a

27

claim to relief that is plausible on its face." BellAtl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007).

28

A claim is facially plausible when a plaintiff pleads "factual content that allows the court to draw

j

2
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1

the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." Ashcrofi v. Iqbal,

2

556 U.S. 662,678(2009).

In reviewing the plausibility of a complaint, courts "accept factual allegations in the

3

S

4

complaint as true and construe the pleadings in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party."

5

Manzarekv. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 519 F.3d 1025,1031 (9th Cir. 2008). Nonetheless,

6

Courts do not "accept as true,allegations that are merely conclusory, unwarranted deductions of

7

fact, or unreasonable inferences." In re Gilead Scis. Sec. Litig., 536 F.3d 1049, 1055 (9th Cir.

8

2008)(quoting Sprewell v. Golden State Warriors, 266 F.3d 979,988(9th Cir. 2001)). Even if the

9

court concludes that a 12(b)(6) motion should be granted, the "court should grant leave to amend

10

even if no request to amend the pleading was made, unless it determines that the pleading could

11

not possibly be cured by the allegation of other facts." Lopez v. Smith,203 F.3d 1122, 1127(9th

12

Cir. 2000)(en banc)(quotation omitted),

13

ni.

ANALYSIS

+->

.2 o

is ^4-1
CO

14

Q^

15

the '301 Patent and lacks capacity to sue because he is prohibited from operating a business since

16

he is an inmate in the New Jersey Department of Corrections. Mot. at 12—19. The Court need not

17

reach the standing issue, since even ifPlaintiff does have standing to assert these claims(which

18

the Court does not now decide). Plaintiff lacks capacity to sue.

CO *C

B w

+3 Q

GO ^
-a B
(U

Defendant argues that Plaintiff lacks standing to bring suit because he does not hold title to

O

<i>

•|^
19

An individual's capacity to sue is determined "by the law ofthe individual's domicile."

20

Fed. R. Civ. P. 17(b). Plaintiff is domiciled in New Jersey. Defendant argues that because New

21

Jersey law prevents inmates from "commencing or operating a business or group for profit or

22

commencing or operating a nonprofit enterprise without the approval ofthe Administrator,"

23

Plaintiff lacks capacity to bring this patent infringement suit. N.J. Admin. Code § 10A:4-

24

4.1(.705). The Court agrees.

25
26
27
28

Plaintiff argues Aat his personal right to access the courts is at issue, and that the New

Jersey regulation cannot "supersede Plaintiffs right to file civil lawsuits in his personal capacity."

Opp. at 11. However,Plaintiffs case materials and previous cases makes clear that what underlies
this case is his purported right to conduct business, not his access to the courts. See Dkt. No. 1- f 1
3
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3

("Plaintiffis an innovator and entrepreneur"); Dkt. No.23-1 at If 14-15 (detailing that after being
sanctioned for "operating [his company,Advanced Data Solutions Corp.("ADS"),] without
administrative approval," Tormasi did not cease such activities, but instead engaged in

4

"ownership-transferring contingencies"to continue as a sole proprietor). See also Tormasi v.

1
2

6

Hayman,443 F. App'x 742, 745(3d Cir. 2011)(holding that there was no 42 U.S.C. § 1983
violation because Tormasi's confiscated patent application "f[ell] within the ambit of prohibited

7

business activities).

5

8
9
10
11
-nj

12
13

u
oi

reality. Plaintiff previously represented that because he assigned ADS all of his interest in the

patent, he was unable to directly or indirectly benefit from his intellectual-property assets, either

by selling all or part of ADS; by exclusively or non-exclusively licensing [the] patent to others; by
using ADS or [the] patent as collateral for obtaining personal loans or standby letters ofcredit; or

by engaging in other monetization transactions involving ADS or its intellectual-property assets."
Tormasiy 443 F. App x at 745. Thus, Plaintiff argued that he was not running afoul the New

Jersey regulation for conducting business. Id. Now,however. Plaintiffincludes an "Assignment

O

Q o
4_>

14

That Plaintiff has filed this patent infringement case without ADS does not change this

15

of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301" assigning "all right, title, and interest" in the '301 Patent from ADS

"5
C/}
16

back to him. Dkt. No. 1-1. This contradicts his previous representation, and suggests that he may

T3 B
<U

ID

17

now directly benefit from his patent assets. Indeed, this appears to be exactly what he seeks to do
18
19
20

21
22

23
24

in this case by monetizing his patents and obtaining $5 billion in compensatory damages for patent
infrmgement, in contravention ofthe New Jersey regulations. "Lawful incarceration brings about
the necessary withdrawal or limitation of many privileges and rights, a retraction justified by the
considerations underlying our penal system." Stroudv. Swope, 187 F.2d 850, 851 (9th Cir. 1951)
(quoting Price v. Johnston, 334 U.S. 266,285 (1948)). While the Fourteenth Amendment protects
the right of access to the courts, see Bounds v. Smith,430 U.S. 817, 828(1977), it does not
guarantee the right to freely conduct business,see Stroud, 187 F.2d at 851.' Accordingly, the

25
26
27

28

Tormasi also cites the First Amendment as guaranteeing access to the courts. This right of
access, however, does not grant "inmates the wherewithal to transform themselves into litigating
engmes capable offiling everything," but rather is limited to cases in which inmates "attack their
sentences, directly or collaterally, and ...challenge the conditions oftheir confinement.

Impairment of any other litigating capacity is simply one ofthe incidental (and perfectly
4
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1

Court finds that Plaintiff, as an inmate of the New Jersey Department of Corrections, lacks the

2

capacity to sue for patent infringement.^

3

IV.

4

CONCLUSION

Because Plaintiff lacks capacity to sue under Rule 17(b), the Court GRANTS Defendant's

5

motion to dismiss with prejudice. As noted above, the Court DENIES AS MOOT docket

6

numbers 27 and 29. The Court additionally DENIES docket number 24 and the clerk is directed

7

to terminate the case.

8
9

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated: 11/21/2019

kdl.

10

HAYWOOD S. GILLIAM, JR.

United States District Judge
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18
19
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21
22

23
24
25

26
27
28

constitutional) consequences of conviction and incarceration." Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 355
(1996); see also Tormasi, 443 F. App'x at 744 n.3.
^ The Court need not reach Defendant's arguments that the complaint should be dismissed for

failure to plausibly plead willful infringement or indirect infnngement under Rule 12(b)(6). Mot

at 19-23.
5
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1
2

3

4

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

5

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

6
7

WALTER A. TORMASI,
Plaintiff,

8
9
10

ed

Pending before the Court is Defendant Western Digital Corporation's motion to dismiss.

Dkt. No. 19. Defendant argues that Plaintiff Walter A. Tormasi lacks standing to bring suit

14

because he does not hold title to United States Patent Nos. 7,324,301 ("the '301 Patent") and lacks

15

capacity to sue because he is an inmate prohibited from conducting business. Defendant also

Q

16

argues that Plaintiff fails to plausibly allege willful patent infringement. For the reasons explained

<u

17

below, the Court GRANTS the motion.

.a u
o

S ."S
ed V

^
ti
-a 6
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Defendant.

12

-M

•4-i

Re: Dkt. Nos. 19, 27,24,29

WESTERN DIGITAL CORP.,

13

o 2
03

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT'S
MOTION TO DISMISS

V.

11

■F c

Case No. 19-cv-Q0772-HSG

18

I.

BACKGROUND

19

Plaintiff filed this action on February 12, 2019, alleging infringement of the '301 Patent.

20

Dkt. No. 1 ("Compl.). The '301 Patent is titled "Striping Data Simultaneously Across Multiple

21

Platter Surfaces" and "pertains to the field of magnetic storage and retrieval of digital

22

information."

Ex. C.

Independent claim 41 describes:

23

41. An actuator mechanism, said mechanism comprising at least two

arms, said arms assigned to different circular carrier surfaces within

24

an information storage and retrieval apparatus; and means for moving
said arms simultaneously and. independently across corresponding
c^er surfaces with a component of movement in a radial direction

25

with respect to said carrier, surfaces.

26
27

Id. Ex. C. at 12:5-11. Numerous claims depend from Claim 41, including, as relevant here Claim

28

61:
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61. The mechanism of claim 41 wherein said actuator mechanism
1

comprises a primary actuator and at least two secondary actuators,

2

said primary arms being only unit^ly movable; and the secondary

wherein the primary actuator comprises at least two primary arms,
actuators are subdevices that are individually affixed to the tip ofeach
primary arm, with each said secondary actuator supporting one
read/write member, wherein in its operative mode, said primary
actuator executes means for providing initial general positioning by
unitarily moving said secondary actuators to an approximate radial
positions; and in its operative mode,said secondary actuators execute
means for providing precise independent secondary position by
independently moving said read/write members to specific radial
positions corresponding to particular concentric circular tracks on the

3

4
5

6
7

=1

ai
-<->

8

Id. Ex. C. at 12:61—13:9. Nine claims depend from Claim 61 and add further limitations such as

9

(1)"wherein said secondary actuators are microactuators"(Claim 62)and(2)"wherein secondary

10

actuators are microelectromechanisms"(Claim 63). Id. Ex. C. at 13:10-13. Plaintiff alleges that

11

"Defendant manufactures, markets, sells, distributes and/or imports hard disk drives ...containing

12

dual-stage actuator systems comprising primary and secondary actuation devices," which "feature

13

every structural element and limitation ofclaims 41,61,62, and 63" ofthe '301 Patent. Id\2\,

14

26.

03

•n
<n

respective carrier surfaces.

o

Q -5

On April 25,2019, Defendant filed the pending motion to dismiss,for which briefing is

15

S 'B
CO

-2 s

CO ^
XJ £
o

u

16

complete. Dkt. No. 19("Mot."),23("0pp."), and 26("Reply"). Plaintiff filed a related

17

administrative motion for nunc pro tune objection to evidence in Defendant's Reply,Dkt.No.27,

18

and a motion to strike Defendant's response to Plaintiff's administrative motion, Dkt. No. 29.

19
20

n.

LEGAL STANDARD

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)requires that a complaint contain "a short and plain

21

statement ofthe claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2). A

22

defendant may move to dismiss a complaint for failing to state a claim upon which relief can be

23

granted under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). "Dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) is

24

appropriate only where the complaint lacks a cognizable legal theory or sufficient facts to support

25

a cognizable legal theory." Mendiondo v. Centinela Hosp. Med. Ctr., 521 F.3d 1097, 1104(9th

26

Cir. 2008). To survive a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, a plaintiff must plead "enough facts to state a

27

claim to reliefthat is plausible on its face." Bell All. Corp. v. Twombly,550 U.S. 544, 570(2007).

28

A claim is facially plausible when a plaintiff pleads "factual content that allows the court to draw
2
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1

the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." Ashcroft v. Iqbal,

2

556 U.S. 662,678 (2009).

In reviewing the plausibility of a complaint, courts "accept factual allegations in the

3

cd
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o^
o
is «4-l
CO

4

complaint as true and construe the pleadings in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party."

5

Manzarekv. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 519 F.3d 1025,1031 (9th Cir. 2008). Nonetheless,

6

Courts do not"accept as true allegations that are merely conclusory, unwarranted deductions of

7

fact, or unreasonable inferences." In re Gilead Scis. Sec. Litig., 536 F.3d 1049, 1055 (9th Cir.

8

2008)(quoting Sprewell v. Golden State Warriors, 266 F.3d 979,988(9th Cir. 2001)). Even if the

9

court concludes that a 12(b)(6) motion should be granted, the "court should grant leave to amend

10

even if no request to amend the pleading was made, unless it determines that the pleading could

11

not possibly be cured by the allegation ofother facts." Lopez v. Smith, 203 F.3d 1122, 1127(9th

12

Cir. 2000)(en banc)(quotation omitted),

13

m.

14

ANALYSIS

Defendant argues that Plaintiff lacks standing to bring suit because he does not hold title to

O

Q -S

15

the '301 Patent and lacks capacity to sue because he is prohibited from operating a business since

16

he is an inmate in the New Jersey Department of Corrections. Mot. at 12—19. The Court need not

17

reach the standing issue, since even if Plaintiff does have standing to assert these claims(which

18

the Court does not now decide). Plaintiff lacks capacity to sue.

si
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19

An individual's capacity to sue is determined "by the law ofthe individual's domicile."

20

Fed. R. Civ. P. 17(b). Plaintiff is domiciled in New Jersey. Defendant argues that because New

21

Jersey law prevents inmates from "commencing or operating a business or group for profit or

22

commencing or operating a nonprofit enterprise without the approval of the Administrator,"

23

Plaintiff lacks capacity to bring this patent infringement suit. N.J. Admin. Code § 10A:4-

24

4.1(.705). The Court agrees.

25
26
27
28

Plaintiff argues that his personal right to access the courts is at issue, and that the New

Jersey regulation cannot "supersede Plaintiffs right to file civil lawsuits in his personal capacity."
0pp. at 11. However,Plaintiffs case materials and previous cases makes clear that what underlies
this case is his purported right to conduct business, not his access to the courts. See Dkt. No. 1- Tf 1
3
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1

("Plaintiff is an innovator and entrepreneur"); Dkt. No. 23-1 at ^ 14-15 (detailing that after being

2

sanctioned for "operating [his company, Advanced Data Solutions Corp. ("ADS"),] without

3

administrative approval," Tormasi did not cease such activities, but instead engaged in

4

"ownership-transferring contingencies" to continue as a sole proprietor). See also Tormasi v.

5

Hayman, 443 F. App'x 742, 745 (3d Cir. 2011) (holding that there was no 42 U.S.C. § 1983

6

violation because Tormasi's confiscated patent application "f[ell] within the ambit of prohibited

7

business activities).

8
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24

That Plaintiff has filed this patent infiingement case without ADS does not change this
reality. Plaintiff previously represented that because he assigned ADS all of his interest in the

patent, "he was 'unable to directly or indirectly benefit from his intellectual-property assets, either

by selling all or part of ADS; by exclusively or non-exclusively licensing [the] patent to others; by
using ADS or [the] patent as collateral for obtaining personal loans or standby letters of credit; or

by engaging in other monetization transactions involving ADS or its intellectual-property assets."
Tormasi^ 443 F. App'x at .745. Thus, Plaintiff argued that he was not running afoul the New

Jersey regulation for conducting business. Id. Now, however. Plaintiff includes an "Assignment
of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301" assigning "all right, title, and interest" in the '301 Patent from ADS

back to him. Dkt. No. 1-1. This contradicts his previous representation, and suggests that he may
now directly benefit from his patent assets. Indeed, this appears to be exactly what he seeks to do

in this case by monetizing his patents and obtaining $5 billion in compensatory damages for patent
infringement, in contravention of the New Jersey regulations. "Lawful incarceration brings about

the necessary withdrawal or limitation of many privileges and rights, a retraction justified by the
considerations underlying our penal system." Stroudv. Swope, 187 F.2d 850, 851 (9th Cir. 1951)

(quoting Price v. Johnston, 334 U.S. 266,285 (1948)). While the Fourteenth Amendment protects
the right of access to the courts, see Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 828 (1977), it does not
guarantee the right to freely conduct business, see Stroud, 187 F.2d at 851.^ Accordingly, the

25

26
27
28

Tormasi also cites the First Amendment as guaranteeing access to the courts. This right of
access, however, does not grant "inmates the wherewithal to transform themselves into litigating

engines capable of filing everything," but rather is limited to cases in which inmates "attack their
sentences, directly or collaterally, and ... challenge the conditions of their confinement.

Impairment of any other litigating capacity is simply one of the incidental (and perfectly
4
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1

Court finds that Plaintiff, as an inmate of the New Jersey Department of Corrections, lacks the

2

capacity to sue for patent infringement.^

3

IV.

4

CONCLUSION

Because Plaintiff lacks capacity to sue under Rule 17(b), the Court GRANTS Defendant's

5

motion to dismiss with prejudice. As noted above, the Court DENIES AS MOOT docket

6

numbers 27 and 29. The Court additionally DENIES docket number 24 and the clerk is directed

7

to terminate the case.

8
9

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: 11/21/2019

Ji. kdt.

10

HAYWOOD S. GILLIAM, JR.

United States District Judge
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25
26
27

28

constitutional) consequences of conviction and incarceration." Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343,"355
0996); see also Tormasi, 443 F. App'x at 744 n.3.
The Court need not reach Defendant's arguments that the complaint should be dismissed for
failure to plausibly plead willful infringement or indirect infringement under Rule 12(b)(6). Mot
at 19-23.
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02/1572019

• 4-

-REPORT on-the filing or determination of-an action regarding

Patent Inj&ingement(cc: form mailed to register).(Attachments:#
1 Complaint,# 2 Certificate/Proof of Service)GjbS, COURT
STAFF)(Filed on 2/15/2019)(Entered: 02/15/2019)

https://ecf.cand.circ9.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl782180763357p487-L_l_0-l
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03/04/2019

5

Ex Parte Motion for Order Appointing U.S. Marshal to Serve
Summons and Complaint filed by Walter A. Tormasi.
(Attachments:# 1 Declaration,# 2 Proposed Order,# 3
Envelope)(jjbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on 3/4/2019)(Entered:
03/05/2019)

03/04/2019

6

Letter from Walter A.Tormasi requesting documents.
(Attachments:# 1 Envelope)(jjbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on
3/4/2019)(Entered: 03/05/2019)

Mailed one copy of Summons,the Local Rules, and ADR
Handbook to Plaintiff re 6 Letter GjbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed
on 3/6/2019) Modified on 3/6/2019 GjbS, COURT STAFF).
(Entered: 03/06/2019)

03/06/2019

03/11/2019

7

Certificate ofInterested Entities by Walter A. Tormasi

identifying Other Affiliate NASDAQ exchange for Walter A.
Tormasi.(Attachments:# 1 Envelope)GjbS, COURT STAFF)
(Filed on 3/11/2019)(Additional attachment(s) added on
3/12/2019:# 2 Letter) GjbS, COURT STAFF).(Entered:
03/12/2019)
03/26/2019

8

Letter from Walter A. Tomasi requesting ESI Guidelines, ADR
Local Rules, and all ADR Forms.(Attachments:#1 Envelope)
GJbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on 3/26/2019)(Entered:
03/26/2019)

03/26/2019

9

Mailed copy ofESI Guidelines, the ADR Local Rules, and ADR
Forms. GjbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on 3/26/2019)(Entered:
03/26/2019)

03/26/2019

03/26/2019

NOTICE of Appearance by Eric Stephen Walters(Walters, Eric)
(Filed on 3/26/2019)(Entered: 03/26/2019)

10 NOTICE of Appearance by Eric Stephen Walters by Erica D.

Wilson (Walters, Eric)(Filed on 3/26/2019)(Entered:
03/26/2019)
03/26/2019

li **RE-FrLED AT DOCKET NO.16 ** NOTICE of

Appearance by Eric Stephen Walters by Rebecca L. Unruh
(Walters, Eric)(Filed on 3/26/2019) Modified on 3/28/2019
Gjbs^ coimT s_tmf)j.
03/26/2019

12

**DISREGARD,RE-FILED AS DOCKET NO.13 **
Certificate ofInterested Entities by Western Digital Corp.

identifying Other Affiliate Western Digital Technologies, Inc.,
Other Affiliate HGST,Inc. for Western Digital Corp..(Walters,

https://ecf.cand.circ9.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl7821807633570487-L_l_0-l
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Eric)(Filed on 3/26/2019) Modified on 3/27/2019 GjbS, COURT
STAFF).(Entered: 03/26/2019)
03/26/2019

13

Certificate ofInterested Entities by Western Digital Corp.

identifying Other Affiliate Western Digital Technologies, Inc.,
Other Affiliate HOST,Inc. for Western Digital Corp..

CORRECTION OF DOCKET # 72(Wilson, Erica)(Filed on
3/26/2019)(Entered: 03/26/2019)
03/26/2019

14 WiMVER OF SERVICE Returned Executed filed by Western

Digital Corp.. Service waived by Western Digital Corp. waiver
sent on 2/24/2019, answer due 4/25/2019.(Wilson, Erica)(Filed
on 3/26/2019)(Entered: 03/26/2019)
03/27/2019

15

ORDER by Hon.Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr. DENYING AS
MOOT 3 Plaintiffs Motion for Order of Service and 5

Plaintiffs Ex Parte Motion for Order Appointing the U.S.
Marshal to Serve Summons and Complaint,in light of 14
Defendant's waiver of service of summons.(This is a text-only

entry generated by the court There is no document associated
with this entry.)(hsglc2S, COURT STAFF)(Filed on
3/27/2019)(Entered: 03/27/2019)
0312112019

16

NOTICE of Appearance by Rebecca L Unruh CORRECTION OF
DOCKETS 11(Unruh, Rebecca)(Filed on 3/27/2019)(Entered:
03/27/2019)

03/28/2019

12 MOTION Administrative Motion to Change Time Pursuant to

Civil L.R. 6-3 filed by Western Digital Corp.. Responses due by
4/11/2019. Replies due by 4/18/2019.(Attachments: # i
Declaration,# 2 Proposed Order)(Wilson, Erica)(Filed on
3/28/2019)(Entered: 03/28/2019)
04/01/2019

18

ORDER by Judge Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr. Granting 17
MOTION Administrative Motion to Change Time Pursuant

to Civil L.R. 6-3.(Attachments:# 1 Certificate/Proof of
Service)(ndrS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on 4/1/2019)(Entered:
04/01/2019)
04/25/2019

19

MOTION to Dismiss filed by Western Digital Corp.. Motion

Hearing set for 8/22/2019 02:00 PM in Oakland, Courtroom 2,
4th Floor- before Judge-Haywood-S Gilliam-Jr..Responses due by.
5/9/2019. Replies due by 5/16/2019.(Attachments: # i
Declaration ofErica Wilson,# 2 Proposed Order)(Wilson, Erica)
(Filed on 4/25/2019) Modified on 4/26/2019 QjbS, COURT
STAFF).(Entered: 04/25/2019)

https://ecf.cand.circ9.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl7821807633570487-L_l_0-l
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MOTION for Extension of Time to File Response as to 19
VIOTION to Dismiss filed by Walter A. Tormasi.(Attachments:

# 1 Declaration,# 2 Proposed Order,# 3 Envelope)(cpS, COURT
STAFF)(Filed on 5/13/2019)(Entered: 05/15/2019)
05/16/2019

21

ORDER by Judge Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr. GRANTING 20
ADMINISTRATIVE MOTION TO EXTEND DEADLINE.

^ Responses due by 6/6/2019 and Replies due by 6/13/2019.
/Attachments:# 1 Certificate/Proof of Service)(ndrS, COURT

STAFF)(Filed on 5/16/2019)(Entered: 05/16/2019)
05/28/2019

22

Withdrawal ofEx Parte Motion to Appoint the United States

Marshal by Walter A. Tormasi(Attachments: #i Envelope)(cpS,
COURT STAFF)(Filed on 5/28/2019)(Entered: 05/29/2019)
05/28/2019

23

OPPOSITION (re 19 MOTION to Dismiss)filed byWalter A.
Tormasi.(Attachments: # 1 Declaration Walter A. Tormasi,# 2

Envelope)(cpS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on 5/28/2019)(Entered:
05/29/2019)
05/28/2019

24

MOTION to Appoint Counsel for Settlement Purposes filed by
Walter A. Tormasi.(Attachments: #1 Declaration Walter A.
Tormasi,# 2 Envelope)(cpS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on
5/28/2019)(Entered: 05/29/2019)

06/05/2019

25

OPPOSITION/RESPONSE(re 24 MOTION to Appoint

Counsel)filed byWestem Digital Corp..(Wilson,Erica)(Filed
on 6/5/2019) Modified on 6/6/2019(cpS, COURT STAFF).
(Entered: 06/05/2019)
06/13/2019

26

REPLY (re 19 MOTION to Dismiss)filed byWestem Digital
Corp..(Attachments:# 1 Declaration ofErica D. Wilson in
Support of Reply)(Wilson, Erica)(Filed on 6/13/2019)(Entered:
06/13/2019)

07/01/2019

27

ADMINISTRATIVE MOTION for nunc pro tune acceptance of

objection to reply evidence filed by Walter A. Tormasi.
Responses due by 7/29/2019. Replies due by 8/12/2019.

(Attachments:# 1 Objection to reply evidence,# 2 Envelope)
(cpS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on 7/1/2019)(Entered:
07/02/2019)

'1)7/2372019'"

MSPONSE re 277^0TIQN for nuhc pro tune "acceptahce of

objection to reply evidQnceResponse to Plaintiffs Objection to
Reply Evidence by Westem Digital Corp..(Wilson, Erica)(Filed
on 7/23/2019)(Entered: 07/23/2019)

https://ecf.cand.circ9.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?821807633570487-L_l _0-1
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08/09/2019

29

MOTION to Strike 28 Response filed by Walter A. Tormasi.
Responses due by 8/23/2019. Replies due by 8/30/2019.
(Attachments:# I Envelope)(jjbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on
8/9/2019)(Entered: 08/09/2019)

08/13/2019

30

CLERK'S NOTICE Taking(19 and 29)Motions Under
Submission.(ndrS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on 8/13/2019)
(Entered: 08/13/2019)

08/13/2019

3i

OPPOSITION/RESPONSE (re 29 MOTION to Strike 28
Response(Non Motion)
)filed byWestern Digital Corp..
(Attachments:#1 Declaration Declaration of Erica Wilson in
Support of Opposition to Motion to Strike,# 2 Proposed Order)
(Wilson, Erica)(Filed on 8/13/2019)(Entered: 08/13/2019)

08/13/2019

32

CORRECTED 30 CLERK'S NOTICE Taking(19 and 29)

Motions Under Submission.(ndrS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on
8/13/2019)(Entered: 08/13/2019)
11/21/2019

33

ORDER by Judge Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr. GRANTING
DEFENDANT'S 19 MOTION TO DISMISS.(This order
DENIES docket no. 24 and DENIES as moot docket nos.'2n_

and 29 ).(Attachments:# 1 Certificate/Proof of Service)
(ndrS,COURT STAFF)(Filed on 11/21/2019)(Entered:
11/21/2019)
11/22/2019

M

REPORT on the determination of an action regarding Patents.

(Attachments: # 1 Order)(jjbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on
11/22/2019)(Entered: 11/22/2019)
11/25/2019

35

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE re 34 Patent Report. GjbS,

COURT STAFF)(Filed on 11/25/2019)(Entered: 11/25/2019)
12/06/2019

36

**DISREGARD,INCORRECT EVENT USED** NOTICE
OF APPEAL to the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals filed by Walter

A. Tormasi. Appeal of^Order Granting Defendant's 19 Motion
to Dismiss.(Appeal fee FEE NOT PAID.)(Attachments: # 1.
Envelope)GjbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on 12/6/2019) Modified
on 12/6/2019 GjbS, COURT STAFF). Modified on 12/6/2019
GJbS, COURT STAFF).(Entered: 12/06/2019)
_ 12/06/2019

37. NOTICE OF APPEAL to the Federal Circuit as to 33 Order

Granting Defendant's 19 Motion to Dismiss by Walter A.
Tormasi. Appeal Record due by 1/6/2020.(Appeal Fee Due).
(Attachments: # 1 Envelope)GjbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on
12/6/2019)(Entered: 12/06/2019)

https://ecf.cand.circ9.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl7821807633570487-L_l_0-l
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12/06/2019

38

Mailed request for payment of docket fee to appellant(cc to
USCA).(jjbS, COURT STAFF)(Filed on 12/6/2019)(Entered:
12/06/2019)

12/06/2019

Email appeal package to the Federal Circuit.(jjbS, COURT
STAFF)(Filed on 12/6/2019)(Entered; 12/06/2019)

https://ecf.cand.circ9.dcn/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?821807633570487-L_l_0-1
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Walter A. Tormasi, #136062/2680300
New Jersey State Prison

122013

Second & Cass Streets

^OOA/G

P.O. Box 861

Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Attorney for Plaintiff (Appearing Pro Se)
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

10

CiyiL ACTION

WALTER A. TORMASI,

0 V 19
0772
^
^ 8 ® ^

Plaintiff,

11

12

V.

13

WESTERN DIGITAL CORP.,

CASE NO.:

COMPLAINT FOR PATENT

INFRINGEMENT (with DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL and VERIFICATION

UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY)
14

Defendant.

15

16

Plaintiff Walter A. Tormasi (residing at Second & Cass

17

Streets, Trenton, New Jersey 08625) complains against Defendant

18

Western Digital Corp. (residing at 5601 Great Oaks Parkway,

19

San Jose, California 95119), alleging as follows;

20

21

INTRODUCTION

1.

Plaintiff is an innovator and entrepreneur, developing

22

inventions in technology and other areas.

One of Plaintiff's

23

inventions resulted in the issuance of U.S. Patent No.

24

7,324,301.

That patent pertains to the field of magnetic
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1

storage and retrieval of digital information.

Plaintiff alleges

2

that Defendant infringed upon his patent (Count I) and that

3

Defendant committed such infringement willfully (Count II).

4

2.

Defendant is one of the largest vendors of hard disk

5

drives.

6

millions of hard drives and generated over $20 billion .in

7

revenue.

8

and its market presence in this country is ubiquitous.

9

Defendant" distributes hard drives in all 50 states, either by

In its latest fiscal year. Defendant sold tens of

Defendant is publicly traded on the NASDAQ exchange,

In fact.

10

selling directly to consumers or by supplying third-party

11

retailers, manufacturers, importers, and wholesalers.

12

3.

As discussed herein. Defendant's hard drives contain,

13

and depend on, dual-stage actuator mechanisms. Those particular

14

actuator mechanisms fall within the scope of Plaintiff's

15

patent. Thus, by circulating its hard drives within the

16

jurisdiction of the United States, Defendant infringed upon

17

Plaintiff's patent-, contrary to 35 U.S.C. § 271.

18

4.

To remedy Defendant's patent infringement. Plaintiff

19

seeks the full measure of monetary damages.

20

seeks related relief, including an injunction preventing

21

Defendant from continuing to circulate infringing devices.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

22

23

24

Plaintiff also

5.

This Court has original and exclusive jurisdiction

over the subject involved, as Plaintiff's lawsuit concerns
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1
2

patent infringement (see 28 U.S.C. § 1338(a)).
6.

Venue properly lies in the Northern District of

3

California, as Defendant's principal executive office is located

4

therein (see 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b)(1) and 1400(b)).

5

6

PARTIES

7.

Plaintiff Walter A. Tormasi is the registered

7

inventor/patentee'of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301 and, as such, has

8

the statutory authority to bring suit against Defendant for

9

infringement of said patent (see 35 U.S.C. § 281).

10

8.

In addition to his status as inventor/patentee,

11

Plaintiff owns all right, title, and interest in the foregoing

12

patent, with such ownership permitting Plaintiff ''to pursue all

13

causes of action and legal remedies arising during the entire

14

term of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301" (Exhibit A).

15

16

17

9.

Defendant Western Digital Corp. is an entity

incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware.

10.

Defendant is publicly traded on NASDAQ's Global Select

18

Market and has its principal executive office located at 5601

19

Great Oaks Parkway, San Jose, California 95119.

20

11.

Defendant owns, operates, manages, directs, and/or

21

controls over 100 foreign or domestic subsidiaries.

22

subsidiaries are identified in an addendum to Defendant's 2017

23

annual 10-K report filed with the United States Securities and

24

Exchange Commission, said addendum attached hereto and
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1 I incorporated herein by reference (Exhibit B).

2I

12. Acting directly or through its subsidiaries (including

3 I through Western Digital Technologies, Inc.; Western Digital
4

(Fremount), LLC; WD Media, LLC; HGST, Inc.; and HGST

5

Technologies Santa Ana, Inc.), Defendant is in the business of,

6

among other things, manufacturing, marketing, selling,

7

distributing, and/or importing hard disk drives for use within

8

the United States and its territories and posses-sions.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND

9

10

, 13.

Plaintiff was issued U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301 in

11

January 2008.

12

herein by reference (Exhibit C).

13

currently active and remains in effect until June 2025.

14

14.

That patent is attached hereto and incorporated
Plaintiff s patent is

As explained in Plaintiffs patent, every hard disk

15

drive features an actuator mechanism.

16

actuator mechanism is to position the read/write heads over the

17

appropriate tracks of the storage media.

18

encompasses, among other things, improvements to the actuator

19

mechanism upon which hard disk drives depend.

20

15.

The purpose of the

Plaintiffs patent

One embodiment of Plaintiffs invention features an

21

innovative dual-stage actuator system.

22

system comprises an ordinary primary actuation device in

23

conjunction with miniature secondary actuation devices.

24

secondary actuation devices, in turn, are singularly' mounted to
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1

the arm tips of each primary actuation device.

2

configuration enables the read/write heads to be independently

3

positioned over the media via dual-stage arm movement.

4

This

16. The foregoing dual-stage actuator system is described

5

in the specification section of Plaintiff's patent.

In

6

particular, the relevant portion of Plaintiff s patent (Exhibit

7

C, at column 6, lines 11-29) reads as follows:
As another embodiment [to the invention], the

8

independent-arm actuator may comprise a
primary actuator mechanism and two or more
secondary actuator mechanisms.. Under this
embodiment, the primary actuator mechanism is
an ordinary single-movement device, whereas
the secondary actuator mechanisms are

9

10

11

subdevices such as microactuators or

microelectromechanisms.

12

The microactuators

or microelectromechanisms are individually

affixed to the tip of each primary actuator
arm, with each microactuator or
microelectromechanism supporting one
read/write head. The primary actuator

13

14

15

mechanism provides initial general
positioning by unitarily moving the

16

microactuators or microelectromechanisms

to an approximate radial position,

18

whereupon the microactuators or
microelectromechanisms provide precise
independent secondary positioning by

19

independently moving the read/write heads to
specific tracks on corresponding platter

20

surfaces. This embodiment accomplishes
independent-arm actuation and is

21

particularly useful to effectively combat
adjacent electromagnetic interference.

17

22

17.

The foregoing dual-stage actuator system (which, to

23

reiterate, comprises primary and secondary actuation devices) is

24

covered by Plaintiff's patent, including by independent claim
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1

41; by dependent claims 61, 62, and 63; by various other

2

independent and dependent claiitis; and by portions of the

3

specification section of Plaintiff's patent.

4

18.

Defendant manufactures, markets, sells, distributes,

5

and/or imports hard disk drives featuring an actuator system

6

comprising primary and secondary actuation devices, said

7

actuator system enabling independent positioning of the

8

read/write heads through dual—stage arm movement.

9

19. Defendant's dual-stage actuator system is described in

10

several Maximum PC articles.

One Maximum PC article (Exhibit

11

D), dated December 2009, describes Defendant's Black series 2TB

12

hard drives as featuring ^^a dual—stage actuator system that puts

13 I a fine-tuned piezoelectric actuator head at the end of the
14

standard magnetic actuator." Another Maximum PC article

15

(Exhibit E), dated February 2013, describes Defendant's Black

16

series 4TB hard drives as featuring ''dual-arm actuators."

17

20.

Defendant's dual-stage actuator system is also

18

described in its technical fliers.

Two fliers (Exhibits F and

19

G), issued in September 2011 and July 2015, respectively, reveal

20

that Defendant's RE and Se series hard drives feature "[d]ual

21

actuator technology," explaining: "The primary actuator

22' provides coarse displacement using conventional electromagnetic
23

principles. The secondary actuator uses piezoelectric motion

24

to fine tune the head positioning to a higher degree of
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1

accuracy.''

2

reveals that Defendant's Gold series hard drives feature

3

dual-stage actuator," explaining that ^""[tlhe primary stage

4

provides co[a]rse displacement while the secondary stage uses

5

piezoelectric motion to fine tune the head positioning."

6

« 7

21.

Another flier (Exhibit H), issued in August 2017,

Upon information and belief. Defendant manufactures,

markets, sells, distributes, and/or imports hard drives in other

8

models/capacities containin'g dual-stage actuator systems

9

comprising primary and secondary actuation devices.

10

22.

Upon information and belief, dual-stage actuator

11

systems of the foregoing nature are contained within Defendant's

12

entire line of WD-branded and HGST-branded hard drives, as well

13

as within all other hard drives offered by Defendant having

14

storage capacities of 2 terabytes or greater.

15

23.

In addition to utilizing and integrating dual-stage

16

actuator systems within its hard drives. Defendant manufactures,

17

markets,^sells, distributes, and/or imports dual-stage actuator

18

systems as standalone units.

19

head stack assemblies or E-blocks, comprise primary and

20

secondary actuation devices of the foregoing nature.

21

24.

Such standalone units, known as

In circulating its dual-stage actuator systems,

22

whether as standalone units or as integrated components of hard

23

drives. Defendant acted in accordance with an established

24

business model.

Pursuant to that business model. Defendant
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1

intended,•knew, or reasonably should have known that its

2

dual—stage actuator systems would enter the jurisdiction of the

3

United States directly or through the stream of commerce.
COUNT I - GENERAL PATENT INFRINGEMENT

4

5

25.

Defendant's "dual-stage actuator system and

6

tip-mounted actuators fall within the scope of U.S. Patent No.

7

7,324,301, either through their element-by-element structural

8

correspondence or under the doctrine of equivalents.

9

26.

Defendant's dual-stage actuator system"and

10

tip-mounted actuators feature every structural element and

11

limitation of claims 41, 61, 62, and 63 of Plaintiff's patent.

12

27.

Defendant's dual-stage actuator system and

13

tip-mounted actuators, as structured, constitute ''means for

14

moving [the arm-mounted read/write heads] simultaneously and

15

independently across corresponding carrier surfaces" in

16

violation of claim 41 of Plaintiff's patent.

17

28.

Defendant's tip-mounted actuators (whether or not

18

piezoelectric in nature) constitute ^^secondary actuators"

19

structured in violation of claim 61 of Plaintiff's patent.

20

29.

Defendant's tip-mounted actuators (whether or not

21

piezoelectric in nature) constitute "subdevices" structured in

22

violation of claim 61 of Plaintiff's patent.

23

24

30.

Defendant's tip-mounted actuators (whether or not

piezoelectric in nature) constitute "microactuators structured
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1

2

in violation of claim 62 of Plaintiff's patent.

31.

Defendant's tip-mounted actuators (whether or not

3

piezoelectric in nature) constitute "microelectromechanisms"

4

structured in violation of claim 63 of Plaintiff's patent.

5

32.

In addition to literally falling within the scope of

6

claims 41, 61, 62, and 63 of Plaintiff's patent. Defendant's

7

dual-stage actuator system and tip-mounted actuators are

8

substantially equivalent to Plaintiff's invention in material

9

respects.

Specifically, relative to Plaintiff's invention.

10

Defendant's apparatus (1) performs the same function (namely,

11

independent positioning of the read/write heads over the storage

12

media); (2) implements that function the same way (namely, by

13

utilizing tip-mounted secondary actuation devices); and (3)

14

achieves the same result (namely, independent dual-stage arm

15

movement).

16

result. Defendant's apparatus falls within the scope of

17

Plaintiff's invention under the doctrine of equivalents.

18

33.

Given these similarities in function, way, and

Defendant's dual-stage actuator system and

19

tip-mounted actuators violate other claims of Plaintiff s patent

20

in addition to claims 41, 61, 62, and 63, said violation

21

occurring either through their literal structural

22

correspondence or under the doctrine of equivalents-

23

24

34.

During the preceding six years (that is,, during the

limitation period set forth in 35 U.S.C. § 286), Defendant,
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1

acting either directly or through its subsidiaries, caused its

2

dual-stage actuator system and tip-mounted actuators to enter

3

the United States and its territories and possessions,

4

notwithstanding that Defendant's dual-stage actuator system and

5

tip-mounted actuators were protected by Plaintiff's patent.

6

35.

By circulating said devices in the manner specified,

7

and by doing so without Plaintiff's permission. Defendant

8

violated U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301, thereby subjecting Defendant

9

to liability for general patent infringement.
COUNT II - WILLFUL PATENT INFRINGEMENT

10

11

36.

In infringing upon Plaintiff's patent as alleged

12

above. Defendant acted willfully.

13

its dual-stage actuator system and tip-mounted actuators

14

violated U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.

15

Defendant intentionally circulated infringing devices.

16

37.

That is. Defendant knew that

Despite such knowledge.

Defendant's willful infringement of Plaintiff's patent

17

is evidenced by the surrounding"circumstances.

18

circumstance concerns the publication date of Plaintiff s patent

19

application and the timing of Defendant's adoption of the

20

actuator improvements/innovations disclosed therein.

21

38.

One such

Plaintiff's patent application. No. 2005/0243661, was

22

published on November 3, 2005 (see Exhibit C).

23

Plaintiff's patent application was easily accessible to the

24

general public, having been posted on the website of the United

10
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1

States Patent and Trademark Office and having been included in

2

various third-party databases.

3

permitted Plaintiff s patent application to be easily located

4

via classification codes, keywords, and other techniques.

5

39.

Such electronic availability

Upon information and belief. Defendant's legal and

6

technology departments customarily and routinely review all

7

published patent applications pertaining to the field of

8

magnetic storage and retrieval.

9

process. Defendant encountered, and therefore had actual

10

11

During the course of its review

knowledge of. Plaintiffs published patent application.
40.

Prior to the publication of Plaintiffs patent

12

application (i.e., before November 3, 2005), Defendant's hard

13

disk drives did not feature dual-stage actuator systems or

14

tip-mounted actuators.

15

Plaintiffs patent application (i.e., after November 3, 2005),

16

Defendant began employing dual-stage actuator systems and

17

tip-mounted actuators in its hard disk drives.

18

41.

Subsequent to the publication of

Defendant began utilizing dual-stage actuator systems

19

and tip-mounted actuators approximately two or three years

20

after the publication of Plaintiff's patent application-.

21

delayed implementation corresponds with the lead time needed to

22

research and develop new technology (meaning that Defendant

23

began researching and developing its dual-stage actuator system

24

and tip-mounted actuators within weeks or months after having

11
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1

2

actual knowledge of Plaintiff's published patent application).
42-

In short. Defendant had actual knowledge of

3

Plaintiff's patent application and began cultivating the

4

underlying technology shortly thereafter.

5

are indicative of Defendant's willful infringement.

6

.7
8

9

43.

These circumstances

Other evidence exists, both direct and circumstantial,

regarding Defendant's knowledge, belief, and intent.

The

discovery process is expected to expose such evidence.
44.

Because Defendant knew that its dual-stage actuator

10

system and tip-mounted actuators violated U.S. Patent No.

11

7,324,301, Defendant willfully infringed on said patent during

12

the cause of action, thereby warranting enhanced damages.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

13

14

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court
/

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

issue judgment against Defendant, as follows:
A.

declaring that Plaintiff's patent. Serial No.

7,324,301, is valid, active, and enforceable;

B.

declaring that Defendant committed, general and willful

patent infringement (Counts I and II, respectively);
C.

enjoining Defendant from circulating infringing

devices in the United States and its territories/possessions;

D.

compensatory damages, in the amount of $5 billion, for

general patent infringement (as alleged in Count I);
E.

enhanced damages, equaling three times base damages,

12
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for willful patent infringement (as alleged in Count II);
F.

reasonable attorney fees, assuming that Plaintiff

secures legal representation in the present action;
G.

costs for bringing suit; and

H.

such other relief as the Court deems proper.

Walter A. Tormasi

Dated:

January 30, 2019

10
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
11

12

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 38(b)(1), Plaintiff hereby
demands trial by jury regarding all triable issues.

13

/

14

Walter A. Tormasi
15

Dated:

January 30, 2019

16

17
VERIFICATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY
18

I hereby verify, under penalty of perjury pursuant to 28
19

U.S.C. § 1746, that the above facts are true to the best of

my knowledge and that the attached exhibits are genuine.
20

21

22

23

Walter A. Tormasi

Dated:

January 30, 2019

24

13
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ASSIGNMENT OF U.S.PATENT NO.7.324301

It is hereby RESOLVED,RATIFIED, and AGREED as follows:
1. Advanced Data Solutions Corp., acting under the authority of
its President and Sole Shareholder, hereby assigns to Walter A. Tormasi
all right, title, and interest in U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.
2. Said assignment shall have complete retroactive effect,
permitting Walter A. Tormasi to pursue all causes of action and legal
remedies arising during the entire term of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.

r
Walter A. Tormasi

President and Sole Shareholder

Advanced Data Solutions Corp.

January 30, 2019

Date
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State or Other Jurisdictioii of

Incorporation or Organization

Name of Elntity

Amplidata. Inc.

Delaware

■ Ireland V":!' ^ ■ r;.

^^StoiieTi/Ienibiy;^^

Delaware

FabritLLC

■

Fusion MuIhsyst^sT

'.^ -

• Canada

Fnsion-io(Beijing) Info Tech Co.,Ltd

FjiSjocfribiSimibH

. : 3'

China

^

"Ge^any " -.3^

Fusibn-ip jLinut&d;' \

-

• Hong Kong ;

;•

Poland

Fusion-io Poland SP.Z.O.O.

Fusiourip Singapore Private-Ltd V-.V'

Sin^pore: ••■3".

Fusion-io LLC

Delaware

G-TechLLC. . -'tv-.'v ^

^Califoriiia. 3

;

;• .•

china.-..-

3

HGSTCrhaiian<^'Ltd.

' ■■ 3

Thailand

HGST^^iaPteLLtd.,^; f/"

Sin^ppre •

'l!*- -3:.

^Uii'lted^Kihgdom

3'^" - v

Japan

HGST Japan, Ltd.

, • Wbdayisia■•3,'

HGSLMalaj^ia'Sc^ BhtL • 3 '3 .v-'; - ^ 331'

Netherlands

HGST Netherlands B.V.

HGST Philippines Corp.; •

' [Philjijpines

HGST Singapore Pte.Ltd.

Singapore

HGST ^echdblp^es ladiaPrivate1^

". 3 ' .

jhi^a:3 3.3. .-.v'

;•

Malaysia

HGST Technologies Malaysia Sdn.Bhd.

.HGSTf';Tre^

■ 3 ..., ..

China

HGST Consulting(Shanghai)Co.,Ltd.

HQST:Europe,'lii

• 3 .-3 .

China

HGSP(Shenzhen) Co.,Ltd.

HOST(Shenzhen),Cp;i^^

,3

Luxembourg

Fusion-io Holdings SA-R.L.

,. Gdli^irnia -3 • ■ . . ^ 3' '

j^ria,;In<?'-"A•;V 3

HGST,Inc.

Delaware

iUCAjPvPrppetdes Coip.;.;^ -r!'. v > ''

Philippines , ■ ■ ■ .

Keen Personal Media,Inc.

Delaware

.MrS^tems-CGaYman)Lim^^^

•3.3 Cayinan Island^"r '■

" 3.- i;iN'!■

Netherlands

M-S;^tems B.V.

M-Systeii^ Finale Iric..

'3Gyt^;bi^ds 33 - ■-

-C

New York

M-Systems Inc.

P.P.S. Van Kbppcn Pensioeh B.Vi 3

•3NclhcHapds v.-' • " 3

.<

Hawaii

Pacifica Insurance Corporation

-Prest^pia SD;S.;de ^L3;de

'

.. Idesaeb ;

.

,••.■.•;3> ', * •.

Philippines

Read-Rite Philippines,Inc.

.San<ib^.Fj^^

.

3 ■ pelaw^: ^3' 3V3-: • '33: '

• .. •.

Cayman Islands

SanDisk(Cayman)Limited

^•:ireMd •:;^3,33=':

•SaidJiSk(Ireland)liinu

Cayman Islands

SanDisk 3D IP Holdings Ltd
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State or Other Jurisdiction of

Incorporation or Organization

Name of Entity

iDelawmeV""-

;•

Netherlands

SanDisk B.V.

.•'SM]Disk^<^uiia-L

■

,; --y.

Berihudi

SanDisk Bermuda Unlimited

Bermuda

SanDisk Brasil Participa^oes Ltda.

Brazil

■

■ r

Caj^i^ Islani^ ■; ;3; ;•

■■il:

'Siai^c:;^

>Nethj^lan&3 :AS-' •;
Ireland

SanDisk China Limited

Snnhisirriimn T .t .H; ■.' T; • .

.

• :' . :

,Delaiifarer,'-.
Delaware

SanDisk LLC

Sanbi^Ent^rise HoIdmgs,:]iic:: ■'

• .-'r"' ! v •

■ Delaware 3 ■

SanDisk Enterprise IP LLC

',

j

Texas

SanDi^^quipm

i

-

; ;Japan..

,,3-33'' . •

-

Netherlands

SanDisk Flash B.V.

SaiiDi^Fi^ce'S^;' Ni- .

'\ "^

^France" ■ • •• •I - ' ■Japan

SanDisk G.K,

SjsinDisfc"G&iBH\ !. f .-s?.

-■ ,

V ;.V ■' V "• v- ;

/■Germany. ;.a;; ;-3''vv'

SanDisk Holding B.V.

Netherlands

SafiDiskHdlch^S:!^

'

• Dela^^': ' / ■ ,
Hong Kong

SanDisk Hong Kong Limited

Sanb^ILLtd^^

i• • i •

: israd;

SanDisk India Device Design Centre Prix'ate Limited

-r .v^

India

SanDisk Infqiina&h;Te^oip^^(Sli^i^ Cp.Ltii'

^ioa ■

SanDisk International Holdco B.V.

Netherlands

SanDisk Eitemsrtioha^

"v. r;
United Arab Emirates

SanDisk IntemationaL Middle East FZE

SanDiritlOTel (Tefen)X

pV- . "•

'•

-v;.

Israid-

V, ■'".3 !'

Korea

SanDisk Korea Limited

• SriiVrakk Latin Aim

" :1-- .•

Sbelawarc_ v

SanDisk Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

'SanDisk'Maiiufaptd^g^^^

f:/

Malaysia
I 'DelaWaO. . 3. '

:

SanDisk ManufacturingUnlimited Company

r

'... 3.

,v

Turkey

SanDisk Pazarlama Ve Ticaret Limited Sirketi

. Uri^d KTrtg'dbrn.>

^ . . 5 ' 'VH ,

SanDisk Semiconductor (Shanghai) Co. Ltd.

China

•S.L^,:.;
SanDisk Storage Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

SabDi^Swedeif^^^

"; . V'

Ireland

!§ani)isk:i0pi^libns'^^^
SOiiDisk Scptland,_Lmrited •-

' ■: •

^

■

SanDisk Switzerland Sari

Switzerland

•SahDiskXai^^i^

:i3.v3;';TaiWan ;-

SanDisk Technologies LLC
•SanDSkTm

•!;^/^;'Ghiik\::v, -i;

Texas

•
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State or Other Jurisdictioa of

Name of Entity

Incorporation or Organization
Ireland

SanDisk Trading Holdings Limited

/■

■ y- _ r''■''s'r

SanDiskUJ£,Limited" \

UnitedKingdom

SanDisk, Limited

Japan

SDJnteriianpiia] Holdings Lti^^

.. x . ! \

. •

• Cayman.Islands •;

Secure Content Storage Association, LLC
ShciizhcnHailiangStora'gePrpductsGqziLtd.-

Delaware

Skyera, LLC

Delaware

SMART Storage Systems GmbH • -

China.

Aiistrj.a.i •

v •

STEC Bermuda, LP

Bermuda

STEC Europe B.V.

.Netherl^ds ..

STEC Germany GmbH

Germany

STEG Hong Kong Ltd.

• •

Hong Kong-

STEC Intematiooal Holding, Inc.

SJEcitaiy.^^'

California

V

i

I^y . .

STEC RiSaD Ltd.

Cayman Islands

Suntech Realty, Inc. .
■
Virident Systems Private Limited

Philippines
India

Yirident Systems, LLC.
Virident Systems International Holdings Ltd

. Delaware

Cayman Islands

Viviti Technologies Pte. Ltd

.

. Singapore .

WD Media (Malaysia) Sdn.

Malaysia

WD Media.(Singapore) Pre. Ltd.

Singapiare - '

- "

WD Media, LLC

Delaware

Western Di^ital.(Argentina) SA. •

;Ajrgeritina

.. ;

Western Digital (France) SARL

France

Wei^rn Pigted (fre"m6pt),'LLC •

.

:

Delaware

Western Digital (I.S.) Limited

.

Ireland

Western Digital i^alaysia) Sdn. Biid

Malaysia .

Singapore

Western Digital (S.E. Asia) Pte Ltd

Western Digital■(IliaUandj G6inpany.Limited\^^^ '^.. ,

. o^

'.

TMahd

United Kingdom

Western Digital (UK) Limited

■Western.plgital Canada Corporation .

. .

: ■

dntarid, Cariada'
Cayman Islands

Western Digital Capital Global, Ltd

Western Digital Capit^ L

.

pdEiwrn^; • • V

Western Digital Dentschlatid GmbH

Germany

Westeni DigitalDo BrdsilGomcrcipE D/istribiucab

Prbdiiios De Informatica Ltdal.

Westem Digital Hong Kong Limited

Brazil

^ f.'

Hong Kong

Western pigit^liifpimatioh^TCtotdogy;'(Sh^^

: .

China

•

.

Cayman Islands

Westem Digital InterDational Ltd

■^sternbigiialIrelandLtd"

-V "

■ . /■3-:

• ;^

^ .

. Cayman Islands

Westem Digital Japan Ltd

Westein.-pigitalKorea,ptd.

'

Republic of Korea

v

Westem DigitalLatin America, Inc.

Delaware
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State or Other Jurisdiction of
Incorporation or Organization

Name ofEntity

"WS^niljigi^Nef&eri&

Thel^em^lMds;.

.

Taiwan

Westem Digital Taiwan Co.,Ltd.

^6st^Dipt^.TecI&pl6gies,:Iac.'■

"Delaware'^.;-"
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us 7324301 B2
1

SIHIPIKG DATA SIMULTANEOUSLY
ACROSS MDOIPLE FLATTER SURFACES

2

coEnq»risingI)arDnietricandrBciicnlalionfillBis.Theprimaiv
pmpose offlic head d&fc assexobfy is to provide a substantiaUy conlamTnatioii-feee errviioiimeat for oroper drive

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELA2ED

operation.

APPLJCAIIONS

5

The eLectronic ardmectoiB ofthe drive is mntafnpd on a

rarcrat hoard, which,is monatcd to the drive chassis
Thra patent claims priority to U.S. Provisional P&tent pniflcd
bdow the
head disk assembly. The printed drcah board
^plication No. 60/568>16. said piovisianal applicatiun conlains anintegralednricrocontrolleti read/wriie ffiW)con
fix wlhllmLMtcd States Patent and lxadcma± Office in IroDci; voiccKaril-nmtDr(VCM)controlla; and other stanAVaahiogton, DC., on May 3,2004.
10 dard logic circiiits and anxOiazy diips. TheznuxocontnilleT,

^
EEELD
OF THE INVENTION

RW CDnlrolleii and VCM controller are typically appKcation-spcdfic
integrated circuits, or ASICs, tiiat pcrfbam a

. , . ,
nmhitnde ofIhncrions in cooperation with one flnnthRr TTn»
The .inv^on
hcrtan idatcs to the art of dynamically RW
controller,for example, is
to foe readAnite
sto^ a^ retnevmg ii^miatim using nonvolatile mag- 15 heads(throng vmle-driver and preanmlification drcuitty)
^cj^d^-ao^ media,specifically hard disk drives or andisreqjonsibleforprocessing and executingread or write
^ fikB. In parti^ the invention is directed toward comn3ands.TheVCMcontiolleriscoimectedtofoeactuator
maea^^reafownte!5)eed ofal^drivehy slripi^ medjanism(1hion^foeeIedromagnetic coil)and is respon
ds sunultaneausly ac^s multiple platter surfaces within sible for manipulating and positianiDg the g«tiiafrtr armg
foe^physical drive, foe^ peanitting H^-speed 20 dnring read or write operations. The microcontroDer is
parallel storage and rctneval ofifigtal mfiinnalioiL
intaconnected to the for^tung CTcuitty and is generally

RAPRTfRnTTMn ctv
Ttro INVENTION
iKn/crKmrbxi
BACKGROUND
OF THE

lespomahle
for providii^
and substantive
services
to liie RWsupervisory
and VCM controUers
underprofoe

n

i_ j ^ -L •
direction of firmware located on an integrated or separate
By way otJTT.background,
foe basic qperaticai or construe- 25 EEPROM
memoiy chip

generally inqilemeat custom logic ctrnfigmations for different harddrive product lines. Accordingly, notwithstandiiiQ

mtroducrioainfoe W50^ dthou^vanousindividual compoi^faave s^beenmqiroved orqptimized.Hard drives

Alftou^ industry standards exist, drive mannfacturcrs

^its

t3T^ contain one or more doublessided platters. These fee prevalait use ofextendible core electronic archite^
plattera ate monnted vertically on a common axle and 30 and cornmon firmware and ASICs such custom looic conr^ at a coi^ ang^ velooty by a spindle motor: figdafions prevent printed cireuit boards fiom bSg subDm^ p^cal low-levd f^to^ the recording media stituted within drives across different brands or models,
are dm(^ mlo tracks, which are smgje Imes ofconcealric
Cylinders and tracks are nmnbered fiom foe circomfercr^. Tta IS a si* anmg^ of tacks on each euce of the platters toward foe center begmning with 0.
p^ sur^ Wifoeach veTOcri group of qnasr-aligncd 35 Heads and platter smfoces are numbered finmtfae bottom
the eiidbegiiiningwifol,wiflifoe sectors in different tracks
mnnbeted anew using foe same lorical pattern,

lacsqiaaly.
Unitethecarraatitetation,cachplattersnrfi«cfcatQic3a

head or platter surface toward the top,also begmning wifo
O.Sectorsareninnbaedfiomfoeslart ofeach trade toward

tacks constitiiti^sq>araterylmdcB.I2^
mto set^ wbi^ are arc-foaped s^menls having a

wnespoi^ giant-magnetoresistive (GMR) reatVwrite 40 Alfoor^ it is often stated that tacks within respective
head, with the hea& sm^y or dually attached by separate cylinders are aKgned vertically,tracks within each cylinder
arms to a rotary voicecoil actuator. The arms are prvotably are actually not aligned with such precision as to render
^
to foe than
pctpcmKcnlar:
This
verticalservo
nnsaKgomciit
daft ihrot#!a ^raon earner device.
Theconnected
common carrier
offliecompletely
tracks occurs
as a result of
imprecise
writiaR,
dcvicc,orra^fimcbonsa8asingb-movcmcntmcchanisin, 45 latitudinal formatting differences, medianical hysteresis
OT comb.Dm actuator design physicalty prevents the arms nommiform Ihennal expansion and contraction offoe platftom mo^indepecdenfly and only allows the arms to ters, and ofoer factors. Because these causes oftack*
move ladially^ss^pl* snrfeccs in unison. As a aHgnment are especially influential ^en foe hi^ track
conse^ce, the iradAvnte heads are unable to simulla- densities ofcurrent drives,tracks are unlikely to be exactly
p

y
s

ces.

diferait tracks or cylinders on s^arate 50 vertically aligned within a particnlar cylinder. From a technical standpoint,then,it can accnratdy be staled thattracks

giving preference to foe lowest cyiinde]; head, and sector

lat^y across conesptmding platter smfeces to particular

within a cylinder are quasi-aHgnol;foat is, different tacks

Arotaiy ai^or umtarDy rotates its amcra to p^cular

tracks or cylinders using an electro^gnetic voice-coil- wMiin a cylinder can be accessed sequentially by the read/
imtor system. In a^^ical vmce-coil-motor system, an write heads without snbsrantial radial movement of the
de^magnetic coil is afifcced to the base ofthe head tads; 55 carrier device, but, ft follows, some ratfial movement(usua station^ magnet psKitioned adjacent to the coil ally several microns)is frequenlly required,
fixture. Actu^on ofthe carrier device is accomplished By
As aresultofits annmon-canier and singlesnil actuator
allying vmous magqitudes ofcnn^ to the dectromag- design,coreelectanicarchftectni^ and vertical track-aEgirn^ctnL In lespo^to ^application ofcuirenl,foe coil ment discrepancy,current drive cdnfigmations prevent data
attracts or i^rels the stationary magnet throuj^ resuftmg eo ftom bcmg written smmltancnngly tn diffr>rr-nf
within
dato^gnehc fiirces.This action causesfoe arms to pivot identical or sqarate cylinders. In comrast, current drives
noflamy along the axis trf the actuator shaft and rotate write data seqnenttally in a snccessive patton generally

^Ahead
Au disassembly(HDA)houses the platters, spmdle 55 ramfoers.
Pmsuani totofids
pattern, forasccading
exaitqile,Iryd
data and
are
writtea seqnentiaTly
progressive^
motor, and actuator mechanism.The head cfisk assembly is sector numbers witliin foe lowest avaijable(yfinder mnnbCT
a sealed conqartment contaimng an air-filtration system until tbat cylinder is filkd,in which case the process b^ftis
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3
ffl
i
ewsteit^wiai^
to
Iffiadmul
sector BimbeESTOflm
flie
adjacent qrfiiBto. Because tracks widnn a gnren

4
wbera^
data
be
read
fiom or written to by cotteqiontSngieadAvxitc heads.As explained in detail below,tibe
indirendcnt-ann actuator and custom
circuit board

cylmtoare <^-abgncd,liaspaflenrhasdieprimary cfiFcct

or interleaving across
bits orblocks
of data
to be
accessing snccessive date.
5 lead oralternate
wiitteDL shnnltaneonsly
a plnraHly
of platter
• provi^
mA-diivca
occupymeans
a pivotal
roleinconqmtcr
operawidiin
the sanic
diivc« thereby etcconx*
^r^
a r^ble
fer nonvolatile
storage
and snr&ccs
pHshing the
primary
objectsphysical
ofthe invention-

i^neval ofcru^dala.To dale, while ared density (jpgaOther objects and aspects of Ibe iavcnlion wfll in part
fc«onm obvious
and windre
inapparatuses,
part appearmedammis,
hctianaflcn The
^tr^er^(in^a^ per second) have remained 10 invention
flms comprises
and
^ivdy nio^Hmd drives are currenlly as much as 100 systems in conjunction with tbeirparts,elements,and inter
nes slower riran landom-a^ memory and 1000 times irdationships fliat arc crarq»lificd in the disclosure and that
slower tn processor cn-n cache memory. Within the

are defined in scope by fire respective claims,

context 01 compiitec operation,fiiese •fertrtrc present a well-

recognized dflemmn: In a world of nmlti-^gahertz micro- 15
processors and donbl&^ata-tale memaiy, bard drives con

BRIEF DESCRXPBON OF TEE DRAWINGS

stitute a n^or botfleneii in data transportation and

Six drawings acoomparqr tins patmt These drawings

processmg, finis severdy limitipg overall conqrater pedbr-

inclnrivdy illu^te miscellaneous aspects ofthe invention

Tna^<», .
,
andaie intended to complemfaitthe disclosure by pmvidintr
One sohrtron to imaease the read/write speed of dfck 20 a Mler nnderstanding offile invention and its constituents,

^lageisto mstaB two or nmre bard drives as a Redundant

FIG.1 depicts a side view offire inffmat mmpnnATiig of

Array of Ind^endeat Disks, or RAID, using a Level 0

an indepcndcnt-ann actuator mechanisnL

Board. fyUD 0 drstributes date across two or more hard

^an independent-arm
a
of
two cne-ann
actuators that
compose
actuator
mprhaTiicTr.

dnves vra sfiipi^ In a two-drive RAID 0 array, for 25 FIG. 3 depicts a side view of a head didc assembly

ta^l^tocstaimigproaasc^swritiiigoacbitorblock . digycontaining
anindependent-aimactuatormficfaanism and two
platters.

01 data to one dn^e.the next bit or Uodcto die odier drive,

^
Third Im or blodcto file first dtwe^ and so on,with data
b^g written to the respective drives shmiltnneously.

FIG. 4 dqricts a perspective view of the head disk

assembly teatored in the previous figure.
Becarise half as iraich data is being written to (and subse- 30 FIG.SdepclsasideviewofanoflBremfaDdimeatoftie
quently accessrf fium)two drives srnmltaneously, RAID 0

Rubles potential data tran^ rates in a two-drive array.

indqpcndcnt-aim actuator mtv-Tianigm

FIG.^depicts a block diagram of apiinted circuit board

Further mcr^ses in potential data transfer rates generally comaining custom core electronic archrtecturc.
scale proportionally higher wflidie Tnch^sifwi into the anay
ofaddhKinal drives.
'
35
DETAILED DESCRlPnON OF THE
Iraditumal RAID 0, howiever, presents nnmerous disadINVENTION
vantages over standard sin^e-diivc ccmfigurafions.

R.4ID 0 employs two or mrro sqarate drives, its impla-

As noted above, in order to ftflfprniat..^ single-drive

dooblK or mnh^lies conc^ondiii^ the prob- stdpnigcoii%niation,thciirvrcmfiorieml)^ fircutilizatioii.
abrtrty ot sustainmg a drive feflnre.Its implementation also 40 of an actuator with ind^endeatly movable armc and a

increaseslo^same degreeto amountofpower consumphon,^ce di^acement; wei^ occiqiatiQn, noise genera-

ti^ beat piodnctkm, and hardware costs as conqKircd to

piinled circnit board with custom core electronic arebitectee.These and ofiicr aspc<^ ofto irrycntian are discussed

in detail below, as w^ as particnlarmodes ofinmlementa-

ordmaiy smgle-diive <^gnrali(ms.Accordingly, RAID 0 • don, operatinn, and configuration.

'

m not suitable
in l^top or notebook computers and 45 Turning now to qjecific aspects of the invention, the
is only enployrf m si^eiconqnrtBts, mmnfiames, storage independent-arm actuator features pmriProns rfigHm-f charrobsystems, and hi^i-end dedstops, servers, and woritsta- acteristics. In contrast to convmnional actuator design, the
arms to fiie mdepondenr-ann actuator arc connected to one
cTTHJifjnij j -ij I

n,..—w-.-

shaft fiuaugh. independent carrier
50 devfce. same actuator
decUwutgneUc

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTTOK
*--1. •
. .
. a smgle-dtiYe
1T* IS an o^ect ofto^^cnto
institute

proximity
offiic base of each arm, wifli one
or more
stationary
magnetspositionedbetweeneachccnl
fixture.The

j if?"-"

independent carrier devices and separate electromagnetic

drsadTO^^^nmrriyassooat^

an independeut-arm actnator medranism. The actuator

?
^ jnventioii as embodied consists ofa hard
disk dnve coinpnsmg an actuate with independently mov-

mechanism
40 comprises
hnrizontany
arms 15
mounted
separatdy
(dicoi^h
independentsuspended
cainer devices^
to
a vertical actuator shaft 10. In
the above

M
^ ^incorporated into a rin^e pineal hard coilsfunction coDectively as a multi-movement mechamsm,
\ embodnnents
^
separme
drives)
This multi-movement
mechanism
allows
the indepcndenthr
arms to move
toongh ^ of parrtcular
and modes
of 55 radially
across corresponding
platter
surfaces
i^er^teti^ operalio^ and onEguration. By incorpo- (as opposed to unitarily or in unison) and permits eaci
x^to^^fe^iiitDasingtephysicaldrivB,itisan leadAvrite head to sirrniltaneously occupy ififierenttrades or
object of to mvcDhon to dramatically mocase to read/ cylinders on separate platter cm4V-,-c
v^sp^ of the drive without sufiFering miscellaneous go FIG.1 depicts a side view ofto
conmoncnts of

atofflins and a pimte^ciicmt board wifii custom core 65 embodiment separate electromagnetic colls5 are affixed to
electronic architectnrB. The dnve also comprises one or to base of each arm 15, with one or more stationary
more platters aggt^tmg two or more platter surfeces

magnets(notshown)positioned between each coilfixture 5.
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ro fbe
necessaiy,antimagnfitic shieltiBng(notshown)
be iig«^ between each cofl fixture 5to minhniTr or

soufe, ahhon^ a norfiiem polarity may just as easUy be
cn^jlc^reA This actuator configiiiatioii is less preferable to

eliminate ai^acan dectoMnagnetic iineifcicuce. Actual
md^endent-mm actuahon is accomplished by apptying

ifae one specified previously but is nonetheless useful where
the one-ana actuatoiB cannot be accommodated within the

varmosmagntodesofcaiieottothenespecdivedfictnmiag- 5 hei^anQcaledToe3diplattersnrfece.Suchaaniationmay
ncte
5. In rcsponrcto &c application of cnucail, the occnr whcxe fiic drive contains nnmcioias
gjc
5 uM^endectly attract or
the stalionaiy magnd vertically spaced in doseproxiimly.This problem,boweven
(s) Ihiouj^ lesuHing dectmmagnetic forces. This action may be coi;a:ledby xedncmg the number ofplallers within
anscsthcannslSto^otindepcndcnflyalongthcaxisof the drive in order to increase die vertical space between the
meactnatrB'shaftlOaadzDtatexadiallyacrosscQzrespQading lo platters.

pldla-sarfaces(notshoira)to particular itaclcs orcylinders.

AMion^ FIG. 1 depicts the dortramagnctic coils 5 as
bdng actual large-scale wire windii^ each dectromag-

As another embo^ment,(he mdependenl-ann actuator

may conprisc a primaiy actuator mechanism and two or
more secondary actuator mecharrisms. Uhdar ■fins embodi-

neticcoflSmsteadfeatniesasnbstaiitianyflatiirofileanda

ment, the primaiy actuator mechanism is an ordinary slngle-

siotL The slalionaiy magnets (not shown) are sindlariy
plate-shaped members, •with each such mcniber conqmsing
pNaman^ magnets md optional soft-magnetic demeols.
The nntimagneuc sbtddtng (not riurwn), which -typically

nisms are subdevices such as minT.gi»tni»Tn^ or
nricredectioniediamsms. The nricroactnatoirs or nricrodectromechanisins are inrfividnally affixed to the tip of eadi'
primaiy aclnatnr arm, with eachmiooactuator or mioodec-

gmeraHy onm^ frianguH square, or rectangular dimen- is movement device, whereas the secondary actuator mecha-

teto ^
of fo2 or plates, may compiKe mn metal 20 tromechanism stpporting one read/write bpad fhe primary
(mckd--molybdeonm-ucm-copper) or its fimctiond equiva- actnatnr mediatiism provides imtiaI_geneTaI
by
1^ As a substitute &r antimagnetic sMdifing, however; ■onitarily moving flie miaoactuators or microelectromfichaai^accd dectmma^etic mtEtfaence m^ he reduced nisms to an approximate radial poshjon, whereupon the
^reciably by pladi^ fiie decttomagnetic coils and/or nricroactuators or.iniciodectromechamsms provide precise
slalion^* mafflets in an antipodal canfiguration

oppo- 25 independerd secondary poritioning by iiidimendenlly mov-

sitc polar ntoicn^p).
^
iiig tlmrcad/wiitD heads to qicdfic tracks on corresponding
As an allBmative embodiinenl; tire indqiendent-aim platter surfeces. This embcdimfint !K>nnmpttgt.»c. iodepenactuatormay comprise immerous individnal one-arm actna- dentnrm actnation and is patticulady uscdEnl to effectively
toro mormted vertically. This embo^ment comhines preex- coinbat at^aceot dectrranagndic iTrtprfiM»»jTr-g.
isiing submechanisms in a unique manner never before 3D Pursnani to the foiegoing embodiment, it is preferable
suggestedincontbinafion.By combimngindhldual one-arm

actuators to form file indqiendent-ann actuator mechamsm,

flrat the secondaiy actuators (e.g., microarMors or micro-

dectromedrardfims) featme signifik»nt rangpn; of indepen-

complexity of the actuator mechanism may be reduced
^leciably, thereby resulting in lower potential dcvdop-

dent radial movemenL In other words.
secondary
actnator; for exanqile, should preferably permit its read/

.
. .
FIG. 2 d^icts
a ade
view of two jmfividual <ine-aim
adnatOES that con^ose anmdqiendent-aim actuator mecfia-

respective platter surfeces. The secondary actuators, how-

nmut andproduction expenses being incuirBd by ttie maun- 35 write head to access 10,000 or more adjacent tracks on the
nism nndei the ahemathre embodiincaL

CTer, mzypcmiitflidir respective jtead/write Heads to access
a lesser number of ac^ac^ tracks (eg., 5000, 2500 1000

lO), or 10) m accordance with the iweorion. These inalfa

actuator 20 has its rea^write he^ 25 feeing soufii, the 40 ranges of independmt radial movement are emecdallyprefhotom actnator 30 has its read/write head35 feeing norfliL eiable where suchlacfial lestriction appreciably reduces the
Both actnatois 20,30 have substantially low-hdght fonn
.

.

.

u t drive
1-^ ^icts
a odetwo
viewdonble-sided
of a h^ disk
assembly
for a 45
Luiilninrng
platters.
The bead
d^ assembly COTtains anindqienderit-aim actuator mechan^ 40 and two di^ pfetters 45 affixed to an ipiight axle
50. Ja accordance wWi the above embodimeol, the indepen- ^

complexity of the secondaiy acfuatois.

The priiricd circuit board conprisos integrated KIWVCM

^.e., read/write
andvoice-coil-motor)
controllers andmicrocontroller
circiiitty.
As embodied, eachRW/VCM
mntmltpx

comprises read/write (RW) circnitiy for
and
e fpmTmg read or write mrntnan^c and voice-coil-nicrtDr
(VCM) circuitry for
the respective dectromagnetic colls to the indepeodent-ann actnator

dent-ann actnator 40 comprises four one-ami actuators
20,30 mount^ vertically, with each one-arm actuator 20,30 so and porifioning the reqiective acmator nrmc Hiiring xead or

asagned to differentpktter surfeces. AMion^-flie one-arm
actnators 20,30 atedqnc^inthe rfiagram as being separate
and discrete submecfaamsms, it should be noted that flie
one-mm actnatois may share the same mechanical housing,

-write operations. The microconlroller comprises an appfication-qiecific int^cated circuit or ASIC, that peifbnns a
mnllilnde cff fiuutoans, irufinding providing sipervisoty and
substantivepiocessiagsetvicestoeachRW/VCMcoiilioller.

actuator shaft, stationary magnet; and other nnifiable com- 55 TheRW/VCM controllers andmicrocontrollerconstitnte flie
ponrats.
core declnniicHrdiileclure of the primed drcuit board. The

FIG. 4 dqncts a pospectwe view of -fee head disk
araembly featured in flie previous figure. To illnstiate the

printed circnit hoard, howevot; also comprises peripheral
electronic architectare such as an integrated EEPROM
^qpendeitf nature of fee actuator arms 15, the cfiagram. memory ch^ coctanuig sipporting device diiveis, or firmdcpic^ each head 25,35 in substantially diffcroit laM 60 ware, as wdl as standard logic dicuits and arudliaiy chps
positions. ^
^
used to control the spindle motor and other elementary
FIG. 5 depicts a side view of another embodunent of fee

independent-^ act^r mechamsm for a hard drive contauung two single-sided platters. The diagram d^cts an

mTnpr>nf»nfs

'Ihe iminber of RW/VCM controllers on flie printed
circuit board is equivaleiit to thenumber of arms conporing
mdependent-arm actuator 40 comprising two ane-ann actna- 65 flie independent-ann actuator mechanism, -wife «»r;b
tors 20 mounted vertically. In contrast to the previous

embodiment, the head 25 TO each one-aim actuator 20 feces

RW/VCM controller assignedto different actuator arms. The

integrated microcontroller is shared amnng the RW/VCM
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contEoIlecs using s^aiate data channels,widithe miciocontroller connectedsmgly(d aninter&ce bos,pieferablyusing
anSLAIA,SCSI|or oflierpewailniglri^-peifininanceinter-

ahove. Jn additioii to reduduig the seek timft required for
simnitaneonsly gfr-i-ggrrnr pseudo-successive
riiig pattern bas die dSect of providing consistoicy nmnng die

fece standard. The remarmng peripheral lo^c ctccuils and

lead/'wiite pattern employed by each KW7VCM contioller.

anxiKaiy drips may be ccomected usinga variety ofstandard 5 As a result, aldiDU^ FIG.4 d^cts fiie heads 25,35 to the

or costom configurations.

indcpcndcst-ann actuator40 in.substantially diffrrpjit radial

with the above cmbodhncut, die printed circuit board com-

controller and actnator arm function as discrete drive mod-

noted that ary eledioiric ctanponeni on the printed circuit

manipitatft narit TTrnAitp. indqpendenfly. Analogous lo stan-

reatranged rchematically, consohdated into a siitgje mnlti-

lectiyely as a single drive to die host system, widi total data

FIG. 6 depicts a Uodc dingmiu of die aforementioned positions)ftiearms ISactnaTly mptv«» in ■naar jynrhmni'TgtinTi
pnnlfid cucmL board for a hard drive nTnlaimng two double- ^albeal independently) in accordance with the identicalread/
sidod plattcss. The &gram iSnstiatcs the core electronic
write pattern common amnng the RWA^CM controllczs.
ardntectureoftheprhitedcimutboardbntonritsperipheral lo From a conceptual staix^oint^ it can generally be stated
electronic archiledun: to promote clarity. In accoidance that eadi platter surface and its correspontBug RWWCM
prises fbnr BW/VCM cQutoroUers 55, wifli eadi RW/VCM ules. Such artiddal conqiaitmealalization causes these drive
<'j))iluinftr55 aw;ignf*d to coimnonmlnroojnlmllpr chmTtry
mnftriW jn ^pear as
physical drives to diemJcto60 and. Sfferent actuator arms (not sbown). It ^lould he 15 controller, dierel^ enaUing the nricTDconlroller to natively

board may coexist either physically or lo^c^OT may he

function drip, or rqilaced by software equivalents, among

dard RAID 0 tedinolpgy, di^ drive modules appear cd-

capad^ of the drive bdng equal to die ^giegate capacity

other things, as cnstmnaiify occurs in an efibithymanufec- 20 of the individnal platter sur&ces.

turos to simplify or optimize die dectronic ardritectnre of

The inveolimi possesses several unique qualities in adtS-

hard drives.

don to those previously menliooBd. Inso&r as data are read

meats recetved fiom die respective RWA^CM controllers

drives, respectively, widi tnavirrmm

Similar to a R.AID 0 controller or its soAwure equivalent^
nr written attnnbrtni'ifnifily a<Tr>si' ^bi» TTspffrtiy«i plaitiiiT ■mrdie tnlegrated nuoocontroller on die panted cucuiL hoard faces independently, each platter surface emulates separate
functions as an inlermediaiy between a hosL^slem and Ihe 25 drives inRAID 0 CQufiguration.As a
RWTVCM corriroDas. As embodied, die niiciDcontiollcr inpotential data tians&r rates generally scalepioportiQnally
intercqjts read or write commands fiom die host q^stem and higher with the indusion inlo the drive of
platter
respondspursuanltoapfedetenninedsbiiffHngalgfinfbrp Tn
sutfeoes. Accordingfy, a one^latter notebook drive, for
executing write commands, fiie microcontioner (^portions
exan^Ie, would miTitnte two drives in RAID 0 configoraalteiiiate or intedeavirig Mts or blocks of data to each 30 don, while a five-platter desktop drive would
ten
KWrvCM conliDllcr. In executing read commands, the drives, also in-RAID 0 configuradon. Using die jneceding
above c^eratian occurs inreverse sequencci with the microexangile, the invenlioir has the potential to double and
controller reconslitutiiig previously appordooed data fiag- decuple the readAvrite speeds of notebodk and desktop
tmncfiM- lates

and trauMHitting the data to the host system in native 35 approadriiig or exceeding 500 mu^atytes per second,

sequential order.

These speed increases,it follows, are arryrmpTigtifyt vvidi-

TheintegratedRWA^CM controllers ondieprilltedciicirit
board function as a massively parallel snbqrstem. In
lesponse to read or write commands issued by the nricio-

onttbcdijaidvantngfa; flssnrjatwd wifb traiBHnnal Tnntri-driw
RAID 0 jmplftirnnttatinn The inveotion as pmtvvtwd corrsists of a sin^e physical drive as opposed to two or more

actuator arm to perform the requested cperatiou. Each

drive of suhstitcte actuator conqionenls and additional inte-

contiolleai each RW7VCM controller instructs its assigned 40 separate drives. Notwidistandmg the incmporatian mto the

KW7VCM CQUUuIlec and its cooeqionding actnator arm
operate radcpondcndy in roiation to otiier similaiiy paired
KW/VCM conlrdlleis and actuator amis. In rear&ng or
writing data, each RWA^CM controller canses hs assigned 45

drive inicHability, power consumptioD, space /lisplannmmt
wm^ occqiation, noise generatian,
production, and
hardware costs. These characteristics are not only in sharp

plattersiic&ces,withallsndlis3darwiite0pecali01]sfaylhe

mrnitarinn W crwdi r-tioraf«h»ricrifM; TnaVi» 1ti>. ftrfw girrtaMfl.

actuator arm to read (h* write data across fiie reqiective

actuator arms occnniug simnltancoiisly inaparallei hsUarL
The data that are read or written across each plat^

grated Ic^c ciicuits, the drive is compai^e to an ordiiiary

contrast to the ramifications resulting fiom RAID 0 imple-

for use inall classes of computer systems, particularly laptop
and notebook courputtsrs and entry-level dpglrfnpe^ servers,

surface are commensnrate vrith the data apportioned to tiie 5U and workstations.

respectiveRWA^CM controllers ly themictDconttollec. The
result: Altemate or mterleaving bits ot blocks of data are

Another mtahle qualify of theirrventionis thatit cpcrates
and fimctions identically to an crdinary drive fiom. the

read or writren sinrntomeonsly across multiple platter sur-

perspective ofacxmsnmer or end user. Tlte drive appears as

first platter surface, and so on, with data being writtento (or
read fiom) the respective platter surfaces amultaneandy.

unit and is enddrdy conqiatible'nrith existing tecfanolGgy. In
addition, dne to the amdliaiy kkkkOM" memory drip con-

used in RAID 0 into a sin^ physical drive.

ifaus serve as the pdma^ storage medium for the qpeiating

written across tiie respective platter surfooes in a pattern

much so, in fact, that fhe drive can he cnnn<»rfp4 to a

foces withinthe drive. Ina one-platter dove contaiiring two
a singfo drive to an operating system, with the irrterrml
platter surfoces, for exan^le, one hit or blodc of data is 55 striping process occurrnigsnrr^titiously.Because all oftiie
wnllen to (or read from) one plaUer surface, the next hit or
necessary lo^c crinniils are located on Ihe printed circuit
block to the otherplatter surface^ the flrirdbit or block to tiie
hoard, die drive crmstitntes a fiilly ■frmrtinnal sdf-conlaincd
This process is akin to mcorporatmg the str^ing fiatnrc €0 faintTig si^orting firmware, the drive is bootable and cm
To opthmzB data storage and retrieval, data, are read or

giving prefereiice to die lowest track arid sector Dumhers.

system. These foctors tender the drive highly vcrratile, so

traditionalRAID array (udng a sqiaiateRAID amtroBer or

T^ pattern is similar to fie pattern employedin an ordinary 65 its software equivalent) to achieve addrtinnal performance
drive with the exception that data are read or written
and/or reliabilify increases beyond the already-high capasimuhaoeausfy pursuant to fiie striping grhwnft oufiined

bilify of the inventioiL
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ATltnngTi specific eoibodimeiits have beea-set ibrfii, the
invendon is snfficiendy oocoii^assmg as D penoit odicr

10
13.llie {^patatos of claim whoan said electromagoedc coils eacii feature a geneially lectangolar dimension,

embodnueuls to be ox^loyed'wifhiiifiiB scope oflbsinvenlion. Ute embodimeots outlined above, bowevei; provide

14. The appaiams of Hafm 8^ wheieia said stationaiy
magnf^s are plate-shaped membecs.

nmoecous practical advatds^s mso&r as they penmt the 5
"jjjg appamtus of claim 8, wherein, said stationary
iirvcaition. to be in^kanentcd as iDe|q>enaivety &s poaablc
magnptg rftmprigj* p/Tnumi-nr magnets.

While rem^compai^
existing tectolo^. This
has the effect of Jowetmg developmeat and pioducUon

o^cs,increasing

jg. ^he apparatus of claim 8, wherein said stationary
magnets comprise soft-magnetic dements,

ma±ctabi%.

wdeq^ use^a^cm.11» embodm^ oufl^ 10

move thus oouslilule the best modes of xmplemeniation.

op<aalion,andconfigoiafion.
^^iscIainredS:

1. An Infinmafiott stDcagB

17. The ^.paiatns of dam 8. inrlfaer comprising arniaffixed between each cdl fixture

To-n.

T

* 1•

it

-u

•

-j ^

^

18 Tire^ai^ofclam 17, wherein smdantnnaguetic
riudffiiig con^nses mn me^

retrieval apparainc said

apparatus of dalm 8, wherein said dectiomag-

nppamtus comprismg:^^ one circular^S^ said 15
substrate or substrates aggr^gtiiy at least two earriftr sur&ces capable ofstoring data wheiei^on data may be read

are placed in m autipodal corffigoration.

20. The apparatus of claim 8, wlmem said stationary
maguets ate placed in an antipodal coofignratiorL

ftom or written to by caraqronSng read/write jnemhos;
nrrd mpgng for gtirnittanpfrngiy and tT>d<»jKT>dptTtty iBadmg OT

21. The apparatus of claim 2, whoem said actuator
mcchamsm ctHnpnscs st Icast two miftvidual sctuatoT subwriting alternate orintedeaving bits or blodts ofdata across 20 tnsdiamsms, said stibnrediamsms eadi having only one
each ofsaid phnalitv of carrier sn^ces within said inlbrann, wlrerem said suLmfrihaiusms are mounted votreally
toation stor^e and retrieval apparatus.
within one and the same imngjnnry plane, with each sub2. An information storage and retrieval ^opaiatus, said
mechanism assigned to different earner surfaces,
apparatus rrtmpriging22. The af^aiatns of daim 21, wbereia said snbmecfaaal least one cucular substialr^ said substrate or substrates 25 nisrns riiare one and the same mecbatucal housing,
aggregating at least two carder sui&ccs capable of
stoiing data whermpou dt^tn may be read fiom or

23. The r^aratus of claim 21, whcrdn said snbmcchanigmg diaie one and foe gamp actuator shaft,

written to by conespcmding jsadAvrite members; an

24. The apparatus of rfflim 2I, wherrin said suhmecha-

actnolDrmecbruriSUlWifil atleasttwo nrms,each ofsaid

nigmg shanK cmft and thf- ggmp. jrftitirtrcny magnet

arms asagped to drfferait catrier surfec^, means for 30 25. The apparatns of Hatm 2, wherein: said actuator
mo\dng said arms simultaneously and ind^endenfiy piwdhanicm con^iises- a primary actuator and at least two
across correspouding carrier suifoces with a con^iorrent tprondaty g<;rtna1nrg^ WhAWftn thffprrmary grliigtfn-nrm[iprTgf»g
of movement in a raffial direction with respect to fire gj least two primary armRj said primary arms being only
circular substrate or substrates defining the earner unitaifly movable; and fire secondaiy actuators are snbdesucffices: and a logic iiolda; said bolder compiismg 35 vices thai are individually affixed to Ihe lip ofeach primary
electrmuc aichitectnre for electronically' comiolling grm, wifii fgreh said secondary actuator sr^pporling one
said mRiiiiiation stfuage and retrieval ^iparatus, leadTwiite member, wherein in its (^erative mnA»^ said
wherrininits operative mode,said mfbnnalion storage primary actuator eirecutes m«mg for providing initial gpnasd retrieval apparatus cKecntes means for'peanittmg
gjaj pnsitiftrnng by unitniily moving said secondary actoaaltemateor mteileavingbils or blorics ofdata,to beread 40 ■(nis an approxiinate radial positian; and in its operative
or written simnltaiieonriy and mrifpecdgifly across a
said secondary actuators execute means ftir providing
plurality of carriff surfaces.
precise indepeiident secondarypositioningby independently
3. The apparatns of claim 2, wherein said aj^aratns moving said readriviite members to specific radial positions
con^tnses a phnali^ of cucular substrates.
cane^poudiug to particular concentric dicnlar tracks on fiie
4. The apparatns of claim 2, vfoeiein said circular snh- 45 respective canire- suifoces.
strate or substrates are nonremovable.
26. The apparatus of datm 25, whexrin said secondary
5.Tte^paraniscfc3rim2,whaemsaid2ppan!insi5a

actuators are TnicroacUiaiois.

6.TheapparatusofcJami2,wheremsaidactnatormecfaa.

actuators arenucroelectronrechmiisnis.

hafo di^ diivR

-j

.

t

nism comprises more than two anns.

7. The appamtus of daim 2, whereinsaidactuator mecha-

^7. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein said secondary

so

nism is rotov in natare

^

secondary

actuators have ranges ofindqiendeniradial movemenlper-

8. The ropaiatns of daim 2, trirerein fire anns to said
actuator mechanism are prvotabfy connectedto one and the

mittmg access by fire readAvritenreinbcrs to 10,000 or more
concentnc cireulnr tradrs on foe lespectivB carrier

comprising sqiarale electromagnetic coils alExed within the
pmximhy nf •ftie base oFeaeh arm and at
nnf. statinngry
magnet positioned between each of said electromagrretic

apparatus of claim 25, wher^ said secondary
actuators havc raugps of mdepoulent radial movement peiniitting access by the read/write members to between 5000

same actuator shaft fiiion^ independent racks and iinfirer 55

rrnlg

9. The ^iparatns of daim 8, whcrdn said electromagnetic 60

coils each featme a substantially fiat profile.

10. The qipaiatns of claim 8, vfiiadn said dectrcmiag-

'

.

and 10,0(X) adjacent concentricchailartiacks OH the respec-

snifaces.

30. The appaiatus of daim 25, wfaerdn said secondary

actuators have ranges of independent radial movenreni per-

iretic coils each feature a pareralty atiTinlar itimffnann
mitting access by the read/write members to between 2500
U. The apparatns of claim 8, xtherdn said dectiomag^tid 5000 ai^aoent concentric ciicular tracks on foe lespecnetic coils mch feature a generally tiiangiilar dimmgirm (55 tive carrier snifeces.
12. The apparatus of claim 8, vfirerein said electromag-

netic coils each feature a generally square dinwngtnn

31. The apparatus of claim 25, wham said secondary

actuators have ranges of independent ladial movemeoi per-
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mitting access by Hie lead^wiite members to between 1000
sm&oe are commensniate with the data {portioned to Hie
and 2500 adjacent cnncmtric cxiciilar tracks on the lespecicspecdve KW/VCM conliQlleis by the mTrmmTrtTnllffr
tive earner smfeces.
40.The ^paiatns ofclaini 2,vriierem said logic holderis
32. The ^tpacatos of cLaim 25, wherein, said secondaiy
a pnnted circuit board,
actoalors have ranges ofind^iendent radial movement per- 5
4"f An artnatnr Tnp<4tgnigni_ aatd TnprhnrH«rm mmpTiging
mitlhig access by the read/write members to between 100

at least two arrm, said arms tosigned to (££&iciit circular

and 1000 ai^accnt conccnliic ciicular tmrfrs on the icspcctive fanier snrfaces.

earner sni&ces within an infbimation stora^ and retneval
apparatus; and mpsmc Jbr moving said armg simullaiisuusly

- 33. The apparatus of nlaTm 25, wherein gatd secondary

indqicndcatfy across anzcspondii^ carrier surfaces

actnalois have ranges nfindpp-trdmt radinl movement permitling access by die re3dAv:Semenibeisto between 10and

^ ccn^onent of movement in a la^al direction widi
respect to said carrier suifaces.

ICQ adjacent concenlnc drcnlar trarVg on Hie respective

^

carder sorHtces.

mechanism of claim 41, wherein said actuator

medfaanism cooqnises more than two arms.

34. The epparatns of dtahn 25,-wherein said secondary
^TTTfriianifnTi, of daim 41, wherein said actnator
acmalnrs have rang<>e n-findpppndp'nt TOdial mnromCTt pi»r- 15 mecfaamsm IS lotaiy in nature.
miiling access by the read/write memhers to between 1 and

The mechantsm ofdaim 41,whertan:thearmsto said

10 adjacent conccnlnc circnlar trades on flic respective

actuatur mechanism are jnvctdijy connected to one and the

earner suc&ces.

same actnator shaft Htoi^h independent ladrs; separate

35. The ^paratus of daim 2, wherein said

eledromagnfilic coils being aflBxed widim The proximity of

ardntcctoreconqaiscsnifiansfordadronicalfyiiitetcqptmg ^ tire base ofeach said aim;and at leastone stationary magnet
read or write commands fiom a host system, means for ^ positioned between each ofsaid decliomagiiBtic coils,
electtonicalfy respondii^pursuantto apredetenninsdsfaufmechamsm of claim 44, wberem said dectiofling algorithm, and "n-ang for dectroincally marnpulating magnetic coQs cadi featnrc a substaiiliaSy flat profile,
said aims ind^endently rfn-ring read or write operations
mechamsm of claim 44, wberem said dectto35. The appatatns of daim 2, wherein said electronic ^
coils^foaUne a generally annular dimension.
archilBclufe comprises; two or more RWA^CM conlmllers,
of daim 44, whctcia said dcctro-

smd KW/VCM cQnUDnas comprising icadAvritc(RW)cir-

each feature a generally triangular dimen-

cmtryforpiocessing and executing read or write commands

.

and voicocafl-motar(VCM)drcuitry for mWinl^rino and

of dann 44, vfoermn said dectro-

poationmgsaHmiiisduriiiBreadorwritBopenitions:aiida ^ ma^te cofls eadi feature a generally sqnare drmension.

miaocoinroner for providing snpervisoiy and substantive
processing services to said RWA^CM controllers, whetem

media^ of daim 44. wherein said dectro<»2s each featnie a generally rectangular dimen-

said microconhollei; RW/VCM conlioUers, RW drcuitry,

,

and VCM drcuitiy togetiier coexist eiflier physically or

^nuxhamm of claim 44, whoem said stationary

logically or inlhe form of inlegmted drcJtiJ&^

m^are pJale^ed rnembm.

electronic conmonents,or sofhrare equivalents.
37.The^paiatusofdaim35,wherdn:
.
^^.-nTTrnrr^jT
.,
.
the nn^er
ofRWATCM contmUm.
is equivalent
to the

^mectosm of dami 44, wherem said stationaiy
m^ccmp^
penn^ ma^
52. Ths mechamsm of daim 44, wfaexem said stationaiy
jnagncls
conmrise soft-magnetic

fRW/VCM controflet ass^^cfifferen^ of « 53. The mechanism
of daim
44, each
further
conqirismg
wife each
shielding afiBxed
between
ofsaid
electrosaid arms;and the microcQirtroIler is shared among the

magnetic coil

controllers, w^ Hie miaocon^ con54.
ofcldm 53, wfacrcin said antimagn^ to a commnmcaticn channel mterfecmg the
shidding conmrises mu metaL
mfoimation storage and retrieval apparatus. _
45 55. The rncchanism of daim 44. wherein said dectro38. The apparatus of daira 36, whetem: Hie miciocoiir magnetic coDs are placed in an nntipfdnl confignnitioii.
troller is an intamafiary betwcm a host system and the
56.The mechamsm of daim 44, wherein said stationary
RWA^CM controilers, said microcanlroller campnsing magnets are placed in an antipodal configniation.
means for der^nicany intercepting read or write com57. The mechanism of claim 41, wherein said actnator
xnands fitun said host system and means for dectromcaliy 50 mechaiiism conmrises at least two irafividoal actuator subrespQr^gpursn^tDaprBdetenninedshnfaingalgoriHmi, mffdiairigmc, said gnhmprhantcnc earh having only one
wherem in execntmg write commands. Hie uucroconlroller arm,•wherein said gnhmpftignignc are tncynnfpH ■vertically
implements means for dectromcaliy tqiporbonhig alteuiatc wiflnn one and the same im^inaiy plane, ■with
said
or mterleaving tets or blocks of data to each RW/VCM
controllei; and in executing read cmnmands, the microcOT- 55

trollcr in^lcmcnls means for electronically rcconstitntmg

previoi^ qiportioned data fiagments received jBom Hm
lespecfive RW/VCM controllers and tneans for elcctrom-

cdty transmittmg smd data to said host system in native

seqnential order.

39. The apparatus of claim 36, wherdn: in response to

read orwrite commands Issuedby Hie microcontioillei; each
RW/VCMcontroller execntes means ftir electronically cans-

assigned to different esimnr sntfeces.
58. The mechanism of clmm 57, wiierein said submecha-

nisms sbare one and the same mechanical housing
59. The mechanism of claim 57, wherem ^d snbmecha-

nicmc diaie one and the same actnator diafL

go. The mechanism of clmm 57, whcrdn said submccba50 nfimfig share one and the same stationary magncL
61. The mechanism of daim 41 wherein said actuator

mechanism compdses a prhnary actuator and at least two
secondaiy actnators, whereinthe primary actuator comprises

ing its asrigned arm to read or write data across tire re^ecat least two prmaiy nrmg said primary armg being only
tive carrier suifeces, with all snch read (n write operations 65 imhaiify movable; and Hie secondary actuators are suhdtU
by said arms occnning simultaneously in a parallel fashion,
vices that are individuaUyafexedto the tip of eachprimary
wheranHie data that are read or written across each carrier
nrm with each said secondary actuator supporting one
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read/wntemmba^ •ff^erdn in its opeiatiye mode^ said

anns and means for moving saiil nrmg simnltaneousfy and

"poimry iiMiator exBcatss means for providing initia! gen-

indq>endently across conesponding earner smfoces wifli a

eral positionmg ty nnitadly moving said secondaiy actua-

componcat ofmovementin aiadial ditcction wifo respectto

tors to an approximate ia(fial position; and in its opetstxve

the drcnlar sobstrate or substrates defining the earner sur-

tnndftj said secondary actnators scecnm ntrang fbrpioviding 5 iaces.

pic<Mcini^cndrot3ccondaiypoBifiami^l>yind^^
72. The holder of claim .71, whcrdn said eleclnmic
moving samrsadAvtitemembms to spei^ciadiaipositions ■ arcMtccoirccon^niscs means fordcctroxiicallyitilcrcqjling
ccnrosponmng to panicular concenlnc circular tradb on the read or write commands form a host sjrstem, mpgnc for
cam« siufoc^
electn)rricaIlyresponfit®pnrsnant to a predetermined shnf62. Themechamsm ofdaan 61, wherein sard secondary 10 ffing afeorithm, and means for eJcetranically manipulating
acUcil^ ate imcroadiiaJto^
said anns mdependently dnring read or write operations.
Themedianicm
medmnism off

■«- ^

of

71> wherein said electronic

• sard
-j secondary
,
61, wh^

architecture
comprises: twocomprising
Or moTc KWWCM
^aid RW/VCM^dxoUexs
read/writeCDixliollers,
(RW) cir-

65. lie1 mechanism ofj-daim
61.
wherein said secondary
j
jV.. j- ,
w«u«ary

piocessiirg services to said KWA^CM controllecs, whexem.

, I ,

mittmg access by the learPwiite members to between 5000

and 10,000a^acentconcentricdrcnlarlracksonlheiespec-

live c^ier

subst^ye

per- 20 said miciocQntrollBr; RWA^CM controllers, RW circuitry
a„/i vrT^>r ..Ti.nii.j. i

uarnaHcsonmerespec

-.T^ , . ,,

or m the form of imegrated circuits, discrete

66. The medianism of daim 61, wherdn said secondary

actuators have ranges ofindtpendenlnaBal movement per- 25
mitting access by the rcarVwritc members to between ^00
and 5000 arSacentcroncentricciicuIar tracks on the respec-

ii.„

^ ^

Tf^^' T-

*

the number of
ccntollers is equivalent to foe nmnber of arms
smd actoatoniechainsin, with each EWfVCM

tive ramw socfeces.

comroHer assignedto drifetentanns; andthenricroconliDUer

.and 2500 ar^aceot concentric ciicular traces cai foe respec-

.

68. The mechanism of claim 61, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of indqiendent rgrfiai movement per- 35
mitting aness by the read/write membets to between 100
and^000 adjacent ccocentric drcrilar tracks on the reqjecfive carrier gnrfa*^
fiQ Thw Tn>»f4igninnr nf rfaim R\ ^ -nibp^Ti gaM fa-r-rmA-^Ty
actuators have ranges of indqiendent ratlial movement per- 40

«m^Rcrs, saidmiciocoiEtiolIcr comprisingmeans for dccmtercqpting read or write ctanmands fiom said

to a predetermined shrrffling algojdfom, wherein in
mcafls for efcctiOTically appottioniiig altBmatc CT jiitcrieav!°®
blocks of data to each RW/VCM controller; and

100 a^acent concentric dtcdar trades on the respective

nicnts means for dectamicaDy reconstitntir® previously

CT- nie mechanism of daim 61, wfaeidn said secondaiy ^
actuators have ranges of independent radial movement per- 30
mitting access by foe read/write members to between 1000

live carrier surfoces.

mitting access by theread^mite members to between10 and
carrier surfaces.

70. The medianism of elabn 61, wherein said secondary
actuators have ranges of mdepmflffnt rartial mnvCTnenf p«»r- 45

mitting access by the read/write membws to be^een 1 and

10 a^acent ccmcenlric drcular tracks on the respective

carrier surfoces.

71. A Ic^c holder; said holder comprisiQg: electronic

RW/VCM controners. wifo the micro® ^ commimK^on channel intafecmfoimation starve and retneval ^aratus.
oi" daim 73, wherein: the microcoiilroUer

is anintennediaiy between a host system and foeKWAtlM

host system and lufgms for dectronicaBy reqionding pursu-

execatmg write commands, the miciocantrQller inqriements

™ executing read commands, the microconnoller imple-

apportioned data fiagmenls received jhom the respective

contioll^ andmeans for de^nically transmitsaid data to Said host qrstem in native seqaential order,

holder of daim 73, wherein: in response to read

write commands issned by the microcontrollei: each

RWA'CMcontroller executes means for decftunically caus-

JDS ito assignedarm to read or write data across foe reqjec-

aicbitectupe, said arebttRrtitm TTnp1«>mCTring TTif-gnc -frir flif - 50 Jive carrier surfeces, wifo all scch read or write opera&ns

tronically cnrtlmlKng an infomration storage and retrieval
^rm-s occurring simultaneously in a parallel faiibion,
apparatus, wherein said information storage anH retrieval herein foe data foat are read or written across each carrier
apparatus con^rises at leasr one drcular sifostiat^ said sutfeoe are commensurate wifo foe data apportioned to the
substrate or substrates aggregating a plurality of carrier mspcctrve RW'VCM contcolleis by foe microcQiitioller.
surfaces wbaieipon data may be read fiom or wrhten to by 55
The holder of claim 71. wherein said logic bolder is
correspondingread/wrilemembos simdlaneuusly andindea printod circuit board.

pendcatly; said iofimnatiQn straagp and retrieval aiparatus
farther comprisingan wetnarnr mpgibamgn^ yrifo a plnrality of
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REVIEWS OFTHE LATEST HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

App.231a

Western Digital Caviar
.

Black 2TB
Faster than a VeioclRaptor, and six times the capacity

After months
mrtTTths of makingdo with 5,400rpm CaviarGreen and BarracudaLP debuted atear!

Caviar Green and Barracuda LP debuted at earlier

and 5.900ipm
5,900ipin 2TB drives and odd-bird
1.5TB drives,it's finally happening:
7,200ipm two-terabyte bard drives are coming
to rigs near you.First out of the gate and into our
greedy arms is"Western Digital's 2TB Caviar Black,
the performance cousin to the 2TB Caviar Green
we reviewed in May(http://bitJy/3wKLRl}.And

brother;it's just whatwe've been waiting for;
The 2TB Caviar Black is spec'd to impress,

with four 500GB platters,two processors,64MB of
cache,and a dual-stage actuatorsystem that puts a

this yeat Street prices,of course, will
wiU be lower,
thisyeat
lower,.and
keep falling—die first waves of 2TB drives,the
"green"ones,are already selling for as low as $200.
And the Caviar Black's sustained reads and writes

trump the fastest ofthose green drives by 20MB/s.
The 1.5TB Barracuda held a spot on our Best
ofthe Bestlist for more than a year,but now it's

been firmly supplanted—the 2TB Caviar Black is
officially our favorite hard drive
Expect 7,200rpm 2TB drives from Hitachi,

m

Seagate,and others in the nextfew months as weU,

fine-tuned piezoelectric actuator head atthe end of
the standard magnetic actuator,enabling fine-tuned

with the aim of high performance But if you buy
a capacity hard drive today,next week,or even

tracking for speedy seektimes.The Caviar Black

half a yearfrom now,you can't go wrong with this

also comes with WD's standard No-Touch ramp

Caviar Black.It has the fastest sustained read and

loader;so the read/write head never comesin con

write speeds of any consumer magnetic hard drive

tact widithe platters,increasing the drive's lifespam

we've ever tested.It's faster in any benchmark than
all standard hard drives save the WD"VelodRap-

All these little extras add up,and the 2TB

Caviar Black offers the speediestsustained reads and

toi; which still holds the edge in burst speeds and

writes—exceeding 112MB/s each—of any consumer

random-access times—barely.Think aboutthat for

magnetic hard drive we've evertested That's 15
percent faster dian the Seagate Barracuda 7200.11
1.5TB's read speeds.The 1.5TB Barracuda, previously
our high-capacity speed champion,couldn't keep
up in sustained writes,either—here the Caviarwas
nearly30 percent faster And thanks to the greater ar-

a second:You can get"VelodRaptor-busting speed
and six-and-a-half times ffie

capacity for $300.We're sold.

Mf/V ifJ /3 -NATHAN EDWARDS

eal density ofthe Caviar drive,its random-access read

VERDICT

and write times are just 7.6nis and 5.0ms,respectively.
You won'tfind faster seeks shortof a VelodRaptor

WESTERN DIGITAL CAVIAR BLACK 2TB

or solid state drive.Of course,solid state drives offer

the best performance—the $370 Patriot Torqx,our

Qlennon

Best of the Best SSD,achieves sustained reads of over
200MB/S.sustained writes of over 175MB/S,and seek

Stupid-fast; heaps of

Random-access

cache; dual-action

writes; burst speeds

actuator arm.

stillslightly slower

B i-fNiN

thanVelociRaptor. •

times measured in the tenths of milliseconds.

The 2TB Caviar Black has auMSRP of $300,the

same price thatlow-powered 2TB drives like the

S300, www,wdc.com

WD
Caviar
Black 2TS

Seagate

WD

Barracuda
7200.1115TB

VeioclRaptor

Tonpc

300GB

1286B

112J

98.2

98.31

1

2055

112.2

85.7

98.22

i

175.1

hZbenchw Random Access Read Imsl

7.6

12.5

756

hZbenchw Random Access Write Ims)

5.0

5.3

3.62

■

031

213.7

2093

269.7

!

6,652

5,241

6,062

h2benchw Average Sustained Transfer
Rate Read IMB/sl

hZbenchw Average Sustained Transfer
Rale Write !MB/sl

. HDTach Burst Read (M8/s)
PCMark Vantage Overall Score

Patriot

0.11

163.0
21567

Best scores are bolded. M drfres were tested ott our slaniisrd test bed ushg a iUGHzIntel Core i Quad Q67I30. EKM iSOi SU board. HDTach XO.tX. hXbanchw,
and Premier* Pro CS3scores were obtained in Vhndows XPi PCHark Wnlsja ZOOS scores wen obtained In Windows Vista Home Premium 32-bit.
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Despite its consumer
branding, the Black

Sflt/HiaCnjB

4 ID

WM001FAEX

S[S?SS

drive comes with an

enterprise-level,
S-year warranty.
giDniDiuiiiiitioiutiiiimiiuiiui
MUttMVtriU
ttBfmtmmcagmtiftaBf

T5 ®0»-©'fS-.?,;XC€

WD 4TB Black
The one to get if you need
4TB in a single drive .
the heads, and a five-platter design.

In read speeds, the Black drive hit
127.9MB/S, the Hitachi drive upped it

Holiday 2012) and this bad boy right

It even offers the same 1.2-miUionhour MTBF(Mean Time Between Failure]

the Seagate 3TB at 155.8MB/s, thanks

AS CONSUMERS, we have only two options
when it comes to 7,200rpm 4TB hard
drives: the Hitachi 7K4000 IVerdict 8,

to'increase precision when positioning

to i32.7MB/s, but the fastest drive was

here—the WD 4TB Black drive. Seagate

and 5-year warranty as the enterprise-

does not currently offer a 7,200rpm 4TB

level RE drive, which is outstanding for a

to its high-density terabyte-per-platter
design. The Seagate was also fastest in

Barracuda, but it does offer a 3TB ver
sion. For the uninitiated, WD classifies

consumer-level drive.

sequential write speeds at 155MB/s. We

its drive by color, and Black stands for

For testing., we compared the Black
drive to its 4TB companions and also

test though, which writes a 2DGB raw

'high performance," which means this

brought in' the current price/perfor

AVI file to the target drive. The Hitachi

is exactly the drive we've been waiting

mance champion, the Seagate 3TB

7K4000 was 16 seconds faster than the

forWD to deliver, as speed is our prima

Barracuda. When it comes to the 4TB

WD Black, and also faster than the WD

ry concern with PC hardware. Its specs
showall the signs of a high-performance
drive, too, as it offers a 7,200rpm spindle

7.200rpm drives, you can pretty much

RE drive, making it a clear favorite. In
the PCMark Vantage test, the Seagate
3TB reigned supreme along with the WD

speed,4MB of cache,dual-arm actuators

throw a blanket over all of them when

it comes to sequential read and write
speeds, as they are all extremely close.

did see some variation in our Premiere

RE drive, with the rest of the contenders

scoring relatively low comparatively.
BENCHMARKS

i WD^TB

I' BLacI;

Hitachi as
7K4000

Hitachi Deskstar 1 Seagate
; Barracuda 3TB

Finally, we considered price, as well,
since for most people that would he the
deciding factor in a drive's desirabil
ity. Interestingly, there's a large dispar
ity here, making our final choice an easy
one. The WD RE drive and the Hitachi

7K4000 are roughly $500 on Newegg as
Avg. ReadlHB/s) r i27.9

we go to press, with the WD Black selling

for just $400. The Seagate 3TB Barracu
da, however, is Just $140. The WD Black

Random-Access'

4TB gets our nod then for best 4TB drive
for the money, but the best overall drive
for the money is still the Seagate 3TB.

Burst Read

. IHB/it; •
Avg. Write

;iMB/sl'. -

-JOSH KOREM

'Randem-Access.

.Writclihsj
Burst Write.

IvVERDICT-

fMB/sl ,

CSS(see]

PCMarkVantage

WD 4TB Black

□ PURRFECT Spacious; lowestpriced 4TB drive yet.

Premiere Pro

j S.196

Best sc^s are botde;! AU drives tested on our hard drive test bench: a steck-ctocked Intel Core IS-TSOOk CPU on an Intel DZ77GA7DK motherboard ivlth AGB DORS, running Windows 7 Professional it-bIL AU tests performed usIng'nsNvelnteUGb/s SATA chipset
vrilh IRST version 10.1 drtvers,

•

PCATASTROPHE Only average perfor
mance; can't beat value of 3TB drives.
$400 [street], www.wd.com
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Product Benefits
Massive capacity

Dual actuator technology

Multi-axis shoc^ sensor

Thermal extended bum-in test

WD RE4 Enterprise SATAdrtvos are
avaiiable wlt]-i up to 2 TB of cavetrous
c^dty.

A head posldorfng system with two
actuators tti^ improves posltlct^
acoiacy over the data trades). The
primary actuator prcvides coarse
displacement using convenlfcnal
elecJrontagneUc actuator prhdples. The
seccnciary actuator uses plezodecblc
modon to fine ttne the head podtianing
to a higher degree of acctxacy. gIB
ori/i

Automatically detects the subtlest shock
events and ccnpensates to prrXect ttie

Each dive Is put thr ough extended bunIn testing with ttrermal cycling to ensue

data.

reiable operation.

RAfD-specffic, time-llmtted error

recoveiy (TLEF5

Third generation dynamic fly
height

Prevents drive feOout caused by the

Each read-write head^ ty height Is

Dual processor
Witti double the processing power,
WO RE4 boasts the highest perforrrtancs
of any dive In the WD RE (arrily.

Eritenced R^F technology includes
sophisticated electror^cs to monitor the
drive arxl correct both linear and

rotational vBjration ki real dm The reaJt

Is a sgntffcant peffcrmarxM imprownTei'a
inhi^>Avatfon environments ever the
previous gerteration of drives.

e:dended hard drive emor-recovery
processes conrnon to desktop dives.

StabloTrac™

NoTouch™ ramp load

24x7 reliabinty

The motor shaft Is secuBd at both ends

technology

during read arxl write operaOons. (1 TB
and larger dtves ori^

dskmecia ensuing stgnMcady less

WWi 12 mllHon hours MTBF (tested at
100% duty cyde}, these cktves have the
highest available refi^irfflty rating on a
high-capacity drive.

to reduce system-Induced tAir^cn and

TTb reccrcSng head never touches the

wear to the reccrdng head arxi mecfia as
wdl as better drive protectlcn In transit.

IntelliSeek™
Cdaiates cpGmum se^ speeds to lower
power consumption, noise, and vibraticn.

Applications
Ideal for servers, storage anays, \<deo suveillartce, arxl other demarxluig ap^catkms.
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WD RE4

•v
WD26(BFYYS

WD1G03FBYX

WD5003AeYX

wb2503ABYX

SATA3Qh/s

SATA3Gbfe

SATA3Gb/s

SATA3Gb/is

Fonmatted capacity
User sectois per drive
Native command queuing

2TB-

1TB

500 GB

251 GB

3,907,029,168

1,953,525,168

976,773,168

490,350,672

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SATA latching connector

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3.5-inch

3.5-irx:h

3.5-inch

33-(nch

Model number
Interface

Form factor

Perform^ca'--. ■
Data transfer rate(max)

;r.

Buffer to host

Host to/from drive(sustained)
Cache(MB)
Rotational speed(RPM)
Average drive ready time(sec)

Gonfigui^oii/OigaiiiMtionr.v:

i; :> _;V.: '

v -.

3Gb/<s
138MB/S

3Gb/s
128 MB/s

3Gb/s
128 MB/s

3Gb7s
128 MB/s

64

64

64

64

720G

7200

7200

7200

21

18

14

; ... ,.

Heads/di^
Bytes per sector ^TD)
Reliability/Data Integrity

•V

14

■7.:-v

m

4/2

2/1

512

512

512

512

"600,000

Load/unload'cydes^

600,000

ebo.obo"

600,000

Non-recoverable read emors per bits read
Limited warranty (year^"
PowerManagemeriL

<1 in 10'"

<1 in 10'®

<1 in 10'®

<1 in 10'®

5

b

b

b

i^c(A,mffi4

'

v

p

■

Average power requrements (W)
Readmrite
Idle

Standby
Sleep

Enviien^ntaf SpeqfficaSons^

/P-' .

p. .

i25'

1.8

"1.6

10.7
8J2
1.3
1.3

f.9

6.4

5.9
0.7
0.7

4.5
03
0.8

6.4
4.5
0.8
U8

' ■V^

,, •.

;■

Tempenalute ("Q
Operating

b tobb

-40 to 70

b tobb
-40 to 70

btobb
-40 to 70

btobb
^to70

Shock (Gs)
Operating (2 ms, read/write)
Operating (2 ms, teacO
Non-operatrag (2 ms)

30
6b
300

30
6b
300

30
6b
350

30
6b
350

29
34

28
33
29

27

30
29

27
30
29

Non-operating

Average acoustics (dBA)°
Idle mode
Performance seek mode
Quiet seek mode

Physical Dimensions >., •
Height (inTmm, max)
Length (in./mm, ma^

30

•

■

-

V-

i;b28>26.1

i;62^6'.i '■

1.02^6.1

5.787/147

5.787/147

5.787/147

Width (ln./mm. ± .01 in.)

4/101.6

4/1OT .6

4/101.6

4/101.6

Weight (Ib7kg.± 10%)

1.66rtl.75

1.49/0.68

0.99A).45

0.99/0.45

5.787/147

1$ orgsinfm o d tB 4*01tilipcdlcaSoioe*. Vbil«w<sia-bDi5 lor dibli.
^CgntcMunbadotntistttndlon

^ iDinoi lneeTiledrannlyiniriinrbtntfan.Vi4tB4)|nl»iduaiiiAainnt)rfcr ddals.
V norxcanoRCiteiTaa dikig opening festt cr tftrnoiKpaitiig Icsis.
^SojndpcAWTiwd.

Western Oigilal

3355 K&helson Drive; Suite 100
kvine, Cafifcxria 92612

seivico ond literature:

800JSSK4WDC
a00.83^4778

North America
Spanish

-»«aa6(X)a.G0(B

AsiaHadec

EHHZai

nV Windows
■«ir.Vista'

http://sijpport.wdccom
www.westemdgitaLcoin

Mac

\Mnda«is7

00600^549338

Europe

431.680062100

&ope/Mddla &et/Afrea

(ton free where availaijiel

© cc

N3S6S

^

^

RoHS

BBBBa

Canada ICES4)0a Ctass S / NMB.0a3 Clana B

Weston Digilal. WD. theWD logo, aid Put You Life On It aeregistaedtrademarteintlieU.S. and other couitries; aid NoTouch InteilSoek. StableTrac, RAFF, and FIT Lab ae Irademaite of

Western Digilal Tectaioio^ Inc. Otha maite may be mentioned herein that belong to ctha companies. Ffroduct spedfieations subjed to change vwthout notice.

O 2011 Wfestan Digilal Techndogies, he. Al rights reserved.
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Product Benefits
NoTouch** ramp load technology

Cost effective enterprise-class

Dynamic fly h^ht technology

StableTrac"

storage

bach learj-write head^ fly height is

I he motor shaft is secured at both

I he recorciig head never tCHx^ies

Get the right blend of performance,

adusted in real time for optimum

re^lG^

ends to reduce system-induced
vbratfon and stabiize platters for

the disk meda enaning sigrulicantiy
less wear to the recon^ head

accuse tracking during read and
write operatiors.(2 TB and above)

and mecfia as well as better drive

Vibration Protection

Multi-axie shock sensor

Thermal extended bum-Jn test

Automaticaily detects the subtlest

Each drive s put tfxough extended
brjrn-in testing with themai cycling to

reiiabiity and c^sacity and c^tiruze
your total cost of cwnershlp.
24x7x3^ reliabnilv

Enhanced KAi-P~ technciogy

Choose the storage foundation

tncftxies sopfxsticated elecSonlcs

spedfcalV desigried for large-scale

to morvtor to drive arxd correct
both Snear and rotational vibration in

running 24x7;G65.

real time. I he result is a significant

.cktacenter replication environments
High capacity for hyperscale

perforrrrance Improvement in Ngh
vibration environments met de^op

Designed for qualt^ and reliability
Datacenter drives imdergo at
least5 mtllion hours of funclirmal

testing, arxi over 20 miion hours of

comprehensive interoperabity tes&ig
in an extensive arrav of server and

storage systems. Please see the
product AVL list on our website tor

ensure reiiabie operation.

drives.

RAID-specffic, time-Gmited error
recovery(TLER)

Acivanced Format(A^
Technology adopted by WD and

Dual actuator technology(2TB
and above)

Reduces drive falout caused by the

other drive mariutacturers as one ot

extended hard drive error-tecovety

environments

Bu3d a massive data footprint with
capadties up to 6TB - 216 TB per
square foot.

shock events arxi compensates to
protect the data.

protection ii transit

A head postfening system with two
actuators that mproves positional

multiple ways to continue growing

processes common to desktop

hard drive cecities. AP is a more

drives.

efiicient mecfia format thai enables
increased ateai densities.

accuracy over the data trackfs). The

primary actuator provides coarse

displarament using converitionaJ
electromagnetic actuator principles.
I he secondary artuator uses

piezoelectric motion to Rrre tune the
head positioning to a higher degree
of accuracy.

mote information.

Applications
idea! for bulk cbud storage, distribrjted file systems, replicated enwonments, cost-efficient RAID archrtectures, and content defivery networks(CDNs).

The WD Advantage
WD puts our datacenter products through extensive Functfonai Integrity Te^v (F.I.T.) prior to sfr/ product launch. TNs test^ ensures oir products consistentiy

meet the high quaSty ancTrefiabUt^ standards of the WD brand. Followt^ a FIT test the Enterprise ^stem Group ^SG)testing vafidates intercperabfilty with HBAs,

operating sterns and drivers to ensure an even greater level of cjuafity, refiabiiity and peace of mind
WD also has a defied Knowledge Base with helpful articles arid software utirties. Our customer suppcrtTrnes have long ofieratiorBl hous to ensue you get the

help you rteed whoi you need it Our t^fiee custrxner supjxxt lines are here to help or you can access our WD Support site for addttionai detafis.
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WD Se"

9

Model number^

WD6001F9YZ

WD5001F9YZ

wcMooofavz

WD300Cf9VZ

WD2000F9YZ

WD1002F9VZ

Interface

SATA6Gb/s

SATA6C^s

SATA6Gb/s

SATA6Gb/s

SATA6Gh/s

SATA6Gb/s

Fbrmatted capacttv'

6 IB

6 IB

4 IB

3 IB

2 IB

1 IB

User sectors per drive

11,721,046,168

9.767,641,168

7,814,037,168

6,860,583,168

3,907,029,168

1,953.526,168

Form factor

3.5-inch

3.5-hch

3.S-inch

35-inch

3.5-inch

3.5-inch

Advarxsed l-ormat

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nativa cominand queuing
RoHS compBant*

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pe^'i^bjce^

x-

;^.y;, jvi'V •!'}

Data transfer rate(mai^
Buffer to host

Host to/Iiom drive(sustained)
Cache(MB)
Rotational speed(RPM)

6Gb/s
214MBfe

6Gb/s
194MB/S

6Gb7s
171 MB/s

6(^s
168 MB/^

ecb/s
164 MB/s

6Gb/s
187 MB/s

128

128

64

64

64

128

7200

7200

7200

7200

7200

f2aii

Rellabirity/battf■

v.

' y-

• ..'"N 'J;.,

Vv*"

3U0J00Q
LoadAjKiload cycles;'
Ncn-recoverable lead errors per bits read <1 in 10"
1,000,000
MTBFfliour^
1,200,000
MTBF (hour^ for 1-S bay NAS»

300,000

300,000

300,000

300,000

300,000

<1 In 10"

<1 in 10"

<1 in 10"

<1 hi 10"

<1 in 10"

1,000,000
1,200,000

1,000,000
1200.000

1,000,000
1200,000

1,000,000
1,200,000

800,000
1,000,000

Limited wananty (year^'

6

6

6

6

b

Pbweii-MaWagS^^

6

i - T'

Average power requhements (W)

Se^ntlalread

Sequential write
Raridom read/write

9.2
9.1
8.7

Ebvifpttni^taj;$j^ea^

. /I

lemperature fC)
Operating

5 to 60

Idle

9.6

9.2
9.1
8.7
7.4

7.4

-U ■'* •

9.6

9.6
9.5

9.5
8.1

9.5
8.1

7.2
72
7.3
5.9

6.2
6.2
7.1
4.6

'■'•T j''.

-40 to 70

5 to 60
-40 to 70

btobb
-40 to 70

5to55
-4010/0

fa to 55
-40 to 70

6 to 56
-40 to 70

30
66
300

30
66
300

30
66
300

30
65
300

30
65
300

30
66
300

31
34
,:r^r. j...

31
34

31

31

34

34

31
34

30
34

Herqht fia/mm, maj^

1.028726.1

1.028726.1

1.028726.1

1.028/26.1

1.028726.1

1.028/26.1

Length (!a/mm, mai^
Width fin7mm, ± .01 in.)
Weight (IbTka. ± 10%)

5.787/147

5.787/147

5.787/147

5.787/147

5.787/147

5.787/147

4/101.6

4/101.6

47101.6

4/101.6

4/101.6

4/101.6

1.5810.72

1.58/0.72

1.66/0.75

1.66/0.75

1.55rt).70

0.99/0.45

Non-opeiatinq

Shock (Gs)

Operating g ms, read/write)
Operatiig ^ ms, teac^
Non-operating (2 ms)

Acoustics (dB^®
Idle

Seek (average)

P^si'cal bTOe'nSibh^i;;r

^Vi

■

\/A'-^

' ltiJ|iattomrbeaetitoh4ego»dl»»aU.
' A>tmJfcrsai!9>apiE^(ioiisg^fB)«ai3ii£bnb^on}tigaljy&(X)-aBbfi]nt)«^<dooala^;^(T^'-osttb)tyCs.'bG<4casfcbC2pdbiyiits(itperdrgoncpEBiqEmncnErt>susijb

aUalBi tri!ql)Bt^S3cad|t6^ •osnita tgta cert90ond,sdfll^ preccnd (gU) •ssbSon Eto pna(iixd.Gfccto raKTiiiiSAIX 6Gt>^ian^iiMatsbUcccadhg btoSoy.fiAsfedc^

•MKS&iMigtrdeta,

* CtttBMctalat«te<cadtn,

* ftcaaMlBFadWnitBctetiBaBlaaidiTai«4yCliniutlt]jadytani«gMa3d»dnm1g)TE^(wtttalitdaawl«8Banourltfiair<aata!tnBitigfaiiltalBiiiB4.
* SodonaliiU VSl^etUcptHS pokctcaioaimiiitoisnEloceatyaallSn.
^ 3nl^yABiotwluiL/wi^fcrpjidH»rib>ggHf(t»A.
*H)mn'<»oi«iit)aiinduifagflpaat^lBEl>CfdlBrtnHVti.l>gtMi

Western Dgltal Technologies, he

For service arxLEerature:

3355 Mkhelson Drive. Suite 100
inine. Calfomia 92612

http://!suppoctwd.com

U.&A

www.vvd.cam

800JVS1C4WDC

t«)i1tiAnet1ca

{BOO.275.4932)
800.632.4/78

Sparisti

+86.21.2603.7560

Asia Padfb

00800.27549338

Eurcpe
(tol free where ava3able}

+31.880062100

Bxcpe/MKldle East/Africa

cc #
CAN ICCS^ {B9 / NMB-3 (B)

Western tSgitaL WtX and the WD logo are rec^eied trademarlcs ofVfestem
Digital Technologes, Irxx h the U.S. and olt>er oounlries; WD Se, IWF. NoTouch,

StaUeliBc; and fJT Lab are trademarks of Western Qgitai Technoiogies, ha in this
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WD Gold
«-^r

Drive to lendurel

.VV^D Gald hard.'dnYesfeaturG'.up'feten tim^^

Jvyopkloadr^ing.^ of;'

r;,des.|<to^'dnVes'';ahd :empl,dy.-adyanced te'chnbrogjeslpr enterpriser''
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1

NOTICE OF MOTION
2

Defendant Western Digital Corporation("WDC")hereby gives notice that on August 22,
3

[2019, at 2:00 p.m., in Courtroom 2,4th Floor, 1301 Clay Street, Oakland, CA 94612, before the
4

Honorable Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr., WDC will and hereby does move under Rule 12(b)(1)ofthe|

5

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure("FRCP")for an order dismissing the February 12,2019
6

I Complaint("Complaint")(ECF 1)filed by Walter A.Tormasi ("Plaintiff" or "Tormasi")based
7

on Tormasi's lack of standing to sue. WDC will and does further move under FRCP 17(b)for an
8

order dismissing the Complaint based on Tormasi's lack of capacity to sue. WDC will and does
9

I further move for an order pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(6)for an order dismissing the claims of willfu^

10

infringement and indirect infringement(if Tormasi contends the Complaint makes such claims).
11

RELIEF SOUGHT
12

WDC seeks dismissal ofthis action pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(1) and or FRCP 17(b) due toj
13

Tormasi's lack ofstanding and lack of capacity to sue. Ifthe Court concludes that Tormasi does
14

have standing and capacity, WDC seeks dismissal of Tormasi's willful infringement claim, and
15

1 any claims for indirect infringement Tormasi contends were pled under Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(6)for|
16

failure to state a claim.
17

MEMORAPpUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
18
19

11.

INTRODUCTION

20

Tormasi's suit for infringement of U.S.Patent No. 7,324,301 ("the '301 Patent") should

21

be dismissed because Tormasi lacks both standing and capacity to bring this suit. Tormasi filed

22

I the instant action pro se from the New Jersey State Prison where he is serving a life sentence.

23

Tormasi purports to have assigned the '301 Patent from Advanced Data Solutions Corporation

24

("ADS")-a Delaware corporation that per the patent office's records is the current owner ofthe

25

'301 Patent —to himselfin his capacity as ADS's "President" and "Sole Shareholder." The

26

assignment, however, is invalid because there is not a scrap ofevidence that Tormasi is Presidentl

27

or sole shareholder ofADS or that Tormasi had the authority to assign the '301 Patent from ADS

28
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1

to himself. And,by Tormasi's own admission in prior lawsuits, he does not possess the

2

documents necessary to prove his ownership of ADS.The patent office's records show that

3

ADS,not Tormasi, owns the '301 Patent. Tormasi,therefore, lacks standing to bring this patent

4

infringement suit.

5

While this issue alone bars Tormasi's lawsuit, there are at least two additional,

6

independent reasons why Tormasi lacks standing or capacity to sue. First, ADS has been in a

7

void status since March 1,2008 and was in a void status when Tormasi purported to assign the

8 '301 Patent from ADS to himself. Thus,under Delaware law, ADS has been stripped of all ofthe|
9

powers previously conferred on it by Delaware, which include the power to sell, convey, lease,

10

exchange,transfer or otherwise dispose of, or mortgage or pledge, all or any of its property and

11

assets." See 8 Del. C.§ 122(4). Accordingly, even ifTormasi could show that he had the

12

authority to assign ADS's patent to himself, because ADS lacked the power to transfer its

13

property, the January 30,2019 assignment is invalid.

14

15

Second,"it is a prohibited act in New Jersey state prisons for an inmate to operate a

business or a nonprofit enterprise without the approval" ofthe prison administrator. Tormasi v.

16 Hayman, Civil Action No.08-5886(JAP),2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560,at *22(D.N.J. June 16j
17 2009)("Tormasi I")(citing N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1,.705)(Ex. 1). ^ In view ofthis law, in March
18

2007, prison officials confiscated as contraband documents in Tormasi's possession concerning

19

ADS,the '301 Patent, and an unfiled provisional application. In suits filed by Tormasi seeking

20

their return,the New Jersey federal court and the Third Circuit, affirming New Jersey's

21

prohibition against inmates operating businesses, approved the seizure ofthese documents.

22

Tormasi's patent infringement suit-in which he claims to be an "entrepreneur" and is

23

seeking $15 billion in damages(ECF 1 at 1,11 & 12-13 "Prayer for Relief (D-B))- is

24

plainly in furtherance ofhis efforts to monetize the '301 Patent. The New Jersey federal court

25 and the Third Circuit have already found that Tormasi's patent licensing and monetization effortsj
26

27 II1 "Ex. refers to Exhibits to the Declaration ofErica D. Wilson in Support of WDC's Motion
to DismTss("Wilson Deck")filed concurrently herewith.
28
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1

constitute prohibited business operations. Tormasi's attempt to circumvent these findings by

2 pursuing his patent monetization business as an individual rather than under the auspices of ADS j
3

does not alter the fact that this litigation is in furtherance ofhis business interests and is

4

prohibited under New Jersey law.Tormasi's Complaint,therefore, should be dismissed for the

5

additional reason that he lacks the capacity to sue since he is prohibited from conducting a

6

business while incarcerated.

7

Ifthe lawsuit is not dismissed in its entirety, Tormasi's claims of willful infringement

8

should be dismissed because Tormasi's Complaint fails to plausibly allege that(1)WDC had

9

pre-suit knowledge ofthe '301 Patent and its alleged infringement, and(2)the requisite

10 "egregious" behavior to support such a claim. Instead, of plausibly pleading facts, Tormasi relies
11

on rank speculation, unwarranted deductions offact and unreasonable inferences that fall far

12

short of plausibly pleading willful infringement. It is unclear whether Tormasi alleges indirect

13

infringement. To extent he does, Tormasi's indirect infringement claims should also be

14

dismissed for failure to state a claim

15

n.

16
17

1. Whether Tormasi's Complaint should be dismissed pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(1)for lack|
ofstanding to sue under Article III ofthe U.S. Constitution.

18
19

STATEMENT OF ISSUES TO BE DECIDED

2. Whether Tormasi's Complaint should be dismissed because he lacks the capacity to
sue.

20

3. Whether Tormasi's claim for willful infringement ofthe '301 Patent should be

21

dismissed pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(6)for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be

22

granted.

23

4. Whether Tormasi's claims for indirect infringement ofthe '301 Patent(to the extent

24

Tormasi contends the Complaint makes such claims) should be dismissed pursuant to FRCP

25

12(b)(6)for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

26
27
28
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m.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

2

A.

3

PlaintiffTormasi is an inmate at the New Jersey State Prison in Trenton, New Jersey

4

The Patent-in-Suit

where he has been serving a life sentence since 1998. See State v. Tormasi, 443 N.J. Super 146

5

49(App.Div. 2015). Tormasi filed this suit for infringement ofthe '301 Patent against WDC on

6

'ebruary 12,2019. ECF 1. Tormasi's Complaint asserts that he is an "innovator and

7

entrepreneur" and that"one of[his] inventions resulted in the issuance of U.S. Patent No.

8

7,324,301." ECF 1, Ijl & Ex. C.

9

The face page ofthe '301 Patent states that it issued on January 29,2008 and lists Walter

10

A. Tormasi as Inventor.Id It also states that the application for the '301 patent, U.S.Patent

11

Application Ser. No. 11/031,878, was filed on January 10,2005, and claims priority to

12

Provisional application No. 60/568,346(the "Provisional Application.")Id

13

B.

Tormasi Assigned the Application for the '301 Patent and Its "Progeny" to
Advanced Data Solutions Corporation ("ADS")

14

On February 7,2005,"[f]or consideration received," Tormasi assigned, transferred and
15

conveyed "complete right, title, and interest in United States Patent Application No. 11/031,878
16

and its foreign and domestic progeny" to "ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS CORP. Ex. 2.
17

The assignment document was notarized and recorded (twice)in the United States Patent and
18

Trademark Office ("PTO").Id The face page ofthe '301 Patent lists ADS as the patent's
19

Assignee(ECF 1, Ex. C.) and the PTO's assignment records currently list ADS as the owner of
20

the '301 Patent. Ex. 2.
21

C.

ADS is A Delaware Corporation

22

In a December 1, 2008 Complaint("2008 Complaint")filed by Tormasi against prison
23

officials, Tormasi alleged ADS was a Delaware corporation. Ex.3 ^6. The Delaware Secretary ol
24

State's records show ADS was incorporated on April 19,2004 by Angela Norton whose address
25

is listed as that of an entity called The Company Corporation. Ex.4. The Delaware Secretary of
26

State also has two records ofFranchise Tax Payments for ADS made in 2004 and 2005.Ex. 5.
27
28
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These documents do not identify any officer, director or stockholder of ADS,and do not identify

2

Tormasi as having any interest in ADS.See Exs.4 & 5.

3

The February 7,2005 assignment recorded with the PTO lists ADS's address as 105

4

Fairview Avenue, Somerville, New Jersey 08876("Fairview Avenue"). Ex. 2. Fairview Avenue

5

is a property that was owned by Attila Tormasi or Tormasi Housing Somerville,LLC(of which

6

Attila Tormasi was the sole member)prior to ADS's formation and until Attila Tormasi s death.

7

Exs.7(deed conveying Fairview Avenue to TDKH and showing chain oftitle on sixth page),

8

Ex. 8.Fairview Avenue was subsequently transferred to TDKH,LLC whose members include

9

Kuldip Dhillon and Tejinder Dhillon. Exs.7,9.

10

In the 2008 Complaint, Tormasi alleged ADS was"an intellectual-property holding

11

company," and that he was "the sole shareholder of ADS"and its "agent." Ex.3 T|^6-7. Tormasi^

12

however, provided no documents to support his contentions concerning ownership of ADS.

13

The 2008 Complaint also alleges that ADS had a "principal office and mailing address at

14

1828 Middle Road, Martinsville, New Jersey 08836"("Middle Road"). Ex.3 ^6. Middle Road is

15

a single-family home that was owned by Tormasi's father, Attila Tormasi, prior to ADS s

16

incorporation until his death, when it was transferred on January 25,2011 to Matthew Northrup.

17

Ex.6(deed conveying Middle Road to Northrup and showing title chain on first page).

18

D.

19

The Delaware Secretary ofState's records show that ADS has been in a "void" status,

20
21

22

ADS is and Has Been In a "Void" Status Since March 2008

and thus prohibited from transacting business since March 1,2008. Ex. 10.
E.

Tormasi's Civil Lawsuits

1.

Tormasi's December 2008 Lawsuit for Alleged Violations of His
Constitutional Rights

23

On December 1,2008,Tormasi filed the 2008 Complaint on behalfofhimselfand ADS
24

against prison officials alleging various civil rights and constitutional violations stemming from
25

I the March 3,2007 seizure by prison officials ofTormasi's personal property. See, e.g.. Ex.3 ^1|8
26

13-15. Tormasi alleged the confiscated property included inter alia ADS corporate paperwork.
27
28
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2

patent prosecution documents for the '301 Patent,"an unfiled provisional patent application and
various legal correspondence." Ex. 3^15,19-35.

3

In particular, Tormasi alleged that, while confined at New Jersey State Prison, he filed

4

the Provisional Application with the PTO {id. ^^19-20(a)), and on May 17,2004, assigned his

5

entire interest in the Provisional Application to ADS in exchange for all outstanding shares of

6

ADS common stock (the "2004 Assignment").Id. t20(b). Tormasi alleged that due to this

7

transaction he was "the sole owner of ADS,and ADS correspondingly owns all applications and

8

patents stemming from [the Provisional Application]." Id.

9

Tormasi alleged the confiscated documents included the 2004 Assignment,"corporate

10

resolutions authorizing, ratifying, and adopting" the 2004 Assignment,"stock certificates;

11

shareholder ledgers; minutes ofshareholder meetings; tax information and forms; and other

12

related legal documents."Id^2\. Tormasi claimed that absent such documents he "cannot prove

13

his ownership of ADS to the satisfaction ofinterested third parties," and stated:

14
15

16

Absent such proofof ownership of ADS,plaintiffTormasi is unable to directly or
indirectly benefit from his intellectual-property assets, either by selling all or part
of ADS; by exclusively or non-exclusively licensing his '301 patent to others ...
or by engaging in other monetization transactions involving ADS or its
intellectual-property assets. Id. ^22(a)

17

Tormasi further alleged the confiscation of his corporate documents prevented him from

18

filing tax returns with the Internal Revenue Service on behalfof ADS.Id. ^22(b). And, Tormasi

19

alleged the confiscation of patent prosecution documents injured him and ADS because they
intend[ed] to enforce their rights under their '301 patent by filing infiingement actions...." {id

20
21
22
23

24

t27(a)), and absent these documents they could not do so, thus preventing him and ADS from
benefiting from the '301 Patent.Id. ^27(a)-(b).
2.

The New Jersey District Court Sua Sponte Dismissed Tormasi's
Claims Inter Alia Because New Jersey Inmates are Prohibited From
Operating Businesses

25

On June 15,2009,the district court dismissed ADS's claims sua sponte finding "that a
26
27

corporation may appear in the federal courts only through licensed counsel, and thus Tormasi
could not pursue claims on behalf ofADS.Tormasi I, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560,at *11-12.

28
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The district court also dismissed Tormasi's claims sua sponte, with the exception of a

2

claim involving documents Tormasi alleged he required to file an action for post-conviction

3

relief. Id. at *28. In considering Tormasi's claims, the district court noted "it is a prohibited act

4

in New Jersey state prisons for an inmate to operate a business or a nonprofit enterprise without

5

6
7
8

9
10

j the approval ofthe Administrator."Id. at *22(citing N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1,.705.)The district
I court also confirmed that Tormasi had no federal or state constitutional right to conduct a
I business from prison and "had no constitutional right to file tax returns or engage in litigation in
connection with the business of ADS."Id at *21-22.

The court further found,"the provisions ofthe New Jersey Administrative Code

prohibiting prisoners from operating a business, considered in conjunction with Plaintiff

11

i Tormasi's failure to allege that he was given permission to conduct a business, is as likely a

12

I motivation for the confiscation ofPlaintiffTormasi's business records. Id. at *23.

13

The Court dismissed:

14

Plaintiff Tormasi's claim that he had been deprived of a constitutional right to
conduct a business while incarcerated (including all related claims such as the
related claims that he has a constitutional right to communicate with the U.S.
Office ofPatents and Trademarks regarding patent applications, and to

15
16
17

communicate with counsel regarding the conduct ofthe business, and to conduct

litigation with respect to the business, and to prepare and submit tax returns on
behalf ofthe business)

18

Tormasi v. Hayman, Civil Action No.08-5886(JAP),2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25849, at *15
19

I (D.N.J. Mar. 14,2011)("Tormasi IT")(Ex. 11)(summarizing holding in Tormasi I).

20

The Court also noted that despite Tormasi's desire to pursue patent infringement
21

litigation, he failed to state a claim for denial ofaccess to courts because impairment ofthe
22
23

capacity to litigate with respect to personal business interests is 'simply one ofthe incidental
(and perfectly constitutional) consequences of conviction and incarceration.'" Tormasi 1,2009

24

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560, at *14-15 (quoting Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 355 (1996)).
25

3.

Tormasi's July 24,2009 Amended Complaint

26

On July 24, 2009 Tormasi filed a "1st Amended Complaint" on behalfof himself and
27

I ADS largely reiterating the allegations and claims ofthe December 2008 Complaint, and
28
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3

4

including a new claim for violation of his First Amendment free speech rights. Ex. 12. On
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss,the court dismissed — again — Tormasi's claims. See Tormasi II,
2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25849, at *39.
The court also dismissed Tormasi's claim that the confiscation of his documents

5

''violat[ed] his rights to freedom ofspeech under the First Amendment."Id. at *28, *34. In so

6

doing,the court reiterated that Tormasi had no federal constitutional right to conduct a business

7

in prison (id. at *31)and reiterated New Jersey's "no-business" rule. Id. at *28-29 (citing

8

N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1,.705). The court highlighted the "rational connection between the no-

9

business rule and the legitimate penological objective of maintaining security and efficiency at

10

state correctional institutions," noting inter alia that "operating a business inside a correctional

11

facility would seriously burden operation ofincoming and outgoing mail procedures," and

12
13

could result in the introduction ofcontraband into prisons."Id at *32.
4.

The Third Circuit Affirmed the New Jersey's Application ofthe NoBusiness Rule to Tormasi's Unfiled Patent Application

14

Tormasi appealed the district court'sjudgment concerning his unfiled patent application,
15

arguing that the confiscation ofthe application interfered with his statutory right to file to apply
16

for a patent and violated his First Amendment rights to free speech. See Tormasi v. Hayman,443
17

F. App'x. 742, 744-45(3d Cir. 2011)(Ex. 13). The Third Circuit recognized that prison officials
18

"confiscated Tormasi's patent application pursuant to a prison regulation that prohibited
19

'commencing or operating a business or group for profit or commencing or operating a nonprofit
20

enterprise without the approval ofthe Administrator.' N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1(.705)." Id. at 745.
21

The Court confirmed the propriety ofthe prison's actions finding that in Tormasi's case
22

his intentions with respect to the unfiled application, as stated in his Complaints, showed that
23

Tormasi intended to file the patent application in furtherance of operating a business.Id. The
24

Court focused on Tormasi's allegations in his complaints that:(1) he had filed two patent
25

applications entitled "Striping data simultaneously across multiple platter services" and assignee
26

to ADS his entire interest in the applications; and (2)due to the confiscation of paperwork
27

pertaining to the '301 Patent and ADS,he could not benefit from the intellectual-property assets
28
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\

_

by selling ADS or licensing the patents, using ADS or the '301 patent as collateral, or by

2 11 engaging in other monetization transactions involving ADS or its intellectual-property assets. Id.
3 11

The Third Circuit found it notable that Tormasi stated that he "intends to assign his

4 II confiscated provisional application and any derivate patents to plaintiff ADS.. Id. The Court
5 11 held that "[u]nder these circumstances ...the District Court did not err in holding that Tormasi's
6 11 intentions regarding the unfilled patent application qualified under the regulation as 'commencing

7 11 or operating a business or group for profit,'" and concluded that "the confiscation ofthe unfiled

8 11 patent application did not violate his statutory or constitutional rights." Id.
9 II

F.

10 11

Tormasi's Alleged Assignment ofthe '301 Patent From ADS to Himself

On January 30,2019, Tormasi purported to assign the '301 Patent jfrom ADS to himself

11 II in his supposed capacity as ADS's "President" and "Sole Shareholder" ECF 1 Ex. A. Tormasi
12

alleges that he has standing to sue as the named inventor on the '301 Patent and by virtue ofthis

13 II alleged assignment. ECF 1 Tj1j7-8, Ex. A.
14 IIIV.

LEGAL STANDARDS

15 11

A.

16 11

"A suit brought by a plaintiff without Article III standing is not a 'case or controversy,'

Standing Challenges are Properly Brought Under FRCP 12(b)(1)

17

and an Article III federal court therefore lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the suit."

18

Cetacean Cmty. v. Bush,386 F.3d 1169,1174(9th Cir. 2004)(citationsomitted)."In that event,

19

the suit should be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(1)." Id; see also White v. Lee,227 F.3d 1214,1242

20 (9th Cir. 2000)(fmding that standing "pertain[s] to a federal court's subject-matter jurisdiction
21

under Article III" and thus is "properly raised in a motion to dismiss under Federal Rule of Civil

22

procedure 12(b)(1), not Rule 12(b)(6)")(citations omitted).

23

B.

On a "Factual" Challenge to Jurisdiction under Rule 12(b)(1) the Court
Resolves Disputed Factual Issues.Relevant to Jurisdiction

24

Pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1), a jurisdictional challenge may be "facial" or "factual." Leite v
25

j Crane Co.,749 F.3d 1117,1121 (9th Cir. 2014)."A 'facial' attack accepts the truth ofthe
26

I plaintiffs allegations but asserts that they are insufficient on their face to invoke federal
27

I jurisdiction." Id.(intemal citations and quotations omitted)."A 'factual' attack, by contrast,

28
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contests the truth ofthe plaintiffs factual allegations, usually by introducing evidence outside

I the pleadings"Id. (citations omitted).

3

Significantly, where a defendant factually attacks jurisdiction,"the Court need not

4

I presume the truthfulness ofthe plaintiffs allegations." White,227 F.3d at 1242. On the contrary,

5

'[i]n resolving a factual attack on jurisdiction,the district court may review evidence beyond the

6

j complaint without converting the motion to dismiss into a motion for summary judgment." Safe

7

{aIt For Everyone v. Meyer,373 F.3d 1035,1039(9th Cir. 2004)(citing Savage v. Glendale

8
9

10
11

Union High Sck,343 F.3d 1036, 1039 n.2(9th Cir. 2003)).

The plaintiff bears the burden of proving by a preponderance ofthe evidence that each of

I the requirements for subject-matterjurisdiction has been met.Leite, 749 F.3d at 1121. Thus,
where the moving party makes a factual attack on jurisdiction '"by presenting affidavits or other

12

I evidence properly brought before the court,'" the party opposing a factual challenge to

13

jurisdiction'"must fiimish affidavits or other evidence necessary to satisfy its burden of

14

I establishing subject matterjurisdiction.'" Scfe Air, 373 F.3d at 1039(quoting Savage, 343 F.3d

15

I at 1039 n.2)(emphasis added)."[I]fthe existence ofjurisdiction turns on disputed factual issues,

16

I the district court may resolve those factual disputes itself {Leite, 749 F.3d at 1121-22)unless

17

"the issue ofsubject-matter jurisdiction is intertwined with an element ofthe merits ofthe

18

plaintiffs claim."Id,fii.3 (citations omitted).

19

C.

Standing in a Patent Infringement Suit Requires that the Plaintiff Show that
He Had Title to the Patent at the Time the Suit Was Filed

20

Standing in a patent infringement suit requires possession oftitle for the patent at issue at
21

I the time the suit is brought.Filmtec Corp. v. Allied-SA^eX. Inc.,939 F.2d 1568,1571 (Fed. Cir.

22

1991)."[T]o assert standing for patent infnngement, the plaintiff must demonstrate that it held
23

enforceable title to the patent at the inception ofthe lawsuit.Paradise Creations, Inc. v. UV
24
25

1 Sales, Inc., 315 F.3d 1304, 1309(Fed.Cir.2003)(emphasis in original); see also Lans v. Digital

I Equip. Corp.,252 F.3d 1320(Fed.Cir.2001)(affirming dismissal ofplaintiff-inventor's

26

complaint and denial of motion to amend pleadings to substitute patent assignee as plaintiff when
27

I plaintiff-inventor assigned the patent prior to filing the action).

28
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D.

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6)

2

Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), a district court must dismiss a complaint

3

if it fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. To survive a Motion to Dismiss, a

4

complaint must plead "enough facts to state a claim to reliefthat is plausible on its face." Bell

5

Atl Corp. V. Twombly,550 U.S. 544,570(2007). A claim is facially plausible when a party

6

pleads "factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant

7

is liable for the misconduct alleged." Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S.662,678 (2009);see also

8

Twombly,550 U.S. at 555 ("Factual allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above

9

the speculative level."). Conclusory allegations or "formulaic recitation ofthe elements ofa cause

10

of action will not do."Iqbal, 556 U.S at 678(citations and intemal quotations omitted).

11

While courts generally "accept factual allegations in the complaint as true and construe

12

the pleadings in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party"{Manzarek v. St. Paul Fire &

13

Marine Ins. Co., 519 F.3d 1025,1031 (9th Cir. 2008)),"courts do not'accept as true allegations

14

that are merely conclusory, unwarranted deductions offact, or unreasonable inferences.'"

15 ^HypermediaNavigation v. Google LLC,No. 18-CV-06137-HSG,2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803,
16

at *2-3(N.D. Cal. Apr.2,2019)(Ex. 14)(quoting Hartman v. Gilead Scis., Inc. (In re Gilead

17 \\scis. Sec. Litig.), 536 F.3d 1049,1055 (9th Cir. 2008))(emphasis added). Moreover, ifthe facts
18

alleged do not support a reasonable inference of liability, stronger than a mere possibility, the

19

claim must be dismissed.Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678-79.

20

E.

Willfullnfringement

21

Willful infringement is reserved for "egregious infnngement behavior," which is

22

typically described as "willful, wanton, malicious, bad-faith, deliberate, consciously wrongful,

23

flagrant, or -indeed—characteristic of a pirate." Halo Elecs., Inc. v. Pulse Elecs., Inc., 136 S. Ct

24

1923,1932(2016). To state a claim for willful infnngement, a plaintiff must plead (1) defendant

25

had knowledge ofthe asserted patents at the time ofthe alleged wrongdoing, and (2)the

26

defendant's conduct rises to the level ofegregiousness described in Halo. Hypermedia, U.S.

27

Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *8-10(finding "[k]nowledge ofthe patent alleged to be willfully infringed

28
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continues to be a prerequisite to enhanced damages," and dismissing complaint for willful

2

infringement where "the complaint fails to plead egregious conduct").

Furthermore,the plaintiff must plausibly plead that defendant knew that it was allegedly

3
4

infringing the asserted patents at the time the defendant's conduct is alleged to have been willful

5

See, e.g., NetFuel, Inc. v. Cisco Sys. Inc., No.5:18-CV-02352-EJD,2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

6

59412,at *7-8(N.D.Cal. Sep. 18,2018)(Ex. 16)("This district has recognized that there can be

7

no infringement of a patent, willful or otherwise, until the patent issues and the defendant learns

8

of its existence and alleged infringement")(internal citation and quotation omitted).

9

V.

10
11

ARGUMENT

A.

Tormasi Lacks Standing to Sue Because ADS Owns the '301 Patent
1.

There Is No Evidence That Tormasi Had the Authority to Make the

January 30,2019 Assignment from ADS to Himself
12

Tormasi lacks standing to bring this patent infringement suit because he has not and
13

cannot demonstrate that he holds title to the '301 Patent. Indeed, the only competent evidence of
14

record -the February 7,2005 assignment, notarized and recorded with the PTO-shows that
15

for consideration received," Tormasi assigned all of his rights in the '301 Patent to ADS years
16

ago. Ex. 2. Thus, it is ADS not Tormasi, that holds title to the '301 Patent, and Tormasi has no
17

standing to sue for its alleged infringement. See Lam,252 F.3d at 1328 (holding the sole
18

inventor on the patent-in-suit had no standing to sue for its infnngement where prior to filing the
19

lawsuit he had assigned the patent to his company).
20

"[T]he plaintiff must demonstrate that it held enforceable title to the patent at the
21

inception ofthe lawsuit." Paradise Creations, 315 F.3d at 1309(citing Lam,252 F.3d at 1328)
22

(emphasis in original). Tormasi bears the burden of proving by a preponderance ofthe evidence
23

that each ofthe requirements for subject matter jurisidiction, including standing, have been met.
24

Xei7e,749F.3datll21.
25

Tormasi's claim that as the named "inventor/patentee" ofthe '301 Patent he has
26

"statutory authority to bring suit against Defendant for infiingement ofsaid patent"(ECF 1 ^7)is
27

legally incorrect since he assigned his rights in the '301 Patent to ADS in February 2005. And,
28
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1

the lone document provided by Tormasi-a January 30,2019 writing in which Tormasi

2

purported to assign the '301 Patent from ADS to himselfin his alleged capacities as ADS's

3

"President" and "Sole Shareholder"(ECF 1 Ex. A)-falls far short of meeting his burden of

4

proving standing. This is because there is not a shred of evidence that Tormasi is either the

5

President or sole shareholder of ADS,or that Tormasi had any right whatsoever to assign the

6

'301 Patent from ADS to himself.

7

Significantly, Tormasi is not listed on ADS's incorporation document or franchise tax

8

payment documents as an officer, director, or shareholder. Exs.4 & 5. Moreover, Tormasi's

9

February 7, 2005 assignment ofhis interest in the '301 Patent to ADS does not identify Tormasi

10

as having an ownership interest in ADS,but rather states the assignment to ADS was for

11

imspecified "consideration received." Ex. 2.

12

The February 7, 2005 assignment lists ADS's address as Fairview Avenue(Ex. 2), a

13

property that at that time was owned by Tormasi Housing Somerville, LLC of which Tormasi's

14

father, Attila Tormasi, was the sole member. Exs.7 & 8. Ownership ofthis property was

15

transferred in 2012 to TDKH,LLC.Ex. 7. Tormasi is not listed as a member ofTDKH and it

16

appears that he has no relationship to TDKH.Ex. 9.

17

In his 2008 Complaint and

Amended Complaint discussed above, Tormasi alleged

18 (with no supporting documentation)that ADS's address was Middle Road. Ex. 3 ^6 & Ex. 12^6
19

This property,too, was owned by Tormasi's father until it was transferred to a third-party -

20

Matthew Northrup-after Tormasi's father passed away. Ex.6.

21

Lacking any evidence that Tormasi had the authority to assign ADS's'301 Patent from

22

ADS to himself, the January 30, 2019 alleged assignment is not valid and no assignment ofthe

23

'301 Patent from ADS to Tormasi was effectuated.

24

This case is on all fours with the facts ofRaniere v. Microsoft Corp., 887 F.3d 1298(Fee

25

Cir. 2018). In Raniere,PlaintiffKeith Raniere sued Defendants for infringement of patents he

26

allegedly owned.In 1995, however, Raniere and the other named inventors ofthe patents-in-suit

27

assigned their rights to the patents to Global Technologies,Inc.("GTI").Id. at 1300. Raniere was

28
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1 11 "not listed on GTI's incorporation documents as an officer, director or shareholder, and GTI

2 1 was administratively dissolved in May 1996."Id. Nearly twenty(20)years later in December
3 I 2014,"Raniere executed a document on behalfofGTI,claiming to be its sole owner, that
4 purportedly transferred the asserted patents fi-om GTI to himself." Id. "Raniere's suits against

5 11 [the Defendants] identified himselfas the owner ofthe patents at issue." Id.
6 11

Defendants"moved to dismiss Raniere's suit for lack ofstanding, noting that the PTO s

7 11 records indicated that Raniere did not own the patents at issue." Id. Raniere's counsel

8 represented that Raniere owned GTI(and thus the December 2014 assignment was valid), but
9 when ordered by the Court to produce documents confirming this representation, Raniere was
10 unable to do so.Id. Ultimately, after Raniere was provided with multiple opportunities to

11 produce documents evidencing his ownership ofGTI but did not do so,the district court
12 dismissed Raniere's suit for lack ofstanding.Id. at 1301. The Federal Circuit affirmed the
13 district court's dismissal for lack ofstanding.Id. at 1307 n.2(citing Raniere v. Microsoft Corp.,

14 II673 F. App'x. 1008(Fed. Cir. 2017)).
15 II
Where,as here, WDC makes a factual attack on jurisdiction, Tormasi must furnish
16

affidavits or other evidence necessary to satisfy [his] burden ofestablishing subject matter

17 jurisdiction.'" Safe Air,373 F.3d at 1039(quoting Savage,343 F.3d at 1039 n.2). Tormasi's own|
18 prior own pleadings, however, confirm he cannot do so. Tormasi previously alleged that over

19 twelve years ago prison officials confiscated as contraband ADS corporate documents,including 1
20 the 2004 Assignment which he alleges gave him an ownership interest in ADS,and without such|
21 documents he "cannot prove his ownership of ADS to the satisfaction ofinterested third parties.

22 11 Ex.3 ^22(a)& Ex. 12 ^22(a).
23

24

Tormasi's Complaint must be dismissed for lack ofstanding.

2.

The January 30,2019 Assignment is Invalid Because ADS was in a
Void Status When the Assignment Purportedly Was Made

25

The January 30,2019 assignment is further invalid because ADS was in a "void" status
26

1 when Tormasi purported to assign the '301 Patent from ADS to himselfand has been since

27

I March 1,2008. Ex. 10. Under Delaware law,when a company is in a"void" status, all powers
28
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1

conferred by law upon the corporation are declared inoperative." 8 Del. C.§ 510(effective Jan.

2

1,2008). The powers that are conferred, and thus lost when the corporate status is void, include

3

the power to "deal in and with real or personal property, or any interest therein, wherever

4

situated, and to sell, convey, lease, exchange,transfer or otherwise dispose of, or mortgage or

5

pledge, all or any ofits property and assets, or any interest therein, wherever situated." 8 Del. C.

6

§122(4).

7

It is indisputable that the '301 Patent is an intangible corporate asset. Thus, due to its voi(

8

status, ADS lacked (and still lacks)the power to "sell, convey,lease, exchange, transfer or

9

otherwise dispose of the '301 Patent. And,the attempted assignment ofthe '301 Patent from

10

11

ADS to Tormasi is invalid.

Notably, while a void corporation may continue to hold property, and it is only in "a state
|

12

ofcoma from which it can be easily resuscitated," until it is resuscitated (by inter alia paying

13

back taxes and penalties owed(8 Del. C. § 312))"its powers as a corporation are inoperative,

14

and the exercise ofthese powers is a criminal offense." Wax v. Riverview Cemetery Co.,24 A.2d

15

431,436 pel.Super.Ct. 1942)).

16

17

While the Delaware code unambiguously supports WDC's contentions regarding the

invalidity ofthe January 30,2019 assignment, the Court's attention is respectfully directed to

18 11 Pntrfer v. Cardiac Sci., Inc., No.04-71028,2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 90014(TE.D, Mich.Nov.27,
19

2006)(Ex. 17). In Parker, citing the Delaware Supreme Court's decision in Krapf& Son, Inc. v.

20

Gorson,243 A.2d 713(Del. 1968),the court found that a writing ratifying a Delaware

21

corporation's prior oral assignment ofa patent was valid even though the wnting was executed

22

when the corporation was in a void status. The facts ofKrapfand Parker, however, are readily

23

distinguishable from those presented in this case.

24

In Krapf, a company's president entered into a contract on behalf ofa corporation which,

25

unbeknownst to him, had been declared void (/.e., forfeited its charter)for failure to pay

26

franchise taxes. 243 A.2d at 714. The corporation was subsequently revived pursuant to 8 Del. C.

27

§312.Id. The question before the Court was whether the corporation's president could be held

28
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1

personally liable for a contract he entered into on behalf ofthe corporation after the company

2 11 was declared void and before it was revived under Delaware law.Id. at 714.

In holding that the president was not personally liable, the Delaware Court found that

since the corporation had been properly revived, the contract was "validated."Id. at 715 (citing 8j
Del. C.§312(e)). The Court explained:

The result ofthe reinstatement ofthe [corporation] was,therefore,to validate the

contract with [Appellant] as a binding contract with the corporation for breach of
which it could be sued.

8 I j The Court also rejected Appellant's argument that 8 Del. C.§ 513, which makes it a criminal
9 11 offense for a person to exercise corporate powers when the corporation is in a void status,
10

precluded the company's president from entering into a binding commitment on behalfofthe

11 II corporation while it was in a void.Id In so doing,the KrapfCourt noted this criminal statute hadj
12 II"no bearing in a contest between private parties," but rather was"a remedy given the state
13

against a corporation, the officers of which persist in exercising its corporate powers after the

14 II charter forfeiture." Id.

15 II
16

The KrapfCouri also found significant the facts that the forfeiture ofthe company's
charter was inadvertent and there was no fraud or bad faith on the part ofthe company president

17 11 in entering into the contract.Id at 715.

18 I I
Similarly, in Parker, the Michigan court found it significant that an oral patent
19 assignment(which was ratified by a writing executed after the company's charter was forfeited)

20 was entered into before the company was in a void status,the forfeiture ofthe company s charter|
21

was inadvertent, and the company could be revived under Delaware law. 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

22 II90014, at *5-8.
23 11
The holdings ofKrapfand Parker thus rest squarely on the notion that a void company
24

can be revived under 8 Del. C. §312, and contracts entered into during this void period can

25

ultimately be validated. Tormasi, however, cannot revive ADS.To do so would require Tormasi

26

to take a number of actions on behalf of ADS {see 8 Del. C. §312)-i.e., it would require

27 I j Tormasi to operate a business, which as explained in Section III.B and V.B, he is prohibited fromj
28 I I
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1

doing as an inmate in a New Jersey prison. Thus, unlike the contracts in Krapfand Parker,

2

Tormasi's purported assignment ofthe '301 Patent from ADS to himselfcannot be validated.

3

Moreover, Tormasi's alleged assignment lacks the hallmarks of good faith and

4

inadvertence that were present in Krapfand Parker. ADS's void status is not"inadvertent,' and

6

I Tormasi's purported assignment of ADS's patent to himself is an obvious bad faith (albeit failed^
1 effort to do an end-run around the New Jersey prison's "no-business" rule. Indeed, by bringing

7

this patent infringement suit, Tormasi is using the courts in an effort to monetize the '301 Patent

8

I and thus in furtherance of his business interests as an individual, which he is barred from doing

9

I under New Jersey law.^

5

10

B.

Tormasi Lacks the Capacity to Sue Because as an Inmate in the New Jersey
Prisons he is Prohibited from Operating a Business

11

Tormasi lacks the capacity to sue for patent infringement because doing so constitutes
12

operating a business which is prohibited under New Jersey law. A party's capacity to sue is
13

determined by the law ofthe party's domicile. FRCP 17(b). In this case, Tormasi has been
14

incarcerated in New Jersey correctional facilities since 1998 and was a resident ofNew Jersey
15

I prior to his incarceration. New Jersey law,therefore, is controlling.

16

As discussed, N.J.A.C. 10A:4-4.1(.705) prohibits Tormasi from running a business
17

I without the approval ofthe Administrator. As was also discussed, in Tormasi's case, the New

18

Jersey federal court and the Third Circuit have found that his efforts at patent monetization and
19

enforcement run afoul ofNew Jersey's "no-business rule," and pursuant to this rule approved the
20

confiscation as contraband documents that Tormasi alleges were a patent application assignment
21

ADS corporate documents, prosecution documents for the '301 Patent and an unfiled patent
22

application. See Section II.E, above.
23

The fact that Tormasi is once again attempting to pursue his business interests while an
24

inmate in a New Jersey correctional facility is evident from Tormasi's Complaint itself. In
25

26
27

2 To the extent Parker can be read as fmding that an assignment made by a Delaware corporation
in a void status is effective, it is directly contrary to 8 Del. Ch. § 510 and should not be followec

28
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Paragraph 1 ofthe Complaint, Tormasi alleges that he is "an innovator and entrepreneur,

2

developing inventions in technology and other areas." ECF 1 ^1 (emphasis added). While

3

"ormasi's prior efforts at patent monetization were under the auspices of ADS,and his current

4

attempts to pursue his business interests are as a sole proprietor, that is a distinction without a

5

difference. See e.g., Kadonsky v. New Jersey Dept. ofCorrections,2015 N.J. Super. Unpub.

6

EXIS 2508, at *1,21 (N.J.Super.A.D. Oct. 30, 2015)(Ex. 18)(Court upheld finding of.705

7

jrohibited act violation stemming from legal work inmate Kadonsky, an individual, performed

8

on behalf ofanother inmate); Helm v. New Jersey Dept. ofCorrections, 2015 N.J. Super. Unpub.

9

,EXIS 1062(N.J.Super.A.D. May 8,2015)(Ex. 19)(Inmate Helm found guilty of.705

10

Drohibited act because he signed paperwork regarding the sales ofhis artwork and taxes to be

11

paid from those sales and because attorneys assisting him were compensated from income

12

jjenerated by the sales);Stanton v. New Jersey Dept. ofCorrections, 2018 N.J. Super. Unpub.

13

,EXIS 2106, at*9-10(N.J.Super.A.D. Sep. 21,2018)(Ex.20)(Inmate Stanton found guilty of

14

705 violation where evidence showed he was selling magazines, received letters from inmates

15

asking how they might be published, and sought price quote from publisher in his purported

16

capacity as CEO of Starchild Publishing ).

17

The "rational connection between the no-business rule and the legitimate penological

18

objective of maintaining security and efficiency at state correctional institutions," articulated by

19

the Tormasi II court-e.g., "operating a business inside a correctional facility would seriously

20

burden operation ofincoming and outgoing mail procedures," and "could result in the

21

introduction of contraband into prisons"(Tormasi II, at *32)-are particularly compelling here.

22

Indeed, Tormasi was previously found to have attempted to "subvert the security and

23

safety of the facility" by attempting to mail "fourteen legal briefs that had been hollowed out to

24

create hidden compartments" that "can easily be used to traffic contraband to and from the

25

facility." Tormasi v. New Jersey Dept. ofCorrections,2007 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 1216, at

26

*1-4(N.J.Super.A.D. Mar.22,2007)(Ex. 21). The New Jersey Court found unpersuasive

27

28
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1

Tormasi's self-serving declaration that "another inmate's documents were intermingled with

2

[his] or that the documents were planted to fabricate charges against[him]."Id. at *2.

3

Tonnasi's Complaint should be dismissed for lack.of capacity to sue.

4

C.

5

Tormasi's willful infringement claim should be dismissed under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6)

Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead Willful Infringement

6

I because(1)Tormasi fails to plead facts plausibly supporting WDC's pre-suit knowledge ofthe

7

'301 Patent and its alleged infringement; and(2)Tormasi fails to plead facts plausibly supporting

8

that WDC's conduct was "egregious."

9

1.

Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead WDC's Pre-Suit Knowledge of the
'301 Patent and its Alleged Infringement

10

Willful infnngement requires knowledge ofthe patent. Hypermedia, U.S. Dist. LEXIS
11

56803, at *8-9(citations and internal quotations omitted). In this case, Tormasi pleads nofacts to
12

i support the notion that WDC had pre-suit knowledge ofthe *301 Patent, much less its alleged
13

infringement.Indeed, Tormasi's allegations on these points consist entirely ofthe conclusory and
14

j unsupported statements that"Defendant knew that its dual-stage actuator system and tip15

1 mounted actuators violated U.S.Patent No. 7,324,301." ECF 1,^1[36,44. Such conclusory
16

allegations, however,"will not Ao** Iqbal, 556 U.S at 678;see also, e.g.. Elec. Scripting Prods, v.
17

I ETC Am.Inc., No. 17-cv-05806-RS,2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43687,at *19-20(N.D. Cal. Mar. 16,

18

2018)(Ex.22)(Plaintiffs "conclusory statement" that its patents "were well known tOxdefendants"
19

because defendants had "written notice ofthe Patents" insufficient to plead pre-suit knowledge
20

I because it provided "no information as to what the written notice entailed or when it was delivered
21

to, or received by [Defendant] such that pefendanfs] knowledge could reasonably be inferred.")
22

a)

Pleading Knowledge ofa Patent Application is Insufficient

23

24

25
26
27

Tormasi speculates that WDC was aware ofthe application that led to the '301 Patent.

1 ECF 1,11137-42. Such speculation, however, falls far short ofthe showing required to plausibly
plead pre-suit knowledge ofthe '301 Patent itself. Pleading "knowledge ofthe patent application
is insufficient, without more, plausibly to support an allegation that the infringer had knowledge

28
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1

ofthe ^ziQnX-in-smV''Adidas Am., Inc. v. Skechers USA, Inc., No. 3:16-cv-1400-SI, 2017 U.S.

2

Dist. LEXIS 89752, at +9(D. Or. June 12,2017)(Ex.23); see also NetFuel, 2018 U.S. Dist.

3

I LEXIS 159412, at *5("The general rule in this district is that knowledge ofa patent application

4

alone is insufficient to meet the knowledge requirement for either a willful or induced

5

infringement claim.")Indeed,"[t]o willfully infringe a patent,the patent must exist and one

6

must have knowledge ofit." State Indus., Inc. v. A.O. Smith Corp.,751 F.2d 1226, 1236(Fed.

7

I Cir. 1985)(emphasis in original)"Filing an application is no guarantee any patent will issue and

8

a very substantial percentage ofapplications never result in patents. What the scope ofclaims in

9
10

I patents that do issue will be is something totally unforeseeable."Id
b)

In Any Event, Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead WDC's
Knowledge of the Application that Led to the '301 Patent

11

Even if Tormasi could plausibly plead the "knowledge" element of willfulness by
12

pleading knowledge ofthe '301 application (he cannot), Tormasi's claim still fails because he
13

does not pleadfacts leading to the reasonable inference that WDC had pre-suit knowledge ofthe
14

'301 application. Instead, Tormasi relies entirely on rank speculation couched as "information
15

and belief(ECF 1 ^^6-44)and a mosaic of"unwarranted deductions offact" and
16

"unreasonable inferences" which the Court need not credit. See Hypermedia,2019 U.S. Dist.
17

I LEXIS 56803, at *2-3("[C]ourts do not accept as true allegations that are merely conclusory,
18

, unwarranted deductions offact, or unreasonable inferences")(citation omitted).
19

Tormasi baldly asserts "upon information and belief — with no factual basis or any
20

attempt at identifying the "information" on which he purportedly relies-that WDC's "legal and
21

technology departments customarily and routinely review all published patent applications
22

pertaining to the field of magnetic storage and retrieval." Id. ^9(emphasis added). Tormasi then
23

I unreasonably infers that since the '301 application was published in November 2005 and
24

available in electronic databases, WDC "encountered" and "had actual knowledge of it. Id.
25

Such a conclusory allegation falls far short of plausibly pleading WDC's knowledge of
26

I the '301 application. See, e.g.. Electronic Scripting, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43687, at *19-20
27

(Plaintiffs "allegations regarding 'defendant's exercise of due diligence pertaining to intellectua
28
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1
2
3

property affecting its Devices,'" insufficient to establish knowledge ofthe patent-in-suit);

Inc V. QD Visions, Inc., No. 16-CV-01957-YGR,2016 U.S. Dist, LEXIS 126745, at *48(N.D. Cal. Sep. 16, 2016)(Ex. 24)(allegations that defendant's "founders and key employees

4

I were, at least, aware ofand knowledgeable about developments and advances in the field and

5

patent filings through their activities conducted through industry conferences, research, and

6
7
8

9

I development" insufficient to support an inference of pre-suit knowledge ofpatent).
Indeed, Tormasi's allegations provide no information about who at WDC supposedly

'encountered" the '301 application, when this occurred or how "such an "encounter" could

I possibly put WDC on notice that it was infringing the claims ofa patent that had not yet issued.

10

In essence, Tormasi proposes that WDC be presumed to have actual knowledge ofevery

11

published application in the field of"magnetic storage and retrieval" and, and thus every patent

12

that issues from such patent applications, a proposition that stands the requirement of plausibly

13

14

I pleading knowledge ofthe patent-in-suit on its head.
c)

Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead WDC's Knowledge of Alleged
Infringement of the '301 Patent

15

Courts in this District have held that claims of willful patent infnngement require an
16

allegation not only that the defendant knew ofthe asserted patents, but also that the defendant
17

knew ofits alleged infringement during the relevant time period. See, e.g., NetFuel, 2018 U.S.
18

i Dist. LEXIS 159412,at *7-8(N.D. Cal. Sept. 18, 2018)("This district has recognized that'there
19

I can be no infnngement ofa patent, willful or otherwise, until the patent issues and the defendant
20

leams of its existence and alleged infringement)(emphasis added);
21

Tormasi's complaint, however, does not allege any facts that would support that WDC
22

I had pre-suit knowledge that it infringed any claim ofthe '301 Patent. Tormasi's pleading in this
23

regard consists only ofthe conclusory and plainly insufficient statement that "Defendant knew
24

I that its [accused devices] violated U.S.Patent No.7,324,301." ECF 1 ^36,44.
25

Tormasi alleges that WDC began using the accused infringing devices "two or three
26

I years" after the '301 application was published — a period oftime which Tormasi baldly asserts
27

(with no factual support whatsoever)"corresponds with the lead time needed to research and
28
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develop new technology." ECF 1,f41. From this Tormasi draws the unreasonable inference that

2

WDC began "researching and developing its [accused devices] within weeks or months after

3

having actual knowledge ofPlaintiff's published patent application." Id. Tormasi's conclusory

4

allegations, unwarranted factual deductions and unreasonable inferences are not well-pled, and

5

thus do not plausibly plead WDC's knowledge ofthe '301 Patent and its infiingement.

6
7

2.

Tormasi Fails to Allege Egregious Conduct

Following the Halo decision, courts in this District have required plaintiffs to plead facts

8

sufficient to demonstrate "egregious" conduct to sustain a willful infringement claim. See, e.g.,

9

Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *10(Dismissing willfulness claim where "the

10

complaint fails to plead egregious conduct"); Finjan, Inc. v. Cisco Sys. Inc., No. 17-CV-00072-

11

BLF,2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 87657, at *9(N.D. Gal. June 7,2017).(Ex. 25)(same).

12

In Hypermedia, prior to filing suit. Plaintiffsent a letter to Defendant"regarding

13

licensing of[Plaintiffs] intellectual property." 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *3. The letter

14

referenced a potential "non-litigation business discussion" between Plaintiffand Defendant,

15

identified patents in Plaintiffs portfolio, and included figures from one ofthe patents and a chart

16

identifying Plaintiffs patents allegedly relevant to Defendant's products.Id. at *3-4. Plaintiff

17

pled that after receiving the letter. Defendant did not investigate to form a good faith basis that

18

the patents were invalid or not infringed but continued its allegedly infringing conduct. Id. at *9.

19

This Court found that Plaintiff failed to plausibly plead "egregiousness" because

20

"[njothing in the complaint provide[d] specific factual allegations about[Defendant's] subjective

21

intent or details about the nature of[Defendant's] conduct to render a claim of willfulness

22

plausible, and not merely possible."Id. at *10 (citing Slot Speaker Techs., Inc. v. Apple, Inc., No

23

13-cv-Ol 161-HSG,2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161400, at *8(N.D. Cal. Sep.29,2017)(Ex. 15)

24

("Defendant's ongoing [operations], on their own,are equally consistent with a defendant who

25

subjectively believes the plaintiffs patent infringement action has no merit. ). This Court found

26

that "Plaintiffcites no case for the broad proposition that a defendant who receives a letter asking

27

ifthey are 'interested in [a]non-litigation business discussion,' must cease operations

28
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1

immediately to avoid a willful infringement claim." Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803,

2

at *10. (internal citations and quotations omitted).Similarly, in Finjan v. Cisco,the Court found

3

Plaintiff had not plausibly plead egregiousness where Plaintiff made only conclusory assertions

4

that "[d]espite knowledge ofFinjan's patent portfolio, Defendant has sold and continues to sell

5

the accused products and services." 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 87657, at *3.

6

Here,Tormasi's complaint is completely devoid ofany allegations suggesting any

7 "egregious" conduct. Moreover,the conduct that Tormasi speculates occurred all centers on the

8

publication ofthe application leading to the '301 and not the '301 Patent itself. Such conduct,

9

even iftrue, simply could not rise to the level ofegregious behavior — "[t]o willfully infringe a

10

patent,the patent must exist and one must have knowledge of it." State Indus., 751 F.2d at 1236

11

(emphasis in original). Thus,Tormasi fails to plead "specific factual allegations about[WDC s]

12

subjective intent or details about the nature of[WDC's]conduct to render a claim of willfulness

13

plausible, and not merely possible." Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *10.

14

Tormasi's claim for willful infringement must be dismissed.

15

D.

16

Tormasi's Complaint alleges "General Infringement" but does not cite the sections of35

17

U.S.C. §271 under which he is proceeding. EOF 1,1125-35. WDC understands Tormasi's claim

18

to be one for direct infringement only, however,to the extent Tormasi asserts that his causes of

19

action are also for indirect infringement- either induced infringement under §271(b)or

20

contributory infringement under §271(c) — such claims must be dismissed under Fed. R. Civ. P.

21

12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim.

22

Tormasi Fails to Plausibly Plead Indirect Infringement

Liability for inducement infringement"only attach[es] ifthe defendant knew ofthe patent

23

and knew as well that 'the induced acts constitute patent infringement.'" Hypermedia, 2019 U.S

24

Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *4(citing Commil USA, LLC v. Cisco Sys., Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1920,1926

25 (2015)(quoting Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 563 U.S. 754,766(2011)). Here,
26

Tormasi's Complaint does not plausibly plead a cause of action for induced infringement

27

because;(1)as discussed in Section V.C.I above, Tormasi does not plausibly plead WDC's

28
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1

knowledge ofthe '301 Patent; and (2)the Complaint is utterly devoid ofany factual allegations

2

from which the Court could "reasonably infer" that WDC had the specific intent to encourage

3

any third-party to infringe the '301 Patent. See Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at

4

*4-8(dismissing Plaintiffs claim for induced infringement where Plaintifffailed to plausibly

5

plead the requisite "specific intent" to encourage others to infringe).

6

Liability for contributory infnngement under 35 U.S.C. §271(c)requires a showing that

7

the alleged contributory infringer knew "that the combination for which [its accused infringing]

8

component was especially designed was both patented and infringing." Global-Tech, 563 U.S. at

9

763(citations and quotations omitted). Thus,to state a claim for contributory infringement,

10

Tormasi must allege facts plausibly showing that(1) WDC had the requisite knowledge and(2)

11

the accused products have "no substantial non-infringing uses." In re Bill ofLading

12

Transmission & Processing Sys. PatentLitig., 681 F.3d 1323,1337(Fed. Cir. 2012)(citation

13

omitted); see also Superior Indus. LLC v. Thor Global Enters. Ltd., 700 F.3d 1287,1295-96

14

(Fed. Cir. 2013)(affirming dismissal ofcontributory infringement claim where plaintifffailed to

15

plausibly allege lack ofsubstantial non-infnnging uses).

16

In this case, Tormasi fails to plausibly plead WDC's knowledge ofthe '301 Patent and

17

pleads no facts to support the reasonable inferences that(a) WDC knew that any of its devices

18

were patented and infiinging, and (b)that WDC's accused infringing devices have no substantia

19

non-infringing uses. Thus,to the extent Tormasi asserts that his cause of action for "General

20

Infringement" includes claims for induced and/or contributory infringement, those claims must

21

be dismissed under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6)for failure to state a claim.

22

VI.

23
24

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons. Defendant Westem Digital Corporation respectfully requests
that its Motion to Dismiss be granted.

25

26
27

28
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2
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4

Respectfiilly submitted.

Dated: April 25, 2019

5

/s/ Erica D. Wilson

6

Erica D. Wilson
7

Erica D. Wilson(SEN 161386)
ericawilson@walterswilson.com

8

EricS. Walters(SEN 151933)
eric@walterswilson.com

9

WALTERS WILSON LLP
10

702 Marshall St., Suite 611
Redwood City, CA 94063

11

Telephone: 650-248-4586

12

Rebecca L. Unruh(SEN 267881)
rebecca.unruh@.wdc.com

13

Western Digital
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Erica D. Wilson(SEN 161386)

2

Eric S. Walters(SEN 151933)

3

eric@walterswilson.com
WALTERS WILSON LLP

ericawilson@.walterswilson.com

702 Marshall St., Suite 611
4

Redwood City, CA 94063

Telephone: 650-248-4586
5

Rebecca L. Unruh(SEN 267881)
6
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8
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Western Digital
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9
10

1 Attorneysfor Defendant
Western Digital Corporation
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12

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
13

OAKLAND DIVISION
14
15

Case Number: 4:19-CV-00772-HSG

WALTER A.TORMASI,
16

Plaintiff,
DECLARATION OF ERICA D. WILSON
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
WESTERN DIGITAL CORPORATION'S

17
V.

18

WESTERN DIGITAL CORPORATION,
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19
20

Date: August 22, 2019
Time: 2:00 p.m.

21

Judge: Hon. Hajrwood S. Gilliam, Jr.
Courtroom: 2,4^ Floor

Defendant.

22
23
24

I, Erica D. Wilson, declare as follows:

1.

I am a partner at Walters Wilson LLP,and am counsel for defendant Western

25

Digital Corporation("WDC").I make this declaration of my own personal knowledge and if

26

called to testify I could and would testify to the facts stated herein.

27
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1

2

3

2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit lis a true and correct copy of Tormasi v. Hayman,

Civil Action No.08-5886(JAP),2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560(D.N.J. June 16, 2009)
("Tormasi I").

4

3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of United States Patent

5

and Trademark Office assignment records for U.S.Patent No.7,324,301 downloaded on April
6
7

23,2019 from https://assignment.uspto.gov.

4.

8
9
10

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of excerpts ofthe

Complaint filed December 1, 2008 in the matter of Walter A. Tormasi v. George W. Hayman, et
al, U.S.D.C. District ofNew Jersey Case No.3:08-cv-05886-JAP-DEA obtained from

11

www.pacer.gov.
12

5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct certified copy ofthe State of

13

Delaware Certificate ofIncorporation of Advanced Data Solutions Corp. dated April 19,2004.
14

6.

15

16

2004 and 2005 Annual Franchise Tax Reports for Advanced Data Solutions Corp.
7.

17

18

Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy ofthe State of Delaware

Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct certified copy ofa Deed for rea

property located at 1828 Middle Road, Martinsville, NJ 08836 dated January 25,2011.

19

8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct certified copy ofa Deed for rea

20

property located at 105 Fairview Avenue, Somerville, New Jersey dated March 15, 2012.
21

9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct certified copy ofthe State of

22

23

New Jersey Department ofthe Treasury Filing Certificate for Tormasi Housing Somerville,LLC

24

filed August 17,2009.

25

26

10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct certified copy ofthe State of

New Jersey Department ofthe Treasury Filing Certificate for TDKH LLC filed February 21,

27
2011.
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11.

1
2

3

Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy ofthe Delaware

Secretary of State Certification of void status ofAdvanced Data Solutions Corp. as of March 1,
2008.

4

12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of Tormasi v. Hayman,

5

Civil Action No.08-5886(JAP),2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25849(D.N.J. Mar. 14,2011)
6
7
8

9
10

("Tormasi 11").

13.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy ofexcerpts ofthe First

Amended Complaint filed July 24,2009 in the matter of Walter A. Tormasi v. George W.

Hayman, et al,U.S.D.C. District ofNew Jersey Case No.3;08-cv-05886-JAP-DEA obtained

11

Tom www.pacer.gov.
12

14.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of Tormasi v. Hayman,

13

443 F. App'x 742(3d Cir. 2011).
14

15.

15

Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy ofHypermedia

16

Navigation v. Google LLC,No. 18-cv-06137-HSG,2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803(N.D. Cal.

17

Apr. 2,2019).

18
19

16.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy ofSlot Speaker Techs.,

Inc. V.Apple,Inc., No. 13-cv-01161-HSG,2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161400(N.D. Cal. Sep. 29,

20

2017).
21

17.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy ofNetFuel, Inc. v. Cisco

22

23
24

25

Sys. Inc., No.5:18-CV-02352-EJD,2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 159412(N.D. Cal. Sep. 18,2018).
18.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy ofParker v. Cardiac Sci

Inc. Case No.04-71028, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 90014(E.D. Mich. Nov.27,2006),

26
27
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19.

1

Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy ofKadonsky v. New

2

\ Jersey Dept. ofCorrections, 2015 N.J. Super. Unpub.LEXIS 2508 (N.J. Super. A.D. Oct. 30,

3

i2015).

4

20.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy ofHelm v. New Jersey

5

\Dept. ofCorrections, 2015 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 1062(N.J. Super. A.D. May 8,2015).
6

21.

7

Attached hereto as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy ofStanton v. New Jersey

8

\ Department ofCorrections, 2018 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 2106 (N.J. Super. A.D. Sep. 21,

9

12018).

10
11

22.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of Tormasi v. New Jersey

I Dept. ofCorrections, 2007 N.J. Super. Unpub.LEXIS 1216(N.J. Super. A.D. Mar.22, 2007).

12

23.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy ofElec. Scripting Prods

13

IV. ETC Am. Inc, No. 17-cv-05806-RS, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43687(N.D. Cal. Mar. 16, 2018).
14
15

16
17
18

24.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy ofAdidas Am., Inc. v.

\skec}^rs USA,Inc., No.3:16-cv-1400-SI,2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 89752(D. Or. June 12,2017).
25.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy oiNanosys, Inc v. QD

Visions, Inc., No. 16-CV-01957-YGR, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 126745(N.D. Cal. Sept. 16,2016)

19

26.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy ofFinjan, Inc. v. Cisco

20

I Sys. Inc., No. 17-CV-00072-BLF,2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 87657(N.D. Cal. June 7, 2017).
21

I declare under penalty of peijuiy under the laws ofthe United States that the foregoing is
22

23
24

I true and correct.

Executed this 25th day of April, 2019 in Redwood City, California.

25

26
27

/s/Erica D. Wilson
Erica D. Wilson
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United States Patent and Trademark Office

UNITED STATES
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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

2 results for "Patent number:"7324301""

Reel/frame ®

Execution date

Conveyance type ®

Assignee(Owner)

Patent

Publication

Properties

018892/0313

Feb7.2005

ASSIGNMENT OF

ADVANCED DATA

7324301

20050243661

1

ASSIGNORS

SOLUTIONS

INTEREST (SEE

CORP.

7324301

20050243661

1

DOCUMENT FOR

DETAILS).

016299/0034

Feb 7, 2005

ASSIGNMENT OF

ADVANCED DATA

ASSIGNORS

SOLUTIONS

INTEREST (SEE

CORP.

DOCUMENT FOR

DETAILS).

https://assignment.uspto.gov/patent/index.html#/patent/search/resultFi!ter?advSearchFilter=patNum:"7324301 &qc~1
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LIMITED STATES

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patent assignment 016299/0034
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST(SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).
Date recorded

Reel/frame

Pages

Feb17.2005

016299/0034

2

Assignors

Execution Date

TORMASi,WALTER A.

Feb07,2005

Assignee

Correspondent

ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS CORP.
105 FAIRVIEW AVENUE

WALTER A. TORMASI
1828 MIDDLE ROAD

SOMERVILLE, NEW JERSEY 08876

MARTINSVILLE, NEW JERSEY 08836

Properties (1 of 1 total)
Patent

Publication

Application

POT

1. STRIPING DATA SIMULTANEOUSLY ACROSS MULTIPLE PLATTER SURFACES
Inventors: Walter A.Tormasi
7324301

20050243661

11031878

Jan 29,2008

Nov 03,2005

Jan 10,2005
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International registration
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Fonn PTai595(RTv. 09/04)
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App.281a 03-01-2005

OMR No 0651-0037 fern fi/30/2005)
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U.S. DEPARTME^^• OF COMMERCE
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RE(
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..102950537

To the Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; Please record the attached documents or the new address(es) below.

1. Name of conveying party(ies)/Execution Date(s): 2. Name and address of receiving party(ies)
Name: Advanced Data Solutions Corp,
Internal Address:

Walter A. Tormasi

07 2005

Execution Date(s)

Street Address:

105 Fairview Avenue

Additional name<s)of conveying party(ies) attached?! I Yes0No
3. Nature of conveyance:

Q Assignment

Q Merger

Citv:

CZI Security Agreement

IHl Change of Name

State:

I I Government Interest Assignment
I I Executive Order 9424, Confirmatory License
I I Other

Somerville

New Jersey

Countrv: United States Zip: 08876

Additional name(s)& address(es) attached?

1—1

4. Application or patent number(s):
A. Patent Application No.(s)

B No

cr

U This document is being filed together with a-raew ^plication
OJ

B. Patent No.(s)

11/031,878

Additional.numbers attached? □ves [Uno
jn.
5. Name and address to whom correspondence
6. Total number of applications and patent
Involved:

concerning document should be mailed:

Name: Walter A» Tormasi

|

1

j

7. Total fee (37 CFR1.21(h) & 3.41) $

40^

Intemal Address:

CH Authorized to be charged by credit card

Street Address:

I I Authorized to be charged to deposit account
[x] Enclosed
I I None required (government interest not affecting title)

1828 Middle Road

Citv:

Martinsville

State:

New Jersey

Phone Number

Fax Number:

8. Payment Information
Zip: 08836

732-560-1665

a. Credit Card Last 4 Numbers.

Expiration Date _
b. Deposit Account Number.

732-560-3939

Authorized User Name

Email Address:

9- Signature:

^

07 mi

Signature
Walter A.

Tormasi

Name pf Person Signing

Date

Total number of pages Including cover
' sheet, attachments, and documents:

' Documents to'bevocorded finduding'coversheet) should berfaxed to (703) 306-5995, or malied to:
Mali Stop Assignment Reeordatton Services, Director of the USPTO, P.O.Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

08/E8/8Q05 BSYffC 0000015211^87^
OlFCtOOei

^

40.00 (Pj

PATENT

REEL: 016299 FRAME: 0034
Appx94

Case: 20-1265
Document:
21 Page:
98 Filed: 01/21/2020
AssiRDment
of Patent
Application
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For consideration received, WALTER A. TORMASI (Assignor),

(160 of 332)

1828 Middle Road, Martinsville, New Jersey 08836, hereby assigns,

transfers, and conveys to ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS CORP.

(Assignee), 105 Fairview Avenue, Somerville, New Jersey 08876,
complete right, title, and interest in United States Patent

Application No. 11/031,878 and its foreign and domestic progeny.

Walter A. Tormasi, Assignor

FEB 07 2005
Date

I hereby certify that the above individual duly acknowledged
the execution of the foregoing instrument and the powers vested
in him, said acknowledgment and affirmation occurring on the
below date in the State of New Jersey, County of Mercer.
r

r

Notary Public

yrtOgnD.troSUW»

.ssrisss™

PATENT

REEL:016299 FRAME:0035

RECORDED:02/17/2005
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Document: 21
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App.283a
UNITED STATES

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patent assignment 018892/0313
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST(SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).
Date recorded

Reel/frame

Feb 07,2007

018892/0313

Assignors

Execution Date
Feb 07.2005

TORMASI, WALTER A.

Assignee

Correspondent

ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS CORP.
10S FARIVIEW AVENUE

WALTER A. TORMASI
1828 MIDDLE ROAD

SQMERVILLE NEW JERSEY 08876

MARTINSVILLE. NEW JERSEY 08836

Properties (1 of 1 total)
Patent

Publication

Application

POT

1. STRIPING DATA SIMULTANEOUSLY ACROSS MULTIPLE PLATTER SURFACES
Inventors: Walter A. Tormasi
20050243661

11031878

Nov 03,2005

JanlO. 2005

Appx96

International registration
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U.S. DEPARTME^f^ OF COMMERCE

02-12-2007

I InitPri States PatPnt anri Trariamark DffirP

103372043

S. Patent t

Director of
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j documents or the new address(es) below.

party(les)/Execution Date{s): 2. Name and address of receiving party(ies)

Name

Mame: Advanced Data Solutions Corp.
Internal Address;

Walter A. Tormasi

F£B 0 7 2005
Execution Date(s)

Street Address:

105 Fairview Avenue

Additional name(s)of conveying party(ies) attached?! Ivesa No
3. Nature of conveyance:

Q Assignment

Q]Merger

City:

I I Security Agreement

CZl Change of Name

State:

Somerville
New Jersey

I I Government Interest Assignment
I I Executive Order 9424. Confirmatory License

Cntintrv: United States Zip: 08876

I 1 Other

Additional name(s)& address(es) attached?D Yes jx]No
Q This document is being filed together with a new application

4. Application or patent number(s):

B. Patent No.(s

A. Patent Application No.{s)

11/031/878

AdditlonaVjiumbers attached? [ IYes [l^No
5. Name and address to whom correspondence
concerning document should be mailed:

Name: Walter A. Tormasi

Involved:

|

I I Authorized to be charged to deposit account
fx] Enclosed

Street Address: 1 828 Middle Road

j I None required (government interest not affecting title)
8. Payment information

Martinsville

a. Credit Card
State: New Jersey

Phone Number:
Fax Number.

1

7. Total fee(37 CFR .1.21(h) & 3.41) $ 4^
I I Authorized to be charged by credit card

Internal Address:

City:

6,Total number of applications and patents

Zip: 08836

Last 4 Numbers

Expiration Date,

732-560-1665

b. Deposit Account Number

732-560-3939
Authorized User Name

Email Address:

9. Signature:

r

''EB 0 7 m'
Date

Signature
Walter A. Tormasi

Name ofPerson Signing

Total number of pages including cover
sheet, attachments, and documents:

Documents to be recordad (Including cover sheet)should be faxed to(703)306-5995,or mailed to:

Mail Stop Assignment Recordation Services, Director of.the USPTO,P.O.Box 1459, Alexandria, V.A. 22313-1
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Assignment of Patent Application

For consideration received, WALTER A. TORMASI (Assignor),
1828 Midtile Road, Martinsville, New Jersey 08836, hereby assigns,
transfers, and conveys to ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS CORP.

(Assignee), 105 Fairview Avenue, Somerville, New Jersey 08876,
complete right, title, and interest in United States Patent
Application No, 11/031,878 and its foreign and domestic progeny.

Walter A, Tormasi, Assignor

FEB 07 2005
Date

I hereby certify that the above individual duly acknowledged
the execution of the foregoing instrument and the powers vested
in him, said acknowledgment and affirmation occurring on the
below date in the State of New Jersey, County of Mercer.,

Notary Public

SubMrtbed

u
tmtCR® 0. STRIBUNG

PATENT

REEL: 018892 FRAME: 0314

RECORDED:02/07/2007
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Delaware

Page 1

The First State

If JEFFPEY W. BULLOCK, SECRETAPY OF STATE OF THE STATE OF
DELAWARE, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THE ATTACHED IS A TRUE AND CORRECT
COPY OF THE CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF 'ADVANCED DATA

SOLUTIONS CORP.

FILED IN THIS OFFICE ON THE NINETEENTH DAY OF

APRIL, A.D. 2004, AT 2:11 O'CLOCK P.M.

Authentication: 202677196

3791936 8100

Date: 04-19-19

SR# 20193008615

You may verify this certificate online at corp.delaware.gov/authver.shtinl
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CERTMCATE OFINCORPORATION

FIRST: The name of this corporation shall be: ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIGNS CORP.

SECOND: Its le^stered office in the State of Delaware is to be located at 2711 Centerville
Road,Suite 400,in the City of Wilmington, County of New Castle and its registered agent at such
address is THE COMPANY CORPORATION.

THIRD: The purpose or purposes of the corporation shall be:
To engage in any lawful act or activity for which corporations may be
organized under the General Corporation Law ofDelaware.
FOURTH: The total number of shares of stock which this corporation is authorized to issue is:
One Thousand Five Hundred (1,500)shares ofcommon stock with no par value
FIFTH: The name and address of the incorporator is as follows:
Angela Norton
2711 Centearville Road
Suite 400

Wilmington,Delaware 19808

SIXTH: The Board ofDirectors shall have the power to adopt,amend or repeal the by-laws.

SEVENTH: No director shall be personally liable to the Corporation or its stockholders for
monetary damages for any breach offiduciary duty by such director as a director. Notwithstanding
the foregoing sentence, a director shall be liable to the extent provided by applicable law, (i) for
breach of the director's duty of loyalty to the Corporation or its stockholders, (ii) for acts or
omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct or a knowing violation oflaw,
(iii) pursuant to Section 174 of the Delaware General Corporation Law or (iv)for any transaction
from which the director derived an improper personal benefit. No amendment to or repeal of this
Article Seventh shall apply to or have any eflFect on the liability or alleged liability of any director
of the Corporation for or with respect to any acts or omissions of such director occurring prior to
such amendment.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undCTsigned, being the incorporator herein before named,

has executed signed and acknowledged this certificate ofincorporation this 19th day of April 2004.

NaniA- Angela Norton
Incolporator

state of Delauare

Secretary of State

Divlsioa of Corporations
DeUvered 02:46 FM 04/19/2004
FILED 02:11 Fti 04/19/2004
SRV 040283802 - 3791936 FILE

DE BC D-CERTIFICATE OFtNCORPORATlGN -SHORT SPEOMEN 09/00-1(DESHORT)
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2004 ANNUAL FRANCHISE TAX REPORT
DO NOT ALTER RLE NUMBER

APRIL 19, 2004

55-0872479
AUTHOR12EO STOCK
BEGIN DATE
ENDma DATE

12-31-2004

DESIGNAIION

January
PARVALUESHARE

Na OF SHARES

OR STOCK CLASS

35.00

Na SHARES
ISSUED

I

I

I

TOTAL GROSS
ASSETS

JAW.1st

None
$iOOJX)PENALfr

IjnL MONTHLV IHTEHbSI

*

5

N/A

I

ASSETS FOR RECULATEO
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U500
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, 2005

TO
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DATE OF

BENEWAUREVOCATION DATE
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732-560-1665

ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS CORP.

5791936

€1

PHONE NUMBER

CORPORATION NAME
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N/A

1,500
ANN.HUNO FEE
25.00

$1

5-17-04

|PteV CREDIT OH BAUAN®

PREPAID QHTY.PAYMENTS"

s 0

» 0

AMOUNTDUE

60.00

S

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
DELAWARE SECRETARY OF STATE

RE6ISTERED ABENT
9018442
THE COMPANY CORPORATION
2711 CENTERVILLE ROAD
SUITE 400
MILHINGTON, DE 19808

$100.00 PENALTY !f not Received on or before

CHECK Na

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

$60.00
□30105

HAR 1, 2005 Plus 1.5% Interest per month.
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S

WILMINGTON. DE 19808

SUITE 400

REGISTERED AGENT
9018112
THE COMPANY CORPORATION
271L CENTERVILLE ROAD

35.00

$100110 PENALTY

DBQIOL

NO.SHARES
ISSUED

$

25.00

ANN. FlUNG FEE

PAR VALUE/SHARE

yjS% MONTHLY INTEREST

l.SOO

NO.OF SHARES

RENEWAL/REVOCATION DATE

DATE OF

S

f

t

DEC.3l8t

JAN.ISl

INVESTMENT CORPS

ASSETS FOR REGULATED

I

"W
f

60.00

DQQQQLDQQ 0

(CHECK m.

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

DELAWARE SECRETARY OF STATE

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
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ASSET DAT€
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ASSETS
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Delaware

Page 1

The First State

J, JEFFREY W. BULLOCK^ SECRETARY OF STATE OF TEE STATE OF
DELAWARE, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE CERTIFICATE OF
INCORPORATION OF 'ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS CORP.', WAS RECEIVED
AND FILED IN THIS OFFICE THE NINETEENTH DAY OF APRIL, A.D.
2004.

AND I DO HEREBY FURTHER CERTIFY THAT THE 2LF0RESAID

CORPORATION IS NO LONGER IN EXISTENCE AND GOOD STANDING UNDER
THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE HAVING BECOME INOPERATIVE AND

VOID THE FIRST DAY OF MARCH, A.D. 2008 FOR NON-PAYMENT OF
TAXES.

AND I DO HEREBY FURTHER CERTIFY THAT THE AFORESAID

CORPORATION WAS SO PROCLAIMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS
OF GENERAL CORPORATION LAW OF TEE STATE OF DELAWARE ON THE

TWENTY-SIXTH DAY OF JUNE, A.D. 2008 TEE SAME HAVING BEEN
REPORTED TO THE GOVERNOR AS HAVING NEGLECTED OR REFUSED TO PAY
THEIR JiNNUT^L TAXES.

JcfTny

^

Authentication: 202681311

3791936 8400

Date: 04-22-19

SR# 20193024013

You may verify this certificate online at corp.delaware.gov/authver.shtml
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ORIGINAL FILEI
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3
SUSAN Y. SOONG

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT
NORTH DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

4

5

OAKLAND OFFICE

Walter A. Tormasi, #136062/268030C
New Jersey State Prison
Second & Cass Streets

6'

P.O. Box 861

Trenton, New Jersey 08625
7

Attorney for Plaintiff (Appearing Pro Se)
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

8

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
OAKLAND DIVISION

9

10

WALTER A. TORMASI,

CASE NO. 4:19-CV-00772-HSG

11

Plaintiff,

HEARING DATE:

AUG. 22, 2019

12

ASSIGNED JUDGE:

V.

HON. HAYWOOD S

GILLIAM, JR., U.S.D.J.

13

WESTERN DIGITAL CORP.,
14
Defendant.
15

16

17

18

BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS

19
20

WALTER A. TORMASI, PLAINTIFF
21

ATTORNEY PRO PERSONA

OF COUNSEL AND ON THE BRIEF
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RELIEF SOUGHT

2

Plaintiff Walter A. Tormasi categorically opposes Defendant•

3

Western Digital Corp.'s Motion to Dismiss and respectfully

4

requests that said motion be denied in its entirety.

5

6

STATEMENT OF ISSUES TO BE DECIDED

In its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant advances three primary

7

arguments.

The first argument asserts that Plaintiff lacks

8

standing to bring" suit.

9

regulations removed Plaintiff's suing capacity.

The second argument asserts that prison
The third

10

argument asserts that Plaintiff failed to satisfy pleading

11

standards regarding his willful-infringement claim.

12

addresses these arguments in the order listed.

13

14

Plaintiff

STATEMENT OF FACTS

The relevant facts are detailed in Plaintiff's Complaint

15

and accompanying Declaration and exhibits, which Plaintiff

16

incorporates herein by reference.

17

basis, the below discussion proceeds accordingly.

With that antecedent factual

18

LEGAL ARGUMENT

19

POINT I

20
21

22 I

PLAINTIFF OWNS THE PATENT-IN-SUIT AND HAS
FULL ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY, GIVING PLAINTIFF
STANDING TO SUE UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 281.

Defendant is incorrect in asserting lack of standing.

23

is because Plaintiff was the legal title holder of the

24

patent-in-suit during the period of infringement.
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1

moreover, had express authority to sue for prior acts of

2

infringement.

3

Plaintiff with standing under 35 U.S.C. § 281.

4

These circumstances, among others, provided

As the Court is aware, plaintiffs must have standing to sue

5

for damages in federal court.

6

& Mach. Works, 261 U.S. 24 (1923).

7

equally to patent-infringement cases.

8
9

Crown Die & Tool Co. v. Nye Tool

This requirement applies
Id. at 40-41.

The United States Code gives "patentee[s] . . . remedy by
civil action for infringement."

35 U.S.C. § 281.

The term

10

"patentee," as used in § 281, is synonymous with "legal title

11

holder" and includes not only the person or entity "to whom the

12

"patent was issuedbut also the successors in title to the

13

patentee."

Arachnid, Inc. v. Merit Industries, Inc., 939 F.3d

14

1574, 1578 n.2 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (citing 35 U.S.C. § 100(d)).

15

Accordingly, in order "to recover money damages for

16

infringement," the patent-asserting person or entity "must have

17

held the legal title to the patent during the time of the

18

infringement."

19

vested post-infringement, the title-conferring instrument must

20

have expressly authorized "right of action for past

21

infringements."

22

Id. at 1579.

Alternatively, if legal title

Id. at 1579 n.7 (citing cases).

Plaintiff submits that the foregoing standards provide him

23

with standing to sue.

This is especially the case when

24

considering not only Plaintiffs factual allegations (as set
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1

forth in his Complaint) but also relevant extrinsic evidence

2

(namely/ his accompanying Declaration and exhibits).

3

As alleged in his Complaint, Plaintiff ^^is the . . .

4

patentee of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301 and, as such, has the

5

statutory authority to bring suit against Defendant for

6

infringement of said patent."

7

281).)

8

interest in the foregoing patent, with such ownership

9

permitting Plaintiff ^to pursue all causes of action and legal

(Compl. S 7 (citing 35 U.S.C. §

Plaintiff, moreover, '^owns all right, title, and

10

remedies arising during the entire term of U.S. Patent No.

11

7,324,301.'"

12

(Compl. 1 8 (quoting Compl. Exh. A).)

These allegations are entirely sufficient to establish

13

standing.

Significantly, pursuant to Arachnid, supra. Plaintiff

14

alleged not only current ownership but also express authority

15

to sue for past infringement.

These allegations, if true (which

■

16

they are), give Plaintiff "remedy by civil action for

17

infringement of his patent."

18

35 U.S.C. § 281.

Assuming, arquendo, that Plaintiff s allegations in his

19

Complaint fail to establish standing, this Court should turn to

20

the extrinsic evidence proffered by Plaintiff.

21

evidence consists of Plaintiff s accompanying Declaration and

22

exhibits.

23

patent-in-suit and has retroactive enforcement authority.

24

Such extrinsic

Those documents confirm that Plaintiff owns the

Specifically, according to his proffered Declaration and
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1

exhibits, Plaintiff was, and is, the sole shareholder of

2

Advanced Data Solutions Corp. (ADS), an entity that previously

3

owned the patent-in-suit.

4

serving as an ADS director and ADS executive, Plaintiff

5

authorized and executed various intellectual-property

6

Assignments in 2007, 2009, and 2019.

7

23, 28-30; Tormasi Decl. Exhs. C, D, G, H, L.)

8

Assignments, which included the Assignment appended to

9

Plaintiff's Complaint, conveyed to Plaintiff all right, title,

{Tormasi Decl. 51[ 7-10.)

While

(Tormasi Decl. IS 16-17,
Those

10

and interest in the patent-in-suit.

11

H, L.)

12

executed prior to" the cause of action" ("ie"., before the six-year

13

period preceding Plaintiff's Complaint), with the Assignments

14

from 2009 and 2019 giving Plaintiff express retroactive

15

enforcement authority.

16

(Tormasi Decl. Exhs. D,

Notably, the Assignments from 2007 and 2009 were

(Tormasi Decl. Exhs. D, H, L.)

Like the allegations in his Complaint, Plaintiff's

17

Declaration and exhibits establish his standing to sue under 35

18

U.S.C. § 281.

19

Plaintiff has proven his ownership of the patent-in-suit during

20

the term of infringement or, at the very least, proven his

21

authority to sue for pre-ownership acts of infringement.

22

This is because, pursuant to Arachnid, supra.

In challenging Plaintiff's ownership of the patent-in-suit.

23

Defendant postulates that Plaintiff cannot present evidence

24

establishing his status as an ADS shareholder, director, and

Appxl16
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1

executive.

2

Plaintiff lacked authority to execute ADS assignments.

3

Relying on that premise, Defendant contends that

Contrary to Defendant's premise, Plaintiff's Declaration

4

establishes his formation of ADS; his service as an ADS

5

director; his appointment to various executive positions,

6

including President and Chief Executive Officer; and his

7

ownership of all ADS stock-

8

32-33; Tormasi Decl. Exhs. C, D, G, H, L.)

9

point. Plaintiff acknowledges his inability to produce certain

(Tormasi Decl. 55 7-10, 16-17, 23,
To Defendant's

10

ADS records due to seizure by prison officials.

11

55 13, 35.)

12

supported'by corroborating evidence'"(see Tormasi Decl. 5 33), is

13

sufficient to prove his ADS ownership/stewardship.

14

is thus incorrect is arguing that Plaintiff lacked authority to

15

represent ADS and execute assignments on its behalf.

16

(Tormasi Decl.

However, Plaintiff's Declaration, which is

Defendant

In its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant relies heavily on the

17

fact that ADS entered defunct status in 2008.

18

believes that such an irregularity prevented ADS from executing

19

any post-2008 assignments, particularly the Assignment from

20

2019.

21

legal title to the patent-in-suit and, consequently, that

22

Plaintiff lacks standing to sue under 35 U.S.C. § 281.

23

arguments are without merit for multiple reasons.

24

Defendant

Defendant therefore argues that ADS continues to hold

These

First and foremost, long-standing Delaware law permits
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1

defunct corporations to enter into binding contracts under

2

certain circumstances.

3

A.2d 713, 715 (Del. 1968).

4

situations where ^^the forfeiture of the [corporate] charter came

5

about by inadvertence" and where the contract was executed ^'in

6

the absence of fraud or bad faith."

7

were present here, making the post.-2008 Assignments valid.

See Krapf & Son, Inc. v. Gorson;. 243
Those circumstances include

Id.

Both circumstances

8

As detailed in his Declaration, Plaintiff expected his

9

family members to pay yearly fees to The Company Corporation for

10

purposes of maintaining regulatory compliance.

(Tormasi Decl.

11

fSI 19, 37.)

12"

father suffered medical disabilities and failed to make such

13

payments, causing Delaware officials to place ADS on defunct

14

status in 2008.

15

did not learn about the corporate default until receiving

16

Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, Plaintiff assumed that ADS

17

remained in good standing with Delaware officials .and operated

18

ADS accordingly.

19

Plaintiff authorized and executed two post-2008 Assignments in

20

his capacity as an ADS director and executive.

21

fSI 23, 28, 32; Tormasi Decl. Exhs". G, H, L.)

Plaintiff recently learned, however, that his

(Tormasi Decl. SI 37.)

But because Plaintiff

(Tormasi Decl. SIl 37-39.)

Ultimately,

(Tormasi Decl.

22

These circumstances render Plaintiff s Assignments from

23

2009 and 2019 authoritative despite the 2008 default by ADS.

24

accordance with Krapf, supra. Plaintiff has demonstrated that
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1

the corporate default was ''inadvertent'' and that the post-2008

2

Assignments were executed "in the absence of fraud or bad

3

faith."

4

are therefore "binding on the corporation."

5

243 A.2d at 715.

The Assignments from 2009 and 2019
Id.

• This Court must, of course, abide by Krapf.

Simply stated,

6

federal courts are prohibited from overruling state courts on

7

questions of state law.

8

controlling and must be followed and applied here.

9

The ruling in Krapf is therefore

In its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant appears to argue that

10

Krapf is inconsistent with certain Delaware statutes and is

11

inapplicable to the facts of this case.

12

rejected.

13

distinguishable. Plaintiff relies on Krapf for its legal

14

holding, not its factual similarity.

15

Defendant's diverging views on the impact of certain Delaware

16

statutes, Krapf constitutes final authority in interpreting

17

Delaware law and, as noted, must be followed and applied.

18

That argument must be

First, even if Krapf is somehow materially

Second, despite

It stands to reason that Krapf is controlling and cannot be

19

sidestepped.

But even if Krapf is disregarded. Defendant

20

continues to be wrong in arguing that ADS became incapacitated

21

after defaulting with Delaware officials in 2008.

22

It is well established that improperly maintained

23

corporations can exist de facto, with de facto corporations

24

being equivalent to legally compliant corporations.

Appxl19
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1

C.J.S. Corporations §§ 63-64, at pp. 336-39 (West Publishing Co.

2

1990).

3

continue to maintain their corporate existence for

4

asset-disposal purposes and, further, that executives and

5

directors of defunct corporations are permitted to retain and

6

exercise their corporate powers and duties.

7

962-64, at pp. 514, 516-21-; 8 Del. Code Ann. § 278.

It is also well established that defunct corporations

See id. §§ 859,

8

Based on the circumstances outlined in Plaintiff's

9

Declaration, it is clear that ADS assumed ^ facto corporate

10 I status after inadvertently defaulting with Delaware regulators
11

in 2008.

12

2009 and '2019 were""undertaken by ADS for asset-disposal'

13

purposes.

14

power to authorize and execute post-2008 assignments.

15

It is also clear that the subsequent Assignments from

For those reasons, ADS and its stewardship had the

Defendant's invalidity arguments are flawed in other

16

respects.

Aside from incorrectly presuming that ADS became

17

incapacitated after its 2008 default. Defendant fails to

18

recognize that assets of unindebted corporations are distributed

19

to shareholders.

20

533-34; 8 Del. Code Ann. § 281.

21

and continues to be, the sole shareholder of ADS, with ADS

22

having no debt/creditors.

23

if Defendant were correct that ADS instantly evaporated in

24

2008, all ADS assets would have been transferred to Plaintiff,

See C.J.S. Corporations, supra, § 875, at pp.

In this case. Plaintiff was,

(Tormasi Decl. If 9-10, 41.)

8
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1
2

making him the current owner of the patent-in-suit
In any event, Defendant's invalidity arguments have no

3

bearing on Plaintiff's pre-2019 Assignments.

4

above. Plaintiff, in his capacity as an ADS director and

5

executive, authorized and executed Assignments in June 2007 and

6

December 2009.

7

Exhs. C, D, G, H.)

8

binding, even after ADS defaulted with regulators in 2008.

9

As explained

(Tormasi Decl. if 16-17, 23; Tormasi Decl. _
Those Assignments remain outstanding and

With that said. Plaintiff acknowledges that the Assignment

10

from December 2009 was executed after the 2018 corporate

11

default.

12"

authoritative under Delaware" laiw.

13

§ 278, ^^corporations, whether they expire by their own terms or

14

are otherwise dissolved, shall nevertheless be continued, for

15

the term of 3 years . . . to dispose of and convey their

16

property . . . and to distribute to their stockholders any

That post-2008 Assignment, however, continues to be
Pursuant to 8 Del. Code Ann.

17 j remaining assets." Here, ADS was voided in 2008. In accordance
18

with 8 Del. Code Ann. § 278, ADS had until 2011 (three years)

19

to transfer its property.

20

the three-year window, making that Assignment valid.

21

The Assignment from 2009 fell within

The upshot, of course, is that Plaintiff currently owns the

22

patent-in-suit.

Equally important. Plaintiff was the title

23

holder during the cause.of action and/or had retroactive

24

enforcement authority.

Because these conclusions survive
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1

Defendant's evidentiary and legal challenges, Plaintiff has

2

standing to sue under 35 U.S.C. § 281.

3

the contrary are without merit, mandating rejection.

Defendant's arguments to

4

POINT II

5

ADMINISTRATIVE PRISON REGULATIONS DO NOT, AND

CANNOT, TAJCE AWAY PLAINTIFF'S CAPACITY TO
BRING THE PRESENT INFRINGEMENT ACTION.

6

7

Defendant asserts that Plaintiff lacks the capacity to sue

8

under state law.

Defendant bases its argument on prison

9

regulations prohibiting inmates from operating businesses while

10

imprisoned.

11

rejected, as prison regulations do not, and cannot, prevent

12

Plaintiff from personally suing for patent infringement.

13

Defendant's lack-of-capacity argument must be

It is well established that prisoners retain the right

14

of access to the courts under the First and Fourteenth

15

Amendments.

16

to that right, prison officials must allow prisoners to file

17

civil lawsuits and, conversely, are prohibited from

18

''frustrat[ing] or . . . imped[ing]" any ''nonfrivolous legal

19

claim."

20

Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817 (1977).

Pursuant

Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 349, 353 (1996).

Judging from its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant seeks to lay

21

aside Plaintiff's First and Fourteenth Amendment rights by

22

preventing Plaintiff from filing suit while imprisoned.

23

incapacitation effort is untenable, to say the least.

24

That

Defendant is certainly correct that New Jersey inmates are
10
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1

prohibited from operating businesses without administrative

2

approval.

3

prohibition, however, was never intended to supersede

4

Plaintiff's right to file civil lawsuits in his personal

5

capacity.

6

"""[ilnmates have [the] constitutional right of access to the

7

courts," going so far as requiring "[c]orrectional facility

8

authorities [to] assist inmates in the preparation and filing of

9

meaningful legal papers."

10

N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:4-4.1(a)(3)(xiv).

That

In fact, prison regulations recognize that

N.J. Admin. Code § lOA:6-2.1.

To Plaintiff's knowledge, no court has ever invoked an

11

administrative regulation to prevent inmates from suing.

Nor

12

has any court ever deemed personal litigation by an inmate

13 I tantamount to conducting prohibited business operations
14

In support of its lack-of-capacity argument. Defendant

15 I cites various nonbinding cases, including Tormasi v. Hayman, 443
16

Fed. Appx. 742 (3d Cir. 2011).

17

such nonbinding cases is that prison officials will not be held

18

liable under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for seizing business-related

19

documents from inmates.

20

capacity to sue, not the liability of prison officials.

21

cases cited by Defendant are therefore inapposite.

22

The most that can be said of

The issue here, however, is Plaintiff's

The

To its credit. Defendant correctly observes that

23

Plaintiff's capacity to sue must be determined by the laws of

24

his domicile.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 17(b).
11
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1 I Jersey, making the laws thereof controlling.
2

Significantly, according to New Jersey statute, ^'[e]very

3

person who has reached the age of majority . . . and has the

4

mental capacity may prosecute or defend any action in any court,

5

in person or through another duly admitted to the practice of

6

law.''

7

Jersey, either personally or through an attorney. Plaintiff must

8

have ^""reached the age of majority," which occurs at age 18 or

9

age 21 {see N.J. Stat. Ann. § 9:17B-3); and must have possessed

N-J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

Thus, to bring suit in New

10

^^mental capacity.". N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

11

imprisonment status or prison behavior is irrelevant to the

12

capacity-to-sue standard.

13

The litigant's

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-i.

It cannot be disputed that Plaintiff is well over the ages

14

of 18 or 21, especially considering that Plaintiff has been

15

imprisoned at an adult penitentiary for two decades and is now

16

near mid-life.

17-

disputed that Plaintiff is intellectually capable, as evidenced

18

by his educational and creative accomplishments.

19

11 4-6.) - Plaintiff, in short, has met majority and competency

20

requirements under N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:15-1.

21

the capacity to sue despite his imprisonment status.

(Tormasi Decl. SIl 3, 6.)

It also cannot be

(Tormasi Decl.

He therefore has

22

For the sake of completeness, it must be mentioned that

23

legislation previously existed preventing New Jersey inmates

24

from suing while imprisoned.

N.J. Stat. Ann. § 59:5-3 (repealed
12
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1

by L. 1988, c. 55, § 1).

2

unconstitutional 37 years ago.

3

913 (D.N.J. 1982), affM, 712 F.2d 854 {3d Cir. 1983).

4

Such.legislation was deemed
Holman v. Hilton, 542 F. Supp.

Now, in 2019, there are no laws on the books in New Jersey

5

declaring imprisonment status or prison behavior an incapacity

6

for filing lawsuits.

7

would certainly run afoul of the First and Fourteenth

8

Amendments.

9

argument is legally unsupportable and must be rejected.

10

And even if such laws existed, those laws

Needless to say. Defendant's lack-of-capacity

POINT III

11

PLAINTIFF ADEQUATELY ALLEGED DEFENDANT'S
LIABILITY FOR WILLFUL INFRINGEMENT, THEREBY

12
13

COMPLYING with"PLEADING REQUIREMENTS.
Also without merit is Defendant's objection to Plaintiff's

14

willful-infringement claim (Count II).

15

willful infringement for the purpose of seeking ^^enhanced

16

damages." (Compl. f 44; Compl., Prayer for Relief, 2 E, at pp.

17

12-13.)

18

claim meets pleading standards under Rule 8(a)(2).

19

Plaintiff had alleged

As discussed below. Plaintiff's willful-infringement

It is well established that plaintiffs must do more than

20

allege the violation of law.

See Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S.

21

662, 678 (2009) (finding inadequate ""labels and conclusions" or

22

mere ""formulaic recitation of the [claim] elements") (internal

23

quotation marks omitted).. Instead, plaintiffs must demonstrate

24

entitlement to relief by pleading circumstances supporting civil
13
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1

liability.

2

plausibility" and ^'allow[] the court to draw the reasonable

3

inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct/' then

4

the pleading passes muster under Rule 8(a)(2).

5

Id.

Where such circumstances ''ha[ve] facial

Id.

In his Complaint (which must be accepted as true at this

6

juncture), Plaintiff alleged that "'Defendant knew that its

7

dual-stage actuator system and tip-mounted actuators violated

8

U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301" but nevertheless "intentionally

9

circulated infringing devices."

10

(Compl. 5 36.)

In support of

that willful-infringement contention. Plaintiff recounted

11 j various "surrounding circumstances." (Compl. 5 37.)
12

The first circumstance concerned Defendant's process of

13

"review[ing] all published patent applications pertaining to the

14

field of magnetic storage and retrieval." (Compl. I 39.)

15

conducting that review process, Defendant personally

16

"encountered, and therefore had actual knowledge of, Plaintiff's

17

published patent application."

18

In

(Compl. ^ 39.)

The second circumstance concerned "the timing of

19

Defendant's adoption of [Plaintiff's disclosed] actuator

20

improvements/innovations."

21

Plaintiff's Complaint, "Defendant began utilizing dual-stage

22

actuator systems and tip-mounted actuators approximately two or

23

three years after the publication of Plaintiff s patent

24

application." (Compl. SI 41.)

(Compl. 5 37.)

As alleged in

Significantly, "[t]hat delayed
14
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1

implementation correspond[ed] v/ith the lead time needed to

2

research and develop new technology.''

3

import is that "Defendant began researching and developing its

4

dual-stage actuator systems and tip-mounted actuators within

5

weeks or months after having actual knowledge of Plaintiff's

•6

published patent application."

7

{Compl. 1 41.)

The

(Compl. SI 41.)

The third circumstance concerned the sine qua non of this

8

civil action, namely, that Defendant "infring[ed] upon

9

Plaintiff's patent as alleged."

(Compl- SI 36.)

In that regard,

10 I Plaintiff recounted seven instances of infringement. (Compl.
11 I SISI 26-32.) He alleged that such infringement occurred via
12 I "element-by-eiement structural correspondence" or, at the very '
13 I least, "under the doctrine of equivalents" given "similarities

14 I in function, way, and result." (Compl. SISI 25, 32-33.)
15 I

In his Complaint, Plaintiff alleged that the foregoing

16

circumstances were "indicative of Defendant's willful

17

infringement."

18

Defendant's alleged willful infringement. Plaintiff- demanded

19

"enhanced damages" totaling "three times base damages."

(Compl. SI 42.)

Accordingly, by virtue of
'

(Compl.

{

20 I SI 44; Compl., Prayer for Relief, SI E, at pp. 12-13.)
21 j

These circumstances, all of which have "facial

22

plausibility," demonstrate Plaintiff's entitlement to relief on

23

his willful-infringement claim.

To qualify for enhanced

24 I damages under 35 U.S.C. § 284, the defendant's alleged
15
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1

willfulness need only exist on the subjective level, i.e.,

2

"without regard to whether [the] infringement was objectively

3

reasonable."

4

S. Ct. 1923, 1933 (2016).

5

established, the defendant's behavior will generally be

6

deemed "egregious" and warrant "enhanced damages under patent

7

law."

8

standards, opening the door for enhanced damages.

Halo Elecs., Inc. v. Pulse Elecs., Inc., 136

Id. at 1934.

Where such subjective willfulness is

Plaintiff's allegations meet these

Defendant, to reiterate, is accused of having actual

9

10

knowledge of Plaintiff s patent application and of cultivating

11

the underlying technology shortly thereafter.

12

39-42.)

13

infringing devices" and, more specifically, of having actual

14

knowledge "that its dual-stage actuator system and tip-mounted

15

actuators violated U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301." .(Compl. 55 36,

16

44.)

17

requisite mens rea (subjective willfulness) under Halo.

18

(Compl. 51

Defendant is also accused of "intentionally circulating

These allegations demonstrate that Defendant possessed the

Defendant advances three grounds in disputing Plaintiff s

19

willful-infringement allegations.

20

not establish the inadequacy of Plaintiff's allegations.

21

Those grounds, however, do

Defendant first contends that Plaintiff failed to plead

22

Defendant's knowledge of the patent-in—suit.

23

simply untrue. Although Plaintiff focused his allegations on

24

Defendant's discovery of the application disclosing Plaintiff's
16
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1

invention, Plaintiff did indeed allege actual knowledge of the

2

patent-in-suit.

3

Complaint, Plaintiff alleged that

4

dual-stage actuator system and tip-mounted actuators violated

5

U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.''

6

allegation, when construed in Plaintiff's favor, unequivocally

7

accuses Defendant of having actual knowledge of the

8

patent-in-suit, thereby complying with governing law.

9

Specifically, in two paragraphs of his
Defendant knew that its

(Compl. If 36, 44.)

That

In its second ground of attack, Defendant argues that

10

Plaintiff's willful-infringement allegations do not arise to the

11

level of "'egregious misconduct" necessary for awarding enhanced

12

damages.

13.

Halo made clear that "egregious cases [of infringement are]

14

typified by willful misconduct."

15

alleging willful infringement. Plaintiff alleged, by

16

implication, that Defendant acted egregiously.

17

are therefore permitted under 35 U.S.C. § 284.

18

This contention is similarly baseless.

The Court in

136 S. Ct. at 1934.

Thus, by

Enhanced damages

Also with merit is Defendant's argument that Plaintiff's

19

willful-infringement claim fails to meet the pleading standards

20

set forth in Iqbal.

21

Plaintiff recounted implausible events or merely alleged willful

22

infringement without detailing any supporting facts.

23

case. Plaintiff went one step farther by pleading specific

24

circumstances, all of which were plausible.

Perhaps Defendant would be correct had

17
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1

allegations are therefore sufficient under Iqbal.

2

With that said, Plaintiff acknowledges that his allegations

3

of willful infringement must ultimately be proven.

That issue,

4

however, is premature.

5

that Plaintiff met governing pleading standards.

6

willful-infringement claim should therefore proceed to the

7

discovery stage, at which time Plaintiff intends to substantiate

8

his current allegations and to uncover ""^[olther evidence . . .

9

regarding Defendant's knowledge, belief, and intent."

For present purposes, it suffices to say
Plaintiff's

10

43.)

11

his well-pleaded allegations of willful infringement.

12

(Compl. i

Such an opportunity should be afforded to Plaintiff given

Finally, assuming, arguendo, that Defendant's miscellaneous

13

pleading-related attacks have merit. Plaintiff respectfully

14

requests leave to amend his Complaint.

15

leave to amend should be freely granted when ''"justice so

16

requires."

Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2).

As the Court is aware,

The interest-of-justice

17 . condition is typically satisfied in situations where the
I

18

pleading deficiency is capable of being cured.

19

Smith, 203 F.3d 1122, 1127 (9th Cir. 2000) (en banc).

20
21

See Lopez v.

In this case. Plaintiff contingently qualifies for leave to
.amend.

Defendant argues, among other things, that Plaintiff

22

failed to plead pre-suit knowledge of the patent and failed to

23

satisfy pleading standards under Iqbal.

24

disagrees with Defendant's arguments. Plaintiff can, if
18
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1

necessary, cure all. pleading deficiencies asserted.

2

circumstances, leave to amend is entirely appropriate and,

3

frankly, mandated in the interest of justice.
CONCLUSION

4

5

Under these

For the above reasons. Plaintiff has standing to sue (Point

6

I) and has requisite suing capacity (Point II), making the

7

present lawsuit cognizable.

8

pled his willful-infringement claim (Point III).

9

should therefore deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss in its

Additionally, Plaintiff adequately
This Court

10

entirety.

Finally, insofar as Plaintiff's willful-infringement

11

claim is deficient, leave to amend "should be granted.

12

Respectfully submitted,

13

PRO SE

14

a, 7^

15

Walter A. Tormasi
16

Dated:

May 15, 2019

17

18

19
20

21

22

23

24

19
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MAY 28 2019
8USAN Y. SOONQ

2

CLERK. U.S. DISTRICT COURT
NORTH DISTRICT OF CAUFORNIA
OAKUND OFFICE

3

4

5

Walter A. Tormasi, #136062/268030C
New Jersey State Prison
Second & Cass Streets

6

P.O. Box 861

Trenton, New Jersey 08625
7

Attorney for Plaintiff (Appearing Pro Se)
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
OAKLAND DIVISION

10

WALTER A. TORMASI,

:

CASE NO. 4:19-CV-00772-HSG

11

Plaintiff,

:

DECLARATION OF WALTER A. TORMASI
IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S

12

V.

:

WESTERN DIGITAL CORP.,

:

MOTION TO DISMISS

13

14

Defendant.
15

16

17

18

WALTER A. TORMASI, under penalty of perjury in lieu of

oath, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declares as follows:
1.

I am the Plaintiff in the above-captioned matter and

19

am making this Declaration, based on personal knowledge, in

20

opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.

21

2.

Through this Declaration, and through the exhibits

22

attached hereto, I can establish my ownership of the

23

patent-in-suit, Serial No. 7,324,301.

24

below, I can establish that I am the sole shareholder of
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1 I Advanced Data Solutions Corp. (ADS) and, in my capacity as an
2 1 ADS director and executive, had authorized and executed various
3

intellectual-property Assignments in 2007, 2009, and 2019 (see

4

Exhibits D, H, and L).

5

demonstrably valid, vested me with full ownership of the

6

patent-in-suit.

7

standing to bring the present infringement action.

8

9

3.

Those Assignments, all of which are

Thus, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 281, I have

By way of background, I am incarcerated at New Jersey

State Prison (NJSP), an adult maximum-security penitentiary

10

located in the City of Trenton.

11

2000 and have been confined at NJSP since then.

12

4.

I arrived at NJSP in September

During my imprisonment, I strove mightily to utilize

13

available resources to educate, train, and improve myself.

For

14

example, I enrolled in and completed numerous educational

15

courses, including an exhaustive paralegal program offered by

16

the Blackstone School of Law.

17

and periodicals covering diverse subjects and disciplines,

18

including technology (such as electronics and computers),

19

mathematics (such as trigonometry and calculus), science (such

20

as physics and chemistry), business (such as finance and

I also read well over 1000 books

21 1 management), medicine (such as biology and psychology), and
22

23

24

philosophy (such as metaphysics and epistemology).
5.

During my imprisonment, and throughout the years

preceding my lawsuit, I have been peacefully and constructively
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1

exercising my intellectual capabilities by forming ideas,

2

conceptualizing those ideas into novel and non-obvious devices,

3

and memorializing my inventive thoughts in writing.

4

6.

In early 2003, at the age of 23, I invented an

5

improvement in the field of magnetic storage and retrieval.

6

took steps to protect my invention and, on May 3, 2004, filed

7

U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/568,346.

8
9

7.

I

Shortly after conceiving my invention, I decided to

form an intellectual-property holding company.

Accordingly,

10

using the agency services of The Company Corporation, I caused

11

an incorporation Certificate to be drafted and filed with the

12

State of Delaware.

13

Decl. Exh. 4), I formed Advanced Data Solutions Corp., an entity

14

whose corporate charter permitted perpetual existence.

15

8.

Pursuant to that Certificate (see Wilson

In my capacity as an ADS director, I appointed myself

16

to serve in various executive positions, including Chief

17

Executive Officer, President, and Chief Technology Officer.

18

9.

Additionally, in my capacity as an ADS director, I

19

adopted Corporate Resolutions in early 2004.

20

provided that ADS issue to me all shares of stock in exchange

21

for my transferring to ADS complete right, title, and interest

22

in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/568,346 and in any

23

related domestic and foreign applications and patents.

24

10.

Those Resolutions

Pursuant to the foregoing Corporate Resolutions,
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1

ADS and I executed an Assignment of Patent Application

2

Agreement.-

3

paralleled the aforementioned Corporate Resolutions. Thus, with

4

the execution of the Agreement, I became the sole ADS

5

shareholder, with ADS owning all•applications/patents stemming

6

from U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/568,346.

7

11.

The Agreement, dated May 17, 2004, memorialized and

Thereafter, on January 10, 2005, I filed U.S. Patent

8

Application No. 11/031,878.

The following month, in accordance

9

with my Assignment of Patent Application Agreement, I executed

10

an Assignment conveying to ADS all right, title, and interest in

11

U.S. Patent Application No. 11/031,878.

12

dated February 7, 2005, and was recorded with the United States

13

Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) under Reel/Frame Nos.

14

016299/0034 and 018892/0313 (see Wilson Decl. Exh. 2).

15

12.

The Assignment was

The patent-acquisition process took three years.

The

16

process began on January 10, 2005 (which constitutes the filing

17

date of my application), and ended on January 29, 2008 (which

18

constitutes the issuance date of the patent-in-suit).

19

13.

During the patent-acquisition process, on March 3,

20

2007, prison officials removed from my possession various legal

21

documents.

22

were my ADS corporate files, which included, among other things,

23

the Corporate Resolutions and the Assignment of Patent

24

Application Agreement described above. To date, prison

Among the documents seized by prison officials
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1

2

officials continue to possess such legal documents.
14.

Eleven weeks after seizing my ADS corporate files, on

3

May 23, 2007, prison officials charged me with committing an

4

institutional infraction for operating ADS without having

5

administrative approval {see Exhibit A). I was found guilty of

6

that charge and sanctioned to 7 days of solitary confinement, 90

7

days of administrative segregation, and 60 days of loss of

8

commutation time (see Exhibit B).

9

and unequivocally, that my continued involvement with ADS

10

11

I was also warned, explicitly

matters subjected me to further disciplinary action.
15.' Based on such conduct by prison officials, I feared

12

that my control and ownership over ADS (and thus my control and

13

ownership over my intellectual property) were in jeopardy.

14

therefore decided to take precautionary measures to ensure that

15

my intellectual property remained enforceable, licensable,

16

and sellable to the fullest extent possible.

17

16.

I

Accordingly, in my capacity as an ADS director, I

18

adopted Corporate Resolutions on June 6, 2007, wherein ADS

19

agreed to transfer to me ownership in U.S. Patent Application

20

No. 11/031,878, including any ensuing patents, upon the

21.

occurrence of certain events■ (see Exhibit C) .

22

ownership-transferring contingencies included the dissolution of

23

ADS, as well as my inability to discharge my duties as an ADS

24

executive or director, my inability to fully exercise my powers
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1

as an ADS shareholder, and my inability to benefit from

2

intellectual property held by ADS (see Exhibit C).

3

17.

Under authority of the foregoing Corporate

4

Resolutions, I executed an Assignment, also dated June 6, 2007,

5

memorializing the transfer in ownership (see Exhibit D).

6

18.

The patent-in-suit. Serial No. 7,324,301, was issued

7

by USPTO in January 2008 (see Exhibit E).

8

previously recorded Assignment executed on February 7, 2005, the

9

patent-in-suit listed ADS as the registered assignee.

10

19.

Pursuant to my

During the ensuing years, I entrusted my father,

11

Attila Istvan Tormasi, to pay yearly fees to my Delaware agent

12"

(i.e.. The Company Corporation) for the purpose of complying

13

with the corporate laws of the State of Delaware.

14

father to pay such yearly fees until his death in November

15

2010, after which time I expected my brother, as an executor of

16

my father's estate, to assume payment responsibility.

17

20.

I expected my

It is worth noting that I also expected my father and

18

brother to allow me to use their residential and commercial

19

properties for ADS-related matters.

20

formation until present, ADS had offices located at 105 Fairview

21

Avenue in Somerville, New Jersey; at 1828 Middle Road in

22

Martinsville,■ New Jersey; at 1602 Sunny Slope Road in

23

Bridgewater, New Jersey; and at other addresses.

24

properties were owned or leased by my father or brother, both of
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1 I whom had given me permission to use such properties during my
2
3
4

pursuance of ADS-related activities over the years.
21.

Meanwhile, in late 2009 (about two years after

issuance of the patent-in-suit), I encountered an article in

5 I Maximum PC. The article discussed Defendant's use of dual-stage
6 I actuator systems within its hard disk drives. The article in
7

question (Exhibit F) led me to believe that Defendant, and

8

perhaps its competitors, had committed patent infringement.

9

22.

I decided to defend my intellectual-property rights

10

via civil litigation.

11

in federal court only through an attorney, and because ADS did

12

hot have such legal representation, I took steps to acquire

13

personal ownership in U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.

14

23.

However, because corporations may appear

Specifically, on December 27, 2009, I adopted

15

Corporate Resolutions (Exhibit G) and executed an Assignment

16

(Exhibit H), wherein ADS transferred to me all right, title, and

17

interest in the patent-in-suit. Serial No. 7,324,301.

18

purpose of the transfer in ownership was to permit me to

19

personally pursue, and to personally benefit from, an

20

infringement action against Defendant and others.

21

24.

The

Despite reclaiming title to the patent-in-suit, I did

22

not immediately take civil action.

I instead attempted to

23

perform technical research regarding Defendant's hard disk

24

drives.

My research efforts, however, were greatly impeded due
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1

to my imprisonment and surrounding circumstances.

25.

2

Having failed to make meaningful headway in my

3

research efforts, I sent letters to numerous attorneys seeking

4

assistance for research and litigation purposes.

5

multiple responses over the years, with all such responses

6

expressing inability or unwillingness to assist.
26.

7

I received

For illustrative purposes, I have attached three

8

responses to my solicitation requests {see Exhibits I, J, and

9

K).

Those responses confionn my unsuccessful efforts to secure

10

legal assistance.

11

locate those responses given the passage of time and given

12

iriterveriing cell searches by'prison officials. "

13

27.

I received other responses, but I cannot

Meanwhile, during the ensuing years, I became

14

preoccupied with litigating my criminal case and with unwinding

15

previously filed lawsuits and civil appeals.

16

choice but to temporarily suspend my infringement-related

17

efforts.

18

28.

I therefore had no

I revived those efforts just recently.
I filed the current lawsuit on February 12, 2019 (see

19

Docket Entry No. 1), doing so in my individual capacity.

20

support of my ownership of the patent-in-suit and thus my

21

22

23

In

"standing to sue, I appended to my Complaint an Assignment dated
January 30, 2019 (resubmitted herewith as Exhibit L).
29.

The Assignment appended to my Complaint was intended

24 1 to,serve as confirmatory evidence. That is, my purpose for
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1

executing the Assignment dated January 30, 2019, was to provide

2

up-to-date evidence confirming that I did indeed own the

3

patent-in-suit and had express authority to sue for all acts of

4

infringement occurring during the cause of action.

5

30.

As noted above, prior Assignments had been executed on

6

June 6, 2007, and December 27, 2009 (see Exhibits D and H,

7

respectively).

8

confirmatory Assignment dated January 30, 2019, I had no

9

intention of repudiating or supplanting the Assignments from

By executing and appending to my Complaint the

10

June 2007 and December 2009.

11

accordingly, remain outstanding and binding.

12

31."

Those prior Assignments,

In its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant postulates that no

13

evidence exists proving that I am an ADS shareholder, director,

14

and executive.

15

that I lacked authority to execute ADS assignments.

16

32.

Relying on that premise. Defendant contends

In response to Defendant's postulation, I now proffer

17

this Declaration, and I now verify, under penalty of perjury,

18

that I am the sole shareholder of ADS and served as an ADS

19

director and executive in approving and executing the

20

Assignments from June 2007, December 2009, and January 2019.

21

33.

For the sake of completeness, I must mention that my

22

status as an ADS owner, executive, and director is supported by

23

corroborating evidence.

24

Corporate Resolutions from 2007 and 2009, which verified my ADS

Such evidence includes: (1) my
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1

ownership and management roles {see Exhibits C and G); (2) my

2

institutional disciplinary charge from 2007, which verified my ^

3

^'possess[ion] [of ADS] paperwork [and ADS] legal documents

4

pertaining to [its] initial start up &/or operation" (see

5

Exhibit A); (3) my civil-rights complaints from 2008 and 2009,

6

which verified that I-was '^the sole shareholder of ADS and

7

function[ed] as its authorized agent" and which detailed the

8

circumstances leading to my ADS ownership (see Wilson Decl. Exh.

9

3, at pp. 3, 6-8; Wilson Decl. Exh. 12,. at pp. 3, 6-8); and

10

(4) various deeds and other legal documents from 2009-2012,

11

which verified that the postal addresses from which I conducted

12

ADS-related activities"(including the Fairview Avenue and Middle

13

Road addresses) were associated with properties owned by my

14

brother or father (see Wilson Decl. Exhs. 6, 7, 8).

15

34.

In short. Defendant is incorrect in postulating my

16

inability to prove my ADS ownership and stewardship.

17

present Declaration, which is supported by corroborating

18

evidence, constitutes such proof of ownership/stewardship.

19

35.

The

Insofar as Defendant takes issue with my failure to

20

produce the Assignment of Patent Application Agreement and

21

related Corporate Resolutions from 2004 (pursuant to which I

22

became the sole ADS shareholder), those documents were seized by

23

prison officials in 2007 and are therefore no longer in my

24

possession.

Thus, despite my willingness to produce all

10
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1

relevant ADS records demanded by Defendant, I am prevented from

2

doing so due to the conduct of prison officials.

3

36.

In its Motion to Dismiss, Defendant notes that ADS had

4

been defunct since 2008.

5

status prevented ADS from executing post-2008 assignments,

6

particularly the Assignment appended to my Complaint.

7

37.

Defendant contends that such defunct

For the record, I did not learn about the 2008

8

corporate default of ADS until receiving Defendant's Motion to

9

Dismiss.

Surprised by that revelation, I conducted follow-up

10

inquiries, at which point I discovered that my father had been

11

experiencing debilitating health issues during the years

12

preceding his death.

13

discovered, prevented my father from paying yearly fees to my

14

Delaware agent.

15

in tax delinquencies, causing the State of Delaware to place ADS

16

on defunct status in 2008 (see Wilson Decl. Exh. 10).

17

38.

Those health issues, from what I

That unexpected nonpayment apparently resulted

Between my formation of ADS until present, I never

18

intended for ADS to run afoul of the corporate laws of Delaware,

19

making the 2008 default by ADS entirely inadvertent.

20

39-

In executing the Assignments from 2009 and 2019, I

21

believed that ADS remained in good standing with Delaware

22

officials.

23

and 2019, I intended to effectuate, confirm, and/or memorialize

24

lawful intellectual-property transfers.

Additionally, in executing the Assignments from 2009

11
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1

executed all post-2008 Assignments sincerely and honestly, i.e.,

2

in the absence of fraud, bad faith, or the like,
J

3

40.

For those reasons, among others, I disagree with the

4

premise that the post-2008 Assignments were invalid or that ADS

5

became incapacitated upon entering defunct status in 2008.

6

41.

Now, for the sake of completeness, I note that ADS had

7

no debt/creditors during its existence.

I also stress that I

8

was, and continue to be, the sole" ADS shareholder.

9

assuming that ADS instantly disintegrated upon defaulting in

Thus, even

10

2008, all ADS assets would have been distributed to me in

11

accordance with established dissolution procedures.

12'

42.

In light of the foregoing circumstances, I consider

13

myself having current ownership of the patent-in-suit.

14

because one or more of the contingencies specified in the

15

Assignment from June 2007 were met; because the post-default

16

Assignments from December 2009 and January 2019 were

17

authoritative or, at the very leasf, superfluous; because ADS

18

and its stewardship properly exercised their asset-transferring

19

powers at all times; and because of other reasons.

20

43.

This is

Additionally, aside from owning the patent-in-suit, I

21

consider myself having authority to sue for all acts of

22

infringement occurring during the six-year period preceding my

23

Complaint (that is," for acts of infringement occurring since

24

February-12, 2013). This is because the Assignments from June

12
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1

2007 and December 2009 were executed prior to the cause of

2

action, with the Assignment from January 2019 explicitly

3

providing me with retroactive enforcement authority.

4

44.

In summary, given that I hold legal title to U.S.

5

Patent No. 7,324,301, and given that the aforementioned

6

Assignments were executed before the cause of action and/or had

7

express retroactive effect, I have standing to bring the

8

present infringement action pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 281.
DECLARATION IN LIEU OF OATH

9

10

I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing

11

facts are true.

I also declare, under penalty of perjury, that

12'

the documentary exhibits attached hereto are genuine.

13

® -j

14

Walter A. Tormasi
15

Dated:

May 15, 2019

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

13
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State of New Jersey

01/15/2019 18:29

Department of Corrections

COIFLET

Inmate Management

PROGRESS NOTES REPORT

new jersey state prison

BATCH:
INM#
136062

202 of 231
SBt#
0002680300

Original
03/22/2007

Last Name
TORMASI

09:00

356766

Heard By: MANISCALCO,SALVATORE

First Name

Init

WALTER

A

S6c

Status

Location

MAX

NJSP-WEST-2 LEFT-FLATS-CELL 58;

Appeal
Heard By: K/VNDELL,ALFRED

Reported By: DOLCE,R

Hearing Date: 03/26/2007
OBJ# 5

Sanctions:

ACT

Days

CMB

Comment

COMBINED WITH 009

CMB

Appeal
Heard By:

Original

05/14/2007

09:00

360654

Heard By: RUGGIERO,MATTHEW

Reported By: SIERRA,V

Heating Date: 05/30/2007
OBJ# 5

Sandlorts:

DTN

Days -IS

act

Comment

CRTS

Days

ACT

Comment

RCSEG

Days 385

act

Comment

RELCT

Days 365

act

Comment

Appeal
Heard By:

Original

05/23/2007

09:00 -

361306

Heard By: RUGGIERO,MATTHEW
705 0PER.BUS7GR0UPW/0/d»PR0VAL
Sanctions:

Reported By: MAGINNIS,W

Heating Date: 05/30/2007
OBJ# -3

DTN

Days 7

act

Comment

RCSEG

Days 90

ACT

Comment

APT

Comment!
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Corporate Resolutions

WHEREAS Walter A. Tormasi (Torraasi) is the one and only
shareholder of Advanced Data Solutions Corp. (ADS) and serves as
an ADS director and ADS executive officer; and

WHEREAS Tormasi formed ADS for the purpose of functioning as
an intellectual-property holding company; and

WHEREAS Tormasi previously assigned to ADS ownership in
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/568,346, ownership in
U.S. Patent Application No. 11/031,878, and ownership in all
patents stemming from said applications; and
WHEREAS Tormasi is incarcerated at New Jersey State Prison

and, due to his incarceration, is subject to the whims,
restrictions, and conduct of prison officials; and
WHEREAS officials at New Jersey State Prison recently seized
from Tormasi various ADS-related documents; and

WHEREAS officials at New Jersey State Prison recently took

disciplinary action against Tormasi for ADS-affiliated
activities, said disciplinary action consisting of 7 days of
solitary confinement, 90 days of administrative segregation, and
60 days of loss of commutation credits; and
WHEREAS officials at New Jersey State Prison recently
threatened Tormasi with further disciplinary action for his
continued involvement with ADS operations; and

WHEREAS Tormasi fears that his property rights are now in

jeopardy, particularly Tormasi's ability to exercise control over
ADS and, by extension, benefit from the above patent

applications, including any patents stemming therefrom; and
WHEREAS Tormasi and ADS desire that any patents stemming

from the above patent applications remain enforceable,
licensable, and sellable to the fullest extent possible;
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED, RESOLVED, AND RATIFIED, ON
THIS 6TH DAY OF JUNE 2007, AS FOLLOWS:

1.
In the event that Tormasi is unable to discharge his
duties as an ADS director or executive, then all right, title,
and interest in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

60/568,346, in U.S. Patent Application No. 11/031,878, and in
all patents stemming from said applications shall be
automatically assigned/transferred to Tormasi.
2.

In the event that Tormasi is unable to fully exercise
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his powers as an ADS shareholder/owner, then all right, title,
and interest in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

60/568,346, in U.S. Patent Application No. 11/031,878, and in
all patents stemming from said applications shall be
automatically assigned/transferred to Tormasi.
3.

In the event that ADS is dissolved or its corporate

existence or status otherwise voided, nullified, or invalidated,

then all right, title, and interest in U.S. Provisional Patent
Application No. 60/568,346, in U.S. Patent Application No.
11/031,878, and in all patents stemming from said applications
shall be automatically assigned/transferred to Tormasi.
4.

In the event that ADS becomes inactive or inoperable,

then all right, title, and interest in U.S. Provisional Patent
Application No. 60/568,346, in U.S. Patent Application No.
11/031,878, and in all patents stemming from said applications
shall be automatically assigned/transferred to Tormasi.
5.

In the event that Tormasi, in his capacity as sole

shareholder of ADS, is unable to directly or indirectly benefit
from intellectual property held by ADS, then all right, title,
and interest in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

60/568,346, in U.S. Patent Application No. 11/031,878, and in
all patents stemming from said applications shall be
automatically assigned/transferred to Tormasi.

^ /
Walter A. Tormasi
Director and Sole Shareholder
Advanced Data Solutions Corp.

Dated:

June 6, 2007
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Assignment of U.S. Patent Applications

Pursuant to the Corporate Resolutions of Advanced Data
Solutions Corp. (ADS) issued on June 6, 2007,

1. ADS assigns to Walter A. Tormasi (Tormasi) all right,
title, and interest in U.S. Provisional Patent Application
No. 60/568,346, in U.S. Patent Application No. 11/031,878, and
in all patents stemming from said applications.

2.

Said assignment shall take effect upon the occurrence

of any of the following events: (a) Tormasi is unable to
discharge his duties as an ADS director or executive; or (b)
Tormasi is unable to fully exercise his powers as an ADS

shareholder/owner; or (c) ADS is dissolved or its corporate
existence or status otherwise voided, nullified, or invalidated;

or (d) ADS becomes inactive or inoperable; or (e) Tormasi, in
his capacity as sole shareholder of ADS, is unable to directly or
indirectly benefit from intellectual property held by ADS.

^ ~TWalter A. Tormasi
CEO and Sole Shareholder
Advanced Data Solutions Corp

Dated:

June 6, 2007
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Corporate Resolutions

WHEREAS Walter A. Tormasi (Tormasi) is
as
shareholder of Advanced Data Solutions Corp. (ADS) and serves as
an ADS director and ADS executive officer; and

WHEREAS Tormasi intends to pursue patent-infringement

litigation regarding U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301; and
WHEREAS Tormasi*s wholly owned company, ^DS, is the
registered assignee of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301;. and
WHEREAS corporations many appear in federal court only
through an attorney, something which ADS lacks; and
WHEREAS Tormasi and ADS desire that ownership
No 7 324 301 be transferred to Tormasi, said transfe
to'pI^fit'Torma^i to litigate patent-infringement proceedings
connection with said patent and to benefit therefrom,
ON
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED, RESOLVED, AND RATIFIED,

in

THIS 27TH DAY OF DECEMBER 2009, AS FOLLOWS:

1.

ADS shall assign to Tormasi all right, title, and

interest in U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.

2.

Said assignment shall have retroactive effect.

3

Said assignment shall permit Tormasi, in his individual

capacity, to pursue and financia^y benefit from any claims
and remedies relating to U.S. Patent No.

/

/

•

4
Said assignment shall permit Tormasi, in his individual
capacity, to sue any and all third parties for any and all
prior, current, and future acts of patent infringemen .
5.

AS consideration for said

retu?ftrADfalfkirL^'of coLL%tock°previouslY issued'to

^oi

fs\rArs"dfrto?o^.^fa-eL=^
,d,. .
^"=""tivitier"^^^

waive
reimbursement of expenses
connection with his performance

of ADS-related activit

Walter A. Tormasi

Director and Sole Shareholder
Advanced Data Solutions Corp.
Dated:

December 27, 2009
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Assignment of U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301

Pursuant to the Corpoirate Resolutions of Advanced Data
Solutions Corp. (ADS) issued on December 21, 2009,

1.

ADS assigns to Walter A, Tormasi (Tormasi) all right,

title, and interest in U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.
2.

Said assignment shall have retroactive effect.

3. Said assignment shall permit Tormasi, in his individual
capacity, to pursue and financially benefit from any claims
and remedies relating to U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301.

4. Said assignment shall permit Tormasi, in his individual
capacity, to sue any and all third parties for any and all
prior, current, and future acts of patent infringement.

5-

Regarding said assignment, ADS acknowledges receiving

from Tormasi valuable consideration in exchange therefor.

CP,

r-

Walter A. Tormasi
CEO and Sole Shareholder
Advanced Data Solutions Corp
Dated:

December 27, 2009
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Sperry Zoda St Kane
PATENT ATTORNEYS
SUITE D

ONE HIGHGATE DRIVE

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08610-2098

JOHN J. KANE

Telephone

(609) 882-7575

New JEHSCY BAB

Fax

OF COUNSei-

FREDERICK A. ZODA

(609) 882-5BI5

OlSTRICT OF COUUMBIA BAR

September 17, 2010

ALBERT SPERRY

E-mail

JohnkaneOcomcast.net

(isoo-ise7i

Walter A. Tormasi,ID No. 136062
New Jersey State Prison
P. O. Box 861

Trenton, NJ 08625
Re: Our File TORM-l-M

U.S.Patent No. 7,324,301
Dear Mr. Tormasi:

I have received your letter of September 8, 2010. At the present time I am
not in the position to accept the extensive workload that is involved in regard to any
infringement action. In any case, our firm has a policy ofnot accepting any litigation on
a contingency fee basis as is similar with many patent law firms.
The maintenance fee that is reference in the last paragraph of your letter

cannot be paid until after January 29,2011. We will call this to your attention most

likely at the end ofJanuary or early February to address thejssjie ofpayment. Best of
luck in your endeavors.
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McCARTER
&ENGLISH
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

September 24,2010
Mr. Walter A. Tormasi
Michael Friscia

ID Nos. 136062 and 268030C

Partner
T.973.639.8493
F. 973.297.6627

P.O. Box 861

mfrisda@mccarter.com

New Jersey State Prison
Trenton, NJ 08625
Re: U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301

McCarter& English, LLP
Four Gateway Center
1G0 Mulberry Street
Newark, NJ 07102-4056
T.973.622.4444
F.973.624.7070

Dear Mr. Tormasi:

Thank you for you inquiry. However, we will not take your case on a contingent fee
arrangement. Accordingly, we do not and will not represent you in connection with
your potential patent infringement matter.

www.mccarter.com

Very trulV yours.

Michael Friscia
BOSTON

MRF/dmb
HARTFORD

NEW YORK

NEWARK

PHILADELPHIA

STAMFORD

WILMINGTON

Wiei 10629648V.1
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NIRO, HAUJER & NIRO
181 WEST MADISON STREET-SUITE 4600

HAIMOND P. NIRO

GREGORY P. CASIMER
DINAM.HAXES

•nMOIHY J. HALLEE

CHICAGO,ILLINOIS 60602

WnXIAML. NIRO

FREDERICK C.LANEY
DAVID J. MAHALEK

JOSEPH N.HOSTENX; m
KARAL.SZPONDOWSKI

ROBERT A. VrCAUE,JR.

TELEPHONE(312)236-0733

ROBERT A. CONLEY

PAUL K. VICKREY
LAURA A.KENNEAIIY

FACSIMILE(312)236-3137

DEAN D. NIRO

TAHITI AHSULOWICZ

RAYMOND P. NIRO,JR
BRIAN E.HAAN

PATRICK F. SOION
JOSEraA. CUIJG

ARTHUR A. GASEY

ANNA B.FOLGERS

CHRISTOPHER J.LEE

November 11,2010

DAVID J. SHKIKH

CHRISTOPHER W. NIRO
DANIEL R FERRI

,VASIUOS D.DOSSAS
GABRIEL L OPATKEN

SALLY WIGGaONS

OLIVER D.YANG

RICHARD B. MEGLEY JR.
OFCOtmSEL:

MATTHEW G- McANDREWS

JOHNG JANKA

PAUL C. GIBBONS

Walter A.Tormasi

ID Nos. 136062 and 268030C

New Jersey State Prison
P.O. Box 861

Trenton, New Jersey 08625
Re:

TI.S. Patent No. 7.324.301

Dear Mr.Tormasi:

I did receive your letter of September 8. .I.have had number of deadlines as well as
several trips since then, hence the delay.

I looked at your patent.and the article about the Western Digital hard drive. 1 don't
think there is enough information in the article to conclude that the device satisfies

independent claim 2 or dependent claims 25-27, or independent claim 41 or dependent
claims 61-63. The Caviar drive may very well have those features; there simply is not

enough information in the article to so conclude. If you have further information regarding
the drive, you can forward that to me and I will take a look at it At that point we would
have to run a formal conflicts check. I am virtually certain we've never represented any of
these companies, butthe conflicts check is required to be sure.
You need to consider whether you would be able to pay disbursements in the event

there is litigation. Disbursements include court fees, travel expenses, depositions, experts,

trial preparation, etc. They can be substantial, especially against companies that are ofthe
size of those mentioned in your letter. When 1 say substantial, 1 mean that the costs can be
hundreds of thousands of dollars. We do not advance costs. The client must either pay

them or pursue.a patent inyestor who.would advance the costs in exchange for a share m
the recovery.
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Walter A. Tormasi

November 11,2010
Page Two

Thanks for contacting us,and please get back to me at your convenience.
Sincerely,

/

ThsephN.JNEbsten]

JNH/mk
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I Erica D. Wilson(SBN 161386)
[ ericawilson@walterswilson.com

2

Eric S. Walters(SBN 151933)
eric@.walterswilson.com

3

I WALTERS WILSON LLP

4

I Redwood City, CA 94063

702 Marshall St., Suite 611

I Telephone; 650-248-4586
5

Rebecca L. Unruh(SBN 267881)
6

rebecca.unruh@wdc.com

7

5601 Great Oaks Parkway
San Jose, CA 95119

Western Digital
8

9
10

Telephone: 408-717-8016

I Attorneysfor Defendant
Western Digital Corporation

11

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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CORPORATION'S REPLY IN SUPPORT
OF ITS MOTION TO DISMISS
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WESTERN DIGITAL CORPORATION,
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Date: August 22,2019
Time: 9:00 am

Judge: Hon. Haywood S. Gilliam, Jr.
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Defendant Western Digital Corporation ("Defendant" or"WDC")hereby submits its

1
2

leply in support of its Motion to Dismiss(EOF 19)and in response to Plaintiff Walter A.

3

Tormasi's ("Plaintiff' or "Tormasi") Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss(ECF 23).

4

I.

1. Whether Tormasi's Complaint should be dismissed pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(1)for lack

5

6

Statement ofIssues to Be Decided

ofstanding to sue under Article III ofthe U.S. Constitution.

7

2. Whether Tormasi's Complaint should be dismissed because he lacks capacity to sue.

8

3. Whether Tormasi's claim for willful infringement ofthe '301 Patent should be

9

dismissed pursuant to FRCP 12(b)(6)for failure to state a claim.
4. Whether Tormasi's claims for indirect infnngement ofthe '301 Patent(to the extent

10
11

Tormasi contends the Complaint makes such claims)should be dismissed pursuant to FRCP

12

12(b)(6)for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

13

n.

Tormasi Lacks Standing to Sue Because ADS,Not Tormasi, Holds Legal Title to the
'301 Patent

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26

27

Tormasi does not dispute that the application leading to the '301 Patent was assigned to
Advanced Data Solutions Corp.("ADS")in 2005,that the assignment was notarized and
recorded — twice—in the United States Patent and Trademark Office("PTO"),that ADS was the

assignee at issue ofthe '301 Patent, and that PTO records still reflect that ADS holds legal title
to the '301 Patent. Although unclear, Tormasi appears to assert that regardless of whether ADS

holds legal title to the '301 Patent, as the named inventor he retains standing to sue for its
infnngement. ECF 23 at 3. That proposition is wrong as a matter oflaw, and the case law that
Tormasi cites —Arachnid, Inc. v. Merit Industries, Inc., 939 F.2d 1574, 1578 n.2(Fed. Cir. 1991)
— does not so hold. On the contrary. Arachnid makes clear that only a patent's legal title holder

has standing to sue for money damages for its infringement. Arachnid, 939 F.3d at 1581. And, as

discussed in WDC's opening brief(ECF 19 at 10,12) where a named inventor assigns all of his
right, title and interest in and to his patent he is divested ofstanding to sue for its infringement.
See Lans v. Digital Equip. Corp., 252 F.3d 1320(Fed. Cir. 2001).
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Tormasi has no standing to sue for the '301 Patent's injfringement.

1
2

in.

Tormasi Proffers No Competent Evidence to Show That He Is(or Ever Was)ADS's
Sole Shareholder Or Had Any Authority To Assign The'301 Patent From ADS to

3

Himself

4

In response to WDC's factual challenge to Tormasi's standing, Tormasi fails to produce a

5

single document corroborating his assertion that he is(or ever was)ADS's sole shareholder, an

6

ADS director or officer, or had any authority whatsoever to transfer ADS's ownership ofthe

7

'301 Patent to himself. And,as discussed in WDC's opening brief, the competent evidence of

8

record is to the contrary. EOF 19 at 12-14. Thus, Tormasi's arguments in favor of his standing to

9

sue all fail because they are premised on the unsupported notion that he is and was ADS's "sole

10
11

shareholder" or otherwise had authority to assign the '301 Patent from ADS to himself.
To support his standing argument, Tormasi offers a self-serving and uncorroborated

12

declaration, a May 24,2007 prison disciplinary report, and never-before-seen contingent

13

assignments, assignments and alleged "corporate resolutions"(signed only by Tormasi allegedly

14

in 2007 and 2009)in which Tormasi purports to transfer the '301 Patent from ADS to himself.

15

See Declaration of Walter A. Tormasi In Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss(BCF 23-

16

1)("Tormasi Decl."), Exs. A, C,D, G,& H. None ofthese documents corroborates Tormasi's

17

assertions concerning his status as "sole shareholder,""director" and/or"CEO"of ADS.

18

19

The prison disciplinary report states only that Tormasi possessed unspecified
paperwork/forms/legal documents pertaining to the initial start up &/or operation ofan

20

unauthorized business" and that"Tormasi by this act-circumvented the procedural safeguards

21

against inmates operating a business without prior approval."Id., Ex. A. The report says nothing

22

about the content ofthese documents or Tormasi's supposed roles in ADS; it does not even

23

mention ADS. The report cannot corroborate Tormasi's claims about his alleged roles at ADS.

24

Tormasi's declaration and purported assignment documents likewise are entirely

25
26

uncorroborated and are signed only by Tormasi himselfin his supposed capacity as ADS's
Director,""CEO"or "Sole Shareholder."Id, Exs. C,D,G,& H.Tormasi's declaration and

27
28
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1

attached exhibits thus do nothing to corroborate Tormasi's claims concerning his roles in ADS

2

and his alleged authority to assign the '301 Patent from ADS to himself.

3

Tormasi's statement in his declaration that it was he who caused ADS to be formed,{id.,

4 ^7), is likewise unsupported. The Certificate to which he points {See Declaration ofErica D.
5

Wilson in Support of Defendant Westem Digital Corporation's Motion to Dismiss(ECF 19-1)

6

("Wilson DecL"),Ex.4)in no way identifies Tormasi as having any interest whatsoever in ADS

7

Indeed, it does not mention Tormasi at all. Similarly, his statements regarding his role as an ADS

8

director, officer and sole shareholder {Id.,

9

contemporaneous documentary evidence or third-party declarations.

10

8-10) are entirely uncorroborated by any

Furthermore,the 2007 and 2009 "assignments" and "resolutions" have no indicia of

11

reliability and authenticity. They are not witnessed or notarized and are not self-authenticating.

12

Nor do they contain any contextual information to support their purported dates of execution.

13

Neither ofthe alleged assignments was recorded with the PTO. In short, Tormasi has provided

14

no evidence, other than his own self-serving declaration, to support the authenticity ofthose

15

documents. Tormasi, however, is simply not credible.

16

In fact, Tormasi has admitted, including in statements under penalty of perjury, that ADS

17

was the assignee ofthe '301 Patent in exactly the same time fimne for which he now claims to

18

have assigned the patent from ADS to himself. In a Complaint Tormasi filed on December 1,

19

2008 on behalf ofADS and himselffor alleged civil rights violations stemming from the prison's

20

confiscation of Tormasi's business-related documents, Tormasi stated that ADS was the

21

"registered assignee of[the '301] patent." Wilson Decl. Ex. 3,

22

correspondingly owns all applications and patents stemming from Plaintiff Tormasi's '346

23

provisional application"); see also id. ^ 27(a)(stating that ADS is the "assignee" ofthe '301

24

Patent); id at 25(Tormasi's verification under penalty of perjury that the statements in the

25

Complaint are "true and correct to the best of my knowledge"). In a "1^ Amended Complaint'

26

filed July 24,2009 Tormasi reiterated (again under penalty ofperjury)that ADS was the

27

assignee ofthe '301 Patent. Wilson Deck,Ex. 12, 20(a)-20(e), 27(a)and p.27(verification).
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1

Tonnasi made no mention ofcorporate resolutions or assignment documents that he

2

allegedly executed in June 2007, well prior to the filing dates ofhis 2008 Complaint and 2009

3

amended complaint. Instead, throughout the pendency ofhis civil rights action, he steadfastly

4

maintained that ADS was the assignee ofthe '301 Patent, and without the paperwork prison

5

officials had confiscated as contraband he could not "prove his ownership of ADS to the

6

satisfaction ofinterested third parties," and was thus unable to "directly or indirectly benefit

7

from his intellectual-property assets." Wilson Decl., Ex. 3, Tff20 (a)-(e), 22(a), 27,Ex. 12,

8

1120(a)-(e),T122(a),27.

9

Furthermore, in appellate briefing to the Third Circuit in August 2011 Tormasi

10

unequivocally asserted ADS's ownership ofthe '301 Patent, stating "While ADS does own

11

Patent No. 7,324,301 (including its related applications)...""See Declaration ofErica D. Wilson

12

in Support ofDefendant Western Digital Corporation's Reply In Support ofIts Motion to

13

Dismiss("Wilson Reply Decl."), Ex.26 at 3;see also id. at 1 ("Defendants are correct that

14

Tonnasi had assigned to ADS all rights regarding Patent No.7,324,301 (including Provisional

15

Patent Application No.60/568,346 and Non-Provisional Patent Application No. 11/031,878).)."

16

Tormasi now takes the exact opposite position in this Court, claiming that he actually

17

assigned the '301 Patent back to himselfin 2007 and/or 2009.In light of his prior statements to

18

the New Jersey federal court and the Third Circuit, such assertions are simply not believable.^

19
20
21
22

23

^ This would not be the first time evidence submitted by Tormasi has been found lacking
credibility. A New Jersey state court found an unsigned "affidavit" allegedly prepared years

earlier by Tormasi's deceased father and presented by Tormasi after his father's death in support
ofa petition for post-conviction relief, to be "not believable,""inherently suspect" and
"untrustworthy." State v. TormasU No. A-4261-16T4,2018 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 2417, at
*1-4(Super. Ct. App. Div. Oct. 31,2018)(Wilson Reply Decl., Ex.27). Similarly, Tormasi was
previously found to have attempted to "subvert the security and safety ofthe facility" by

24

attempting to mail "fourteen legal briefs that had been hollowed out to create hidden

25

compartments" that "can easily be used to traffic contraband to and from the facility." Tormasi v.
New Jersey Dept. ofCorrections, 2007 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 1216, at *1-4 (N.J.

26

27

Super.A.D. Mar.22,2007)(Wilson Decl., Ex.21). The New Jersey Court found unpersuasive
Tormasi's self-serving declaration that "another inmate's documents were intermingled with
[his] or that the documents were planted to fabricate charges against[him]."Id. at *2.
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As the plaintiff in this action Tormasi "has the burden of proving the existence of Article

1
2

III standing at all stages ofthe litigation." Ctr.for Biological Diversity v. United States Fish &

3

Wildlife Serv., 807 F.3d 1031, 1043(9th Cir. 2015). Tormasi's uncorroborated claims regarding

4

his alleged ownership ofthe '301 Patent —which are diametrically opposed to what he

5

previously told various federal courts — fall far short of meeting his burden of proving that he has

6

standing to sue for infringement ofthe '301 Patent.

7

IV.

8
9

The Alleged 2007 and 2009 Assignments Are Ineffective
Even if Tormasi could somehow show that he is and was someone with authority to

transfer ADS's assets to himselfand could show that the June 2007 and December 2009

10

"corporate resolutions" and "assignment agreements" were not post-hoc litigation-inspired

11

documents, but rather were executed on the dates stated, the assignment agreements would still

12

be ineffective for multiple reasons. First, Tormasi states that on May 23, 2007 prison officials

13

disciplined him for operating a business and he was "warned, explicitly and unequivocally, that

14

[his] continued involvement with ADS matters subjected [him]to further disciplinary action."

15

Tormasi Decl., ^14. The 2007 and 2009 resolutions and assignment agreements reflect activities

16

taken on behalf of ADS and thus constitute conducting a business, something Tormasi is

17

expressly prohibited from doing. See also ECF 19 at 17-18; infra Section V.

18

Second, the 2007 assignment purports to be a contingent assignment and effective only

19

on the happening ofcertain events.Id., Ex. D.Tormasi states that "one or more ofthe

20

contingencies specified in the Assignment from June 2007 were met"(Id., ^42), but fails to

21

identify to which contingency he refers and when the unspecified contingency supposedly arose

22

Moreover, at all relevant times, including into 2019,Tormasi behaved as though ADS was still

23

an operating business and holding the '301 Patent as evidenced by:(1)Tormasi's statements to

24

the New Jersey federal court and the Third Circuit in the 2008-2011 timeframe that ADS was the

25

assignee ofthe '301 Patent;(2)Tormasi's January 30, 2019 assignment ofthe '301 Patent to

26

himself in his alleged capacities ias ADS's sole shareholder and President {Id., Ex.L);(3)

27

Tormasi's declaration that he believed his family members were paying ADS's Delaware
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1

franchise taxes(Id.,

19, 37); and (4)Tormasi's declaration that at all relevant times, including

2

2019, he "believed that ADS remained in good standing with Delaware officials." M,^9.

3

Third,the 2009 assignment is ineffective for the additional reason that it was allegedly

4

entered into when ADS was in a void status. As discussed in WDC's opening brief(ECF 19 at

5

14-17), although ADS could continue to hold assets while in a void status, during the period in

6

which it was void, it had no power to assign its assets to Tormasi or anyone else.

7

Citing Krapf& Son, Inc. v. Garson,243 A.2d 713, 715 (Del. 1968), Tormasi argues that

8

the 2009 and 2019 assignments ofthe '301 Patent from ADS to himselfare valid, even though

9

executed while ADS was in a void status, because ADS's lapse into a void status was inadvertent

10

11

and the assignments were executed without fraud or bad faith. ECF 23 at 6.

In Krapf,however, the question before the Court was whether a corporation's president

12

could be held personally liable for a contract he entered into on behalfofthe corporation after

13

the company was declared void and before it was revived under Delaware law.Krapf, 243 A.2d

14

at 714. In holding that the president was not personally liable, the Delaware Court found that

15

since the corporation had been properly revived under 8 Del. C. § 312(e),the contract was

16

validated." Id. at 715 (citing 8 Del. C. §312(e)). Krapfdoes not stand for the broad proposition

17

that a contract entered into while a corporation is in a void status is valid, even ifthe corporation

18

is never revived.

19

In this case, Tormasi proffers no evidence that ADS has been revived pursuant to §312;

20

the alleged 2009 assignment and the 2019 assignment, therefore, cannot have been validated as

21

was the case in Krapf Moreover, ADS's void status can hardly be said to have been inadvertent,

22

nor were the alleged assignments made in good faith. Tormasi's claim that he thought for the

23

past 15 years that his father and brother were paying ADS's Delaware franchise taxes on his

24

behalfis not credible. Notably, although claiming to be ADS's sole shareholder, Tormasi

25

proffers no evidence that he provided either his father or brother with the funds with which to

26

pay ADS's Delaware franchise taxes. And, he provides no explanation of why his father or

27

brother, who supposedly had no interest in ADS, would pay ADS's franchise taxes for him.

28
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1

Tormasi also states that he expected his brother and father would house ADS on their properties

2 (ECF 23 at 6-7), which raises further questions concerning the ownership of ADS. Tormasi
3

proffers no third-party declaration or documentation corroborating his assertion that his family

4

members were to pay ADS's Delaware fi^chise taxes and house ADS on Tormasi's behalf.

5

Moreover, in his December 2008 complaint and July 24,2009 amended complaint,

6

Tormasi complained that the prison officials' seizure of his corporate paperwork prevented

7

Tormasi from paying ADS's federal taxes. Wilson Deck,Ex. 3,^22(b), Ex. 12, ^22(b). Tormasi

8

thus inconsistently claims that(1)the seizure of his corporate paperwork prevented him from

9

paying ADS's federal taxes, but(2)he believed (and never once confirmed in 15 years)that his

10

11

brother and/or father were readily able to pay ADS's Delaware franchise taxes.

Tormasi claims he only leamed of ADS's void status when WDC filed its April 25, 2019

12

Motion to Dismiss. Tormasi Deck,^37. Tormasi further claims that "[sjurprised by that

13

revelation" he "conducted follow-up inquiries," and only just now discovered in 2019 that prior

14

to his death in 2010, Tormasi's father experienced debilitating health issues that prevented him

15

from paying the Delaware taxes. Id. Notably, however,Tormasi does not submit documents or a

16

declaration from any third-party with whom he made such inquiries corroborating these

17

supposed findings. Nor does Tormasi offer any explanation of why his brother was prevented

18

from making the payments.

19

As discussed in WDC's opening brief, Tormasi's alleged assignments also lack the

20

hallmarks of good faith that were present in Krapf. Tormasi's purported assignment of ADS's

21

patent to himselfis an obvious bad faith (albeit failed) effort to do an end-run around the New

22

Jersey prison's "no-business" rule. Indeed, by bringing this patent infringement suit, Tormasi is

23

using the courts in an effort to monetize the '301 Patent which he is barred from doing under

24

New Jersey law.

25

In a last-ditch effort to claim ownership ofthe '301 Patent, Tormasi argues that because

26

ADS was in a void status as of March 2008, under section 278 ofthe Delaware code the

27

December 2009 assignment ofthe '301 Patent from ADS to himselfis valid. Tormasi's argument

28
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fkils for multiple reasons. First, as discussed above, Tormasi has provided no competent

2

evidence other than his own self-serving declaration to support the notion that he is ADS's sole

3

shareholder and executive.

Second, §278 entitled "Continuation ofcorporation after dissolution for purposes ofsuit

4
5

and winding up affairs" provides:

6

All corporations, whether they expire by their own limitation or are otherwise

7

dissolved, shall nevertheless be continued, for the term of3 years fi-om such
expiration or dissolution... for the purpose ofprosecuting and defending suits..
.and ofenabling them gradually to settle and close their business, to dispose of

8

and convey their property, to discharge their liabilities and to distribute to their

stockholders any remaining assets, but notfor the purpose ofcontinuing the
businessfor which the corporation was organized,(emphasis added).

9
10

Section 278 does not address whether a corporation that is void for failure to pay
11

fi-anchise taxes is "otherwise dissolved" within the meaning ofthe code, and "[cjourts
12

interpreting Delaware law disagree as to whether a Delaware corporation whose charter has been
13

forfeited or declared void for failure to pay its fianchise taxes is dissolved." V.E.C. Corp. v.
14

Hilliard, No. 10 cv 2542(VB),2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 152759, at *16-17(S.D.N.Y Dec. 13,
15

2011)(Wilson Reply Deck,Ex.28)(comparing cases). In at least one case,the Delaware
16

Supreme Court did not apply § 278 to a void corporation. See Transpolymer Indus, v. Chapel
17

Main Corp., No.284, 1990, 1990 Del. LEXIS 317,at *2(Del. 1990)(unpublished)(Wilson
18

Reply Decl., Ex.29)(finding void corporation's powers "inoperative" and corporation thus
19

lacked standing to pursue an appeal). It is therefore questionable whether §278 is even applicable
20

here.
21

The better view is that a void corporation is not "otherwise dissolved" within the meaning
22

of§278 because pursuant to 8 Del. C. §312 it can be revived by payment ofthe past due taxes.
23

As the Delaware state court has clearly recognized, a corporation that has had its certificate of
24

incorporation revoked for failure to pay fi^chise taxes "is not completely dead." Wax v.
25

Riverview Cemetery Co., 24 A.2d 431,436(Del. Super. 1942). It is instead merely "in a state of
26

coma fi-om which it can be easily resuscitated."Id; see also In re Apple iPod iTunes Antitrust
27

Litig., No.05-CV-0037 YGR,2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 165254, at *14-15(N.D. Cal. Nov.25,
28
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2014)(Wilson Reply Decl., Ex. 30)("While authority is split on whether voided corporations fall

2

under section 278,the Court finds more persuasive the approach followed by the Delaware

3

Supreme Court—^that void corporations lose their standing to pursue legal actions until the

4

corporate status is restored")(emphasis in original)(citations omitted).

5

Even if ADS were considered to be "otherwise dissolved" within the meaning of §278,

6

§278 cannot render the 2009 assignment valid. It is well-settled that §278 is specifically directed

7

to winding up a business, not to carrying on the purposes for which it was established. See, e.g.,

8

Gamble v. Perm Valley Crude Oil Corp., 104 A.2d 257,260(Del.Ch. 1954); McBride v. Murphy

9

124 A. 798, 801 (Del. Ch. 1924).

10

In this case, Tormasi's statements and conduct show that the 2009 assignment — even if

11

found to be authentic and executed on the date stated on the document — was not effectuated for

12

the purpose of winding up ADS's business affairs. In his declaration, Tormasi states that he

13

wanted to pursue patent infringement litigation with respect to the '301 Patent, and since ADS

14

must be represented in federal court by an attorney but did not have one, Tormasi "took steps" to

15

acquire the '301 Patent. Tormasi Decl.,^ 22. Indeed, referring to the December 27,2009

16

assignment, Tormasi explicitly states,"[t]he purpose ofthe transfer in ownership was to permit

17

me to personally pursue, and to personally benefit from,an infringement action against

18

Defendant and others." Id., ^23. And, at all relevant times, including through 2019, Tormasi

19

claims that he "believed that ADS remained in good standing with Delaware officials." Id., 139.

20

Section 278 is inapplicable.

21

Tormasi also argues that if ADS were dissolved, as sole shareholder the ADS assets-

22

i.e., the '301 Patent — would automatically transfer to him. ECF 23 at 8. Again,Tormasi has

23

adduced no competent evidence that he is the sole shareholder ofADS. Moreover, Section 277

24

ofthe Delaware General Corporation Law states that "[n]o corporation shall be dissolved ...

25

under this chapter" until all franchise taxes have been paid and all annual franchise tax reports

26

have been filed by the corporation. 8 Del. Code § 277. Thus, ADS could not be dissolved and its

27
28
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1

assets distributed to its shareholders until all ofthe fianchise taxes have been paid and all annual

2

franchise tax reports have been filed by ADS. To date, that has not occurred.

3

V.

4

Tormasi Lacks the Capacity to Sue

Tormasi's patent infringement suit is in furtherance ofhis personal business interests-

5

i.e., monetization ofthe '301 Patent — and is thus prohibited under New Jersey's law precluding

6

inmates from operating businesses. Tormasi admits that"New Jersey inmates are prohibited

7

from operating businesses without administrative approval." EOF 23 at 10-11 (citing N.J.A.C.

8

10A:4-4.1). And, Tormasi does not deny that he does not have the authorization ofprison

9

officials to operate any business.

10

Instead, Tormasi-while proclaiming himself an "entrepreneur"(BCF 1, If 1)and seeking

11

$15 billion in damages for alleged infringement ofthe '301 Patent (id.,"Prayer for Relief,"^D

12

& E)- implies that because he is operating in his ^'personal capacity" his patent infringement suit

13

caimot be deemed in furtherance of prohibited business operations. ECF 23 at 11. Tormasi cites

14

nothing supporting the notion that theform ofa business is in any way relevant to New Jersey's

15

prohibition on inmates operating a business. Nor does Tormasi make any effort to distinguish the

16

cases cited in WDC's opening briefin which New Jersey inmates operating in their individual

17

capacities were found to have violated New Jersey's "no business" rule. See ECF 19 at 17-18.

,18

Tormasi does not meaningfully address the opinions ofthe New Jersey federal court and

19

the Third Circuit finding that his patent monetization and enforcement efforts conducted under

20

the auspices of ADS ran afoul ofNew Jersey's "no-business rule" but rather declares them

21

22

inapposite." ECF 23 at 11.

Tormasi's concurrently filed request for appointment ofpro bono counsel for settlement

23

purposes(BCF 24), underscores that this patent infringement action is part ofan overall patent

24

monetization strategy. In his accompanying declaration, Tormasi explains that pro bono

25

counsel's assistance is required inter alia "to determine and apply reasonable royalty rates to

26

[WDC's]revenue." ECF 24-1,^11. Tormasi further notes that any settlement likely will include

27

licensing or sale ofthe '301 Patent and that pro bono counsel's assistance is needed to assist him

28
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with valuing the patent. ECF 24-1,^14. And, Tormasi's declaration in support ofhis opposition

2

to WDC's Motion to Dismiss states that the alleged assignments ofthe '301 Patent from ADS to

3

Tormasi were done to ensure the '301 Patent "remained enforceable, licensable, and sellable to

4

the fullest extent possible." Tormasi Decl., ^15.

5

This is precisely the sort ofconduct that the New Jersey court has found runs afoul of

6

New Jersey's"no business" rule. See Helm v. New Jersey Dept. ofCorrections, 2015 N.J. Super.

7

Unpub. LEXIS 1062(N.J.Super. A.D. May 8, 2015)(Wilson Decl., Ex. 19)(Inmate Helm found

8

guilty of operating a business without authorization where he signed paperwork regarding the

9

sales of his artwork and taxes to be paid from those sales and because attorneys assisting him

10
11

were compensated from income generated by the sales).

Tormasi knowingly misstates the law regarding an inmate's right of access to the courts

12

under the First and Fourteenth Amendments when he argues that New Jersey's "no-business"

13

rule cannot prevent him from suing for patent infHngement. ECF 23 at 10. Tormasi argues that

14

Bounds V. Smith,430 U.S. 817(1977)established an inmate's right of access to the courts and

15

that under the Supreme Court's holding in Lewis v. Casey,"prison officials must allow prisoners

16

to file civil lawsuits and, conversely, are prohibited from 'frustrat[ing] or...imped[ing]' any

17

'nonfirivolous legal claim.'" ECF 23 at 10 (citing Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 349,353

18

(1996)).

19

Lewis, however, says no such thing, and, in fact holds the precise opposite. In holding

20

that a claim for denial ofthe right of access to courts requires a showing of"actual injury," the

21

Lewis court explained that"/Ae injury requirement is not satisfied byJust any type offrustrated

22

legal claim." 518 U.S. at 354(emphasis added). Rather, an inmate's constitutional right of

23

access to the courts is limited to inmate suits "attack[ing] their sentences" or "conditions oftheir

24

confinement" and "[ijmpairment ofany other litigating capacity is simply one ofthe incidental

25

(andperfectly constitutional) consequences conviction and incarceration." Id. at 355

26

(emphasis in original and added).

27
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Tormasi is well-aware ofthese limits on an inmate's right ofaccess to the courts; he was

2
3

apprised ofthis by both the New Jersey federal district court and the Third Circuit in a prior civi
rights lawsuit he brought based intey alia, on his alleged inability to bring patent infringement

4

litigation. Citing the Supreme Court's decisions in Bounds and Lewis, the New Jersey federal

5

court emphasized that an inmate's "right ofaccess to the courts is not, however, unlimited" and

6

does not extend to patent infringement litigation. Tormasi v. Hayman,No.08-5886(JAP)2009

7

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560, at *13-15 (D.N.J. Jun. 16,2009)("Tormasi I")(Wilson DecL, Ex. 1).

8

The New Jersey court stated:

9
10
11
12

Here,the Complaint fails to state a claim with respect to Plaintiff Tormasi's desire
to pursue patent violation litigation, as impairment ofthe capacity to litigate with
respect to personal business interests is "simply one ofthe incidental(and
perfectly constitutional) consequences ofconviction and incarceration."

Tormasi 1,2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50560, at *14-15(quoting Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. at 355).

13

The court reiterated the Lewis court's limitations on an inmate's right ofaccess to the

14

courts in Tormasi v. Hayman,No.08-5886,2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25849, at *21-22(D.N.J.

15

March 14, 2011)("Tormasi IF')(Wilson Decl., Ex. 11).

16

And, on appeal, the Third Circuit likewise cited Lewis for the proposition that an inmate's

17

right ofaccess to the courts is limited to attacking their sentences or conditions ofconfinement,

18

and stated "[bjecause Tormasi's complaints about his ability to pursue patent matters do not fall

19

into one ofthese categories, we agree that he failed to state an access to the courts claims."

20

Tormasi v. Hayman,443 Fed. Appx. 742, 744, n.3(3d Cir. 2011)(Wilson Decl.,Ex. 13).

21

22
23

In August 2011 briefing to the Third Circuit, Tormasi acknowledged under Lewis he had

no constitutional right to bring patent infringement litigation. Indeed, Tormasi wrote.
Defendants, for example, cite Levyis v. Casev.518 U.S. 343,116 S. Ct. 2174, 135

L. Ed.2d 606(1996),for the proposition that Tormasi has no right to pursue
24

"patent violation litigation." While defendants are technically correct, Tormasi

does not seek "access to the courts" to litigate infringement actions against patent
25

26

violators.

Wilson Reply Decl., Ex.26 at 3-4(emphasis added).

27
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Tormasi's reliance on Holmcm v. Hilton, 542 F. Supp.913(D.NJ. 1982), aff'dlYl F.2d

1
2

854(3d Cir. 1983)is misplaced. Holman does not, as Tormasi suggests, stand for the proposition

3

that preventing inmates from bringing whatever sort of lawsuit they choose is unconstitutional.

4

Rather, in Holman the court found a state statute prohibiting New Jersey inmates from bringing

5

suit in New Jersey state court against '^public entitfles]or public employee[s]"{i.e., prison

6

officials) while incarcerated violated Plaintiffs(an inmate serving a life sentence who alleged

7

prison officials wrongfully took his personal property) constitutional rights to due process.

8

Holman, 542 F. Supp. at 914-15 & n.3(emphasis added).

Here, Tormasi attempts to bring a patent infiingement suit in furtherance of his personal

9
10

business interests, something he is not entitled to do. In any event, the Supreme Court's ruling in

11

Lewis- handed down 13 years after Holman — is binding precedent. To the extent the district

12

court or Third Circuit opinions in Holman can be said to be in conflict with Lewis,the Supreme

13

Court's ruling is controlling.

Tormasi lacks the capacity to bring suit in furtherance of his personal business interests.

14
15

16

VI.

Tormasi Fails To State a Claim For Willful Infringement

As discussed fully in WDC's opening brief(ECF 19 at 19-23) Tormasi's complaint fails

17

to state a claim for willful infiingement. Tormasi does not plausibly plead WDC's knowledge of

18

the '301 Patent or knowledge of its infiingement. Tormasi admits that the entirety of his

19

allegations concerning WDC's knowledge ofthe '301 Patent and alleged infiingement ofthe

20

patent consist of his conclusory statement that "Defendant knew that its dual-stage actuator

21

system and tip-mounted actuators violated U.S. Patent No. 7,324,301." ECF 23 at 17. As

22

discussed in WDC's opening brief, such conclusory allegations,"will not

23

556 U.S 662,678(2009);see also ECF 19 at 19-20.

24

Ashcroft v. Iqbal,

Tormasi's claim for willful infringement likewise fails because he pleads no facts to

25

support the notion that WDC's conduct was "egregious" as required to state a claim for

26

willfulness. See, e.g., Hypermedia Navigation v. Google LLC, No. 18-CV-06137-HSG,2019 U.S

27

Dist. LEXIS 56803,at *10(N.D. Cal. April 2,2019)(Wilson DecL,Ex. 14). Tormasi argues that
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1

.2

by alleging WDC's conduct was willfiil he has"by implication" alleged "egregiousness"ECF
23 at 17. That is a backwards analysis, and Tormasi's bare allegation of willfulness utterly fails

3

to meet the pleading standard ofthis Court. Tormasi fails to plead "specific factual allegations

4

about[WDC's]subjective intent or details about the nature of[WDC's] conduct to render a

5

claim of willfulness plausible, and not merely possible." Hypermedia, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

6

56803, at *10.

7

Tormasi does not dispute that the "surrounding circumstances" he alleges give rise to his

8

willfulness claim center on the publication ofthe application leading to the '301 and not the '30

9

Patent itself. Nor does Tormasi dispute that he lacks any basis whatsoever for the allegations,

10

made upon information and belief, concerning WDC's supposed knowledge and use ofthe

11

application leading to the '301 Patent. See ECF 1,^36-44. Instead, Tormasi argues that all

12

allegations in the complaint must be accepted as true. ECF 23 at 14-15. However,"courts do not

13

accept as true allegations that are merely conclusoiy, unwarranted deductions offact, or

14

unreasonable inferences." Hypermedia,2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56803, at *2-3 (citations and

15

internal quotations omitted). Tormasi's baseless allegations need not be accepted as true.^

16

Vn.

17

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons and the reasons set forth in WDC's opening brief(ECF 19),

18

WDC respectfully requests that its Motion to Dismiss be granted.

19

Dated: June 13, 2019

20

Respectfully submitted,
fs!Erica D. Wilson
Erica D. Wilson

21

Erica D. Wilson(SBN 161386)

22

ericawiison@walterswiIson.com

Eric S. Walters(SBN 151933)

23

eric@waiterswilson.com
WALTERS WILSON LLP

24
25

26

^ Tormasi does not appear to contend that he pled causes ofaction for indirect infringement. To

27

the extent he does, however, such causes of action should be dismissed for failure to state a claim
for the reasons set forth in WDC's opening brief. See ECF 19 at 23-24.
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8

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

9
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10
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CASE NO. 4:19-cv-00772-HSG

11
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OBJECTION TO REPLY EVIDENCE

12
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HEARING DATE:
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WESTERN DIGITAL CORP.,

ASSIGNED JUDGE:

13

14

HON.' HAYWOOD S

GILLIAM, JR., U.S.D.J.
Defendant.

15

16

Pursuant to Civil L.R. 7-3(d)(l), Plaintiff Walter A,

17

Tormasi objects to three items of reply evidence submitted by

18

Defendant in connection with its Motion to Dismiss

19

20

First, Plaintiff objects to the admission of his Third

Circuit brief.

(See Wilson Reply Decl. Exh. 26.)

Defendant

21 j seeks to use the statements therein to impugn Plaintiff's

22 j Assignment from December 2009. Plaintiff acknowledges that his
23

Third Circuit brief, filed in August 2011, indicated that ADS

24

owned the patent-in-suit.

However, as explained on page 3 of
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the Third Circuit brief, Plaintiff's factual representations

2

were ^Mrawn from [his July 2009] amended complaint."

3

In other words, Plaintiff's statements in his Third Circuit

4

brief were outdated by at least two years.

5

Plaintiff was required to cull his facts from ^'the original

6

papers and exhibits filed in the district court."

7

P. 10(a)(1).

8

brief, although filed in August 2011, did not account for the

9

existence or impact of the December 2009 Assignment.

10

This is because

Fed. R. App.

For that reason. Plaintiff's Third Circuit

The bottom line is that Plaintiff drafted his Third Circuit

11

brief based on the frozen record, which predated his December

12

2009 Assignment.

13

Plaintiff s comments in his Third Circuit brief as ^'*party

14

admissions" or ^^prior inconsistent statements," those comments

15

are nonprobative and immaterial, making them irrelevant under

16

Fed. R. Evid. 401.

17

misleading, warranting exclusion under Fed. R. Evid. 403.

18

To the extent that Defendant seeks .to use

Those comments are also prejudicial and

Second, Plaintiff objects" to the admission of the appellate

19

ruling in State v. Tormasi, No. A-4261-16T4, 2018 WL 5623953,

20

2018 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 2417 (App. Div. 2018).

21

Wilson Reply Decl. Exh. 27.)

22

that the appellate ruling demonstrates that Plaintiff's

23

Declaration (Docket Entry No. 23-1) lacks credibility.

24

(See

In its Reply, Defendant contends

Insofar as the appellate ruling constitutes ^''evidence,"
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such evidence is irrelevant under Fed. R. Evid. 401.

This is

2

because the appellate ruling evaluated the credibility of an

3

affidavit executed by Plaintiff's father.

4

however, the credibility of Plaintiff's father is not at issue,

5

making the appellate ruling entirely irrelevant.

In this case,

Third and finally, Plaintiff objects to Defendant's use of

6

7

the appellate ruling in Tormasi v. New Jersey Dept. of

8

Corrections, No. A-4043-05T3, 2007 WL 845921, 2007 N.J. Super.

9

Unpub. LEXIS 1216 (App. Div. 2007).

(See Reply Memo., at p. •

10

4.)

i:l

matter having nothing in common with the present lawsuit.

12

ruling, as such,- lacks relevancy under _Fed. R. Evid. 401.

13

That ruling stemmed from an internal disciplinary

The

To justify injecting- the disciplinary ruling into the

14

present lawsuit. Defendant argues that the ruling proves that

15

Plaintiff '^attempted to subvert the security and safety of the

16

facility" and that his explanatory "self-serving declaration"

17

was regarded as "unpersuasive." (Reply Memo., at p. 4 (internal

18

quotation marks omitted).)

19

contends that the appellate ruling demonstrates that Plaintiff

20

"simply [is not] believable."

21

Based on that premise. Defendant

(Reply Memo., at p. 4.)

Defendant's basis for admission must be rejected.

Even if

22

Defendant can somehow meet relevancy standards under Fed. R.

23

Evid. 401, the appellate ruling remains inadmissible on multiple

24

grounds.

Defendant, in essence, seeks to use the appellate
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1

ruling as specific evidence of Plaintiff's bad character or

2

reputation for untruthfulness.

3

be admitted.for those purposes under Fed. R. Evid. 404(a) and

4

Fed. R. Evid. 608(b).

5.

Such evidence, however, cannot

Exclusion is therefore mandated.

For the above reasons. Plaintiff requests that the Court

6

deem the foregoing evidence inadmissible and disregard such

7

evidence in adjudicating Defendant's Motion to Dismiss.

8

Respectfully submitted,

9

PRO SE

10

11

Walter A. Tormasi
12

Dated^:

June 25, 2019

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
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2
3

ULC -b 2019

4

CLERK. U.S. DISTRICT COURT

SUSAN Y. SOONG

5

Walter A. Tormasi, #136062/268030C
New Jersey State Prison

6

Second & Cass Streets
P.O. Box 861

7

Trenton, New Jersey 08625
Attorney for Plaintiff (Appearing Pro Se)

northern district of CALIFORNIA

8

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

9

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
OAKLAND DIVISION

OAKLAND

10

WALTER A. TORMASI,

CASE NO. 4:19-CV-00772-HSG

11

Plaintiff,
NOTICE OF APPEAL

12
V.

13

WESTERN DIGITAL CORP.,
14

Defendant.
15
16

TO:

Susan Y. Soong, Clerk

17

United States District Court

18

1301 Clay Street
Oakland, California 94612

19

Plaintiff, Walter A. Tormasi, hereby appeals the Court's
Order entered on November 21, 2019 (Docket Entry No. 33), to the

20

United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.

21

Respectfully submitted,

22

PRO SE

23

T

24

Maitei:. A.,.. Torm^s1
25

Dated:

November 27, 2019

26

27
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